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ABSTRACT OF THESIS.
Romans 7 is a famous orux interpretum. Its interpretation forms
a Chapter of its own in the history of Pauline Studies. The purpose of
this Thesis is to survey the field, identify the issues involved, indicate
conclusions reached on these, and then suggest an approach to the problem
which, we claim, meets many of the requirements of the case.
Chapter 1 summarises the results of our investigations into the
questions whioh belong to the sphere of "Introduction". We desoribe the
Epistle as essentially a "creative synthesis". In assessing the Epistle
a balance must be established between the background which is personal to
Paul, the historical Church situation and the destination of the Letter.
The purpose and structure of the Epistle are considered.
Chapter 2 affirms the basic antithetical nature of Paul's thou$it
and traces the development of the concept of law which belongs to this
fundamental antithesis, until it becomes the major interest in Chapter 7.
Chapter 3 explores the immediate context of the passage within
which 7s7-25 is a digression.
Chapter 1+ extends the viewpoint to the Epistle a3 a whole. Our
passage is related in particular to three other sections in the Epistle,
namely, 1:18-3:20; 5:12-21; 9:1-11:36. The connecting link is the
salvation history mode of thought.
■? v
Chapter 5 oonoentrates attention on the understanding of the gyu)
in 7:7ff. A sketch is offered of the main interpretations which have been
advanced, in order to give some appreciation of the history of the problem.
Then note is taken of certain important attempts in recent times to
clarify the problems in which positive contributions are made, in
* )
particular by ft.G. Kummel and R. Eultmana, An examination is made of other
passages in Paul's writings from which light may be thrown on 7s7ff '~ad
the search for antecedents and parallels to the "I"-form is extended to
the wider literary field. Attention is given to a possible relationship
with Qumran. The conclusion is that the Old Testament and Judaism provide
the relevant soiiroes. Two major issues for the understanding of the
are investigated - its relation to the Christian and then to Paul himself.
A controlling esohatological tension is identified in each case, in the
light of which negative answers are reached. Two lesser issues are dealt
with - the primary theme of the passage is recognised as the function of
the law in God's plan and the standpoint of the passage is defined as
Christian.
Chapter 6 proposes that 7s7-25 should be identified a3 an explicit
dramatisation and arguments are advanced in support. The controverted
issue of a Genesis allusion in w7ff is dealt with exegetically with a
positive conclusion. Paotors in the preceding verses which predispose
toward a dramatic portrayal are indicated. Hints are collected from the
extensive literature and these supply tentative pointers in the direction
w8 have travelled. Appeal is made to three essays of special interest,
by P. Benoit, B. Raram and H. Jonas. It is readily granted that a dramatic
presentation is hardly what one would expect from the Hebrew background
of Paul, but again predisposing factors can be adduced in Paul's frequent
use of metaphor and apocalyptic imagery, in his use of the theological
oonoept of "corporate personality", and in his personal adaptability.
/
Arguments are led against too narrow an interpretation of ^cfi05 in the
passage. A multiple use is in happy accord with our insistence on a
dramatic portrayal.
Chapter 7 seeks to analyse the passage in accordance with the
view of it3 literary form which has been proposed. In this analysis
exegesis i3 of first importanoe. Four scenes in the drama are identified,
comprising vv7-H; 12-13; 14-24, 25a, to which there is appended a
summarising conclusion or epilogue, v25b. The purpose of each scene and
of the 3umiaarising conclusion i3 described and the oontent is dissected.
In Scene 3, vvl4-24» the proposal is made that a soliloquy is before us
within the over-all dramatic portrayal. We claim that this insight helps
to clarify some of the hitherto intractable problems. The essential
continuity between vvl4ff and w7ff is affirmed. The famous conflict or
split is carefully analysed and is shown to consist of a conflict within
a oonfliot, the one objective and the other subjective. Consideration is
given to disputed issues - whether Paul is a systematio theologian, how
his anthropological terms are to be understood, the extent to whioh he
was influenced by Hebrew and by Greek culture.
Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of our study. The search for
a "key" to unlock all the problems is dismissed. The importance of an
appreciation of the dramatio form and of attention to the esohatological
factor is emphasised. The argument is summed up and five important
questions are answered in the li$it of our investigation. The thesis ends
with a summary of the main advantages resulting from the recognition of
the dramatio form of 7*7-25•
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We take for granted the oommon abbreviations, beyond which we
list the following. Pull information as to name of author, title of
volume or article, and source is given on the first occasion of use in
each of the two parts into whioh the Thesis is divided. Thereafter, as
seemed to be required, we have used the forms op. oit. and ibid.. or
fuller information, the latter particularly in the oase of authors who
are represented by a number of works or after due lapse of fuller
citation. Complete bibliographical information will be found in the
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come to this New Testament theatre,M
Alexander fthyte.
MATTERS OF INTRODUCTION. CHAPTER 1.
SOME PRESUPPOSITIONS.
We first state certain assumptions which underlie our approach
to our subject. Regarding the authorship of the Epistle to the Romans
the consensus is so heavily on the side of the Apostle Paul, this may
be assumed without more ado."'"* We likewise assume the integrity of the
2
Epistle a3 traditionally received. * T.W. Manson*s restatement of the
1, The effort of the Dutch School (on whom see A, Sohweitzer, "Paul
and His Interpreters", 1912, pp. Il8ff; J. Klausner, "From Jesus to
Paul", 1944, pp. 236, 461; W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, "The Epistle to
the Romans", 5th. Edition, 1902, pp. lxxxviff) which came after F.C.
Baur and outdid his radical zeal, has no more than an historical
interest and is rightly relegated by T.W. Manson (Peake's Commentaiy on
the Bible", 1962, p. 940, para. 815a - hereafter designated "Peake 1962")
to the "ecoentrioitiea of criticism". of also W.G. Kumrnel, "Introduction
to the New Testament", 1966, p. 178. The attempt by R.M. Hawkins,
"Romans: A Reinterpretation", J.B.L.. 60 (1941), 129-140, to isolate
"genuine" Pauline material, starting from a supposed dislocation at 2:13ff
in the interest of a Hellenistic interpretation of Christianity addressed
to an excessively Jewish Church, is not convincing. There is no MSS.
evidenoe to support the contention; the treatment is too brief by far;
the canons are too subjective.
2. The textual tradition is very complicated. The arguments against the
Roman destination of Chapter 16 may be balanced by arguments in favour,
of. C.H. Dodd, "The Epistle of Paul to "the Romans", 1932, pp. xixff;
J.B. Lightfoot, "St. Paul* s Epistle to the Philippians", 1873, pp. 171ff;
D. Guthrie, "New Testament Introduction: The Pauline Epistles", 1963,
2nd. Edition, pp. 29ff; P.S. Minear, "The Obedience of Faith", 1971,
pp. 22ff. See especially W.G. Kummel*3 view, op. oit., pp. 222ff and his
conclusion p. 226: "The supposition that the original text of Romans
contained 1:1 - 16:23* therefore, explains the textual tradition the most
oonvinoingly..." of. also T. Zahn, "Introduction to the New Testament",
1909, 1, p. 393; A.F.J. Klijn, "An Introduction to the New Testament",
1967, p. 81; M. Dibelius (ed. W.G. Kuinmel), "Paul", 1953, p. 82.
2
old theory of an Ephesian destination for Chapter 161* is certainly
attractive but he can advance no conclusive MSS. support and his
arguments in favour can be matched by arguments against.
The limits in time within which Romans can fall are narrow.
The date lies within the period 54-59 A.D. The balance of probability
2 3#
seem3 to us to rest on the winter * of 57-58 A.D. *, although a year
earlier can also be supported.^* The place of writing i3 almost certainly
1. "Studies in the G-ospels and Epistles", (ed. M. Black), 1962, pp. 225-
241 (reprinted from B.J.R.L.. 31 (1948), 224-240: "St. Paul's Letter to
the Romans - and Others"), of. "Peake 1962", p. 940, para, 815c to e,
where Manson claims support from P46, the Chester Beatty papyrus codex
from near the end of the 2nd. century A.D. which represents the leuLral
or Alexandrian text. The sequence of Romans in P46 is: 1-15J 16:25-27;
16:1-23. In support and against H. Lietzmann's earlier objection, of.
E.J. Goodspeed, "Phoebe's Letter of Introduction", H.T.R.. 44 (1951),
55-57.
2. The Mediterranean was closed for navigation till Maroh 10th (F.F.
Bruce, "The New Bible Commentary", 1954, 2nd Edition, p. 925; of. W.M.
Ramsay, "The Expositor", 6th Series, 4, (1901), 407). The voyage would
probably be planned for one of the Jewish pilgrim ships plying between
Corinth and Palestine in connection with the Easter festival in Jerusalem
(J. Munok, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", 1959, P« 310).
3. A date within the years 57-58 A.D. is adopted by, among others,
E.H. G-ifford, "The Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans", 1836, p.2; T. Zahn,
op. cit., pp. 434f; B.M. Metzger, "The New Testament: its background,
growth and content", 1965, pp. 208ffj A. Wikenhauser, "New Testament
Introduction", 1956, p.405; J. Klausner, "From Jesus to Paul", 1944,
p. 394. Among those who hold a slightly earlier date within 55-56 A.D.
are: T.M. Taylor, "The Place of Origin of Romans", J.B.L.. 67 (1948)
295; T.'tf. Manson, op. clt., p.259; C.K. Barrett, "The Epistle to the
Romans", 1962, p.5; W.G-. KUmmel, op. cit., p.220. A.F.J. Klijn, op. oit.,
p.78 suggests 56-57 A.D.
4. No absolute chronology is possible for the life of Paul, At best a
relative scheme can be devised. The most secure starting point is the
date assigned to Paul's appearance before Gallio (Ac. I8:12ff), from
which we can argue forward through the itinerary of the "Third Journey".
Calculation oan also be made backward from the replacement of Felix as
Procurator of Judaea by Festus. These dates however cannot be fixed
1 2
Corinth * at the olose of the so-called Third Missionary Journey.'"
(cont'd) with certainty, especially the latter. The probable date3 of
Gallio's term of office as proconsul in Achaia are 51-52 A.D, (cf.
"The Chronology of the Life of Paul", 1968, pp.104-111; D. Guthrie,
op. oit., pp. 181, 274f; C.K. Barrett, op. cit., pp. If; K.P. Kickle,
"The Collection: A Study in Paul's Strategy", 1966, p.33. i?or a
discussion of the problem with text and translation see "The Beginnings
of Christianity": Vol. 5# Part 1, The Acts of the Apostles, ed. P.J.
Foakes Jackson and K. Lake, 1933* pp.460ff. Either 56-57 A.D. or 57-58
A.D. fits the progress of events, probably the latter. J. Knox, "Chapters
in a Life of Paul", 1954, offers an earlier chronological scheme for
Paul which reflects his extreme scepticism regarding the historical
reliability of Acts, in which Paul readies Jerusalem with the collection
in 53 A.D. This view, we think rightly, has not gained significant
support. G. Ogg claims that Paul arrived in Jerusalem in 59 A.D.
1. Ac. 19:21; 20:2-3 tell us that Paul has come from Macedonia to
Greece. As 2 Cor. says that Paul was on his way to Corinth when he was
in Macedonia, we may assume that his destination in Greece was Corinth,
his intention being to spend three winter months there, before going to
Jerusalem, (of. J. Munck, "Christ and Israel", 1967, p.8 n3.) T.M.
Taylor, op. cit., argues at length against Corinth and in favour of
Philippi during Passion Week in 55 A.D. We think the date too early;
the time available too short for composition; and the picture suggested
of the Church environment at Corinth too pessimistic, cf. R.M. Grant,
"A Historical Introduction to the Wew Testament", 1963, p.188, for a
similar view. C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.3, considers a Corinthian
location to be "overwhelmingly probable".
2. The classification of Paul's labours into three missionary journeys
is not altogether satisfactory, cf. W. Wrede, "Paul", 1907, pp.43ff;
A. Sabatier, "The Apostle Paul", 1891, p.279; W.D. Davies, "Peake 1962",
p.875, para. 764f; G.B. Caird, "The Apostolic Age", 1955, p.124. There
was. missionary work before the first "journey" and the progress during
Paul's life was not according to a tidy timetable. The division however
is convenient and traditional and may be followed with advantage
although with qualification.
TIIS MILIEU OF ROMANS,
Classic works are not produced in a vacuum nor are they wholly
determined by factors consoious to their creator. In order to understand
the complex environment of the Epistle we must look at the life
situation of Paul in the first place, then at the general situation in
the expanding Churoh and finally at the Roman Churoh itself.
'Then we explore the inner world of Paul to whion Romans belongs
we find that he has arrived at a significant point in his life, a
"provisional terminus" in the apt phrase of J. Denney."1"* The exoitements
of the past lie behind him after a Church-founding evangelism in the
east, and especially the north-east area, of the Mediterranean basin.
/
The Gospel has been fully preaohed ( TSTrXiytoKs-VoH 15:19) in an
2.
embraoing aro from Jerusalem to Illyricum. Thi3 cannot mean that
x
everyone in the area * has heard the Gospel from Paul far less that
they have believed. The reference should be understood in a
representative sense, some have heard and believed and they stand for
1. "The Theology of the Epistle to the Romans", The Expositor, Series 6,
3 (1901), 1.
2. O.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.276: "Aots gives no aooount of work in
Illyrioum, though from Maoedonia the Via Egnatia struck across the
Balkans to the eastern coast of the Adriatio, and it is not impossible
that Paul or his associates had made tentative excursions in this
direction as far as Illyricum". of. J. Munck, "Paul and the Salvation of
Mankind", 1959, p.52 aL.
3. An area of some 300,000 square miles - J. Knox, op. cit., p.107.
their nation or area.1. The strain of the preceding years, so full of
unremitting toil, notable achievement, great personal hardships and
recurring antagonisms, are clear to us in the Corinthian and Galatian
Epistles. Now there is a period of quiet at Corinth. * The winter
months impose their restraint on travel. Paul has opportunity to
recuperate his energies among his own "children". The past has time to
catoh up with the future. In a word the psychological conditions are
right for a reflective, creative, interpretative, synthesising episode.
/ /
1. The use of ^crc\^p(f)V,£Vxj rather than a form of 15519
indioates more than a simple statement of the fact that Paul has
preached. Nor does it mean that he has proclaimed the full Gospel,
whioh we can take for granted. We touch here the important Semitio
concept of solidarity which will oocupy us latex-. N.S.B. reads: "I have
completed the preaching". W.F. Aradt and F.W. Gingrich (editors), "A
Greek-English Lexioon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian
Literature", 1957* p.677: "bring (the preaohing of) the Gospel to
completion" - hereafter designated "Arndt-Gingrioh"• J.H. Moulton and
G. Milligan, "The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament", 1930, p.520: "The
common NT use of rc\r)poco s •accomplish* a duty..." of. f. Sanday and
A.C. Headlam, op. cit., pp.408ff; C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.276; F.F.
Bruoe, "The Epistle of Paul to the Romans", 1963, p.261; J. kurray,
"The Spistle to the Romans", 1967, Part 2, p.214; J. Munck, "Paul and
the Salvation of Mankind?1, 1959, pp.48* 51*Y» 301, see also his "Christ
and Israel", 1967* p.98. Munok relates 15:19 to his particular view of the
"fulness of the Gentiles".
2. J. Denney, op. oit., p.3: "But throu^i all conflicts of thought and
passion he had come into a great peace; and that peace, which rest3 on
the Epistle to the Romans like sunlight on the sea..." of. A. Sabatier,
op. cit., p.185; T. Zahn, op. oit., p.434; F.J. Leenhardt, op. cit.,
pp.10, 14. Perhaps some preparatory work was done during the long stay
in Ephesus?
6.
Paul has followed a pioneering policy (15:20), preaching the
Gospel where Christ has not been named,1* His restless mind with its
obsessive missionary zeal * looks to the future. He has a sense of limited
fulfilment within the terms of his strategic concept. There is no longer
/ i
any Tc'7tc;5 (15s23), "sphere of activity", * in the East. A new Act in
the drama in whioh Paul played the part of Apostle-in-Chief to the
Gentiles is about to begin, but first there will be an interval. The
undertaking so willingly given to remember the poor (Gal. 2:10) has come
to a happy conclusion. The collection must be taken to Jerusalem (l5;25).
We think it better to regard Paul's conveyance of this money from
personal motives rather than from a high esohatological doctrine.*1"* His
continuing mission was more important than one significant episode
within it. He intends to fulfil his promise in person and pay a visit
1. It is not clear whether this should be understood as a device to save
time, an economic use of resources, a strict interpretation of his
commission, or merely as a quirk of temperament. We must allow for the
self-correcting mechanism which rescues the enthusiast from too rigid *an
adherence to his fixed principles.
2. This is to be derived in part from Paul's temperament - he was "that
type" - but mainly from the impetus given by the enoounter near Damascus
and from the dynamic of the Spirit in him.
3. W. Marxsen, "Introduction to the New Testament", 1968, p.$3. N.E.B.
reads "no further scope".
4. K.F. Nickle, "The Collection: A Study in Paul's Strategy", 1966,
offers a study in depth of Paul's collection project. He finds its
prototype in the relief fund from Antioeh on the occasion of the grave
economic situation at Jerusalem, probably in 48 A.D. He also recognises
analogies in certain Jewish monetaxy institutions - the half shekel Temple
tax in particular, the Jewish contributions for charity and the later
Patriarchal tax. The unresolved tension in the Churoh at Antioch following
Peter's "hypooriay" poses acutely the question of the role of the Gentiles
in the "Heilagesohichte" and leads Paul to invest the collection ?/ith
heightened theologioal significance . Nickle distinguishes three levels in
7
once more to the mother city before he travels west. He allows himself
the opportunity of renewing fellowship. It is clear from 15:30ff however
that Paul has serious misgivings about the intended visit. An anxious
note intrudes. This threat of danger sharpens the point of his
reflections as he sees the future in terms of a mission in the West and
recalls the past in terms of a mission in the East.
Paul produced his great Epistle from within this personal
situation. It is essentially a creative synthesis. It is a synthesis
in that he gathers together elements from the past. It is creative in
that Paul organises his past experience in the service of his future
hopes. We think that light can be thrown on this process in Paul by the
(cont'd) the projects 1. It is an act of Christian charity:2. It expresses
the solidarity of the Christian fellowship, Jew and Gentile;3. It is an
esohatologioal exeroise - the "esohatologioal pilgrimage" (p.142) of the
Gentile Christian delegates to Jerusalem will fulfil Old Testament
expectation and move the Jews to jealousy and thus to the Gospel, 1. and
2. were successful, espeoially 2., but 3« was a "crashing failure". The
collection is presented as the first venture consciously inaugurated
to restore the threatened unity of the Church, (p.9). Among oommentators
there is wide recognition of the importance of solidarity and of the
special position of the Jerusalem Church but there is no unanimity as to
the precise esohatologioal significance. J. Munok, whom Niokle largely
follows, develop^s this understanding to the highest point. Nickle notes
that the collection spanned the known period of Paul's missionary
activity from Antioch to Rome and assumes that the effort expended was
in proportion to the theological significance. He concludes that the
journey to Jerusalem was "the culmination and embodiment of Paul's entire
apostleship" (p.143).
8.
study of creative mental processes in general."1"* In Paul's case the
synthesis was compounded of his cataclysmic experience on the way to
Damascus, his background in the Old Testament and Judaism, his oontact
with the primitive Churoh, his missionaiy experiences, his own personality,
the cultural ethos, and his continuing relationship with the Lord and the
Spirit. The point in time served as catalyst. We do not pretend that
1. See especially L.E. Cole, "General Psychology", 1939» pp*553-559» on /
"Creative Imagination and the Unconsoious". He first quotes J.H. Poinoare's
analysis of his own mathematical thought processes. There is: 1. voluntary
conscious effort in assembling material and initiating subconscious
perseveration processes; 2. unconscious incubation and elaboration; 3* the
flash of illumination; 4. verification and final shaping and testing.
He then refers to Lowe's study of 3.T. Coleridge and the writing of "The
Ancient Mariner". The poet's diaries and notebooks detail his reading in
the period preoeding the composition. Lowe olaims that given the materials
from the research period, the ohanoe mention of an albatross in
conversation and the conscious effort of composition, the creative process
in this instance can be laid bare. Elements from the material studied
"had been milling about in the unconscious during the long period of
incubation, forming new oonstellations, acclimatising themselves within
this Coleridge environment, until that time when the crystallising idea of
the albatross precipitated the whole structure". Cole does not pretend
that the creative prooess is wholly understood and he does not oversimplify.
The unconscious is one factor in a many-sided complex but an important one.
See also the investigation by C. Maurat, "The Bronte's Secret", 1969, p.49,
of the literary genius of the Bronte sisters. She discovers the background
of their work, whioh appeared so suddenly and without apparent antecedent,
in the rieh fantasy world of their past, on whioh they drew when "the
moment of maturity" oame. Also of. J.S, Morpurgo, "Barnes Vallis", 1972,
p.348j "It always interests me (i.e. B. Wallis) how wonderfully the terms
of a desperately difficult problem beoome olarified after working on it for
several yeare; and how, in the light of the olarified terms the true
solution gradually is revealed, till so olear does it beoome that we can
reduce what was onoe an amorphous congregation of unreconoilable requirements
to the severe and economical form of a syllogism". The comments of L.
Bernstein on Beethoven's notebooks in relation to his Fifth Symphory (D.
Ewen, "Leonard Bernstein", 1967, pp.ll2f) are also relevant, as is the
material in "Executive Health", 4* 2, (1967)* This approach relates to
T.W. Manson's view of Romans as summary and manifesto; of. &. Bornkamm,
"The Letter to the Romans as Paul's Last Will and Testament", Australian
Biblioal Review. XI (1963, Deo.) 2ff, and his "Paul", 1971, pp.88ff.
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Romans can be taken apart like a jig-saw puzzle, still le33 that we
can fully comprehend Paul, but some understanding of the creative process
is important and helps us to anchor Paul firmly within oommon humanity.
Romans is a creative synthesis. It is not just an Epistle, it is
Paul's Epistle.
We turn now to the outer world to which Romans belongs. Some
twenty-five years intervened between the Pentecost event and the writing
of Romans. A remarkable expansion of the Church had taken plaoe.
Jerusalem and Antiooh seeded the Gospel far and wide. B.M. Metzger1, with
a rather wider period in view writes, "Within thirty to forty years after
the death of Jesus, every major city of Asia Minor, Greeoe and Italy
had one or more Christian congregations". Paul was by no means the first
or the only one to work in the field of the Gentile mission. # Apostles
and apostolic men, preachers and witnesses were at work. When he plans
with Spain in view he inevitably does so in terms of the already
established Church and in particular the Church at Rome. We should allow
Paul an interest in Rome for its own sake. It was the secular Jerusalem
and he was a Roman oitisen. There is no need to destroy Paul's humanity
by writing out all motives of human interest and ambition. These were the
servants of his destiny but they were there. Beyond this natural ambition
1. op. oit., p.171. of. W.D. Davies, "Peake 1962", p.872, para. 762a:
"Paul's activity took plaoe within the context of a vast missionary
expansion"j G.B. Caird, op. cit., p.89.
2. Among many writers of. A.M. Hunter, "Paul and His Predecessors", 1961
new revised edition, passimj J. Munok, "Paul and the balvation of Mankind",
1959, pp.208fj E.E. Ellis, "Paul and his Co-Workers", N.T.S. 17 (1970-71),
437^52.
lay his immediate strategic interest, the mission to Spain."'"* It is easy
to see Rome as a base ffom which the intended operation might proceed
without reoourse to a controlling esohatologioal motive. Paul was well
aware of the advantage of suoh a base from his experience in Tarsus and
2,
Antiooh and Jerusalem and Ephesus.
1. Cr.La Piana, "Foreign Groups in Rome during the First Centuries of the
Empire", H.T.R. 20 (1927), 39&ff, emphasises the strategic importance of
Rome for Paul and the vindication of this awareness in later years in
that Christianity developed more strongly in the West than in the East,
which he attributes to the role played by Rome. J. Munok maintains that
Paul, frustrated by lack of response from the Jews at Jerusalem at "the
offering of the Gentiles", saw Rome and the Emperor as the final opportunity
of witnessing to the Gentiles within Paul's unique esohatological role.
We think this an exaggeration. The intention was there prior to the visit
to Jerusalem whether successful or not. There still 3eems to be
justification for the concept represented by W.te. Ramsay of an imperial
strategy in which cities and centres of population and influence had some
importance for the mission. This is not a secularisation of the record but
an acknowledgement of the humanity of the apostle. G.La Piana, op. cit.,
p.401, remarks that "Until the fifth centuiy the Christian religion waa
mainly a city religion; in the country its penetration was slow..."
of. J. Wei3s, "The History of Primitive Christianity", 1937, 2, pp.864fj
W. Wrede, "Paul", 1907, p.45J h. Dibeliua (ed. W.G. Kummel), op. oit.,
p.68? G.B. Caird, op.cit., p.l25» P«3. Minear, op. cit., p.2, speaks of
the "logistic reasons for writing to the Romans" and of Paul's "penchant
for planning his travels well in advance". But see also W.D. Davies,
"Peake 1962", p.877, para. 767o.
2. F.J. Leenhardt, op. oit., p.13, is reading in too much in speaking of
a replacement of Jerusalem and its "ecclesiastical province" by Rome and
its sphere of influence. We can assume that the normal intercourse
between Jerusalem and Rome was reflected in contact between the Christians
in both places. There is however no evidence for the existenoe at this
stage of an authoritarian structure. Affection and a sense of debt to
Jerusalem would exist and especially among Jewish Christians but there
was no provincial system at this early date, cf. W.D. Davies, "Peake
1962", p.871, para. 760e - 76laj A.D. Nook, "St. Paul", 1938, p.80.
THiS CHURCH AT ROMS.
"The oldest oertain witness to the existence of the Roman Church
is the Epistle to the Romans itself","1'* At the time of writing that
Church was celebrated throughout the world (1:8; 16:19), It must have
been in existence for some years as Paul deolares that he has long
intended to visit it (1:8-13; of. Ac. 19:21), Its zeal and loyalty are
commended (l:8ff). The cradle in which it was laid must be assumed to be
the Jewish community in Some. * This began to form in the second oentuiy
B.C."'* It was increased by the Palestinian eaptives brought baok by
Pompey after the capture of Jerusalem in 63 B.C. By the time of Jesus
the ooloiy was well established and organised and was second only to
those of Alexandria and Antiooh, This alien community with its intense
racial and religious consciousness kept in close touch with the homeland
and a constant traffic took plaoe between the two in both directions.
1, W.Cr. Kuramel, op, ext., p»217*
2, of, &.La Piana, op. oit., pp.341ff» He argues that the life and
maimers of the foreign multitudes in Rome during the early centuries of
the empire throw rauoh light on the circumstances of the Christian
community. He estimates the number of Jews in Rome at about 50,000.
(of, P.J. Leenhardt, op, oit,, p.ll and n2. T, Zahn, op, oit., p,434#
reokons the Jewish population in Rome in 4 A.D. to be certainly "more
than 30,000",) Piana gives factual information on whioh imaginative
reoonstruotion oan be made of the Jews* sooial, economic and religious
life, (See p.341 nl for references on the histoxy of the Jews in Rome.)
The similarities of the situation in multi-racial Rome to that of mary
American oities in the 1930*• and later, and certain English oities in
the 1960's and later is quite remarkable. This volume is valuable for
the social background of the Roman Churoh, essa.y
3. &.La Piana, op,oit,, p,344»
"The Roman Church did not have a founder in the same sense as did
the Church in Ephesus or Corinth.""^* Paul himself i3 clearly not the
2.
founder. Peter cannot be considered seriously for the role. * Ho other
apostle is a candidate for the honour. The Epistle itself gives no hint
of the person or persons to whom the Church at Rome was first indebted.
It is not difficult however to reconstruct the origins by inference and
oonjfcture. The nuolear event at Pentecost must not be underestimated
in this connection. It may well have sent the first Christians to Rome
x
with a consequent spontaneous self-propagation. " Their admittedly scant
knowledge would be inoreased by new arrivals both from Jerusalem and
1. T. Zahn, op. cit., p.427.
2. It is unlikely that Peter visited Rome before the date of Paul's
Epistle. The traditions connecting Peter with the origin of the Church
at Rome, either individually or jointly with Paul, are late and unreliable
and should be regarded as an attempt to attribute an apostolic origin,
of. A.P.J. Klijn, op. oit., pp.74f; Weiss,."The History of Primitive
Christianity", 1937, 2, pp.838f. C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.6, writes,
"No early authority claims that it was founded by Peter (though the
evidence that he visited Rome i3 early and^sound)..." There is no
mention in the Epistle itself of contemporary work by Peter in Rome.
He does not appear in the list of greetings in Chapter 16, assuming a
Roman destination, nor is he mentioned in the later Epistles of Paul
usually ascribed to the first Roman captivity, cf. G-. Bornkaauii's rejection
(Australian Biblical Review. XI (1963) 5) of H. Lietzmann's view that Peter
was in Rome very early.
3. Ac. 2:10 allows this inferenoe, of. B.M. Metzger, op. oit., p.209.
P.P. Bruce, op. oit., p.13 say3, "It may be significant that these Roman
visitors are the only European contingent to receive express mention
among the pilgrims". H.L. Ellison, "The Mystery of Israel", 1968, p.23,
suggests "almost immediately after the day of Penteoost". T. Zahn, op. oit.
p»433 on the other hand designates the "Jews and prosyletes from Rome" not
as festival visitors but as residents. R.3.V. gives "and visitors from
Rome, both Jews and prosyletes"; so also N.S.B. but omitting "and".
fat
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from other evangelised parts. They had the Old Testament which they were
learning to interpret in their own special way and they had the dynamic
of the Spirit. The normal flow of travellers, soldiers, civil servants,
merchants and slaves would reinforce the first nucleus. * It thus seems
hi^ily probable that the date of origin was very early.We know nothing
1. The work of C.H. Dodd (see in particular: a. "The Foundations of
Christian Theology", Theology To-Day. 7 (1950-51)* 308-320, comprising
material in number 4 of the Stone Lectures, later published in b.
"According to the Scriptures", 1952, in which see his summing-up pp.l26f;
andcpThe Old Testament in the New", 1952) has thrown light on the
understanding of the Old Testament among the first generation of Christians.
He traces this back to an assumed instruction given by Je3U3 himself to
his disciples. Dodd's theory of blocks of material or whole contexts on
recognised themes, has replaced the earlier view of J. Rendel Harris^who
inferred the existence of compilations of texts in the form of
"Testimonies". fifrln
2. T.W. Manson, "Studies in the &ospel3 and Spistles", 1962, p.259 nl,
makes interesting reference to one of the oldest Christian private letters
from one Irenaeus, a seaman in a grain ship plying between Egypt and Italy,
who visits the Christian community in Rome while his 3hlp is in port.
3. E.H. G-ifford, op. cit., p.6, quotes Tacitus (Annals 15:44) to the
effect that, soon after the death of its founder, Christianity spread even
to Rome. A. Wikenhauser, op. cit., p.399» says, "at a very early date".
T. W. Manson, op. oit., p.259 affirms, "Somewhere about the same time
that the new faith came to Macedonia, it must also have arrived in Rome,
perhaps a little earlier...." E.F. Scott, "The Varieties of Hew
Testament Religion", 1943, p.128, looks to the followers of Stephen -
of. B.M. Metzger, op. oit., p.209. T. Sahn, op. oit., p.433. surmises an
early mission by Barnabas, of. M. Dibelius (ed. W.G-. Kuramel), op. cit.,
pp.l6f: ".....there was a oontinual increase of traffic in consequence
of the frequent movement of troops and transfer of officials. The
importance of all that for spreading the Christian faith is obvious;
and there is really no need to a3k how the Roman Churoh could have
originated. Tradespeople, slaves in an official's retinue may have taken
Christianity to Rome even in the thirties and forties". A.D. Nock, op. cit.,
p.207, suggests that the Roman Church originated from migration from
Palestine and Syria.
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concrete about the numbers * and organisation * of the Roman Church at
the time of Paul's writing. In the beginning a connection with the Jewish
community through its synagogues is very likely,"'*
1. H, Lietzmann, "The Beginnings of the Christian Church", 1937, p.171:
"We have not the slightest information about the size of the (Christian
mission) Churches,.," J, Munok, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", 1959,
p.278. of. "Christ and Israel", 1967, P»97, estimates the number of
Gentile Churches in the East as very modest with membership counted in
thousands rather than tens of thousands and that of Jewish Churches in
hundreds rather than in thousands. He reckons an average of some two
hundred members in the area between Jerusalem and Illyria. W. Wrede, op.
oit», p.46, suggests between 100 and 150 in any one city. There is much
conjecture in all such calculations. It seems reasonable however that the
number of Christians in Rome would bear some relation to the size of the
city, the extent of the Jewish population.,, the early date of origin and
the scale of travel between Rome and other parts.
2. JjB. Lightfoot, "Notes on Epistles of St. Paul", 1895, p«246, sees
in v (1:7) a possible allusion to the "extensive and straggling
character of the Churoh of the metropolis". The background information
given by G-.La Piana, op. oit., suggests that we should envisage several
congregations or groups. Small numbers in each of these, limited finance,
lack of space for building (especially for foreign societies), and a
tendency to associate aooording to occupation, racial origin, or place
of residence in the city, would encourage formation of a plurality of
Christian groups. J. Weiss, op. oit., 1, p.361, had already suggested so
(and see his quotation from von Dobschutz, p.36l n9l). P.3. Minear, op.
cit., pp.ix, 7, 24, 27, 43, infers the existence of maay house-churches
in Rome and relates these to his contention that there were at least five
distinguishable groups of Christians in terms of religious outlook.
(of. his earlier essay, "The Truth About Sin and Death", Interpretation,
7 (1953), 143ff where he identifies "three major groups".) cf. B.M.
Metzger, op. oit., pp.209: "...the letter is not addressed to 'the Church
at Rome' but to 'all God's beloved in Rome' a phraseology which suggests
that their organisation was not compact or unified". Also cf. H.L.
Ellison, op. oit., pp.24, 85* On the house-churoh see P.P. Bruce, op. oit.,
p.16; B.M. Metzger, op. oit., p.233; J.B. Lightfoot, "The Epistles of
St. Paul: Colossian3 and Philemon", 1875, pp.308f on Col. 4:15»
3. C.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.6, suggests the formation of a Christian
synagogue within the general framework of the Jewish groups in the city,
cf. W. Manson, "The Epistle to the Hebrews", 1951, p»39; A. Sabatier,
op. oit., p.195* See G-.La Piana, op. oit., p.352 n22, for a list of the
Jewish synagagues in Rome,
The quotation from Suetonius1* (o. 120 A.D.) offers the first firm
point in histozy after the Epistle itself and provides a connecting link
with the independent account of Ac. 18:If. It is highly probable that
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"Chrestus" therein refers to Christ. * The probable date of the Claudius
Edict is 4-9 A.D. This would cany the Roman Churoh back at least before
that date. We assume therefore that the origin of the Roman Churoh wa3
vezy early, non-apostolic, the result of incidental rather than official
mission and that we should think of groups of Christians.
The membership of the Church or Churches at Rome in relation to
Jewish or Gentile antecedents and predominance has been argued for long.
A firm deoision would help us to interpret the content of the Epistle
on the prinoiple that the content of a New Testament document is related
to the historical situation. He may assume that the first Christians
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in Rome were Jewish. * Some allowance may be made for a prosyletised
element of pagan origin but this would be small. This Church would
be fed from the congregations of the Jewish mission and the Gentile
mission. The Gentile intake would increase with the passage of time.
1. "Vita Claudii", XXV, 2: "Judaeos impulsore Chresto assidue
tumultuantes Roma expulit".
2. of. W.G. Kummel, op. oit., pp.217f| F.J. Leenhardt, op. oit., pp.llf;
O.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.6j F.P. Bruce, op. cit., p.14; &.B. Caird,
op. oit., p.95 and n2, p.l63j against of. T. Zahn, op. cit., p.433»
The reference can be understood as an error made in ignorance or as a
possible confusion of the vowels "e" and "i" or as an assimilation to a
Latin form.
3. cf. G.La Piana, "La Primitiva Comunita Cristiana di Roma e L'Epistola
ai Romani", Rioerohe Religiose. (May/July 1925), p.209 and n2. In this
article, written in the same period as the author's larger work already
mentioned, he allows his researches to throw their light on the oiroumstanoes
of the Roman Church in relation to the Epistle. We are familiar with this
article in a translation kindly supplied by Miss Roma Capaldi.
Tha followers of Stephen, Christians from the important city and Church of
Syrian Antioch, converts from the G-entile Churohes founded by Paul and
1
others, are likely sources of recruitment. * The late fourth century
iatin commentary by 30-oalled Ambrosiaster hints at a Jewish dominance
from the beginning. * The Edict of Claudius of 49 A.D. which expelled
Jews from Rome suggests a close connection between the Christians and
the Jewish Community. The situation behind the Edict would of course
require time to mature. After 49 A.D. the balance in membership between
Jew and Gentile would be significantly altered even if the Jews were
banned only from Rome and not from Italy, or if leaders and activists
x
alone were banished. " After the death of Claudius in 59 A.D,, or
perhaps at an earlier date if official oontrol slackened with the passing
4.
of time, the return of Jewish Christians would possibly present a
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crisis in the social dynamics of the Church. Tensions would arise if
they tried to resume a position formerly enjoyed. The date of such a
situation might be correlated with information possessed by Paul,
1. It may be that in the beginning there was pressure on pagan converts to
beoome Jews before admission to the Church. The point at which issues
arising from the integration of Jew and Gentile became pressing cannot be
fixed.
2. This is discussed by W. Hanson, "Notes on the Argument of Romans
(Chapters l-8)w, "New Testament Essays: Studies in Memory of T.ff, Hanson
1893-1958". ed. A.J.B. Higgins, 1959, pp.l50f» of. Sanday and A.C.
Headlam, op. oit., pp.xxv, cij A.F.J. Klijn, op. cit.,pp.75f« On
Ambrosiaster see A. Souter, "The Earliest Latin Commentaries on the
Epistles of St. Paul", 1927, pp.39ff.
3. So E. Haenohen quoted W, Marxsen, op. oit., p.99.
4. of. J. Munok, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", 1959, p.225 and n3,
for a parallel situation.
5. T. Zahn, op. oit., p.429, speaks of the "reconstruction of the Christian
Church about 54...."
allowing for the time factor in the passage of news.1* Perhaps such a
2m
situation of readjustment underlies some of the content of the Spistle.
We oan resolve the problem of the composition of the Roman
Church in three ways.
1. Some argue for the dominance of Gentile Christians^'with appeal to
the Gentile address of certain sections of the Spistle.^* We then have
1. Although Paul had never been to Rome the relative ease of travel and
communication, (cf. W.R. Halliday, "The Pagan Background of Early Christian-
:ity", 1925# pp.64-104; J. Klausner, op. oit., pp.55f), together with his
intense interest in all the Churches, suggests that Paul must have had
considerable information concerning the Roman Church. This belief is
strengthened if Chapter 16 is part of the original and is addressed to
Rome. We know that Paul was in touch with other Christian communities.
It seems very natural to suppose that he had lines of communication with
people (eg. Aquila and Prisoilla) who knew the Roman situation well,
of. P.S. Mine&r, op. cit., pp,20ff.
2. E. Trocme, "L'Epitre aux Romains et la Methode Missionalre de 1'Apotre
Paul", N.T.5.. 7 (l960-6l), 148-153» finds the point of tension further
baok in a time before the Edict. At some point, sooner or later depending
on looal factors, the Christians in the mission congregations separated
from, or were separated from, the synagogue. Trocme' argues that the
Epistle to the Romans refers to a situation of this kind which he regards
a 3 standard experience in this early mission.
3. Among whom are: C.K. Barrett, op. cit., pp.6f; A. Wikenhauser, op. cit.,
p.4Q3; D. Guthrie, op. cit., pp.23f; P.S. Minear, op. oit., p.14;
G. Bornkamm, "The Letter to the Romans a3 Paul's Last Will and Testament",
Australian Biblical Review. XI (1963), 5; J* Weiss, op. cit., 2, p.837;
W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, op. cit., p.xxxiii; W, G. Kumrael, op. cit.,
pp.2l8f; A.D. Nook, op. oit., pp.87 208; H. Anderson, "The Historical
Paul", Hew College Bulletin. 4 (Spring 1968), 14. J. Munok, "Paul and the
Salvation of Mankind", 1959, pp.201f, 205, maintains that the Roman Church
was purely Gentile with no traoe of Jewish Christian groups. We think
this view untenable in view of the history of development wiiich we have
inferred. Here as at other points Munok tends to push his contention
beyond the point at whioh we oan happily follow him.
4. eg. 1:5-7, 13-15; 15:14-16.
difficulty in explaining the vezy atrong Jewish oolouring throughout and
in particular the slabs of material of special Jewish interest such as
4: Iff; 3:21ff; 7:7ff and Chapters 9-11.
2. Others again argue for the dominance of Jewish Christians.1*
3. We may however refuse to accept an "either-or" decision. The fact
that the Epistle itself can be quoted in either direction encourages this
2.
view. On T.W. Sanson's theory of course the issue loses its force
altogether because the content is then separated from a particular
destination.^* According to P.S. Minear the key to the problem lies in
a multiplicity of Churohes or groups in Rome, ar\y one of which could be
characterised by a certain outlook or could be of mixed oomposition. We
are able on this view to do full justice to those elements in the Epistle
1. This was P.C. Baur's position, of. "Paul, His Life and Works", 1876
2nd. Edition, 1, pp.j508ff, elaborated by W. Mangold, "Per Romerbrief und
die Anfange der Romisohen Gemeinde", 1866. Also T. Zahn, op. cit.,
pp.421f; A. Sabatier, op. oit., pp.19IfJ E. Meyer, "Ursprunge und
Anfange des Christentums", 1923, iii, pp.465-7; and more recently by
J. Klausner, op. oit., p.505j W. Manson, op. oit., pp.l50ff (of. his
"Epistle to the Hebrews", 1931, pp.l72ff, 22f); T. Fahy, "St. Paul's
Romans were Jewish Converts", Irish Theological Quarterly. 26 (1959),
182-191.
2. Good summaries of arguments pro and con are in A. Wikenhauser, op.
cit., pp.403f; D. Guthrie, op. cit., pp.21-24. A.P.J. Klijn, op. oit.,
p.76, suggests a mixed oomposition with further preoi3ion impossible.
3. J. Munok, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", 1959, pp.l97ff (he
adopts T.W. Manson*a theory in its general outline) maintains that the
Epistle cannot be used to answer the question. T.W. Marxson appeals to
Ephesians as a similar oase, Romans is then seen as a summary and manifesto
of the Gospel presented in writing to the Church at Rome and at Ephesus
(and the Churches of Asia Minor); by word of mouth to the Church at Corinth
(perhaps with a copy also); and then in person to the Church at Jerusalem
at the last visit.
which have been claimed in support of a Jewish predominance or a Gentile
predominance and to the oscillation between the two."*"* We think that the
future of interpretation lies with this approaoh. Church situations then
as now are usually complex.
THB PURPOSE OP ROMANS.
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The diversity of opinion * regarding the purpose of the Epistle
1. P.S. Minear, op. oit., claims to identify at least five types of stand¬
point in the Roman Church. He assigns partisan labels to these but without
assuming too rigid an organisation. They are: 1. the weak in faith who
condemn the strong in faith; 2. the strong in faith who scorn the weak in
faith; 3» the vaoillators; 4. the weak in faith who do not condemn the
strong; 5* the strong in faith who do not despise the weak. Paul*s problem
is then to move groups 1. and 2. into groups 4* and 5« and to convince group
3. Minear reviews the Epistle in this light and as3ign3 the address of eaoh
main section to one or more of these factions. He says however, "It is
almost certain that Gentile Christians were in the majority among the churches
of Rome and that this letter is more strongly slanted towards them", (p.14.)
We prefer to assert the multiplicity of groups without further analysis but
if pressed we would affirm a Jewish preponderance from our reconstruction of
the historical development and the massive Jewish interest of so muoh of the
Epistle, of. G.La Piana, "La Primitiva Communita Cristiana di Roma e L'Epis-
itola ai Romani", Rloerohe Religiose. (May-July 1925), pp.209ff, in which
three main groups are identified: the main one insists on law and privilege;
the second is asoetio in emphasis; the third is a mixture of Jew and Gentile
and intolerant of the others, cf. also A.D. Nock, op, cit», p.208, who
asserts the existence of a multiplicity of smaller and larger groups and of
different points of view; and E.E. Ellis, "Paul and His Co-Workers", N.T.S..
17 (1970-71), 448 n7, *49.
2. The Reformers* emphasis on Romans as a doctrinal exposition of the
faith echoes the patristic period in whioh, as early as the Muratorian
Fragment (c.170 A.D.), an exegetioal and Christologioal intei*pretation is
suggested. F.C. Baur claimed Romans in the service of hi3 dialectical
understanding of the primitive Christian history based on the Hegelian
soheme. The issue then beoomes the relationship of Judaism and heathenism
to eaoh other and of the two to Christianity and Chapters 9-H are the heart
of the Epistle. The recent attack on Baur's position by J. Munok also sees
Chapters 9-11 as primary but in a quite different context. The scheme of
the Epistle is subordinated to the final vindication of God's cause by the
bringing in of both Gentile and dew and in that order. ?/. Manson, op. oit.,
subsumes the whole Epistle under the righteousness of God with reference to
salvation, history and conduot. A. Nygren gives a rousing eschatological
is itself significant. It suggests that it is an error of judgement to
3ingle out one sole purpose and then place the whole wor^c under this one
category. Classic works in whatever field are simply not amenable to such
over-simplifioation. A broader approach is called for.
The immediate purpose lies on the surface of the Epistle (1:10-15;
15:14-33), in the reference to Paul's projected visit to Spain1* and
his hope of help from the brethren at Rome. In this interest they must
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know where he stands - within the faith common to them both. * But this
missionary and personal motive does not wholly explain this formidable
document. A lesser communication would have served such a limited
purpose. Why then the Romans we know? We must allow for two factors.
1. The personal factor is important. The fierce oonfliot in which
Paul had engaged with Jews and with Judaising Christians is reflected
(cont'd) interpretation in which 5:12-21 is heavily stressed. 0. Michel
sees it as an explicitly didactic letter giving Paul's apologia and
confronting both Jew and pagan with the Gospel exegetioally demonstrated.
P.J. Leenhardt makes what he calls a "genetic" approaoh, seeing the
Epistle as an interpretation of the Church at the point of its
originating situation. W. Marxsen locates the chief purpose in the
address in the closing section to the weak and the strong. P.3. Minear
finds the centre of gravity in the need for a more obedient faith in the
Roman Churoh. There is muoh to be said for many "views" of Romans. Vie
echo Minear*s modest admission (op. c±t., p»ix) that Romans is too deep
to plumb. Yet for that very reason we must keep on trying.
1. And perhaps to Gaul and even Britain - cf. J. Munok, "Paul and the
Salvation of Mankind", 1959, P*52j J. Weiss, op. cit., 1, p.355»
P.J. Leenhardt, op. cit., p.14 writes, "Paul never wrote, 30 far as we
know, except in regard to essential and immediate tasks; he always took
up his pen under the pressure of the urgencies of his mission".
2. cf. W.G. Kummel, op. oit., pp.220ff, in which ha manages to express
clearly that Romans is a personal theological confession yet not a
general theological compendium. T.W. Manson, "St. Paul's Letter to the
Romans - and Others", Studies in the Goapels and Epistles. 1962, ed.
M. Blaok, pp.225ff, also brings out thi3 aspeot well.
in (Jalatians.^"* At the time of writing Romans the heat was out of the
issue for Paul. Perhaps the writing of Calatian3 helped to expend the
heat. The Apostle was able to reflect and pronounce in a quieter state
of mind and with a different frame of reference. Yet at the same time
every pronouncement of substance refleots the milieu of the one who makes
\
it. Paul ha3 lived so long and so intensely vis a vis the Jewish
alternative to "grace through faith" and the Judaising supplement to
"faith alone", he can only express his message as oiroumstanoes have
taught him. We all know best the way we have come. There is therefore
a strong dootrinal content in Romans with an inevitable polemioal
background.
2. The destination of Romans is important. More note should be taken
of the situation at Rome than has been customary in mary quarters. At
the same time we should not in any way reduce the emphasis on the
relevance of Paul's past to the content. Specific reference to the
destination is not made to the same extent as in 1 Cor. but it is far
2
from negligible.
1. We date G-alatiana veiy near Romans. In a sense Gralatiana is a sketch
which Romans turns into a picture » of. A. Sabatier, op. oit., pp.155, 209;
P.C. Baur, op. oit., 1, p.308; E. Stauffer, T.D.N.T., 2, pp.357fj
3.S. Ellis, "Paul's Use of the Old Testament", 1957, P.12A.
2. The contributions of G-.La Piana and P.S. Minear in particular have led
us to this conclusion. W. Marxsen also stresses the concrete situation at
Rome seeing the address to the "weak" and the "strong" as the climax of
the whole and as related to a problem which was also prominent in
Jerusalem. We think this is too small a superstructure for so massive a
foundation. See rather A. Nygren, op. cit., pp.Rllff and P.J. Leenhardt,
op, oit,, pp,12f.
We cannot specify in vrhat exact proportions we should a33ess these
factors, The reader will in any case bring his own presuppositions and
to some extent find what he wants to find, but we may be sure that only a
broad approach will meet the case,
THE STRUCTURE OF ROMANS.
We shall now indicate very briefly what we oonsider to be the
basic design of the Epistle,
1.
The Whole. Chapters 1-16, "The planof theEpistle is simple". We reply -
in the way the Ninth Symphony of Beethoven is simple, if you are a
Beethoven, The genius underlying the Spistle is evidenced by the many
attempts to schematise it. We regard the common division into three
2.
main parts as sound, vis. Chapters 1-8; 9-11; 12-16, * We thu3 have
three manageable units within a work which as a whole i3 somewhat
overwhelming. We assume that these divisions bespeak the need for pause
for the writer as well as for the reader,^* There is however no question
of any "part" standing on its own in isolation from the rest.
1. F.J, Leenhardt, op. oit., p.24«
2. 1:1-17 is preface as 15:14-16:27 is postscript. N.E.B, heads these
divisions: 1-8: "The Gospel according to Paul"; 9-11: "The Purpose of
God in History"; 12-16: "Christian Behaviour",
3. Some, like F.J. Leenhardt, prefer a fourfold division: the theme - the
Gospel of justification preached by Paul as far as Spain; 1:18-5:11 - its
theological aspect; 5:12-8:39 - its anthropological aspect; 9:1-11:36 -
its historical aspect; 12:1-15:33 - it3 ethical aspect. We note also
Leenhardt's claim to identify two parallel structures within the homo-
tgeneity of the Epistle, each comprising five passages, the second set
answering to the first, 0, Michel makes the break at 5:1, giving Chapters
1-4; 5-8; 9-llj 12-15:13. W, Marxsen follows through from 3:21 to 8:39.
F.F. Bruce deals with Chapters 1-11 as a whole and there is much to be said
for this. The Chapter headings in K. Barth, "A Shorter Commentary on
Romans", 1959, repay study. A. Nygren's play on 1:17 in formulating his
The Part. Chapters 1-8. We have a particular interest in the first eight
Chapters which we shall Bketoh very lightly.
la 1:1-17. The Epistle opens with a rloh introduction of the writer
and his message comprising two units. T.W. Manson calls the first the
n
"prescript". * and describes it as "a single sentence extending over seven
verses (l-7) heavily encrusted with doctrinal embellishments, so that it
becomes a miniature exposition of the Faith in itself". The second unit,
w8-17, forms a transition to the first main theme. I:l6f is a classio
n
summary of the Gospel theme. *
2. 1:18-3:20. The "bad news" which is precursor to the "good news"
is set out at length. The oomplex of law, sin, wrath, judgement makes
?
daunting reading. In interpreting we should go beyond an
impersonal "principle of retribution""'* to a personal view of wrath
expressed a3 aots of judgement. The argument here is vexy carefully
(cont'd) outline is impressive and has the virtue of making clear the unity
of the Epistle. T.W. Manson, "Peake 1962", p.9k0, para. 8l5o, writes "Paul
clearly indicates the major pauses in his exposition by doxologies or
benedictions which occur at 11:33-6, where the doctrinal section(1:18-11:32)
ends; at 15:13, the end of the ethioal section; at 15:33 at the end of the
plans for future work; and at three different points in Ch.l6, w20, 2k,
27.... These are natural rtopping-plaoes..."
1. "Studies in the Gospels and Epistles", ed. M. Black, 1962, p.227.
2. C.K. Barrett, "New Testament Essays", 1972, pp.ll6ff, argues that Paul's
statement in 1:16 is closely related to a very early stage of the tradition
which appears in Mk. 8:38 and its parallel and related verses. This belongs
to "one sector of the tradition of the teaching of Jesus" (p.132), 1:1-16
is thus a oonneoting point between Paul and Jesus and indicates that their
teaching was essentially related. 1:16 should not be understood psychologi¬
cally as putting on a bold front in faoe of the imperial capital. It rather
expresses solidarity with the early Christian communities which framed their
essential discipline in terms of loyalty to Jesus. The (Christological)
doctrine of justification in 1:16 thus corresponds to the centrality of the
figure of Jesus in the early tradition. On l:l6a, of. K, Grayston, "'Not
Ashamed of the Gospel', Romans 1, 16a and the Structure of the Epistle".
Texte und Unterauchungen. 87 (196k), 569ff.
3. as eg. C.H. Dodd, op. cit., pp.20ff; cf. 1:18, N.E.B.
24.
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compounded * in order to reveal man to himself as a sinner. * The Gospel
is thus offered in the first of its two indivisible parts, judgement and
mercy."**
3. 3s21-26. The grace of God in the L0rd Jesus Christ is sot forth in
language richly loaded from Israel's past. The law-oourt, the slave-
market, the Temple are all invoked. The salvation present is tied to the
salvation past. The important concepts of righteousness and justification,
of God justifying and justified, all appear.
4. 4:1-25. Here we meet the preoccupation of Romans with the Christian
interpretation of the Old Testament*4"* in the person of Abraham "the
5.
righteous man of the 0T", kith and kin to the righteous man of the new
aeon, witness to and 3harer in the same grace. The then offered word
and the then receptive faith are used to illumine the Christian present.
Not only is Abraham in his own person held up as the prototype of faith
but the relevance of the 6ld Testament as the witness to faith is also
emphasised.^* A perceptive analysis of the psychology of faith is to be
1. The pagan man is condemned (1:18-32); the respectable man is condemned
(2:1-16); the representative religious man is condemned (2:17-3:8);
summary and conclusion of universal condemnation (3:9-20).
2. of. P.J. Leenhardt, op. cit., p.17*
3. In the course of public worship in lidinburgh Reinhold Kiebuhr spoke of
the God "whose judgement humbles our pride and whose mercy heals our
despair".
4. of. K. Barth, op. oit., p.11.
3. ibid. p.53.
6. W. Marxsen, op. cit., p.105. of. A.D. Nook, op. oit., P.2S, who says





5. 5:1-11? 12-21. In the first part * the far horizons of salvation
are glimpsed and the strongest words of the Gospel appear. The U3e of
[)j-i striking. The high doctrine is firmly tied to the realities
of life. The nuclear core of the G-ospel - Christ in his Death - is
3
presented. In 5:12-21 we note in particular: the concept of solidarity;
the two orders of Adam and Christ and the overlap between them; the
repetition which emphasises the measure by which the one order exceeds
the other.^"*
6. 6:1-14. The key phrase i3 "union with Christ" (N.3.B, w3, 5, U»
25), the converse of which is death to sin. The exposition proceeds with
1. Paul has no "psychology of faith" in the modern 3ense. He is ooncerned
with objective situations such as that in which man stands before God and
that oreated by the Gospel offer, rather than with subjective,
psychological meohanisms. Here however in this Christian midrash, we
have an exception to the rule in the articulation of Abraham's faith.
C.A. Anderson Soott, "Christianity According to St. Paul", 1927, p. 142,
writes, "...there is no part of his vocabulary which the Apostle uses with
less scientific preoision than the terms which reflect his psychology".
\ ^ A
2. A. Feuillet, "Le Plan Salvifique de Dieu d'Apres l'Epitre aux Homains",
Revue Bjblique, 57 (l950), 356 nl, affirms that the vocabulary of 5:1-11
indicates that the passage forms the conclusion of the preceding remarks.
3. A. Nygren, op. oit., p.27, of. p.20, describes 5:l2ff as "the high
point of Romans". Here "all that preoedes and all that follows spread
out before us in one inclusive view". Nygren insists on the central
significance of 5:12-21 and uses the concept of the two aeons as a
comprehensive category.
4. The N.E.B. brings this out well.
the conoept of baptismal incorporation and the supplementing images of
w3-6. Emphasis i3 placed on the Death of Chri3t (with it3 Resurrection
consequence) which is both productive of and pattern for the Christian
life. The salvation indicative is shown to underlie the moral imperative.
7. 6:15-7:25* The train of thought is expressed in two sets of two.
In 6:15-23"''* we have the two masters and in 7:1-6 we have the two husbands.
Then in 7:7-25 the two sets of two are expanded into a multi-character
dramatisation.
8. 8:1-39* 8:1-4 is a tight summary of what precedes, followed by
the high doctrine of the Holy Spirit of whioh, to our surprise perhaps,
so little mention has hitherto been made* The eschatologioal terms
2,
are prominent throughout. The "golden chain" is described and the
invincible love affirmed lyrically.
1. The objection of 6:Iff is resumed in 6:15.
2. We have not found this apt description of 8:29f earlier than Matthew
Henry (died 1714)* G-.B. Caird, op. cit., p.l39» oomments regarding
1 Cor. 13 and 15, Phil. 2, and Rom. 8 and ll:33ff» that "the theologian
gives place to the poet".
THE CONCEPT OF LAW IN ROMANS. CHAPTER 2.
PRIOR TO CHAPTER J,
We will now build a bridge from the general introduction to the
detailed consideration of 7:7ff by reviewing the concept of law in
Chapters 1-6, before it beoome3 the explicit and major interest in 7s7ff«
The law does not burst into view suddenly in Chapter 7 but has been in
the background throughout.
In the earlier Chapters Paul polarises the spiritual situation.
God is at one end of the line and man is at the other. Between these
two poles there is a flow of energy, beginning always from the positive
which lies with God. Paul's thought is thus essentially antithetical.1.
This antithesis can be expressed in terms of a fundamental opposition
between law and Gospel. It is important however to understand law within
this, antithesis as 7:7ff in particular present it. It is not law as it
comes from the hand of God direct but as it has been usurped by sin.
Alongside the primary philosophical monism of Paul's Hebraic tradition
there is thus a secondary dualism in which he compares and contrasts two
great systems which are polar opposites. They comprise man under
1. The use of antithesis as a characteristic of Paul's thought is often
recognised. H.J. Cadbury, "Overoonversion in Paul's Churohes", The Joy
of Study, ed. S.E. Johnson, 1951, P.47, writes, "To judge from his letters
Paul's mind was antithetic in structure just a3 his speech tends to
elaborated antithesis". J. Klausner, op. cit., p.423 refers to Paul as a
"man of polarity", of. also A. Sabatier, op. cit., pp.68f; W. vv'rede,
op. cit., p.39; J. Weiss, op. cit., 1, p.411; C.A. Anderson Scott,
op. cit., p.149; R.M. Grant, "A Historical Introduction to the New
Testament", 1963, pp.380ff; M. Dibelius (ed. W.G. Hummel), op. cit.,
p.102 (cf. pp.40, 62, 65); H.J. Schoeps, "Paul", 1961, p.49- An extreme
view is expressed in a summary of A. Meyer by V.P. Furnish, "The Jesus-Paul
Debate: From Baur to Bultmann", B.J.R.L., 47, 1965, 353: "...Paul's
pathological tendency to see everything in sharp contrasts".
law-uaurped-by-sin over against the Gospel or the Spirit or grace or Christ#
We may also speak of nan in the Old Age and man in the New Age. This basic
antithesis1* refleots Paul*3 personal experience with its before and after,
the dividing line being the encounter with the Risen Lord. The ultimate
basis of the antithesis is thus Christologioal, a sphere or order of
which Jesus Christ is the centre is opposed to one of which he is not the
centre.
We must do more than simply oount the occurrences of v^}x<>5. We
have to understand the contexts within which it is used and the flow of
the argument as it proceeds to Chapter 7. We shall now do this and for
our present purpose it will be convenient to divide Chapters 1-6 into
six sections.
1. A. Nygren, op. cit., p.46: "Thus in the very first verse of this
epistle we encounter the letter's basic juxtaposition of law and gospel
which, from one point of view, is the theme of Romans"; also ibid. p.66:
"...for Paul the gospel always stands in inesoapable relation to the law.
Wherever the gospel is, the law always stands in the background". We
admit the risks attaohed to every attempt to produce a final categorisation
of Paul's theology. Some classifications which have been advanced are:
the two kingdoms - of God and Satan (T.W. Manson); salvation (C.A. Anderson
Scott; A.M. Hunter); Paul's Pharisaism (W.D. Davies; F.C. Grant); union
with Christ (J.S. Stewart); man's reliance on himself over against his
reliance on God (C.F.D. Moule); the concept of boasting (R. Bultmann);
new life in Christ (J. Weiss); redemption (W. Wrede); eschatological
mysticism (A. Schweitzer). D.E.H. Whiteley avoids any comprehensive
category and deals with leading terms in Paul both separately and in their
inter-relations. E.F, Soott presents a cluster of concepts grace,
freedom, the Spirit, union with Christ.
1. 1:1-17. The emphasis is heavily on the positive side of the basic
1 2.
antithesis. * Paul was formerly a man of the law. * He is now a man of
the Gospel in the service of the Gospel writing about the Gospel to a
Gospel people. He is careful at the outset to connect the Gospel to the
prophetic tradition and the sacred oorpu3. The two belong together as
promise to fulfilment."^* The old and the new are thus organically
connected.^"* The unity and continuity between the old oovenant and the
new are of first importance."** If we take l:l6f a3 in a sense the text^*
1. Making allowance for w8-15 which present material of a neutral




2. There is a possible word play on tpe-Vcs and ,
of. A, Nygren, op. cit., p.46.
3. J. Denney, "The Theology of the Epistle to the Romans", The Expositor,
6th Series (1901), 3, p.441: "Paul is aware that revelation from first to
last is a unity, and therefore consistent with itself. It is one God who
i3 revealing himself in it all along........ The Old Testament and the
Hew Testament are at bottom one, and will stand or fall together".
4. A. Nygren, op. cit., p. 167 writes regarding Chapter 4, "The entire
history of God's saving work i3, for Paul, a great unity. There is an
inner unity between the old covenant and the new", of. F.J. Leenhardt,
op. oit., p.35t "In a sense there is nothing new about the gospel, as the
whole letter will show..#."! also p.36: "The gospel represents, not a
break with the past, but a consummation of it"; and p.19: "Thus the young
church is not a different church from the anoient church"; and p.128:
"In short, the faith of Abraham is essentially the same as our own faith,
because its objeot is the same".
5. of. 3:30f; 4:l-25i 10:4, 6-10; Gal 3:8.
6. of. C.K. Barrett, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1962, p.29j A. Nygren,
op. oit., p.23.
of the Epistle, it affirms the tie between the old and the new. A true
understanding of the function of the law can arise only by maintaining the
connection.1* The old and the new both lie within the self-revelation of
God. The law originates in and belongs to the former aeon over against
which, and yet arising out of it because God is in both, we have the events
which centre in Jesus. He who wa3 not ashamed of the law is now not
ashamed of the Gospel for and no longer £v vcj^u) is the
righteousness of God revealed.
2. 1:18-3:20. In the negative aspect of the antithesis we learn the
"bad news". A complex of ideas appears comprising sin, law, wrath and
death which describes the human situation to which the Gospel answers.
2
We must see the law as part of this oomplex with no independent existence.
1. C.K. Barrett, op. ait., p.29: "It was inconceivable that God's
Annointed should appear outside the context of messianic prophecy, where
alone there existed a vocabulary suitable for describing him. Further,
it was impossible that he should be understood except against the
background of law".
2. The four faotors in the oomplex of 1:18-3:20 have a certain
correspondence to the four characters in the dramatisation of hIff,
Sin, law, death, appear in 7:7ff also and essentially in their inter¬
relations. Wrath does not appear. We find instead it3 polar opposite
in the grace whioh is implied in the thanksgiving which names Christ.
The replacement is significant of the different standpoint from which
7:7ff is written. A. Nygren unifies this oomplex as "the Old Aeon" from
which we are removed by virtue of Jesus Christ. We leave behind the whole
complex and not one part only. Thus Paul can argue in Chapter 7 regarding
the law what he has already argued in Chapter 6 regarding sin - to be dead
to the one i3 to be dead to the other.
1:32 affirms the principle whose outward expression is catalogued
n f ^
in the preceding verses. The gcvv** is known by all men who
therefore stand under obligation to God and in a relation of
responsibility. Man*s disobedience to God's deoree is connected with
death, which should be understood in the most comprehensive sense including
the esohatological. These three emphases - divine decree, human
responsibility, necessary consequences - are the reourring theme of this
section. Paul thus establishes universal sin and guilt in order to affirm
2
universal salvation. *
The function of the law is variously expressed,
a). The law belongs to the sphere of revelation. The distinction
between "general" and "special" revelation^* oan be helpfully applied
here. In the case of the Gentiles there is a general revelation, in the
case of the Jews there is a special revelation and both are connected
with the self-revelation of God, This connection will be vigorously
maintained in Chapter 7. We cannot therefore dismiss the law as wholly
1. R.S.V. reads "deoree"; N.E.B. "the just decree".
2. The universal categories which oharaoterise Paul's outlook are both
the logical outcome of his Hebrew monotheism and a necessary inference
from his encounter with the Risen Lord. S.P. Scott, "Paul's Epistle to
the Romans", 1947, p.22, 3ays hyperbolioally, "in almost every verse of
the Epistle there is some word that denotes totality"* P.3. Minear,
op. oit., p.45 n4, relates the universals in Romans to the polemical
situation and the need for the partisan groups to embrace a wider view.
J. Denney, op. cit., 3, p*284, shows well the connection between uhe
universality cf sin, Lav and Gospel. He remarks (op. oit., 4, p.91) on
the inseparable association of faith and "all" in Romans, of. W. 4arxsen,
op. oit., p.102; K. Barth, "All: A Sermon", Interpretation. 14 (i960),
64-69*
3* of. E. Brunner, "The Mediator", 1934, pp.21-41*
negative. There is in fact an essential paradox in Paul's understanding
of the law. It belongs to the sphere of God's self-revelation, therefore
we must speak of it in the old aeon positively as well as negatively.
We mo3t also in some 3ense cany over the law into the new aeon of the
Spirit, so that the life of faith is lived in true freedom but also
under the rule of God, both at the same time. Thus the law is
"established"1* (3»2l) and it is "fulfilled"2* by Christ (10:4).
1. C.P.D. Moule, "Obligation in the Ethio of Paul", Christian History
and Interpretation} Studies presented to John Knox", ed. W.R. Farmer,
C.F.D. Moule, R.R. Niebuhr, 1967, p.404, quotes R.T. Brooks ("Person to
Person?, 1964, p.66) that we are "ruled more firmly by the pardon than
we ever were by the law".
2. Christ as the t£/\o'J of the law (10:4) should be understood in a
double sense as termination or end and also as goal or fulfilment.
So F.F, Bruce, op. oit., p.203j F.C. Grant, "Roman Hellenism and the
New Testament", 1962, p. 147J A,R.Vidler, "Christ's Strange Work", 1963,
pp. 78-80; C.K. Barrett, op. olt., p.197; P. Benoit, "la Loi et la
Croix D'Aprea Saint Paul (Rom 7x7-8:4)% Revue Biblique, 47 (1938), 502.
C.E.B. Cranfield, "St. Paul and the Law".""s".J.T.. 17 (1964) 49ff,
rejects "termination" and argues for "goal". E.H. Gifford, op. oit.,
p.183, rejects "goal" and argues for "terminus" and "end", of. R. Bultmenn,
"Christ the End of the Law", Essays: Philosophioal and Theologipal. 1955,
pp.36-66, for an extended consideration and his conclusion (p.54)that
Christ is the end of a life which, out of the need for recognition, seeks
to establish its own righteousness.
b). The law i.3 descriptive. God has revealed himself to all men.
His revealed nature is exclusive of that which is not in keeping with
himself. The law describes what man is and does when he lives in a
right relation with God. The precepts of the law amplify and extend
the divine word, "I the Lord am holy therefore...". The sordid behaviour
patterns which figure in 1:18-3*20 acquire their evil character over
against the nature of God as revealed. In short, an aot or attitude is
what it is, by its relation to God. The definitive or descriptive
process is performed by the law, the olassio expression of which in
the Hebraic tradition is the Ten Words.
o). The law is prescriptive. It does not simply state the fact but
brings this to bear on man as an awareness of obligation and hence of
guilt. The law applies the revelation in the form of prescriptions
both positive ("Thou shalt...") and negative ("Thou shalt not...").
These are shown to exist in two directions, in Israel specifically as
the Mosaic Law,"*"* and outside Israel in conscience (2:12-16). The
prescriptions in either form are valid because both relate to God.
We note two further matters in this seotion. First the law is
considered in relation to circumcision (2:25ff) which is the outward
1. The Torah of oourse embraces more than moral precepts. There are
ceremonial and judicial elements. While Paul may focus interest on one
particular aspect if such a course suits his purpose, the Law is
essentially a unity for him. of. H. Bultmann, "Paul", Existence and
Faith. 1961, p»135» who stresses that the law which is the claim of God
oannot be separated from history and from the people of God. See
especially G.F. Moore, "Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian
Era: The Age of the lannaim", 1927, 1, p.263, on the comprehensive nature
of the Torah. cf. P. Carrington, "The Primitive Christian Catechism",
1940, pp.3ff.
sign of the old covenant; in relation to works (2:13) which are the
outward expression of the inward constraint; and in relation to boasting
(2:17, 23) which indicates a person's ultimate dependence. Then matters
are touohed on which will appear later in the Epistle, in particular in
3:20,whioh will occupy us later. The important question in 3:1 is
developed at length in Chapters 9-11*
3* 3:21-31* The positive aspect is resumed."1"* Three assertions are
significant for us.
a). The righteousness of the new aeon is manifested Y^S Vcf^ov .
\; " " '
3:28 clarifies the point » K^P'^ Vc^cc , In a law-ba3ed
soteriology fulfilment of the law constitutes a claim on God who
acknowledges achievement by declaring a person to be in the right. * In
the era of grace on the other hand the declaration precedes achievement. ""**
In 3:21 we are concerned with law as a system of salvation and in this
sense Paul attacks the law unsparingly.
b). At the same time "the law and the prophets bear witness to it"
(3:21). Thus the all-important unity and continuity between the two
covenants are affirmed. The paradox must be maintained and so Paul
speaks both negatively and positively of the law.
1. The transition is indicated by $£ , 3:21.
2. of. C.P.D. Moule, op. cit., p.393» who uses "legalism" as a "shorthand"
signifying "the intention to claim God's favour by establishing one's own
Tightness". See also G.B. Caird, "Principalities and Powers", 1956, p.41.
3. P.P. Bruoe, op. oit., p.102: "...God pronouxnes a man righteous at
the beginning of hi3 oourse, not at the end of it".
c). 3:31 is of speoial significance. Paul aims to establish the true
relationship between law and Gospel. In sense faith does indeed overthrow
the law when the latter is understood a3 a system of salvation. But such a
view of the law is a misunderstanding from the beginning. It was never
intended to be a system of salvation. Lav/ rightly understood is
established by faith. There is thu3 a positive relationship between law
and the righteousness which is based on faith. The effect of such an
understanding is to exclude the boasting of human pride. In the case of
the law this i3 done by prescribing what is impossible of fulfilment.
In the oase of the righteousness which is by faith it is done positively
by a displacement in which the object of boasting becomes Jesus Christ.
But Paul writes in a way which gives a superficial appearance of
contradiction*. This i3 due to some extent to a laok of sophisticated
vocabulary.*1"* Thus while the law is abolished in the one sense,
2»
Christians are still under moral obligation. * When this is expressed
1. C.E.B. Cranfield, op. oit., p*55» maintains that Paul suffered a
disadvantage in his discussion of the law compared with the modern writer,
in that he lacked a "word-group to denote 'legalism1, 'legalist' and
'legalistic*". This results in a oertain imprecision so that what Paul
says in a strictly limited sense about a misunderstanding of the law may
be misread as applying to the law in general, of. C.P.D. Moule, 0£>. ait.,
pp,391f»
2. On this important matter ef. in particular C.P.D. Moule, op. cit., who
insists that Paul, like Jesus, attacks legalism but affirms law. Moule
works out the logio of Christian obligation. Also of. A^.Vidler, op. cit.,
pp.16, 30, 33, 66, 69, 113; G.P. Moore, op. oit., 1, p.268j A. Sabatier,
op. oit., p.306; iff. Wrede, op. oit., p»136; J. Munok, "Paul and the
Salvation of Mankind", 1959, pp.252ff; R.M. Grant, op. cit., p.389;
T.ff. Manson, "Ethies and the Gospel", I960, p.18; K. Barth, "A Shhnter
Commentary on Romans", 1959, pp.SSff; R. Bring, "The Message to the
Gentiles", Studia Theologioa, 15-20 (1965-66), 36f, 41; R. Bultmann,
"Christ the End of the Law", Essays: Philosophical and Theological. 1955,
p.45, also "Paul", Existence and Paith, 1961. pp«135ff; P. Benoit,
in terms of the person of God it means that God is just when he justifies.
The thought of an inward moral constraint is developed in Chapter 6 throu^i
the conoept of union with Christ and in Chapter 8 by the oonoept of life
in the Spirit and in the paraenetio section of the Epistle which begins
at 12:l.1*
4. 4:1-25. Paul illustrates the relationship between grace and faith
from the olassio figure of Abraham, with a glimpse at David, in an effort
to establish hi3 Christian conclusion from accepted ground. Abraham
belongs at one and the same time to the two aeons, historically to the
old, proleptioally to the new. The pattern of righteousness in Abraham
is one of promise, faith and obedience. Paul thu3 goes behind the
ooncept of law in the case of Abraham whose faith was prior both to the
law and to the later sign of the law which is circumcision. It was
also independent of works which are law observances. This independence
of law is emphasised by the psychological analysis in wl8-21. The
common factor between Abraham and the Christian is shown to be the faot
that each builds on a word from God. * For the Christian this "word"
<■ /
(oont'd) op. oit., 508 nl on j C.K. Barrett, "From First Adam to
Last", 1962, pp.67, 80. J. Denney ha3 a strong sense of the permanence of
the law, of. op. cit., 3, PP*175, 178ff; and 4, p.94 where he speaks of
Christ dying in order to establish the difference between good and evil
whioh the law seeks to define.
1. cf. 1 Cor. 9:21} Gal 3*21; Mt. 5*17f.
2. of. C.K, Barrett, op. cit., p.42j A.S. Peaks, "The Quintessence of
Paulinism", B.J.R.L.. 4 (1917-18), 305f.
is the event of Jesus Christ which culminates in his Death and
Resurrection#
5. 5:1-21# We pass over wl-11 in whioh the whole emphasis lies on
the positive side of the basic antithesis.^"* In wl2-21 .which have
figured so prominently in the history of Dogma, Paul uses the largest
brush available. * He interprets history in the most comprehensive
categories: there are two aeons; there are two representative men;
there are two ultimate categories for understanding the human situation;
there is Adam and there is Christ# There is no psychologising or
introspection here. There is also no mention of the Spirit. There does
not need to be, the scope of the argument is 3et within chosen limits.
This i3 a philoaopiy of history or rather an account of salvation
history presented biblically (whioh means in terms of the Old Testament)
and in particular Christologioally. Certain concepts attach to the two
aeons: to the former sin and death; to the latter grace and life.
The problem is - how does the law fit into thi3 grand scheme? It does
not set up a third aeon. Moses does not stand beside Adam and Christ,
There are only two ages. The law "slipped in alongside" * what was
1. These verses establish the present possession of the eschatologioal
blessing. Note the triad faith, hope and love, well brought out in the
N.E.B.
2. There is a striking contrast between the careful cameo of 4:l6ff
and the wide canvas of 5:12ff. Paul oan ring the ohanges in his
presentation.
3. pXfev 5:20. of. C.K. Barrett, "The Spistle to the Romans",
1962, p.117: "The law took its subordinate place"; H, 4'rede, op. oit.,
p.129# on the giving of the law to Moses by angels as a sign of its
inferior position; G.B. Caird, op. oit., pp#47ff.
already there to ploy a subordinate role in a situation which it did not
create. This is clarified by pointing to the relation between the law
and sin. Sin was already in the world before the giving of the law
which means in Paul's chosen terms, between Adam and Moses. In the
absence of law however sin was not "counted", The fundamental situation
was not altered with the giving of the law. It was 3till the age of sin
and death but with the addition of the law sin became transgression.
Men who had been sinners all along in relation to God beoame
transgressors in relation to the law. It was therefore the function of
the law to turn sin into transgression,^"* thus clarifying and at the
same time aggravating the situation already existing.
Over against the "Adam series" of sin, death, law and transgression,
Paul sets the greater "Christ series" of obedienoe, life, grace and
righteousness. These are related quite disproportionately, the balance
tilting heavily in favour of Christ and his work, the one for the many.
The difference is qualitative rather than quantitative. In other
words we are not concerned with a prospeot of amelioration but with
the cystery of inoarnation and redemption.
6. 6:1-23. The new situation arising out of Christ and his work
is discussed in two directions. In wl-14 he relates it to the
possibility of continuing in sin and draws the neoessary inferences
1. O.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.118: "...for only law can turn invisible
3in into visible transgression", and "From First Adam to Last", 1962,
p.15, "...law is not neoesaaxy to the existenoe but only for the
assessment of sin".
from the transition from law to grace. In vvl5-23 he deals with the
problem of obligation to God under grace and interprets the new liberty
as obedience. The pivot on whioh his argument turns is the Death of
Christ and our oonsequent union with him.*1"
What has been said in Chapter 6 on the basis of the Death of
Christ and our union with him is repeated in Chapter 7, with certain
differences, with reference to the law. Once the basic lesson ha3 been
learned, viz. the Death of Christ and our union with him, we can draw
the necessary conclusions in whatever direotion may be required.
We have now seen how the ooncept of law is embedded in the
general context of Chapters 1-6, emerging explicitly at various points.
It must do so beoause it belongs to the nuclear thought of Paul who
works with a fundamental antithesis whioh may be variously expressed -
the old aeon and the new; representative Adam and representative Christ;
law-usurped-by-sin over against the Gospel or grace or the Spirit.
1. The main subject of Chapter 6 is not baptism, which is viewed here
as a point of connection with Christ in his Death, but the Death of
Christ and our union with him. Sin is only the secondaiy subject
although the form of presentation may lead us into the error of seeing
sin as the main interest.
THS IMMEDIATE CONTEXT OP 7:7-25* CHAPTER
We shall first investigate the relationships of 7:1-6. This is
not an independent unit but has the closest connections with Chapter 6,
with 7:7ff and with 8: Iff. This dual relationship backward and forward
reflects the close knit character of the Epistle as a whole.
1* 7:1-6 and Chapter 6.
The connections between 7:1-6 and the previous Chapter are so
close we could in fact organise the text to make 6:1-7:6 stand on its
own. We prefer however to regard Chapter 7 as a unit in two parts which
are 7:1-6 and 7:7-25* We admit that there is an arbitrary element in
this division but we must draw the line somewhere and there are also
advantages. In this way we retain the familiar Chapter divisions which
ha\»a certain expediency. We also preserve the forward connections
equally with the backward, so that 7:1-6 not only forms the conclusion
of the previous argument but ajso provides, especially in w5-6, the
"text" of 7:7ff*"L* 6:15a, which itself resumes the question of 6:1, lays
down the important principle on conclusion of the argument of 6:1-14 that
it is not consistent with grace for Christiana to continue in sin. This
i3 followed by a digression in 6:15-23 in which the false inference that
grace gives licence to sin is dealt with. 7:1 returns to the point made
in 6:14b - "not under law but under grace".
1. df.U.Luz, "Zum Aufbau von Rom 1-8", Theologisohe Zeitschrift. 25
(1969), l76ff.
We can establish the backward connections in detail. The
conjunction 2. in 7tl points to the connection with the preceding.
It should be translated "or" and not omitted as in A.V., R.3.V. , and
a ? «■"»
N.K.B. The '2. '^ceL'^ recalls 6:3 where this interesting Pauline
introductory formula establishes connection with 6:2 and likewise argues
from an assumption. Various connecting points between 7:Iff and Chapter
/
6 have been suggested:Yin 6:23 recalling the principle of
6:14b;1, the formula £v ^/\p<-6Tio in 6:23 with it3 idea of union with""""
1 / /
Christ in ceath and in life;^* \\q^lcocl in 7:1 recalling the iAegics
of 6:23 (cf. 6:9, 14) • A change of rule from law to grace is thus the
burden of 7:1-6 corresponding to the change from sin to grace within
Chapter 6. 0. Michel sets out the parallelism in thought and vocabulary
3
between Chapters 6 and 7»
The relation of 7*4 to Chapter 6 is strikingly close. 0. Kuss^*
comments, "In dem v4 wird das Kap. 6 rekapituliert: der Finalsatz v4c
nimrnt 6, 12-13 wieder auf, wahrend vAa.b die Taufau33agen 6,1-11
zusammenfasst". C.H. Dodd also recognises the connection, v4 "bears
1. J.B. Lightfoot, op. cit», p.300.
' ^
2. M.-J. Lagrange, "Epitre aux Romains", 1950# p.160.
3. "Per Brief an die Romer", 1963, p.166. The connection between
Chapters 6 and 7 is so close the one oan be used to clarify the other,
of. A. Nygren's arrangement of the "thoroughgoing parallelism" between
the two, op. cit., pp.268ff; F.J. Leenhardt, op. cit., p.177 and nl;
U.Luz, op. cit., 170f.
« t
4. "Der Romerbrief", 1963, 2, p.437*
the weight of the argument. It is essentially a re-statement of the
position maintained in vi:l-ll. The Christian is dead in union with
hi3 crucified Lord"."'"* The acrist passive (glkv^-rZcfc'tyTs) is best
understood by reference to 6:3 rather than by allegorising the marriage
figure.^* The phrase t-vu rib Qgto in 7:4 should not be
1. op. oit., p.101.
2. We reject the view that the marriage figure is an allegory, (so
E.H. Gifford, op. oit., pp.l34ff» followed by W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam).
W.G. Kummel ("Romer 7 und die Bekehrung des Paulus", 1929, pp.3Sff;
cf. J. Murray, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1967, Part 1, pp,240ff) argues
convincingly against the allegorical interpretation. Gifford's view that
it is a psychological allegory in which the same person appears throughout
but in different moral stages eaoh defined by relation to Christ, is of
interest. Any allegorical interpretation however tends to become an
exercise in ingenuity. Nor do we follow C.H. Dodd's too harsh judgment
(op. oit., p.l03j see rather J.B. Lightfoot, op. cit., pp.300ff and his
useful notes on other images of Paul doubly applied, ibid. pp,24f, 73,
on 1 Thess 2:7 and 5:4; also E.F. Soott, "Paul's Epistle to the Romans",
1955, pp.46ff; J. Denney, "St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans", B.G.T.. 2,
P*637{ O.K. Barrett, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1962, p.l36; T.W.
Manson, "Peake 1962", p.945, para. 822a) that Paul is unable to handle
a sustained metaphor which implies that we must simply salvage what we can.
We regard the marriage figure a3 a little parable or metaphor. He must
distinguish the main point of the illustration only, and not attempt to
relate all the details to the application. There is in fact no completely
adequate analogy for what happened in Christ in the field of marriage
relations or for that matter in any other field of human experience.
The key thought here for Paul's purpose is that of change effected by
death. "All Paul needs for his purpose is a death ..." (C.K. Barrett,
op. oit., p.l3b; cf, MW. Lagrange, op. oit., p.162; 0. Ku33, op. oit.,
p.436). The point of the illustration is the effect of the husband's
death on the legal status of the wife. So 7s 1 states the general princip>le
that death cancels obligations. This is illustrated in 7s2 by the speoifio
example from marriage law as it relates to the husband. v3 continues the
illustration more concretely and extends the thought with its suggestion
of the possibility of another relationship. v4 builds on this and applies
the figure to the spiritual position of Christians, resuming the cjsoc
6f vl, almost as if the illustration can be regarded as an interruption
between principle and application. Chapter 8 develops the thought.
We understand the marriage figure to end with v3. J.D.M. Derrett, "Law in
the New Testament", 1970, pp,46lff, claims that Paul inserts a reference
in 7:1-4 to the institution of levirate marriage. The fruit of union with
Christ then becomes the progeny of the Law.
interpreted as referring to children by an extension of the marriage
figure but as the moral outcome of the Christian life, * We have in fact
returned to the ethioal question of Chapter 6 or perhaps we should say
that we have never left the ethioal question, so olosely intertwined
are the Gospel indicative and the Gospel imperative. The key words of
7:4 (£tUwTuQ<)rt t n , vUpizeQcpq6>to]>,eY )
3
should all be regarded in the light of Chapter 6.
1. As eg. C.K. Barrett, op, oit., p.J.37; of. E. Best, "The Letter of Paul
to the Romans", 1967, p,78.
2. So J.B. Lightfoot, E.H. Gifford, J, Denney, B.F. Westoott, W. Sanday
and A.C. Headlam, C.H. Dodd, F.F. Bruce, M.-J. Lagrange, T.W. Manson,
W.G. Kuimmel, Arndtt-Gingrich, p.4D6,
3. In 7:4 ^LlL fcA/miTrS -Tbc y^pibYco refers to the slain, oruoified
Body of Christ (so J. Calvin, E.H. Gifford, J.B. Lightfoot, J. Denney,
W» Sanday, and A.C. Headlam, H. Lietzmann, A.S. Garvie, H. MouJ.e,
A, Sohlatter, J. Moffat, M.-J, Lagrange, A. Nygren, J. Murray, 0. Michel,
0. Kuss, H. Conzelmann, R. Bultmaan, "Theology of the New Testament, 1,
p.147, A.van Dulmen, op. cit., p.104 nl03, T.W. Manson, "Peake 1962",
p.945, para. 822a, Arndt-Gingrioh p.807), It should not be taken as
referring to -the mystical body whioh is the Church (so A.Schweitzer,
"The l^ysticism of Paul the Apostle", 1931, pp.118, 188; C.H. Dodd,
F.J. Leenhardt, A.M. Hunter, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1955, p.70
"probably". J. Knox, "The Interpreter's Bible", 9, 1954, pp.487f
"probably";* C.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.136, sees a reference to both
with the stress on the former. _It is not necessary however at every
mention of the ^pifrfcp to make an extension to the Church as
Christ's Body. Barrett*s qualification seems to us to show some hesitancy,
in apportioning the emphasis so much in favour of the crucified Body.
The background of this phrase in 7:4 lies in 6:11, where the Christian i3
said to enter into the Death of Christ through baptism. Paul goes on
there immediately to speak of the Resurrection. Thi3 suggests that tire
event in its unity - the Deatb/Resurreotion of Christ - is in mind.
In any case it i3 simply not true for the Christian to 3ay, "I am dead
to the law etc. through the Church". The Churoh itself is a result-,
rather than a cause. We should therefore restrict the meaning of
here to the crucified Body of Christ. *"
44*
In 7s 5 Gdvu-fC should be understood in the light of 6:21 (cf.
6:23)» We can regard it in v5 as a personification - death is the
tyrant who rules mankind. The concept of obedient service has already
appeared in Chapter 6 with its figure of the two masters. 7:6 defines
the new life as obedience over against the other obedience of the old
life. This term drawn from slavery is not an altogether happy one."*"*
It requires qualification but the argument has run in this direction.
The new relationship is one of obedience interpreted as freedom. It is
also one of freedom interpreted as obedience. The Christian is free
from sin (Chapter 6 in particular although sin is also much involved in
Chapter 7) and free from law (Chapter 7 in particular although law also
appears in 6:14f). But the freedom is not licence, on the contrary the
obedience of faith is defined in terms of the object of faith which is
p
Christ. Therefore the objection * which is considered in Chapter 6,
that sin is strengthened when freedom from law is advocated, is shown to
be false.
1. cf. D. Daube, "The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism", 1556, pp.283ff.
2. A. Schlatter, "Gotte3 G-erechtigkeit", 1959, P«227, say3 with Freudian
insight, "Das ist die Antwort an die, die von der Befreiung vom G-esetz
die Ermachtigung zur Sunde er^arten, sei es, dass sie dieso fUrchten,
sei es, dass sie sie begehren".
2. 7i1-6 and 7:7-25♦
The section 7!1-5 is also forward looking. M.-J. Lagrange1,
expresses well the movement of thought within the verses: "Ces deux
2 \
versets sont oomme un point culminant d'ou l'on peut voir la region
/ \
que l'on vient de quitter et oelle ou l*on entre, la sujetion a la Loi
et la libart/ de I'Esprit", In v5 we have a duster of key terms for
the study of 7:7-25* In the words of 0. Michel^* "In v5 finden wir alle
Begriffe vor, die fur den folgenden Abaohnitt Rom 7# 7-25 notwendig sind;
mann kann geradezu in v5-6 eine thematiaohe Vorausnahme der beiden
folgenden Abschnitte Rom 7,7-25 und 8,1-11 sehen". The terms of the
important complex comprising flesh, sin, law and death all appear within
» c
v5. Together they are the old aeon, * the way of death, or in the
language of 5:12ff "Adam's Age". The terms of this complex will be
presented to us again in 7:7-25, each in itself and also in their
inter-relations, but in a different construction.
1. op. cit., p.163*
2. i.e. vv5f.
3. op. cit., p.167. of. U. Luz, op. oit., pp.166, 171, 177.
A. A. Nygren works constantly with the two aeons,
5. cf. 0. Michel, op. cit., p.167.
The phrase "TU vi* ycfioQ which qualifies -TJ. rcuOyufrj Tui,
anticipates 7*7ff. "Here St. Paul, as his manner is, "throws
up a finger post* which points to the coming section of his argument".1*
The thought will be taken up and developed in 7*7ff in which the orucial
relation of sin and law will be dealt with. The hint given in v$ goes
beyond anything yet said about the law. The preoise connection between
sin and law is analysed in 7*7ff by means of an objection expressed in
order to be refuted. It ia in faot not too much to say that the entire
section 7*7-25 ia a oommentaiy on this phrase. "So ist denn auch gana
deutlioh in 7,5 das Thema von 7,(7)14-25 formuliert....". *
3. 7?1-6 and 8:Iff.
In the mainstream of the argument of Romans we are to regard
7*7-25 as a long digression.^* The faot that we oan read with good sense
straight on from 7*6 to 8:1 is evidence of thi3 digression or interlude
or interpolation or intermediate passage as it is variously described.
The digression is made neoessaiy by certain earlier comments by Paul
concerning the law, eg, 3*20, 31} 4*15} 5*13, 20j 6*14} 7*1-6.
F.J. Leenhardt calls them, "quick indications which it was neoessaiy to
1. W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, op. cit., p.174.
2. R. Bultmann, "Romer 7 und die Anthropologic des Paulus", Exegetica,
1967, p.205.
3. So W.G. Kummel, op. oit., p.11} R. Bultmann, op, cit., p.204; A. van
Dulmen, op. cit., p.ll2}^C.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.140; P. Althaus,
"Paulus und Luther uber,,Menschen", 1963, p.129} E. Sllwein, "Das Ratzel
von Romer VII", Kerugma und Dogma. 1, (1955) 261; G-. Bornkamm, "Early
Christian Experience", 1969, p.88| K. Kertelge, "Exegetisqhe Uberlegungen
zum Verstandnis der paulinischen Anthropologic naoh Romer 7. 2.N.W.. 62,
(1971) 112. 7
T,
resume and amplify.*1" This becomes an urgent purpose with 7*5-6 in
particular beoause of the connection affirmed between law and sin in
v5 and because of the strong assertion in v6 ctito "Too
/
v^cl . "One cannot keep in mind clearly enou^i the fact that the thesis
2
of 7*1-6 ('freed from the law*) expresses something unheard of". *
?/ ov
In 8*1 the particle is used rather than the adversative and
*
indicates an inference. The immediate connection is with 7*25a in that
the content of these two verses belongs to the positive pole of the grand
antithesis in whioh 7*7ff and 8ilff 3tand. The more distant connection
is with 7*6. The positive content of 7*6, of which a hint has already-
been given in the other possible relationship of the wife in the marriage
figure and whioh is developed in v4 in terms of belonging to the Risen
Christ and bearing fruit for God, is resumed and amplified in 8: Iff,
7*7-25 has already expanded the negative content of 7*5. The double
antithesis in v6b sums up the positive over against the negative.
1. op. oit., p.185*
2. 5, Bornhamm, op. oit., p.88.
3. ??♦&. Kummel, op. oit., pp.69f, denies that 8:1 is an inference from
7*25a which he thinks too brief and indefinite. He sees 6:1-7*6 as the
premiss. He appeals to 2:1 and 5:12 where Paul uses an inferential
partiole in order to oonneot a new thought without linking it with what
immediately precedes.
We must now define the relationship between 7:7-25 and Chapter
8. 7:7-25 is the negative pole in a pair of polar opposites in which
Chapter 8 is the positive. The difference between 7:7-25 and Chapter 8
id the difference between before and after, lost and found, defeat and
viotoiy, the old and the new, or in the ultimate categories it is the
difference between death and life.
The antithesis in which Chapter 8 as a whole stands in relation
to 7:7-25 is clearly seen in the seotion 8:1-4 which is related
antithetioally to 7:7-25* Not only is the little section in its entirety
constituted by the grand antithesis but the antithesis is either implied
or expressed in each of its four verses. Thus in vl "no condemnation"
implies condemnation; in v2 we have the two opposed"laws" or principles;
•> /
in v3 God does what the law could not do; in v4 we have M.
\ -n
contrasted with Koi-ra .
What is said in Chapter 8 is impressive in its own right but
it is all the more so in contrast to the gloomy message of 7:7ff* J*
1.
Kurainger says of 7:7ff, "Br zeiohnet dieses Bild in scharfen Ctrichcn,
um ihra gegenuber das Heilsbewusstsein zu weoken und die Hoffhung zu
starken fur die in Christus Jesuarr aus dem Tod zum Leben» G-erufenen
(6,13)"* This oontrast is evident in various directions.
1. "Der Sohlussel zum Verstandnis von Rom 7", Bibliaohe Zeitaohrift.
Neue Polge 7-8 (1963-4)» 274* of. W. Manson, "Jesu3 and the Christian",
1967, p.147: "With Chapter viii we pass out again into the sunshine
of the liffe of grace".
49.
7 v
1. The -form appears many times in but never in Chapter 8.
The emphasis in 8:1-4, as in the whole Chapter, is on the action of which
? v
God is the subject. When the of lilff reappears in 8:2 in the
accusative of the second person singular,1* it is as the one to whom
something radical has happened by aot of God. The piled-up terms of
8:2 throw the emphasis heavily on God, whereas in 7*7ff the emphasis,
(but we shall qualify this statement later in the study), is on the
recurring culminating in the otulcj of v25b.
1. Four variants are found. The omission of the pronoun may be disregarded
(although see C,.K. Barrett, op. cit., p. 153 nl) as poorly attested and
inadequate, tyh*-$ may be taken as a correction of ££ , perhaps under the
influence of v4. Theearly variant shows that the difficulty is a
long-standing one and may be regarded as a substitute for which was
felt to be disruptive and a3 an accommodation to the first person singular
of 7s7ff. We prefer <££. , which is a very early reading in advance of the
Western, text. It is found in J2J , B and some koine MS3. is the
lectiof diffioilior and therefore the least likely to have been.,inserted,
coming as it does so soon after the plural -ibis fv \ftbTcc Xr)6ec . This
conclusion may be regarded as highly probable though not certain. The
exegetical sense is not affected in the choice between <££ and ££ .
For the text see the Bible Societies' Text 1966; H. Lietzmann, op. cit.,
pp.78fj S. Stauffer, T.D.N.T., 2, p.361 nl54. <££ ia adopted by
W,. G, Kummelj F.J. Leenhardt, 0. Michel, 0. Kuss, F. Blass and A. Debrunner
and R.W. Funk, "A Greek Grammar of the hew Testament and Other Sarly
Christian Literature", 1961, para.281 - hereafter designated "Blass-
Debrunner-Funk"j A. van Dulraen, op. oit., p.120 nl50; E. Gaugler, "Per
Brief an die Romer", 1945, 1,P»258; M.-y. Lagrange, C.H. Dodd; B. sfeias,
"Die Paulinischen Briefe im Berichtigten Text", 1896, p.73. N.E.B. reads
"you" ( 6^ ). ££ *s adopted by W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam; H. Lietzmann;
H. Von Soden; R.S.V.; and by the Bible Societies' Text 1566 with a "C"
rating.
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2. The Spirit appears many times in Chapter 8 but never in 7:7ff.
The indwelling Spirit of Chapter 8 is set against the sin indwelling the
flesh otherwise known as the cytd of 7:7f"f»
3. The name "Jesu3 Christ" is absent in 75 7-24* 25b. The occurrence
in v25& anticipates Chapter 8: Iff.
4. The VcV of 8:1 in the relation between 7:7ff and 8:Iff,
corresponds to the VcVi- of 7:6 in the antithesis between 7:5 and 7'. 6,
\
(of. 3:21 where VcVi also indicates contrast with the preoeding.)
5. The "no condemnation" of 8:1 answers the situation described in
7:7ff» &• Bornkamm*"* sees the assertion as the climax to which the
passage 7:7ff is building.
O -> • j " ?—
6. The phrase <ci$ £v' Wi&tio in 8:1 stands over against the
" x * \ L £
gx/to of 7:25b. G. Borakamm * comments, "The 'in Christ Jesus' puts
7
an end to the 'I of nyself* (7.25)". C.L. Mitton * makes the irkerpretation
of 7:7-25 turn on the antithesis between the two terms. Ve agree that the
antithesis is important but an understanding of the passage must be more
broadly based. There is in fact no single "key" within the detailed
exegesis of the passage by which the problems of 7:7-25 can be unlooked.
The antithesis should be borne in mind in translating 7:25. The N.J.E.
rendering, "God alone,•••••", although a paraphrase rather than a strict
translation reflects the train of thought accurately. The antithesis is,
"God alone" opposed to "I alone", that i3, "I apart from God".
1. op. cit., p.100.
2. ibid, p.100.
3. "Romans vii Reoonsidered", Expositor:/ Times. 65 (1953-4)* 78-81;
99-103; 132-135* He is followed by R.N. Longenecker, "Paul Apostle of
Liberty", 1964, pp.ll2ff.
7. 9\fc"0&£^o06tV in 8:2 gives a olear indication of before and after
in terras of bondage and freedom.
8. The comprehensive category as presented in 7:7ff is
answered by the ooraprehensive oategory £j/ %q£ce as presented
in Chapter 8.
We must interpret 7:7ff in the light of the controlling antithesis
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between 7:7ff and 8:Iff. * R.N. Longeneoker * asserts that the contrast
between 7s?ff and 8:Iff corresponds to the two conditions of man in
5:12-20, "in Adam" and "in Christ". Indeed we may say that the antithesis
between 7:7ff and 8: Iff refleots the broader antithesis between the bad
news of 1:18-3:20 and the good news of 3:21-8:39. We can go even further
and claim that it provides us with one outstanding instance of Paul*a
characteristic mode of thought which is essentially antithetical.
1. U. Lus, op. oit., pp,171f# asserts that behind Chapters 7 and 8 there
lies the traditional confrontation of old and new existence which he
identifies as one of the traditional structures in the thought forms of
Paul.
2. op. oit., p.93.
THS EPISTOLARY CONTEXT OP 7:7-25» CHAPTER j^.
We must not read 7*7-25 as if it stood in isolation. It is
certainly a digression and it has a olearly defined unity of its own,
but is also intimately related to other parts of the Epistle. It is
i «.
significant that W.G. Kummel, R. Bultmann, G. Bornkamm and H. Braun, in
their important essays on 7*7-25, all locate the passage within the
movement of thought in the Epistle as a whole, at or near the beginning
of their treatises.
The passage on which our interest centres belongs to a framework
which oonsists of four passages: 1:18-3*20; 5*12-21; 7*7-25; Chapters
9-U« We shall now consider the relation of our seotion to these other
parts of the Epistle.
In the furthest distance we have 1:18-3*20"*"* in which the
situation prior to the salvation history is set out. Paul's order of
2
approach * requires us to confront the message of gloom which culminates
in the announcement that all mankind is condemned before the righteous
God, before we hear the good news. Thus the essential presuppositions
1. P.S. Minear, op. cit., p.67, recognises the similarities between the
argument of Chapter 7 and that of 1:18-3:20. cf. C.L. Mltton, op, cit.,
p.100 (against A. Nygren).
2. Strictly speaking the good news is already contained in 1:1-17, but
if we regard 1:1-17 as preface and take the main body of the Epistle to
be 1:18-15:33 then it is true to say that in the main part the order of
treatment is - first the bad then the good.
are 3tated in the light of which alone the words and act3 of God in his
saving purpose may be fully understood. It should be noted that in the
first section of this passage, Is 18-32, the account of man*s wickedness
is expressed in terms of the Genesis narrative of Adam's fall."1'*
In the nearer distance we have 5s 12-21. * Here we find that
outlook which understands history by splitting it into two parts.^*
L.
In each part there is a leading man who represents all who are within
his sphere, in the one case Adam, in the other Christ. # These two
1. Cf. M.D. Hooker, N.T.S.. 6 (i960), 297-306, who analyses 1:18-32
against a Genesis background,
2. P. Benoit, op. oit., pp,486f, recognises clearly the connection between
5:l2ff and 7:7ff. He olaims that 7:7ff is based on exactly the same general
plan of salvation as 5:12-14 and that these two texts are to be explained in
strict connection. R. Bultmann, "Romer 7 und die Anthropologic des laulus",
Exegetioa, 1967, p,209 (hereafter designated - R. Bultmann, "Romer 7. ..."),
makes a passing reference to the unity 7:7ff with 5:12-21, but he is at
the end of th8 article and does not develop the observation. F.J. Leenhardt,
op, oit,, p,148 n3, 3ets out the parallelism between paragraphs within 5:12-21
and Chapters 6-8, cf, 3, Lyonnet, "LtHistoire Du Salut Selon he Ghapitre VII
De L*Spatre Aux Romains", Biblioa. 43 (1962), 117, 148ff.
3. of. ff, Wrede, op. oit,, pp.81f; A, Nygren, op, cit., pp,206ff, 21fj
F.F. Bruce, op. oit., pp,125ff«
4. of. H.W. Robinson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality",
Werden und 'flesen des Alten Testaments. 1936, pp.49-62j also R.P. Shedd,
"Man in Community", 1958. We shall return to this theme.
5. R. Bultmann, "Paul", Existence and Faith. 1961, pp.127, 134, maintains
that Paul is drawing on Gnostic mythology. A.M. Hunter, "Paul and his
Predeoessor3", 1961, pp.40, 43» 140, asserts that Paul's concept of Christ as
Second Adam goes back to the pre-Pauline Christian tradition. O.K. Barrett,
"From First Adam to Last", 1962, p.23, maintains that Paul prefers to work
from first principles and allow the event to supply its own categories rather
than borrow readymade forms, 0. Cullmann, "Christology of the Hew Testament",
1959, pp,170ff, 191, argues that in 5:12ff Paul united the two basic conoepts
"Son of Man" and "Servant of God", exactly as Jesus united them but indepen¬
dently of the theology of the early Church. In his view the idea of the
Seoond Adam goe3 baok to the same root as that of the Son of Man conoept,
Cullraann sets out the difference between the Heavenly Man doctrine of
Gnosticism and the Christian doctrine of incarnation and atonement and brings
out well the difference between the representative roles of Adam and of
Christ, (pp.173, 191.)
figures 3tand for the two great opposites or aeons or human conditions in
the history of mankind. They are related as -type and anti-type. The action
of these representatives, together with the consequences which flow from
that action, holds good for all who belong to their sphere. The logic of
this connection between the one and the mass is not articulated here,
instead Paul gives a detailed comparison and contrast between disobedient
Adam and obedient Christ. The latter not only reverses but more than
counter-balanoes the work of the former, so that those who belong to
Christ*s sphere or aeon gain more than was lost on aooount of Adam's act.
Chapters 9-11 comprise a long and closely argued passage, heavily
buttressed with soripture references, the relation of whioh to the Apistie
as a whole has provoked much discussion. We oan establish three main lines
of connection by whioh we may understand these Chapters for our present
2.
purpose.
1. The first oonnects with a problem which was fundamental both to
Paul and to the primitive Churoh. The anguish^* and vehemence of 9jiff
1. E.H. Gdfford, op. oit., p.115, following Chrysostom, says that Paul
constantly repeats "the oneM in order that when the Jew asks "how by the
well-doing of one, Christ, was the world saved?" Paul may be able to say
in reply, "how by the disobedience of one, Adam, was the world condemned?"
The key to the logic here is the concept of the unity of mankind and the
solidarity of the group, of. R.P. 3hedd, op. oit., p.97: "The unity of
all mankind i3 a presupposition transferred without challenge from Judaism
and the Old Testament into the theology of the Spistles of Paul",
2. J. Munok analyses the internal structure of Chapters 9-H thus: 9:1-29,
the problem; 9:30-10:21, the solution; Chapter 11, the detailed practical
application of the solution, resuming 9:29.
3. cf. B. Noack, "Current and Backwater in the Spistle to the Romans",
Studia Theoloftioa. 19-20 (1965-66), l65f. There is also a wider reference,
in that here as elsewhere Paul's missionary experience shows through.
and the determined effort to think the issue through to a conclusion are
evidence of Paul's personal involvement. We agree with J. Munok when he
says "An earlier debate concerning Romans 9-H, which maintained that this
whole seotion was an exouraus, or a previously composed passage inserted
after ohapter 8 and before chapter 12, can now be considered resolved for
good. The assured result emerging from this discussion is that these
three chapters deal with a problem fundamental to the earliest church,
which if not correctly resolved will leave the whole import of the letter
hanging in raid-air..1# The problem is the unbelief and obduracy of
Israel and the inference this requires concerning God's promise. If
God has abandoned his people and gone back on his word the consequences
are very serious indeed. The point at issue then in these Chapters is
God's plan and his will-to-save. *
1. "Christ and Israel", 1967, pp*33f* of. A. Nygren, op. cit., pp.353ff.
A.D. Nock, "St. Paul", 1938, p.217, calls Chapters 9-U a digression.
On Paul's method of constructing 9-11, of. C.H. Dodd, "According to the
Scriptures", 1952, p.18.
2. A. Nygren, op. cit., pp.354-ff, 365ff, insists that there is no theodioy
here as this is an anthropocentric concept alien to Paul which errs in
calling God to account before human reason. He accepts and expresses very
helpfully a concept of predestination beoause it i3 theooentrio and
establishes God's freedom and mercy behind which we cannot go. We think
however that there is an element of theodicy in 9-11, in as much as the
issue raised lies within Paul's doctrine of God. We suspect that Nygren's
denial involves some confusion in the definition of terms, of. P.?, Bruce,
op. oit., p.183} M. Dibelius (ed. W.G. Kummel), op. oit., p.64. S. Kuhl,
"Der Brief des Paulus an die Homer", 1913, heads Chapters 9-11, "Die
Paulinischen Theodizee"•
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2. The second connecting line leads us to the situation within the
Churoh at Rome. P.P. Bruce writes, "He takes up the subjecttoo, we may in*
fer, beoause the situation in the Roman Churoh required it"."*"* This holds
good whether we regard that Church as having a Jewish Christian predominance
or not, or whether as we have argued, we understand a variety of Christian
2
assemblies or theological emphases, *
3. The third concerns the integral position of Chapters 9-11 in the
Epistle. There is no question that the main argument is finished^* with
the conclusion of Chapter 8 and thereafter only some tidying up remains
to be done. The Chapters are an essential part of the Epistle. This oan
be grasped in several ways, a) The people of Israel has never been out
of sight for long prior to Chapter 9» b) An immediate connection oan be
4.
made with the preceding lyrical passage 8*31-39, which anticipates
1. op. oit., p.182.
2. H.L. Ellison, MThe Mystexy of Israel", 1968, p.85, says that Paul is
turning from one group in the Roman Churoh to another throughout the
Epistle. Likewise P.3, Minear, op. oit., p.73, suggests that 9-11 reflect
charges against Paul from unconverted leaders in synagogues at Rome.
3. Vf, Sanday and A.C. Headlam, op. oit., p.225.
4. of. U. Luz, op. oit., p.169.
a full salvation. But how then oan Israel's rejection be aooounted for
and how oan we envisage the possibility of Israel's salvation^ So the
question, "what can separate us...", leads into a consideration of the
people who seem to have separated themselves,** o) We may also appeal
to the resumption in 9:11 of the justification vocabulary of Chapters
1-8. * d) We may compare the way in which Paul approaches the problem
1, P.P. Bruce deals with Chapters 1-11 as a unit, as does U. Luz. H.L.
Ellison, op. cit., p.27, points out that the doxology comes at the end of
Chapter 11 and not Chapter 8, an indication, he suggests, that the olinax
comes at the end of 11.
2. B. Woack, op. cit., p.158. Noack argues for the integral connection
of 9-11 with the Epistle as a whole. He indicates what he regards as the
structure of the Epistle by an outer frame comprising 1:9-13 and 15:23-29,
33, and an inner frame comprising 1:14-16, 17 and 9:13-36. He also
distinguishes one group of material (1:1-17; 3:9-20, 27-31; 4:9-ll) which
he calls the "current" of Romans and another (Chapters 5-8) which he calls
the "backwater". He regards 9-H as a composition of the moment during
the dictation of which the solution to the problem, - oan Israel be saved
and how? - flashed on Paul by revelation. We agree with the insistence
on the essential connection of 9-11 with the whole, but not with his
method of connecting it and we reject his "instant theology" theory of the
genesis of Paul's solution, (see rather J. Weiss, op, cit., 1, pp.407fj
J. Munok, "Chri3t and Israel", 1967, p.28). At best we have no means of
knowing that it happened like that. This part, like the whole, was the
produot of previous deliberation. We repeat our phrase "creative
synthesis". Noaok's statement (p.l65) that "it is completely inconceiv¬
able that Paul should have known right from the beginning, that is from
1X.1...," is a purely gratuitous assumption. On the contrary it is quite
conceivable. Also - his treatment of l.Thess. 2 is superficial; 9-11 does
not in fact become a "sham fight" on a different interpretation; there is
no evidence for hi3 claim that Paul writes because Christians at Rome have
ridiculed him^for not preaching there; and we find his use of the formula
-f"g TCfXQ-lbV k&t ySTAAqVi obscure.
of the law in this Epistle with the way in which he approaches the problem
of Israel. We find that a certain parallelism is evident. Hints regarding
the law1* are found before the study in depth in Chapter 7. Similar hints
2§
regarding Israel * are found before the major discussion in Chapters 9-H»
Again, in dealing with the law Paul appears to oontradict himself - the law
is abolished, Chri3t is the end of the law; the law is established, Christ
fulfil/s the law. A similar equivocal tone seems to appear with regard to
Israel - Israel has an advantage, Israel ha3 no advantage; Israel has been
rejected, Israel has not been rejected.
When we so understand Chapters 9-H the emphases in the passage
3
stand out more clearly. Paul is dealing with peoples and part3 of peoples
and so here as elsewhere there is a representative significance with no
theologising about the destirjy of individuals. He is concerned with Sod's
plan for mankind comprehended in its great division of Jew and Gentile.
He reduces the issue finally to an assertion about the mercy and freedom of
God on which alone God's election rests without reference to character or
1. of. U. Luz, op. eit., pp.l67ff» He identifies the resumption of themes
merely hinted at as one of the thought structures characteristic of Paul.
2. eg. 1:16; 2:9f; but in particular 3:1-9.
3. J. Munok, "Christ and Israel", 1967# p.70*
1 2,
works. He works with the Old Testament concept of the remnant. He
olaims possession of a "mystexy" whioh signifies knowledge obtained by-
revelation from God. He dares to explain the tragic negative (Israel*s "No"
to the G-oapel) by an underlying positive and so the hardening of Israel
is ultimately God*3 doing, with its origin in a gracious purpose which is
for the benefit of all. The negative thus understood serves the interest
of an all-embraoing positive. God*s salvation has been rejected by some
for the present, in order that it may be accepted by all in the end.
And so to the concluding doxology, finely expressed by the N.E.3., "Source,
Guide and Goal of all that is...". Once more a pattern of thought appears
with whioh we have beoome familiar earlier. The triumphant conclusion
in 11*33-36 matches the anticipatory exclamation in 7:25a, where the
resolution of that particular problem is located in God, outside the
olosed oirole of the drama. It corresponds also to the "much more" by
which the superiority of Adam is emphasised and lastly to the silence
which desoends when the final conclusion of 1:18-3:20 has been pronounced
that all are guilty under wrath and judgement and before the positive
1. of. A. Iforgren, op. oit., p.369.
2. of. H.L. Ellison, op. oit., pp.78ff| J. Munck, op. cit., pp.l08ff;
A. Nygren, op. oit., pp.392ffj G. Schrenk, T.D.N.T., 4, pp.20$ff.
movement in the grand antithesis gets under way and the word of grace
is heard. In similar fashion, in the doxology of Chapter 11, the
resolution of the problem of Israel's rejection is found outside Israel,
in the God who constituted the people in the first place and used
Pharoah as well as Moses and will use that very rejection as a means
1.
towards the salvation of the whole world.
We can see now how close the connection is between I'.lff and
Chapters 9-11* The two passages deal with the same fundamental problem
but in different terms. In hift Paul considers the problem of the law,
that institution which was Israel's peculiar treasure and glory. He
reflects on how the law must be understood in the light of faith in
Jesus Christ. In Chapters 9-11 Paul considers the problem of Israel,
that so special people?and strives to understand how the elect people
must be understood in view of their rejection of Jesus Christ and
moreover in a manner which does full justice to the God whose gifts
and oalling are irrevocable. Paul i3 therefore concerned in both
passages with the relation between the old and the new. His aim is to
establish the unity of God's dealings with man. * He does this by
adopting a theocentric argument in each oase, in which he moves out of
the closed circle of the argument to the God who stands transcendent
and sovereign. We can also express the matter in Christological terms.
1. cf. the use of UV<+Kzj><\UL(QSUCtidj in Sph. 1:10 and see H.L. Ellison,
op. oit., pp.97ff, on "Israel in the Epistle to the Ephesians".
2. We think it possible to regard Romans a3 an attempt to unify the old
and the new by a fresh, that is a Christian,,understanding of God and to
structure the Epistle accordingly.
In the one case we have to assert a displacement of the law by Christ,
the perfect law-keeper, the fulfiller of the law in judgement and in
love, himself the new Torah. In the other case we must assert the
vicarious nature of Jesus Christ who represents the people of Israel
and oarries them forward into &od*s future for them.
The connecting link between 1:18-3:20; 5*12-21; 7:7-25 and
Chapters 9-11, each in its own way so different from the rest, is the
salvation history mode of thought."''* In each of these passages Paul is
1. S. Stauffer, T.D.N.T., 2, pp.357ff» insists that Romans deals first
and last with "the progress of salvation history". He analyses the
passage in this light (cf. his "Die Theologie de3 Neuen Testaments",
1948* p.253 n239)« He understands this as a further development of the
3ketoh of salvation history in ftal. 2:15ff. (On the rcaiSocyc5 , the
guardian or custodian, of Gal. 3:24ff, of. K. Stendahl, "The apostle
Paul and the Introspective Consciousness of the West". H.T.R.. 56,
(1963), 206ff). R. Bultmann, "Theology of the New Testament", 1, p.279,
says that 7:7-25 discusses the significance of the law in the history of
salvation, (of. his "Christ the End of the Law", Essays: Philosophical
and Theological. 1955* p.46.) Also cf. W. Wrede, op. cit., pp.lllpf;
C.K. Barrett, "Prom First Adam to Last", 1962, p.62: The law"could not
do what it professed to do, because its setting was wrong. It belonged
to this age ". 3. Lyonnet, "Tu ne oonvoitera3 pas (Rom vii, 7)"»
Neotestamentioa et Patristica. Preundesgabe Osoar Cullmann. 1962, ed.
W.C. van Unnik, pp.l63ff, sum3 up his attempt to relate 7:7 to the
Paradise narrative in G-enesis by saying that Paul is thinking salvation
history-wise. K. Stendahl, op. cit., understands the Pauline theology
in general and Romans 7 in particular within the framework of "sacred
history".,, cf. also S. Lyonnet, "L*Hi3toire Du Salut Selon le Chapitre
vii de l'Epitre aux Romains", Bjblioa. 43 (1962), 122f, 147ff; J. Blank,
"Der gespaltene Mensch", Bibel und Leben, 1968, p.15; C.K. Barrett,
op. oit., p.5: "Paul sees history gathering at nodal points, and
crystallising upon outstanding figures...."; J. Munck, "Paul and the
Salvation of Mankind", 1959, p.48. A.J. Bands trap 4'Law and the Elements
of the World", 1964, pp.l37f, acknowledges the contribution of the
salvation history view to the understanding of 7:7ff but thinks that
"it does not seem to give a satisfactory aooount of the intense personal
struggle portrayed in wl4-25"« We will claim to aocount adequately for
these verses in terms of a dramatisation. Also cf. 0. Cullmann,
"Salvation in History", 1967, pp.l29f, on the connection between 5:12ff,
and Chapter 7, and Chapters 9-H as salvation history.
considering the saving purpose of God in history. In the first, 1:18-
3:20, he does so by way of laying down presuppositions which are
necessary for understanding God*3 saving deeds in history. In the
second, 5:12-21, he makes comparison and contrast on a cosmic scale as
a means of understanding what has happened through Jesus Christ. In
the last passage, Chapters 9-11, he adopts a sustained exegetical
procedure which is illumined by revelation. In the third passage, 7:7ff,
he analyses the place occupied by the law in the saving purpose of God.
It is worked out there in its own special way, not as in the explicitly
Christologioal analogy of 5:12-21, and not in the tight, Old Testament
based dialectio of Chapters 9-H, hut in a form which we shall seek to
establish as aui generis. This literary form, which seeks to understand
by constructing a dramatisation, lends itself admirably to a salvation
history theme. History as the Bible is mainly interested in it, which
means prophetic or salvation history, is the stage on which the events
of the Eternal's salvation are performed. 7:7-25 is a drama1* in which
the ohosen characters - law, sin, death, the "I" - play their allotted
parts with a view to elucidating the function of the law in God's saving
purpose. It is precisely this salvation history interest which enables
2
Paul to transcend his personal experience yet without losing touoh with it.*
!• P. Benoit, op. cit», sees the "I" of 7:7ff as the stage within which
the drama unfolds. This leads to some confusion in his thou^it. We regard
the "I" as one character on the stage. It is too pedantio to ask, "what
stage?" But if the question is pressed, it is sufficient to say that the
dramatisation is what matters. The "stage" is in the mind of the writer
and the reader.
2. We must beware of abstracting 7:15-20 from their context and regarding
them as the locus classious of an existentialist or psychological inter-
:pretation. These verses are in fact subordinate to the salvation history
interest of the whole passage and are located within the controlling
dramatio presentation.
63.
THE IN 7:7-25. CHAPTER jj.
1. The History of Interpretation of the ey4 in 7:7-25.
This constitutes a large subject in itself in view of the veiy many
contributions which have been made to the study of the passage. In
addition to the 3heer weight of material certain considerations add to the
difficulty of the subject. The view of some writers tends to be complex
and to combine different elements and so there are few pure types but many-
hybrids, variously derived. The sections w7-13 and wl4-25 are sometimes
dealt with on different presuppositions by the same writer. The view
which considers that the reference i3 to mankind in general may or may not
introduce Adam or Adamic man. The textual problems at the end of the
Chapter are handled in different ways by oommentators and this affects
the interpretation. The difficulty of precise classification may therefore
be easily imagined. The views and influenoe of Augustine and of M. Luther
are of particular Importance and again these form subjects of study in
themselves. Augustine in his second interpretation1* had a dominating
effeot on interpretation in the Middle Ages. Luther on the other hand
set the scene for a long time thereafter. *
1. See W.G-. Kummel, "Rbner 7 und die Bekehrung des Paulus", 1929, pp.90-94
for the earlier and the later views of Augustine and the reason for the
change; also A.F.W. Lekkerkerker, "Romer 7 und Romer 9 Lei Augustin", 1942.
2. In Luther's interpretation note his polemical involvement with Lyra;
his close dependence on Augustine modified and deepened however by. his
intensely personal experience; his emphasis on the unity of the i-y-b which
is portrayed; his "Twelve Words" ("Luther: Lectures on Romans", translated
and edited W. Pauok, 1961, pp.201ff) which, he claims, support a Christian
reference, cf. W.G-. Kummel, op., cit., pp.94f on Luther and especially P.
Althau3, "Paulus und Luther uberjteensohen",, 1963. See also A.S. Wood, "The
Theology of Luther's Lectures on Romans", 3.J.T.. 3, (1950), 1-18; 113-126;
J.W. Heikinnen, "Luther's Lectures on the Romans 1515-1516", Interpretation.
7 (April 1953) 178-194. ~
Our review must of necessity work with a large brush. We will sketch the
broad sweep of the history and give a general classification. We will
then indicate the conclusion reached by certain writers on the question
whioh above all agitated the ancient Church and whioh has also exercised
the Church of recent times. Thi3 question is whether the reference of
7:7-25 is to the Christian or to the non-Christian. We will finally
oonsider some reoent contributions of speoial significance to the
y v
understanding of the in 7:7-25»
The broad sweep of the history of interpretation may be outlined
1.
thus. Augustine provides the first turning-point. Prior to him the
was related to mankind in general, or to the Jews in general, as a
rhetorical expression. Augustine made his famous change of mind on
account of his controversy with Pelagiua, although the degree to whioh
this was a controlling factor is difficult to determine. In his seoond
period he interpreted 7:7ff of Paul himself in his post-baptiamal
experience. This later view of Augustine's which reversed the earlier
2
one dominated the Middle Ages. P. Abelard was an exception. * The
reformers^* Calvin, Luther, Melanchthon and Beza followed the later
Augustine although Bucer and Musoulus did not.^* Luther's influence was
1. of. A.F.W. Lekkerkerker, op. cit., pp.5-14.
2. W.G-. Kummel, op. oit., p.88.
3. See E. Ellwein, "Das Ratzel von Romer Vll", Kerugma und Dogma. 1,
(l955)» 250ff for a convenient summary.
4. W.G-. Kummel, op. oit., p.88.
the major one thereafter until Pietism revived the pre-Augu3tinian
interpretation against the Augustine-Luther view. J.A. Bengel"1"* in
particular made an important contribution when he stressed the presentation
of general truths in hlfft while at the same time inoluding Paul himself
in the reference of the passage. In the nineteenth century the pre-
Augustinian view became widespread. Ihe Augustinian-Lutheran tradition
however reappeared in J.O.K. von Hoftaan and I. Zahn and in certain
i« 2.
Reformed writers such as H.F. Kohlbrugge and K. Barth. A. %gren gave
the Augustinian-Lutheran view a new impetus in spite of the work of W. G-.
J-i * 4
Kumael. In the post-Kuamel period it would be true to say that the
regnant sohool oonneots with the pre-Augustinian tradition, although
the position is so complicated this statement requires qualification, as
we shall see. 'fhe Auguatine-Luther view is by no means abandoned.
The autobiographioal interpretation of hift in which weight is
placed on the personal reference of the passage to Paul himself has
gained many supporters over the centuries.^* We may take A. Kygren as an
1. Bengel*s "Gnomon", a oomprehensive commentary on Soripture, dates
from 1742.
2. The Swedish original of his commentary is 1944, the E.T, is 1952.
3. Including the following: Ambrosius, Hilarius, Augustine (second
period), Methodius,0, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin, Melanohthon, Baza, J.A.
Bangel, J. Wesley, K.H. Giffbrd, J.C.K. von Hofman, T, Zahn, P. fernle,
W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, A.K. G-arvie, H, Pretorius, T.R. 'Glover., E. de
W. Burton, A. Wbyte, A.S. Peake, A. Deiasmann, C.A. Anderson Scott, W.L.
Knox, E.F. Soott, K. Barth, E. Brunner, AJ?.Vid3®r, M« Buber, C.L, Mitton,
M. Goguel, C.H. Dodd, A. Nygren, H. Asmussen, 3. Knox, C.F.D. Moule,
W.D. Davies, A.J. Bandstra, J. Jeremias, W. Barolay, J. Murray, F.V.
Filson, G-.B. Caird, P.3. Minear, T.W, Manson, F.F. Bruce, 3. Best,
J.D.G, Dunn.
outstanding modern representative of this point of view, both on account
of his clearly expressed view and his wide influenoe. Nygren emphasises
that 7? 7-25 belongs to the movement of thou^vfc in Chapters 5-8, which
he regards as the second main division of the Epistle. As that section
as a whole is about the Christian life, hfff comprises the third
affirmation therein of the Christian's freedom, this time in terms of
the law. It is no parenthesis or interruption. He understands the use
of the first person singular as "due to the faot that Paul here comes to
an issue which, in the most proper sense, is the problem of his own
life".1* The law does for sin what the sun does for the seed. It
represents God's "strange work" which precedes his "proper work". It
provided Paul in his pre-Christian days with his oherished ideal in
whioh he delighted. The Christian is free from the law in that he
receives the righteousness of God in a wholly different way. The
function of w!4-25 is thus to show that the law can never be a way of
salvation, not even for the Christian. The Christian is not free from
the law in the sense that he can set himself above the law. The law is
impotent in the Christian on account of the carcy-over from the old aeon
the present tense in wl4ff as a sure 3ign that these verses refer to
the Christian. He claims that a non-Christian reference violates Paul's
thought elsewhere and that exegesis of Ji Iff is compatible with a
Christian reference only* He interprets the tension portrayed in the
? \
between will mid action in esohatologioal terms as "an expression
which means on aooount of the Hygren understands the change to
1. "Commentary on Romus", 1952, p. 279.
of the Christian's status a3 participant in the new aeon even while, at
the same time, he is also in the old".'1°, There is then nothing of doubt
or despair in the ory of 7J 24 which is rather a faotual recognition of
the esohatologioal distress.
The rhetorioal-general view of 7: 7ff in which a generally valid
faot is presented has also received notable support. " G. Bornkamm is a
reoent proponent of thi3 view,^* His essay is characterised by meticulous
exegesis and a strong awareness of the importance of the whole context
for the interpretation of particular verses, hift is about man under
the law and sin, that is, unredeemed man, and Paul writes from the
standpoint of faith. Bornkamn appeals for support to Gal. 5:17. The
experiences of Romans 7 however cannot be left behind by the Christian
but are present even for the Christian and indeed become wholly transparent
only from the position of Christian faith, hift is essentially an
apology for the law and an explanation of the fatal oonneotion between
law and sin understood as em&iJiuk which oan express itself nomistioally
1. ibid. p.293.
2. Inoluding the following: Origen, Chiysoatomj the Western Fathers
"Ambrosiaster", the early Augustine, Pelagius, Julian, Ilieronym^us;
Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Erasmus, H. Grotius, J.A. Bengel (in
as far as he also stresses general truths), W. i'rede, J. Weiss,
W. Bousset, A. Julioher, M.-J. Lagrange, W.G. Kummel, R. Bultiaann,
K.iS. Kirk, M. Dibeliua, P. Althau3, E. Fuchs, G. Bornkamm, J. Munck,
R.H. Longeneoker, F.J. Leenhardt, A.M. Hunter, C.K. Barrett, 0. Kuss,
J. Kursinger, H, Braun, K.G. Kuhn, K. Stendahl, W. Manson, U# Luz,
H. Anderson.
3. "Sin, Law and Death: An Fxegetioal Study of Romans 7", Early
Christian Experience. 1969, pp.87ff. His debt to W.G. Kumrael and to
R. Bultmann is obvious and i3 acknowledged.
aa well as anti-nomistioally, that is, by using the law to establish one's
own righteousness, This "desire" slays the "I", The process is desoribed
"with almost mythological pictures by speaking of sin and the ,I* as two
subjects",^"* thus indicating that a transcendent or tran3-subjective event
which is beyond the level of human decision and experience is in Paul*a
mind. This "I", which can have only a general meaning, exists therefore
in illusion and death, W7-13 develops the history of the "I" from which
it receives its essence in illusion and death, Wl4-25 develops the
contradictory character of thi3 existence in the split between the law
and the "I", between willing and doing, and between sin and the self,
the two sections being very closely connected.
A salvation history view of 7:7-25 is represented by a number of
reoent authors, * This regards 7: Iff in the light of the opening Chapters
of Genesis and of Romans 5: 12-21 and aa a development of the outlook
sketched in Galatiana, It turns away from any preoccupation with
psychological processes and individual experiences to a broader under-
:standing of sin and redemption, and law and faith, within the dispensations
1. Ibid. pp.90f.
2, Including the following: P. Blaser, A, Feuillet, A.F.VLekkerkerker,
G. Schrenk, S. Lyonnet, P. Benoit, E. Stauffer. J, Blank, P.H. Menoud
(Revelation and Tradition), Interpretation, 7 \1953), 133: "Paul is not
alluding to a chapter in his own life, but to an epooh in the history of
mankind". A very vigorous statement of this view is to be found in
S. Lyonnet, "L'Histoire du Salut selon le Chapitre Vll de l'Spltre aux
Remains", Biblioa. 43 (19^2) 117-151, see especially his conclusions
pp,147ff.
constituted by the saving plan of &o&. "On a rabaisse'a la description
d*une crise subjective ce qu'il concoit oomme un drame oosmique
I i
B» Kasemann haa expressed this mode of thought oleariy, "One is thinking
in terms of salvation history when one divides world history into the
epoohs of Adam, Abraham, Moses and Christ and sees creation tending
2
towards judgment via fall and redemption". *
When we come to the exegesis of 7J 7-25 we will disouss in detail
7 V
the relation of the A) to the Christian or the non-Christian. It is
sufficient at this point to say that from the patristic period to the
-3
present day some have referred the to the Christian' * and others
4.
to the non-Christian.
1. P. Benoit. "La Loi et la Croix d'apres Saint Paul" (Rom. Vll,7'-
Yin.4)", Revue Biblique, 47(1938), 484.
2. "Perspectives on Paul", 1971# p.65. of. p.66: "It cannot be seriously
disputed that salvation history forms the horizon of Pauline theology".
Kasemann goes on to investigate what this "horizon" means, especially in
relation to justification by faith, of. pp.67, 68f, 74ff# 23.
3. Inoludingt only Methodius among the Greek Pathersj Hieronyra^us,
Augustine (in his second period), Luther, Calvin, Melanohthon, Beza,
H. Pretorius, M. Goguel, K. Barth, A. Nygren, J.G. McKenzie, F.P. Bruce,
J. Murray, J.D.C. Dunn.
4. Including: Tertullian, Origen and mo3t of the Greek Fathers,
Augustine (in his early period), Pelagius, J. Wesley, F.C. Baur and the
"Tiibingen School" generally, H.St.J. Thackeray, J. Denney, 3. Kuhl,
H. Lietzmann, A. Deissmann, A.B. Garvie, A.S. Peake, W.G. Kummel,
R. Bultraann, J. Moffatt, C.H. Dodd, J.S. Stewart, P. Blaser, G. Bornkamm,
C.K. Barrett, H. Braun.
2. Some Reoent Contributions of Special 31/ffiifioanoe to the
Understanding of the in 7:7-25.
The most notable contribution to the study of 7*7-25 in modern
i' 2.
times is W.G. Kumrael*s volume * which we regard as the water-shed of
reoent disoussion. The virtues of his work are many - his many-sided
approach to his subject, oareful exegesis, attention to the epistolary
oontext, wide acquaintance with the history of interpretation, extensive
knowledge of anoient literary precedents, prodigious knowledge of the
relevant literature, a sense of the integrity of the passage within the
i L
life experience of Paul. Kumrael*s work is a ba3io text, in our opinion
the basic text, for anyone who would grapple with the problems of
7*7-25* The absence of an English translation has been a handicap for
many writers on the subject, as has also the difficulty of obtaining the
German text of 1929* We have formed the impression that many of those
H
who dismiss Kummel*3 view do not show evidence of an adequate knowledge
of his monograph, but appear to be working at second hand from isolated
quotations only and sometimes not even that. We suggest that those who
t i
have an intimate acquaintance with Rorner 7 und die Bftkehrun,-; des Paulus
are less likely to support the autobiographical understanding of the
passage, and its application to the Christian.
I *
1. "Romer 7 und die Bekehrung des Paulus", 1929* His later work "Man
in the Wew Testament", revised edition 1963, requires no changes of
significance for the understanding presented in the earlier book,
of. pp.49ff.
71.
Kummel contributes to the understanding of the form of the passage
? \
by identifying the as a "Stilform", that is, a technical literaiy
devioe, We do not think that he goes far enough in his understanding of
the literary form and submit that our more developed view of 7'1-25, as an
interlude cast in an explicit dramatic form, is more satisfactory, and is
Ji
in fact not unrelated to the "Stilform" approach. We find Kummel's denial
of an autobiographical reference in ?:7ff oompellingly argued. We also
however reject his rejeotion of a Genesis reference in the passage and we
/
disagree strongly with hi3 restriction of Vc^cs to the Mosaic Law. We
can borrow much from his classic work in our interest and build from it.
The 3tudy of Romans 7*7-25 may and must go beyond Kummel but (to adapt a
saying of J. Baillie concerning K, Barth), "it must go through, him and
not round him".
Careful attention mu3t also be paid to the contribution of R.
1 "
Bultmann * to the study of 7*7-25. He aocepts Hummel*3 conclusions as his
starting-point and goes on to make a supplement of his own. Bultmann
maintains that the traditional interpretation of the dichotomy in vvl5-20
2,
is based, on a wrong understanding of Paul's anthropology. He calls this
1. In particular in "Romer 7 und die Anthropologie des Paulus", Imago Dei.
Beitrage zur theol. Anthropologic. Gustav Kruger sum 70. Geburtstage". 1932,
pp.52-02; also to be found in "Exegetica", 1967, pp.198-209 (3.T., "Existence
and Faith", 1961, pp.147-157# and also "The Old and hew Man in the Letters of
Paul", (no date), pp.33-48). Our references are to "Exegetica", 1967.
2. Bultmann'3 assertion that the portrayal in 7*7-25 is from the standpoint
of faith refleots his wider view that Paul's theology is to be understood as
anthropology. This means that Paul understands God in relation to man, and
man in relation to God, so that man is what he is always within his relation¬
ship with Sod. Paul's anthropology is in two parts according to this view.
There is a "before" and an "after". There is man prior to faith and man under
faith but the former can be truly understood only from within the standpoint
of faith. The presentation in 7*7-25 is therefore a particular case of the
general theologioal-anthropological standpoint of Paul as Bultmann understands
it. of. "Existence and Faith", 1961, pp,127f.
72.
false view "subjective" and over against it asserts a "transcendent" or
"trans-subjective" anthropology. "Der Menaoh ist von Paulus garnioht
" i
primar als bewusstes 3ubjekt gesehenj die Tendenzen seines Wolens und
A
Tun3, die dem inansohen seinen Charakter geben, sind garnicht die
M
Strebungen seiner Subjektivitat. Dasmenschliohen Sein transzendiert
1 4
vielmehr naoh Paulus die Sphare seiner Bewusstheit. Das kommt ja sehr
deutlich darin sum ^uadruck, dass naoh Paulus der Mensch entweder unter
der Herrsohaft der oder Ttygc^ol will und handelt (zB Rom 8:5ff
12ffj Gal 5sl6ff)j tertium non datur."'1'* He claims that we are
dealing in I'.lff with the cardinal, transoendent, antithetical powers,
the flesh and the Spirit; with the possibilities of historical existence
open to man under these; ultimately with the esohatologioal salvation
with its eschatological possibilities of^ and^ . He shows
how the sequence of thought in the Epistle, from 1:18 on, is developed in
different ways in terms of this basic antithesis. 7s7-25 is about this
2
esohatological tension.
1. Romer 7 und die Anthropologic des Paulus", 1967, p.201.
2. Exegetically Bultmann argues thus. . means to produce,
bring about, yield. It oontrols the meaning of 7vp*uiQ and regie which
do not refer to transgressions of the commandment but are understood
nomistioally and so may produce either law-abiding or law-breaking. It is
the service of the law as suoh and not just its transgression that is in
view. The indention of becoming ri/hteous before God through the law lies
hidden in and 7tbno m "Der Mensoh ist Sunder, auch wenn er das
Gebot erfullt" (Romer 7 ••••• p.206). It should be noted, against A,van
Dulmen, that Bultmann denies that,, his interpretation stands or falls
according to the sense of (J1Theology^of the, New Testament",
lp.65, 1, p.248). Enoounter with the law produces no^ •
is not the consoious willing of specific acts but the hidden or
innermost tendency of the self, that is, what he wills at heart. Jt is the
transcendent tendenoy of human existence in general towards life and self
There are three great virtues in Bultmann's understanding of our
passage. Hq helps us to lift it away from the psychological level to a
theologioal one. He affirms the unity between 7*7-25 and 5:12-21. He
develops the thought of 7*14ff strictly in terms of w7-13, so that the
trans-subjeotive reference of the powers opposing the "I" in w7-13
controls our understanding of the oonfliot in wl5-20. We might say in
fact that Bultmann has done fbr the theologioal understanding of the
• t
passage what Kummel did for the exegetioal understanding.
There has been sharp differenoe of opinion over the years
regarding the presence of a Genesis reference in 7*7-25# S. Lyonnet"1'*
reinforces the view that a Genesis allusion does indeed lie within the
passage. He is concerned in particular with the of
7*7« We think his case is well made and that, joined to the cumulative
evidence of a Genesis reference in w9 and 11, it is convincing. We
have then to recognise the implications of the Genesis background for
(cont'd) oontinuanoe. This may certainly be expressed in conscious desires
and deeds, but it goes deeper to the very nature of the self, thus determin-
* ing its oharaoter. It is one and the same thing to affirm the dichotomy
and to affirm the real nature of the self. Conversely real existence is
the surrender of the self to God's claim. The problem therefore goes
deeper than the mere frustration of good intentions and a failure to produce
corresponding actions, "...alles Tun ist von veraherein gegen seine eigene
uijd eigentliohe Intention gerichtet" (Roraer 7»y>» p.207). ^h© objeot of
is thus %tot) , and not fulfilment of the gvr^Xrf #, What in fact
emerges in theTtpciVgo and "Kcuo is . v The and the
are and not moral good, while the Kptwov is gtcvfatTc? and not
moral evj.1. They rMy be these of course, at a further remove. eovtfrjjLc
and ^o\,TjSc)MiCL are the affirmation of the basio intention of the law whioh
is to lead to life.
1. "Tu ne Convoiteras Pas. Rom V11.7", Neotestamentioa et Patristioa.
Freundesgabe Osoar Cullmann. ed. W.C.van Urmik, 19^2, pp.!5J-l65. See
also his "L'Histoire du Salut selon le Chapitre Vll de 1'apitre aux
Roraains", Biblioa,43 (1962), 117-151.
exegesis and interpretation. We are also better able to appreciate the
/
salvation history standpoint and the multiple U3e of the term '/£H-Qg •
P. Benoit,1* alone of all the writers on Romans whom we have
studied, seems to grasp what we hold to be the basic literary pattern of
the passage. He speaks of a cosmic drama portrayed in 7:7-25 which
2
revives and expands the "personnifioations historiques" * of Romans 6,
namely, sin and death. He ties 7:7ff and 5:12ff veiy firmly together.
They are both concerned with the general plan of the history of salvation
in which the personified powers struggle for dominion over man, neverthe¬
less the sanctity of the plan of &od is preserved. The dramatic structure
as we see it has a different form from that whioh Benoit presents,
'1
sometimes impreoisely, but we hold that he has moved beyond Kummel in the
right direction.
7
The essay of 2. Sllwein * is valuable, not for any originality in
his treatment of the theme but for his comprehensive review of the
problems of 7:7ff with wide historical reference. He makes a helpful
attempt, with acknowledgement to Bengel, to give full weight to the
eschatological tension in the Christian life. His final conclusion is
worth careful study. We are impressed in his summing-up by the modesty
of his approach; his recognition of the oscillation in faith between
victory and relapse; his emphasis on the superior power of the G-ospel
1. "La Loi et La Croix D'Apres Saint Paul", Revue Biblique, 47 (1938),
481-509.
2. ibid. p.486 nl.
3. "Das Ratzel von Romer Vll", Kerugma und Dogma, 1, (1955), 247-268.
word to reinforce the "sweet miracle"} his grasp of the intrusion of
the vertical dimension into the horizontal, and the devotional and
praetioal relevance which he uncovers in 7s7-25•
C.L. Mitton*s three articles1* are helpful for their careful
assessment of A. Nygren's position, I'he latter represents the Augustine-
Luther tradition in its most impressive modern statement. We think that
? N ') v
the 31re33 on <W\QC, as the key which unlocks the problem is
exaggerated and that Mitton tends to want the best of all worlds in
reaching his conclusion. But the result of his contribution is to
encourage qualified respect for Nygren's restatement and to demand more
attention to the esohatological tension which is so important for the
correct understanding.
Study of the relation of the "I"-form to the Qumran text3 has
lodged us more firmly in the Jewish background of 7*7ff and rescued us
from the temptation to wander in the by-paths of Gnosticism and the like.
We have not found any mayor point of departure for any new understanding
of 7*7-25 in the direction of Qumran, As far as the "I"-style is
2
concerned K.G. Kuhn*s essay * is most to the point. He claims to
demonstrate a use of the pronoun "I" in 1QS XI:7-10 (and also in the Quaran
Ifymns) which corresponds both in style and in theologioal connotation to
1. "Romans vii Reconsidered", Expository Times. 65 (1953-^4), 78-81}
99-103} 132-135® C.B.B. Cranfield offers an objection to Mitton's view
In Expository Times, 65 (1953-4), 221#
2# "New Light on Temptation, Sin, and Flesh in the New Testament",
The Scrolls and the New Testament, ed. K. Stendahl, 1958, pp,94-113, 265-270.
The article is a translation with some revisions from Z.Th.K., 49 (1952),
200-222.
the "I"-form of Romans 1: Iff, He finds "the dualistio power-idea" in
the Qumran texts to be a reflection of a similar point of view whioh
_ i.
lies behind the personifications of Romans 7. H. Braun, working from
a muoh broader base, draws attention to the similarities and dissimilari-
:ties between the more general aspects of Paul's theology and that of
Qumran. He assesses carefully the content of 7*7ff as compared with the
content of the related teaohing in the Qumran texts, in particular the
confession of sin of the Qumran saint which, he claims, provides explicit
parallels to Romana 7* * It is the raan who is enlightened and liberated
who makes confession by means of a vocabulary of sin'** which is remarkably
rich and varied and whioh includes acknowledgement of sinful existence,
not just particular aots of sin. Thi3 capacity to understand sin as "being"
as well a3 "action" belongs only to those who have entered into salvation,
that is, into the Sect and they confess their vain oreatureliness both
before and after salvation. There is thus an oscillation in the Qumran
saint by whioh he says "yes" and "no" to the Torah, under the influence
of the dualistio powers oythologically conceived. God's gracious help
«4 iJ
1. "Roraer 7» 7-25 und das Selbatverstandni3 des Qumran-Frommen", Z.Th.K.
56 (1959), 1-18. See also his Qumran und das N.T.", 1966, 1, pp,177ff»
2. The basio passages on which Braun conducts his study are: 1QH 1:21-34;
3:19-36; 4:27-40; 6:6-12; 7:16-18; 9:8-18; 10:2-12; 12:24-34;
13:13-19; 16:10-12; 18:12-15, 22-29. 1QS 1:24-2:1; 10:10-13;
11:7, 9-22.
3« Braun assembles this vocabulary, op. cit. pp.4ff.
consists in strengthening the saint to say "yes" to the Torah."'** Braun
finds that both Romans 7 and Qumran teach the extreme sinfulness of man;
they both locate salvation in the saving act of the gracious God; they
both regard salvation as an emphatio contrast to the past, hopeless
situation; they bath allow for transgression and weakness in the saint. *
There is also however an important difference in the ooncept of salvation.
In Paul, Grod's saving act frees from the Torah, whereas in Qumran it
frees for the Torah. Faith then becomes for Paul a decisive "no" to the
Torah as the way of salvation, while for Cumran faith is an emphatic
"yes" to the Torah.^* The split nature of man is understood more radically
by Paul than by Qumran. In the latter the "yes" and "no" lie alongside
one another within the same "I" of the blessed man, sometimes the one is
expressed and sometimes the other. In Romans 7 the only existence of the
4.
"I" is in illusion and death. Braun finds the essential difference
between Paul and Qumran in the Christological basis'** of salvation in Paul
1. The Torah is all-important in Qumran within the wider franework of
grace.
2. Here Braun looks beyond Romans 7 to other Pauline material. He regards
7*7-25 as about life under the law and not under the Spirit.
3. of. 0. Michel, "Der Brief an die Romer", 1966, p.184, on the agreement
and difference between Paul and Qumran.
4. Gr, Bornlpamm, op. oit., succeeds in bringing this out dearly.
5. op, oit., p»17» of. M, Black, "The Scrolls and Christianity", 1969,
p.106; K. Stendahl, "The Scrolls and the New Testament", 1958 pp.l6f;
W. Grundmann, "The Teacher of Righteousness of Qumran and the Question cf
Justification by Faith in the Theology of the Apostle Paul", Paul and Qumran.
ed. J. Murphy-0*Connor, 1968, p.114; P. Benoit, "Qumran and the New
Testament", ibid, p.30; F.F. Bruoe, "Qumran and Early Christianity",
N.T.S.. 2 (1955-56), 192.
which made necessary for him a radical oritique of the Torah, in other
words it is a difference ultimately in the doctrine of grace.
7 v
3* Other Uses of the fcytf in Paul's Epistles.
We first quote from Blaa3-Debrurmer-Funk: "The 1st and 2nd
person sing, used to represent any third person in order to illustrate
something universal in a vivid manner by reference to a single individual,
as though present, does not appear in Greek as frequently as in other
languages; it apparently occurs in Greek literature for the first time
in the late olassioal period (as a peculiarity of animated colloquial
language). Paul furnishes several examples, especially R 7s7ff .....
later in 8:2 &£ (SBFG, others ) the 2nd person is again
used in a universal sense".
2
W.G. Kummel * gives two set3 of Pauline references through which
he makes an approach to the problem of the "I" in 7:7ff. ^he first list
is of the oohortative or interrogative use of the first person plural in
Paul and comprises Rom. 3:8b; 6:1, 15; 13:12, 13; 14:13; 1 Cor. 10:
8, 9, 22; 2 Cor. 7:1; Gal. 5:25f.; IThess. 5:6, 8-10. These instances
show a degree of liberty in the use of the first person which extends
1. op. oit., p.147* para. 281.
2. op, oit., pp.l21-124«
beyond Paul himself. The second list is of passages in which the first
person singular occurs as a stylistic form and comprises Rom. 3:5, 7j
1 Cor. 6:12, 15; 10:29f.; U:31f; 13:1-3, llf.j 14s11, 14, 15; Gal.
2:18. In some oases there is controversy over the specific interpretation
1 "
of particular texts. * The second of Kummel*s aeries comes closer to
Romans 7:7ff than does the first. The use of the "T" in this second list
has been variously described as gnomic, aphoristic, timeless, general,
exemplary, paradigmatic, a general maxim, universally valid. It is not
necessary to suppose that in every case there can be no relation of any
kind whatever to Paul himself.
it
Kummel rightly insists that in each case the content of the verse
or verses to whioh reference is made is decisive fbr the interpretation.
Similarly the content of Romans 7:7ff is decisive and external faotors
must take second place. Exegesis is primary in the study of the passage,
both analytical in which we take the passage to pieces and synthetical
" 2.
in which we construct clarifying principles. Kummel concludes that
the "I" is a stylistic form. Paul is expressing a universal idea in a
lively way through the first person. In the case of 7:7ff the universal
idea in question is that the law can only lead to death because it must
1. of. G.H. Dodd, "The Epistle of Paul to the Romans", 1932, pp.lG5ff on
1 Cor. 14:6-19 and Gal, 2:19-21. We disagree with Dodd on Gal. 2:18, see
rather E. Stauffer, T.D.N.T., 2, p.357; Blaas-Pebrunner-Funk, op. cit.,
para, 281 and R.N. Longenecker*s criticism of C.H. Dodd ("Paul Apostle of
Liberty", 1964, p.89 n7)» Longenecker, og.^oit., pp,&9f takes Rom. 3:7;
1 Cor. 13:1-3; 6:15 as examples of the eytc used in a general sense.
He regards 1 Cor, 14:11, 14, 15 as probable and Gal. 2:18-21 as possible
instances.
2. op. cit., p.124: "Dann blieb aber fur sie nur die Losung ubrig, ds^ss
das loh eine Stilform sei, d.h. dass Paulus einen allgemeinen Gedanken
duroh die 1. Person lebendig ausdruoke".
serve as a handle for sin. We will indicate in detail why we have felt
i %
it necessary to extend Kuiuinel* s view and reoognise an extended figure
which we have called a dramatisation. We may put it differently and
•>
say that we should not study the S'-p on its own but within the larger
•> N
setting. We have to oome at the gyu through the passage and not at
7 v
the passage through the £££•
7 V
Other uses of the i4!L in Paul point us in the right direction,
especially Gal. 2:18 and 1 Cor. 13, towards a gnomic, general use.
None of them however is identical with It7ff• There is no other example
in Paul of this particular sustained figure. In Gal. 2:18 a brief
comment only is made in order to establish a limited point in an Spistle
which is highly polemical in character. In the Pauline writings Jtiff
has friends but no relatives.
4* The "I"-form in Jewish and Other Literature.
We need spend little time in considering Greek and Latin
literature. The use of the "I"-form "does not appear in Greek as
frequently as in other languages; it apparently ooours in Greek litera¬
ture for the first time in the late classical period (as a peculiarity
X 2
of animated colloquial language)". * W.G. Kummel * quotes sparse instances
only from Demosthenes and Pseudo-Xenophon and then two references from
1. Blass-Debrunner-Funk, op. oit.f para.281.
2. op. oifc., pp.126-128.
Horace. These indioate occasional use of this stylistic form in Greek and
in Latin. The area on which we must concentrate for related antecedents
as to literary form and theological content is the Jewish background.
In the Old Testament the Psalms 3how a use of the first person
singular which is distantly related to that of Romans 7t7ff» In them
however the note of fundamental despair which we meet in the climax of
Romans 7 is lacking. Apparent exceptions procedjL from the mood of a
personal moment or from the exigencies of the liturgy. Despair is not a
terminus. The Psalms comprise the praise and prayer book of the people
of God in which they rehearse who they are and what has happened to them.
They are the people of the covenant under the mercy and faithfulness of
the Lord and therefore theological despair is out of place, although
psychological melancholy and liturgical confession are not. The form of
presentation in which one stands for all and represents all is therefore,
with this important proviso, familiar to us from the Psalms. "Jewish
piety wa3 used to hearing the psalmist 3peak in the first person to
expre33, nevertheless, a state of mind which was common to all believing
Israel; the *1' or 'me' served to make more concrete and living an
experience which was quite general and collective. One individual spoke
out what all thought; in speaking of himself he spoke of man in general;
when he said ,I* he implied 'we1
1. P.J. Leenhardt, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1961, p.184, of. 0. Michel,
op. oit., p.183; K.G. Kuhn, "The Scrolls and the hew Testament", ed, K.
Stendahl, 1958, p.102; J. Blank, "Der gespaltene Mensch", Bibel und Leben,
1968, p.12 n2; H. Wheeler Robinson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate
Personality", Werden und Wesen. 1936, pp.57f» see especially U. Luz,
"Das Geschichtsverstdndnis des Paulus", 1968, p.159, n87.
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A similar use of the "I" is before us in Isaiah 50:4-9, where
the exile in his humiliation exemplifies in himself the experience of
Israel and expresses his plight in a song of faith in which the individual
speaks for all the people."1"*
2
W.G•. Kummel draws attention * to three examples of the "1"-form
in the Rabbinic debate. He gives reference, text and translation in each
case.
a). Berakoth 1:3. This oonoerns the journey of Rabbi Tarphon which
became hazardous when he assumed a reolining position in order to read
the Shema. Kummel asserts that it was usual in rabbinic oircles to argue
by stories of this kind in the first person.
b). Berakoth 3a (Gemara). A vision of Elijah, expressed in the first
person, is used to interpret a general rabbinic rule.
o). Pirke Aboth 6:9b. The travelling Rabbi Jose b.Kisma is offered
a fortune as an inducement to change his abode. He declines in order to
dwell where the law is. Here again, and most clearly of the three
examples, the first person is used in a context of argument and in a
figurative sense. The stoiy illustrates the idea of the supreme worth
of the Law.
1. of. D.R, Jones, "Peake 1962", p.525» para.454 h; also H. Wheeler
Robinson, op. oit., pp,58ff. The debate on the identity of the Servantsin
Isaiah bears strong resemblances to the debate on the identity of the
in 7:7ff. We shall return later to the concept of solidarity and its
relation to 7:7ff.
2. op. oit., pp,128ff.
3. The Talmudio references are to be found respectively in "The Babylonian
Talmud", ed. I. Epstein: Berakoth (Gemara) 11a (Seder Zera'im, 1, 1948,
p.63); Berakoth 3a (Gemara),(Seder Zera'im 1, 1948, pp.6f)j Aboth
Baraitha 9, (Seder Nezikin Vlll, 1935, pp.88f.
Theae three examples, whether they are baaed on fact or fiction is
immaterial, illustrate general teaching by means of the first person.^"*
Kummel also quotes * a use of the first person in a stylistic form
x
which gives general teaching from Philo. * Here, without any change in
subject matter, there is a change from the first person plural to the
«• '
first person singular. We should note however that Kummel claims no more
than evidence of the presence of the "I"-form in Jewish literature and
therefore the possibility of such stylistio form. Whatever we adduce
from Jewish literature regarding the form of Romans 7:7ff» its content
is oertainly Jewish and Biblical through and throu^i.^""
The reference sometimes made to the late first century A.D. authors
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of 4 Ezra and 2 Baruoh for the interpretation of Romans 7, * concerns the
theologioal content of these texts and not the "I"-form specifically,
1. Note R.N. Longenecker* s warning, op. oit., p.88, concerning the late
date of these passages, which is about 120-140 A.D. of. A.3. Peake, "The
Quintessence of Paulinism", B.J.R.L., 4, 1917-18, 289f; A. Schweitzer,
"Paul and His Interpreters", 1912, p.48; G-.B. Caird, "The Apostolio Age",
1955, p.27: "First century Judaism was not identical with the religion of
the Mishna as G.F. Moore Claims".
2. op. oit., pp»131f.
3. De Somn. 1:77.
4. of. 0. Michel, op. oit., p.l83j 3.S. Johnson, "Paul and the Manual of
Discipline", H.T.R., 48 (1955), 165* W.D. Davies finds a reflection of
the rabbinic idea of the Two Impulses in 7:7ff, "Paul and Rabbinic Judaism",
1955, pp.23ff. (of. his "Christian Origins and Judaism", 1962, p»155»)
We wonder if?there is a connection, even ofa remote and unconsoious nature,
between the iyu Uorcs, of Tilft and the eya rbC<cs of 1 Kings 19:10,
14 LXX. In that case the theological despair of Romans might relate to the
psychological despair of Elijah.
5. of. W.D. Davies, "Paul and Rabbinic Judaism", 1955* pp.32ff.
and so we shall not pursue this line. In 4 Szra oonflict occasioned by
the Law, solidarity between speaker and his people arid anguished cry all
make their appearanoe.
The Hebrew texts of the unorthodox "covenanter" Sect at Qumran
have thrown fresh light on the interpretation of Romans 7. R.N.
1.
Longeneoker comments, * "... it is here that we have the most significant
outside aid to the understanding of Romans 7". We should not however
exaggerate this contribution. We do not think for instance that Hummel's
monograph would have moved away in significant respects from its position,
by the sbudy of this new material. It is a case of additional confirmation
rather than radical alteration.
For our present purpose it is sufficient to point to three ways in
which the writings of the Judean desert community help our study.
1. In Romans 7:Iff we have the four characters law, sin, death, and
"I", confronting one another in what we hope to establish as a dramatic
presentation. Behind this literary form lies a basic theological mode of
understanding which envisages a 3tate of war between opposing powers.
Thi3 dualism * may be expressed in whatever terms the adopted standpoint
requires, as an antagonism between good and evil powers, principles or
1. op. oit., p.88.
2. According to D. Winston, "The Iranian Component in the Bible,
Apocrypha, and Qumrani A Review of the Evidence", History of Religions.
5 (1965-66), 185 n4, the term "dualisraus" was coined by T. Hyde in a work
on Persian religion published in 1700. A helpful definition of various types
of dualiatic thought is given by J.H. Charlesworth, "A Critical Comparison
of the Dualism in 1QS 111, 13-1V,26 and the •Dualism* contained in the
Fourth Cospel", N.T.S.. 15 (1968-69), 389 nl. of. P.3. Kinear, "The
Obedience of Faith", 1971, p.63.
spirits; between God and sin; between God and the world; ultimately
between God and Satan. In Romans 7*7ff the antagonism i3 between God and
sin. The service of God and the service of sin have already been before
us in Romans 6, in which the h-gV) of the individual are the cTihi
employed in the service of God or of sin.
We find this same image of the conflicting powers in the Qumran
literature. There are problems however in determining the type of
dualism which the texts present and in identifying the source from which
it derives. The argument concerns in particular, although by no means
entirely, the pa33age 1QS 3*13-4*26, in which we learn of the two
spirits and the two ways. The consensus of opinion"1" is that the
2
passage reveals a cosmic dualism of the kind which Charlesworth defines
a3 "the conception of two opposing celestial spirits or two distinct
and present divisions of the universe". Charlesworth outlines the
structure of thought in 1QS 3*13ff and indicates other Qumran texts in
which a similar dualism is present. He identifies seven main features
in its dualism in which cosmic principles are presented nythologically
and concludes^' "... the treatise presents a modified cosmic dualism,
under which is a subordinate ethical dualism, and whose most conspicuous
characteristic is the light-darkness paradigm, and most important
feature is the esohatologioal dimension".
1. J.H. Charlesworth, op. oit., p#395 »3» lists many references, as does
W. Foerster, T.D.N,T., 7# p»152 n3 in his article on k9
2. op. cit., p.389 nl.
3. ibid. p.402.
P. Wernberg-Mtfller^* represents the contrary opinion that 1QS 3:13-
4:26 must be interpreted psychologically. The two spirits which are
portrayed are two radioally opposed dispositions or temperaments or moods
in man. These good and bad spirits or dispositions are present in every
individual from the oreation and are active both before and after admission
to the Sect as evidenced by the difference between what the saints are
ideally and actually. Thus mankind i3 not divided into two contrasting
parts. The covenanters belong to mankind from which they are not
separated by a duali3tio division. Their difference from others lies
rather in their election by God and their adherence to the Torah. On
this view evil results from man allowing his perverse disposition to
determine his behaviour although to start with the two dispositions are
equally balanced. Wernberg-M^ller denies that 1QS 3:13-4:26 is a
2
separate literary unit, having perhaps a previous independent existence,
in view of the close conneotion between the passage and the context, * both
in phraseology and ideology and also with other passages, in particular
1QS XI and oertain Hymns. He bases his conclusion on detailed exegesis in
whioh he oan find no objective dualism and no doctrine of predestination.
1. "A Reconsideration of the Two Spirits in the Rule of the C ommunity. 1Q
Serek 111, 13-1V,26)", Revue de Qumran. 3 (1961-2), 413-441. J.H. Charlea-
:worth, op. oit., p.395, notes that in toe view whioh he represents Hit is
readily oonoeded that the ooamio dualism does break into the so-called
1 psychological* arena of each man", so that an ethical dualism exists within
the oosmio. The meaning of in 1QS 3:19 is an important issue and
whether it is synonymous with TH •
2. of. M. Wiloox, "Dualism, Gnosticism, and Other Elements in the Pre-
Pauline Tradition", The Scrolls and Christianity, ed. M. Black, 1969, p.84:
"This passage looks like a kind of *oreed* or block of special teaohing".
W.D. Davies remarks that this passage summarises the theology of the Seot,
"Christian Origins and Judaism", 1962, p.103.
3. In particular 2:25-3:12.
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We have been convinced by the arguments in favour of a cosmio
dualism in the Sect documents. It is more difficult however to decide
the origin of thi3 standpoint. Two main possibilities1* are open to us.
We oan look to Persian influence which some claim to be able to demonstrate
in the Old Testament, the Apocrypha and Qumran. * This may have found its
way into Judaism from three sources. It may have come directly from
W.
travellers on the caravan route between Persiansgypt which transected
4.
Palestine, or through Babylonian Jews returning home intermittently in
the second century B.C. On the other hand it may have percolated into
Judaism through Persian influence in Mithraiam which was widespread in
5
Asia Minor following the Magian emigration in the fifth oentury.
D. Winston maintains^* that the dualism of 1QS reflects the ohief doctrine
1. Against a gnostic environment for the Qumran texts see P. Wernberg-
Moller, op. oit., p.414 n4; M. Wiloox, op* cit., pp.87ff.
2. D. Winston, op. cit., finds Iranian influence in 2 Isaiah and Daniel
and in the Apocrypha. He claims a "strong probability for an Iranian
penetration into Qumran" (p.187) through its preoccupation with apocryphal
texts. He lists writers who support an Iranian influence (p.201 n47)»
cf. K.G-. Kuhn, op. cit., pp.98ff (thi3 article, "New Light on Temptation...",
is a translation with revisions from Z.Th.K., 49 (1952), pp.200-222, see also
his earlier essay, "Die in Pala3tina gefundenen hebraischen Texte und das
Neue Testament", Z.Th.K., 47 (1950), pp.192-211); W. Poerster, op, oit.,
p.152.
3. so J.H. Charlesworth, op. oit., p,401.
4. so W.F. Albright, "New Light on Sarly Reoensions of the Hebrew Bible",
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 140 (1955), 27ff.
5. so D. Winston, op. oit., p.191.
6. ibid. pp.200ff.
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of Zoroa3trianiam which is its "dualistio splitting of the cosmos between
two opposing forces". In the Zurvanite heterodoxy1* such a dualism exists
in a form which was modified by monotheism and this would be amenable to
2.
the Jewish mind in a way that an ultimate dualism would not. * Zurvanism
also displays the predestination and the light-darkness paradigm of 1QS.
This type of Iranian dualism differs from the Greek and Gnostic forms in
consequence of its monotheism, in it3 positive attitude to matter and to
the body# These are regarded as good creations which have heen attacked
by evil from without. The conflict is then located in the struggle
between the mythological powers of light and darkness.
On the other hand we may decline to look beyond the Old Testament
and mainstream Judaism for the origin of the dualism,^* which is then
regarded a3 an internal development of Jewish thought within its basic
monotheism. M. Blaok^* derives the concept from the apocalyptic books.
P. Wsmberg-M^ller refuses any Persian influence and looks in particular
1. Zurvan is the God of Time or Destiny, father of Ohraazd and Ahriman, who
transcends the spirit of light and the spirit of darkness. The system of
thought was current in Iran in the 4th century B.C. This monotheism offered
an attractive solution to the problem of evil in the shape of an evil spirit
affecting man, whioh i3 nevertheless subordinate to God. It was probably
predominant when Essene thought developed. On Zoroastrlaniam of. W.
Fairweather, "The Background of the Epistle#, 1935, pp.273ff.
2. of. M. Wlloox, op. oit., p.86.
3* It is not difficult to derive the light-darkness antithesis from Gen.
1:3-5* Charlesworth himself suggests an evolutionary development in the
ooncept of Satan from the Book of Job to the Martyrdom of Isaiah (dated
somewhere between the 1st century B.C. and the 1st oentuxy A.D.). of. the
arguments advanced by M. Wilcox, op. cit., pp.86ff,
4. "The Soroll3 and Christian Origins", 1961, p.134. He instances The
Testament of Judah, XX. of. W. Fairweather, "The Background of The Gospels",
1926, p.295.
to the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs''"* and to writings which
originated in the same period and from the same cultural and geographical
2
environment as the rumran writings.
The most we feel able to say with certainty regarding the origin of
the dualism in 1QS 3:13ff and other Qumran texts, is that a relationship
between Jewish and Iranian doctrines is possible, but the debate has not
produced a conclusive result. There, is a good deal of conjecture in
attempting to proceed from the undoubted dualism in Persian sources to its
appearance in Jewish documents. Direct literary connections would offer a
firmer basis than the ohannels of communication already mentioned,
Referenoe to caravan routes, Mithraism and returning Jews leaves wide gaps
in the process of communication. It is easier to show existenoe of
parallels than to demonstrate dependence.^* Further, the dates of the
Persian texts and the development of religious thought are difficult to
determine precisely. If such an influence is present in Qumran it must
be an unconscious one, in view of the exclusive nature of this fiercely
Jewish Sect. Even D, Winston in his lengthy and heavily documented article
1. op, oit,, p.417 n7» In T. Reuben 2:1-3: 7, we find the seven spirits of
deceit which are appointed against man and 3even other spirits given to man
at his oreation and an eighth spirit of sleep, with all of whioh are mingled
the spirits of error, la T, Judah 20:1, we have the spirit of truth and the
3pirit of deceit which wait upon man. In T. Asher 1:3-9, we learn of the
two ways or inclinations or kinds or modes of action given by God to the
sons of men, v4 says, "all things are by two's, one over against the other",
of, R.H. Charles, "The Apooxypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament in
English", 2, 1913 pp.296-8; 322;343.
2. He also stresses the psychological use of If"!*") both in the O.T, and in
the N.T. The argument between Wernberg-M^ller and Charlesworth is partly one
of methodology - cf. Wemberg-Mpller, op, cit., pp.415 n5, 416.
3. E.E. Ellis, "Paul's Use of the Old Testament", 1957, p.82, in a wider
oontext, warns against converting parallels into influences and influences
into sources, cf. F. Cumont, quoted A. Schweitzer, op. oit., p.194.
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speaks cautiously and concludes^* that the Iranian impact was "along the
periphery of Judaism only". We therefore reject Wernberg-M^ller*s view
of the nature of the dualism in 1QS 3:13ff- At the same time we regard
an Iranian origin as a possibility but not as a certainty. The case is at
best "not proven".
There i3 no question of direct dependence on Qumran on the part
of Paul in respect of the dualism presented in Romans 7« Paul is drawing
on a heritage in Judaism which was c ommon to himself and to the Sect and
one which was modified by both, In Romans 7 he applies it in a way whioh
is inventive in literary form within the over-all purpose of his Epistle.
2. We now consider a further way in which Qumran is of interest for
our purpose. We find explicit parallels to the "I"-fora within the
dualistic standpoint in Qumran. In 1QS, oolumns X and XI, the eternal
blessings and privileges of the elect are set out* The enumeration is
interrupted by the exclamation, * "As for me,
I belong to wicked mankind,
to the company of ungodly flesh,
ifcr iniquities, rebellions, and sins,
together with the perversity of ny heart,
belong to the company of worms
and to those who walk in darkness."
The context, as well as similar expressions in the Hymns,makes it olear
that the Sect member is speaking. He is aware both of his election with
1. op. oit., p.210. The essentially Jewish nature of 1QS 3Jl3fii is not in
dispute between Charlesworth and Wernberg-Miller,
2. The translation is that of G, Vermes, "The Dead Sea Sorolls in English",
1968, p.93.
3. eg. 1QH 1:21-23; 3t24-36.
its blessings and also of his sinfulness.1*
On this passage, 1QS X and XI, K.G-. Kuhn affirms,2* "Most
important for the New Testament is the 'I*-style of this saying. We have
in this text the same •I* as in Rom.7j it is the same •I* not only in
regard to style, but especially in regard to theological connotations:
•I* is here, just a3 in Rom.7# not meant individually or biographioally;
it is gnomic, descriptive of human exi3tenoe. The *1* in this Quraran
passage, as in Rom.7» signifies the existence of mankind, which is flesh.
Man is flesh because and inasmuch as he sins and thereby stands under
ungodly power".
Kuhn writes*^* with regard to the similar ooourrenoes in the
Hymns, "This *I*-style of the Qumran Hymns is evidently connected with
the *I*-style of the Old Testament psalms and, from the point of view of
form, this genre is here developed further. In the Qumran texts, however,
the *1'-sayings appear within the framework of the dualistic power-idea,
and are, therefore, essentially different from the Old Testament. In
the Qumran setting, the 'I1 represents the human existence a3 'flesh*
in the sense of man*s belonging to the sphere of the power of the ungodly.
Because of thi3 completely new accent and meaning of the *1*-sayings, it
is the Qumran text3 rather than the Old Testament psalms which offer the
true and immediate parallel to the * I*-sayings of Rom.7.".
1. of. R.N. Longenecker, op. oit., pp.88f.
2. "New Light on Temptation,l and Flesh in the New Testament", The
Scrolls and the New Testament, ed. K. Stendahl, 1958, pp,102f.
5» ibid. pp,102f.
Our conclusion is that the Qumran texts provide confirmation that
the stylistic *1' was known within this unorthodox Sect of Judaism and
in a more developed form than that of the Old Testament Psalms.
3. In the third place the Qumran texts warn us against looking too
naively to Hellenism in general and to Gnosticism in particular in
Pauline studies and in the understanding of Romans 7. K, Stendahl1* makes
the vigorous statement, "It has often been said that the Dead Sea Scrolls
add substantially to our knowledge of the Jewish background of Christianity.
On this point there is universal agreement. This is significant enough.
It means, among other things, that both the Pauline and the Johannine
literature can be understood in their Jewish background and that many
of the ocfcrsseys of soholars some decades ago over the deep waters of
Hellenistio philosophy and religion were more fascinating than they were
rewarding" .
1. "The Scrolls and The Hew Testaments An Introduction and A Perspective",
The Scrolls and the Hew Testament. 1958, p«5» of. K.G. Kuhn, op. oit.,
p. 104, "We see now how the pattern of the two powers, which is highly
developed in the N©w Testament, belongs to the Jewish Palestinian tradition
found at Qumran. That means that it does not come from Hellenism or from
Gnosticism, a faot with great bearing on Pauline studies, and espeoially
on our understanding of Rom. 6 and 7, where the concept of the two powers
determines the entire logic", of. H. Bpaun, "Romer 7, 7-25 und das
Selbstverstandnis dea Qumran-Frommen", Z.Th.K.. 56 (1959), lj and also
his "Qomran und das N.T.", 1966, 1, pp,177fj Brown, "Second Thoughts:




5. The £yi) in the Interpretation of 7:7-25.
In order to interpret 111-2$ correctly, we must reach conclusions
i \
on issues concerning the which have been much debated down the years.
i \
We shall consider in turn the primary theme of It 7-25; the in
7 V
relation to the Christian; the in relation to Paul;, and finally
the standpoint of the passage. We shall return to these questions in
points of detail when we come to exegesis,
a. The Primary Theme of the Passage.
7 V
The identity of the is not the burning issue in our
understanding of 7:7-25.^* The "I" is part of a literary device which as
a whole is designed to enable us to understand the purpose of the law in
God's plan of salvation. We must not allow the device to obscure the
intention for which it was contrived and the extended figure of whioh it
is part.
The two rhetorical questions in v7 and vl3 are significant. The
question in v7 throws the emphasis on the relation between the law and
sin in w7-H, while that in vl3 throws the emphasis on the relation
between the law and death in wl2f. For further clarification these
relationships are expounded over again but by a different teohnique
1. W.G-. Kummel, op. oit., p.36, is oorrect in saying that the most
controversial problem in the exegesis of Chapter 7 has been the identity of
the subject, but that the most important question is in fact, "Why the law?"
of. O.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.140, (also p.152), "It is in the last resort
the meaning of religion that is analysed here", and similar remarks on a
broader basis in his "New Testament Esohatology» 11. The Gospels". 3.J.T..
6 (1953), 239f. Also of. W, Manson, "Jesus and the Christian", 1967, p.159,
"St. Paul ha3 set the stage for an enquiry diotated by a purely argumentative
necessity. What is life under the law according to the logic of its nature?"
Manson underlines the last sentence.
within the over-all dramatic device. This is another way of saying that
the same "I" is before U3 throughout the passage. The "I" who has
enoountered the other characters in the role-playing, action sequences of
w7-H and w!2f, reflects aloud in vvl4-24 on the effects within himself
of that encounter. The "I" 3oliloqui3es but still with reference to the
controlling question, "That is the purpose of the law'?" The summary
coy' ) in v25b states the basic antithetical laws which are in view
from vl4, which has itself in turn resumed the discussion of vv7-l3.
The theme of the passage therefore is the law and not the "1". The
analysis i3 worked out in a theological exercise^* which has an
eschatological background and a salvation hi3toiy reference. The role
assigned to the law is shown in and only in the encounter of the law with
the other characters.
It is not therefore the primary intention of the passage to
establish the nature either of the Christian life or of the non-Christian
p
life. It is primarily a defence of the law, * A piece of brisk theological
1, of, F.J. Leenhardt, op, oit,, p.198; E. Brunner, "The Letter to the
Romans", 1959, p«59»
2, So W.ft. Kummel, op, cit,, pp,9» 11^61, 84; Q-, Bornkaam, op. oit.,
pp,88f; M.-J. Lagrange, "Saint Pauli Epitre aux Romains", 1950, p.166;
P. Benoit, "La Loi. .p.503 nl; K. Stendahl, "The Apostle Paul and the
Introspective Conscience of the,West", H.T.R.. 56 (1963)> 212; E. Ellwein,
op. cit., p.247; H, Braun, "Romer 7» 7-25 und das Selbstverstandnis des
Qumran-Frommen", Z.Th.K.. 56, (1959)» 2. R. Bultmann, "Romer 7
p.205: "Und zwar i3t das liotiv diaser Apologie wohl nioht eigentlich die
Pietat oder der G-edanke an erschreokte teser, sondern die klare 'insicht,
dass der Schuldoharakter der Sunde preiagegeben wird, wenn die Anerkennung
des G-esetzea als der Forderung Gottes hinfallt, an der der Lenaoh schuldig
wird", W. Gotbrod, "Die Paulinishhe Anthropologie", 1934, pp.46, 116,
uses the term "defenoe" in a rather different sense. He sees vv7ff, not
a.3 a defenoe of the law in its basic intention but as a defence of Paul1 a
rejection of the law as a way of salvation.
skirmishing is before us which, as well as connecting with the earlier
ambiguous references to the law in the Kpistle, reflects the problem
posed to Paul personally and to the early Ghuroh in general, concerning
the relation of the law to the Gospel and the relation of the Jews to the
Gentiles. The law is defended. It is evaluated both positively and
negatively. In the process sin i3 identified as the villain. The passage
is thus a defenoe of the law and oonversely an indictment of sin.
it ^
W.G-. Kummel misleads us when he claims * that the conflict in
wl5ff becomes a purpose-in-itself and takes over from the defenoe of
the law which was originally in view. On the contrary the oonfliot in
wl5ff is a purpose within a purpose. In terms of literary structure this
is to be expressed by a change of scene in the drama and also by the
adoption of the soliloqvy teohnique. The conflict is thus an integral
part of the whole. The apology for the law runs right through to the
end. The entire passage, in its very unusual form, has a single interest
which is to clarify the purpose of the law. Hvexy change of scene within
the drama, every variation on the theme, every new term reoruited in the
interest of elucidation (eg, w22f), is subordinated to the controlling
interest * why the law?
The fact that the literary form is unique in Paul underlies much
of the difficulty in interpretation. Interpreters have tided to reconcile
the portrayal in hlft with other Pauline constructions. This is a
mistake. We should on the contrary allow the passage to establish its
own canons and define its purpose from within its own perspective. We
must understand the passage on its own terms and not in terms imported
1. op. oit., p.10.
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from outside, which do not belong to the same literary genre. On the other
hand of course, the theology of the passage can certainly be illumined from
other parts of the Pauline Epistles, in particular from Galatians.
In a secondary sense we are tempted to say that we have also before
us a defence of the."I", in that the "I" wills the good, agrees with and
delights in and serves the law. This however would be a false perspective.
These terms are used in the interest of the law rather than the "I",
concerning which much of a contrary nature is said, for instance in wl4,
17, 18, 25b. The "I" then lies within a dramatic device designed to
highlight the purpose of the law. We must keep the emphasis on the law,
not on the "I" and on the purpose of the whole device, rather than on
one part of it.
. 7 ^
b. The and the Christian.
The broader context, 5:1-8:39, within which the passage lies,
concerns the redemption in Christ Jesus. The digression which comprises
7:7-25 however is negative in its standpoint and interrupts the wider
reference. It does not share in the positive affirmation of the larger
context until v25a which is alien to the main body of the digression and
anticipatory of what follows. A. Nygren argues"^"* that Chapters 5-8 are
about life in Christ and therefore the whole passage, 7:7-25, must be so
2.
too. In fact however Nygren makes an exception in the case of vv7-13,
which, he claims, are about life before and apart from Christ. We think
it necessaiy (the reasons will appear later) to enlarge the exception
to include the whole passage. 7:7-25 is about life apart from the
1. op. cit., pp.287ff.
2. ibid, p.277.
redemption in Christ and forms an antithesis to Chapter 8.
Wq are unable to reconcile what is said in 7:34ff, in terms of
« <£
the 3ame subject and the same condition of the subject (to U3e Kummel's
phraseology) with 7:6, or with 6s21-23,^* or with the blunt statement of
6:34, "you are not under the law", or with 8:Iff (especially 8s2).
It is also very significant that there is no reference at all in 7:7-2p
to the Spirit, whereas in 8:1-13 the Spirit appears no less than twelve
times. Again, the omission of the name of Christ in the main bocy of
the passage, apart from the anticipatory v25a which is the exception
that proves the rule and for which we claim to account satisfactorily in
term3 of our contention that a dramatisation is before us, i3
significant over against its occurrence three times in 8:1-3. "Not
until we come to ver. 25 is there a single expression used which belongs
to Christianity".2*
What is said positively in the larger context, 5:1-8:39, cannot
at the same time be said negatively about the same subjeot and the same
condition of the subjeot, within the digression constituted by 7:7~25*
We must make a distinction between before and after, between life without
Christ and life in Christ, between life in the flesh and life in the
Spirit. This distinction describes the difference between 7:7ff and 8:Iff.
1. In which vo/i if opposes the fcrc of v21. The aorist participle
is also very difficult to reconcile with 7:14 and 7:24.
2. W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, "The Epistle to the Eorans", 1902, p.186.
The standpoint from which the passage is written is certainly Christian
but it i3 not the Christian who is portrayed. We thus reject the view
associated with Augustine, Luther, Calvin, T. Zahn, K. Earth, F.F. Bruce,
J. Murray and others.1,
7s7-25 then is not about the present life of the Christian, yet
the Christian can use the passage with profit. He can do so in two ways.
Firstly, he can understand the position of man apart from Jesus Christ
in the light of this theological analysis. He can in consequence
understand better what he himself is, by first understanding what he is
not. 7:7ff then presents the dark background against which the bright
colours of 7s6, which reappear in 8: Iff having been anticipated in 7s25a,
can be truly appreciated.
Secondly and most important, he can understand the threat to his own
Christian position. This can only be understood esohatologioally. The
esohatological event of Jesus Christ establishes the Christian in an
2
eschatologioal tension. * He belongs at one and the same time to two Ages.
1. W.C. Kummel, op. oit., p.98, argues that the context and the content
together make a referenoe to the Christian as such impossible; cf. also
pp.96-109.
2. For the theological understanding of the eschatological position of the
Christian see W. Manson, "Esohatology in the New Testament", Saohatology.
add. T.F. Torrance and J.K.S. Reid, 1953, (especially pp.6f, 12-14)• The
whole article is relevant to our argument a3 is also that of W.A. 7/hitehouse,
"The Modern Discussion of Eschatology", ibid. pp.63-89; likewise C.K.
Barrett, "New Testament Esohatologys 1. Jewish and Pauline Eschatology",
S.J.T., 6 (1953), 136ff (especially pp.136, 145, 146f). Also of. R. Bultmann,
"Christ the End of the Law", E33a.ys: Philosophical and Theological. 1955,
pp,63ff; A.R. Vidler, "Christ's Strange Work", 1963, p.33j K. Kertelge,
"Exegetische Uberlegungen sum Verstandni3 der paulinischen Anthropologie
nach Rdaer 7", Z.N.T.W.. 62 (1971), pp.ll2ff; A. Schweitzer, "Paul and his
Interpreters", 1912, pp.222 nl, 241; W. Wrede, "Paul'i 1907, pp.103, 105?,
111; C.K. Barrett, "From First Adam to Last", 1962, pp.89, 95?, 105;
In the language of Chapter 5 he is "in Christ" and he is also "in Adam".
In the language of Chapter 6 he has died to sin but must reckon himself
dead to sin and slay the deed3 of the body. In the language of Chapter 8
he walks after the Spirit but he may again walk after the flesh.
The prime importance of this eschatologioal possibility is
reoognised by many commentators on Romans 7* C.K. Barrett1, brings out
clearly that "the ambiguous personal situation" of the Christian reflects
the eschatologioal situation, "He is, and he is not, free from sin} he
lives, and he does not live, for Sod; he is at the 3ame time a righteous
man and a sinner". Although we disagree with Luther's primary exegesis
2
of the passage, his celebrated phrase "simul iustus et peccator" * expresses
a vital truth. A.M. Hunter,"** following C.L. Mitton, says that wl4-25
(cont'd) &. Vos, "The Pauline isohatology", 1961, pp.60f} C.A. Anderson
Scott, "Christianity According to St, Paul", 1932, p.l47j "The first meets
us again and again in St. Paul, namely, the paradoxical assertion of an
experience which is oomplete and yet in process, certain and yet conditioned,
present and yet an object of aspiration and hope", (of. pp,134ff where he
expresses the same thought in different terms, emphasising salvation as a
process). H. Anderson, "The Historical Paul", New College Bulletin, 4
(Spring 1968), 18, speaks of ",..that precarious equipoise between 'having'
the gospel arid 'not having' it". The Church is likewise an eschatological
phenomenon to be described by paradox, cf, eg. C.H. Dodd, "History and the
Gospel", 1943# pp,150ff.
1. "The Bpistle to the Romans", 1962, p.152; of. pp,129f.
2. On this phrase cf. A. Skevington Wood, "The Theology of Luther's
Leotures on Romans", 3.J.T., 3 (1950), 122; T.F. Torrance, "The Sschatology
of the Reformation", Bsohatology. add. T.F, Torrance and J.K.S. Reid, 1933,
pp.41f.
3. "The Epistle to the Romans", p.74-
depict "not only the man under the law but the Christian who slips back
into a legalistic attitude to God. The present tenses desoribe not
merely a past experience but one whioh is potentially ever present".
W. Manson1* affirms that Romans 7 answers the question what would become
of the Christian, what would be the fate of the Christian, if he were
left alone with the law. The significant terms in Manson*s comment are
"if" and "alone". A.J. Bandstra * says, "....The experience portrayed
in thi3 passage has its point of contaot with Christian life. The
Apostle was well aware of the threat of Christians returning to the
bondage of the law and living according to the flesh and exhibiting
carnal characteristics". 0. Kuss^* writes, "...was in dem Kensohen vor
Christus und ohne Christus vor sioh geht, hat seine Parallels in dem
Glaubenden ..... der 3einen Kampf freilioh nioht mehr ohne Aussioht auf
'• ti
endgultigen Sieg fuhrt". C.L. Mitton * says that the past experience is
potentially ever present and is actually present to a man who is V&Tc5
£'Vl>. U. Luz * affirms that Romans 7 describes a past which ±3 destroyed
from a theological point of view but from an empirical point of view
cannot be written off as finished. G-. Bornkamm^* shows a particularly
1. "Jesus and the Christian", 1967, p.159.
2. "The Law and the Elements of the World", 1964, pp,148f.
tt
3. "DerRomerbrief", 1963, p.453.
4. "RomaA3 Vll Reoonsidered", Expository Times, 65 (1953-54), p.134.
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5. "Da3 G-eschiohstverstandnis des Paulus", 1968, pp,l62f.
6. op. oit., p.89.
keen awareness of the point at issue# He maintains that the misery of
the unredeemed man, described from the standpoint of the redeemed man,
does not mean that 7i7-25'my not be U3ed for the self-understanding
of the Christian". Later3" he continues, "Certainly one may not sey that
here one looks back from the secure shore of faith to the atora and the
ghosts which have accompanied the believer on his journey to this shore.
Evidently one cannot leave behind the experiences of Rom. 7 as a
vanquished and surpassed level of development# Rather the past and
lostnes3 of the unredeemed remains in a very definite sense present even
for the Christian, as one forgiven and conquered. Indeed, the past
beoome3 transparent for him only in faith. He does not have the right¬
eousness of faith in any other way than by offering the sacrifice of
his own righteousness# He has acquittal, being *in Christ', only in the
confession of his lostness tinder law, sin and death #### Thus the self-
understanding of the redeemed (Rom. 8) and the self-understanding of the
sinner (Rom. 7) are most firmly linked to one another. Therefore the
past remains the precipitous foundation of the new being in Christ. In
precisely this way it i3 shown that the righteousness of the believer
is the 'aliena iustitia* of Christ and that man in looking to himself is
lost"•
The solemn and recurring moral and spiritual exhortations in
Paul's Epistles are explained by this very eschatological tension. Paul's
1. ibid. p.101.
eschatology i.3 thus tha basis of his paraenesis leading to his frequent
indicative-imperative formula,1. In as far as the Christian steps outside
his position in Christ, the description in 1x1ft becomes relevant. We
oan express the natter differently in terms of boasting, * If the object
of a Christian's boasting changes from God, or Christ, or the Cross, or
tribulation in as far as it serves as the occasion for a manifestation
of God's help, to someone or something other than God, then the Christian
denies hi3 true position. He departs from the truth, which means that
he is seeing the matter as God sees it. But it must be carefully noted
that we are then talking about him not in his Christian status but in
his lapse from it. Not that he oan lapse from it in the true, that is,
in the eschatologioal nature of his existence, but he can aot as if it
were so. Once more we have the paradox which inevitably confronts us
when we try to understand the ambiguity of the Christian existence in
the li^it of the esohatologloal tension.
It is preoisely this ambiguity, esohatologioally constituted,
which aooounts for the element of conflict in the Christian's life,
X
This aspect was indeed a oommon theme of missionary preaching, * There
is certainly ample room in Paul's thou^it for the coroept of conflict
1, C.A. Anderson Scott, op, oit,, pp,207f, says that Paul is following the
"principle of consistency" or conversely that he demonstrates "the irration-
:ality of conduct which contradicts the Christian experience", .'/hen applied
to Christian morality this involves the formula, if you are this •••• you
cannot be that,
2, of, a. Bultmann, "Paul", Existence and Faith. 1961, pp.12$, 133, 136f, 145
3, of, G.B. Caird, "The Apostolio Age", 1955, p,lll and his references. He
instances 1 Pet, 2:11; Jas, 1».j1j Rom. 7:23, No literary dependenoe oan be
shown between these but eaoh is developing a common theme in his own way.
in the Christian, witness his images - the race, the contest, the battle,
the war, the boxer, the wrestler; his sustained figure in Eph. 6:10ff;
his personal experiences of enemies without and fears within; the
reference in Rom. 8:23; Phil. 4:12 (N.E.B.); 1 Cor. 9:27; and of course
there is the tradition of Jesus and his conflicts and there is reason to
think that Paul was by no means ignorant of Jesus.* This conflict however,
1. Concerning Paul's knowledge of Jesus:-
1. On W.C. van Unnik's thesis based on Ac. 22:3, Paul may well have had
some acquaintance with Jesus prior to the Resurrection. (See "Tarsus or
Jerusalem?: The City of Paul's Youth", 1962, where he works out at length
a vie?/ previously suggested, cf. his references p.Ill, that Paul was taken
to Jerusalem in early childhood. H. Anderson, op. cit., p.11, asks "Is
there any good reason why Luke should have invented these details ((i.e.
Ac. 22:3)) about Paul's early contacts with Jerusalem?"). Even apart from
van Unnik, if the time lapse between the crucifixion and the death of
Stephen was short, then Paul may well have seen Jesus in the flesh.
(cf. J. Weiss, "The History of Primitive Christianity", 1, 1937, p.188.).
W. Wrede, op. cit., p.147 and R. Bultmann, op. cit., p. 114, deny that Paul
had seen Jesus. W.D. Davies, "Peake 1962", p.873, para. 763b seems to
leave it open.
2. We do not think that 2 Cor. 5:16 refers to a personal acquaintance of
Paul with Jesus before the encounter on the way to Damascus. On 2 Cor. 5:16
cf. J.W. Fraser, "Paul's Knowledge of Jesus: 11 Corinthians V.16 Once More",
N.T.S.. 17 (l97l), 293-313; V.P. Furnish, "The Jesus-Paul Debate: From Baur
to Bultmann", B.J.R.L.. 47 (1965), 355 and n3; J. Knox, "Chapters in a Life
of Paul", 1950, p.123; J.S. Stewart, "A Man in Christ", 1935, pp.279ff»)
3. We regard it as certain that Paul possessed an extensive knowledge of
Jesus and of his sayings, (cf. A. Schweitzer, "Paul and his Interpreters",
1912, pp.245P; A.M. Hunter, "Paul and his Predecessors", 1961, pp.45ff,
108f; A. Sabatier, "The Apostle Paul", 1891, pp.76-85; J. Weiss, op. cit.,1
p.187; C.H. Dodd, "History and the Gospel", 1943, pp.63ff; C.A. Anderson
Scott, op. cit., pp.llff, 215; G.B. Caird, op. cit., p.108; J.S. Stewart,
op. cit., pp. I8ff, 282ff; W.D. Davies, "Paul and Rabbinic Judaism", 1955,
p.l95f; J. Jeremias, "The Key to Pauline Theology", Expository Times. 76
(1964-5), p.30. We do not think it possible to maintain as many expositors
do (eg. A.M. Hunter, "Interpreting the New Testament", 1951, p.73) that few
if any of Jesus's interpreters saw more deeply into the secret of what he
was and did than Paul, without assuming a great deal of knowledge about
Jesus on Paul's part.
4. Paul's admitted silence in providing direct information regarding the
earthly life of Jesus can be explained in various ways.
a. The silence covers his shame that the Messiah was present and he
had not known it. D. Cox, "Jung and St. Paul", 1959, pp.38f, explains
and this must be emphasised, is not the same in kind as the conflict or
split which is portrayed in 7:7?f• In other words Gal, 5:16-18 is not a
parallel to Horn, J: In Galatians there is no note of despair to
r\
match 7s 24; nor is it the Vci'S which wars against the flesh but the
3pirit from his superior position; and there is no question of the
Christian in Gal. 5il6ff* being "sold under sin" and "prisoner of war",
2.
on the contrary he is "under" the Spirit and this is liberty.
(cont'd) Paul's laok of "awareness" of Jesus by the psychological mechanism
of repression,
b. Most, if not all, of Paul's Epistles are about specific circumstances,
therefore both space and purpose are limited. The remarkable fact is rather
that in suoh small oompasa such rich content and such extensive reference
is to be found,
o, Paul distinguished himself from the Apostles who had been with
Jesus, He knew Jesus too but not in the same sense, (of, J. Klausner,
"From Jesus to Paul", 19i»4, PP«314» 435# )
d. The Churches to which Paul wrote were already infbrmed about Jesus.
The Epistles are supplements to what they already knew, (of, A.M, Hunter,
"Introducing New Testament Theology", 1957, pp,103f.)
e. Paul was supremely interested in the Cross and Resurrection in which
the whole life of Jesus and the whole Gospel are summed up, a3 also in a
continuing relationship with Christ through the Spirit. This personal factor
is reflected in the emphases of his Epistles,
f. A, Sohweitzer, op, oit», p,245» regards the conditions in the era
after the Cross and Resurreotion as so radioally different from the
preceding one, information about Jesus in the flesh is no longer relevant,
(of. R. Bultmann, op. oit., p.124.)
g. It should not be overlooked that in 1 Pet. and 1 Jn. and Ao. and
Rev, there are vezy few explicit references to the earthly life of Jesus,
but we cannot infer thereby that the writers knew little or oared less,
(of. L. Levison, "Life of St. Paul", pp.40f.)
5. To sum up, we think it probable but not certain, that Paul could have
some acquaintance with Jesus in the flesh; we are sure that he had
extensive knowledge of Jesus and his sayings, indeed far more than we now
possess; and we regard the absence of explicit and concentrated reference
to the earthly life of Jesus as fully capable of explanation.
1. As A.D. Nook, "St. Paul", 1938, p.166 seems to think.
2. of. S. Toussaint, "The Contrast between the Spiritual Comfiiot in
Romans 7 and Gelations 5", Bibliotheoa Sacra. 123 (1966), 310-314.
We may seem to come close to saying that the passage is about the
Christian as well as the man who is under the law and apart from Christ but
this is not 30. The veiy possibility of gaining such an impression is
significant of the essential problem confronting us. The matter must be
understood with extreme care, the point on which the issue turns is such
a fine one. Only when the Christian is not acting in terms of his new,
God-given nature are we able to apply the passage to him. It i3 then
about the Christian when he is not being a Christian. If this seems
contradictory then so be it, beoause this is how it is.1* We have here,
we stress once more, a paradox osohatclogieally derived. The necessity
for such a way of thinking belongs to the nature of the Christian existence.
If we are pressed to identify the origin of the paradox beyond an analysis
of the historical development of e3chatology 3uch as H.J, Sohoeps, * among
others, gives, then we can only say that it belongs to the ultimate
difference between ourselves and God.^*
1. of. W. Manaon, "Jesus and the Christian", 1967, p.159: "St. Paul
presents the oase from the standpoint of Christianity, but a Christianity
not present in all its terms. We are contemplating an abstraction developed
by dialectic, not the actual situation either of the regenerate or of the
unregenerate man, but only the hypothetical condition of a Christian under
Law, a Contradictio in Ad,jeoto".
2. "Paul", 1961, pp.88ff.
3. In particular of. W.A. ifhitehouse, "The Modern Di3CU33ion/l:;78chatology",
iff Saohatology. edd. T.P. Torrance and J.K.S. Reid, 1953» pp.82f. G.B.
Caird, op. oit., p.l37» writes, "Some of the diffioultie3 of Paul's thou^it
are paradoxes of the sort that delighted the Semitic mind. Like a true
Hebrew Paul was never afraid to hold in tension two ideas which he made no
attempt to reconoile"; and ibid, p.192, "We must therefore reckon with
(he is commenting on apparent inoonsistenaies in the esohatology of 1 and
2 Thess. and Mk. 13) the possibility that the Jew was able to take in his
stride paradoxes whioh have perplexed Gentiles ancient and modern. Where
we should make a guarded statement, the Semitic mind prefers to throw
together two extreme statements and allow the one to quality the other",
of. al3o A.D. Nook, op. cit., p.239»
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The eschatologioal situation then is the all-important factor
in assessing the relevance of lijft to the Christian. We submit that a
failure to reoognise the eschatologioal situation, or an error in relating
or apportioning or balancing the opposed elements (either existentially
in connecting the old status with the new, or logically in terms of the
esohatological opposites held in tension) leads to the false ascription
of 7*7-25 "sirapliciter" to the Christian. But there is in fact no
j
"simplex status". There is rather an esohatological, bi-polar tension
I
to one pole of which alone we may refer 7*7-25• If we overstress one
of the opposites in the eschatologioal tension or in other words, if we
fail to adhere rigorously to the logic of the paradox, then the text
itself will oonfound us. We mean by "the logio of the paradox" that if
a paradox is the assertion of two postulates whioh appear to oontradiot
each other, yet both are neoessary to account for all the facts, then the
logio or theoretical structure of the paradox requires that we maintain
each postulate in balance. If we work with one side only we are sure to
err. Saoh statement is necessary to explain and balance and correct the
other. Understanding oomes therefore when we follow whither each 3ide of
the paradox leads, not when we have succeeded in dissolving the contra-
:diction. It is a oase of parallel lines whioh never meet rather than
converging lines whioh intersect. The ensuing intellectual tension
reflects the esohatological tension and must be aocepted as the condition
both of our Christian existenoe and our Christian understanding. In a
word the ontology requires an oschatology. In addition, although of
secondary importance to the exegetioal necessities, our interpretation
will not fit the facts of Christian experience if we handle uhe opposites
wrongly.
K, Barth^* say3 that the dead past from which the Christian may
be delivered may still be his existence, "It may still be there for God's
eyes and my own". In his earlier Commentary he makes the observation, *
"Paul describes his past, present, and future existence. He portrays
a situation as real after the episode on the road to Damascus as before
it". We suggest that Barth does not distinguish precisely enough between
the opposite sides of the paradox. What is said about the one side must
be held apart from what is said about the other. If we can maintain the
paradox successfully we may then affirm that the passage is not about the
Christian but that the Christian can use it with profit, The word "but"
in the last sentence reflects the basic paradox. If on the other hand,
we fail to do so then we have to say that the passage 1s about the Christian,
u
We are then in the pre-Kummel viewpoint and take up position alongside
Augustine, Luther, Iftrgren and the rest,
J,A. Bangel* 3 Commentary on Romans is of special interest from
the eaohatologioal point of view. He affirms that in 7t 7ff Paul is
announcing a general truth and thus Bengel stands in the pre-Auguatinian
tradition and in a sense anticipates Kummel, But he goes on to say that
Paul also means himself and thus he connects as well with the tradition
represented by Augustine and Luther and their suooessors who deteot a
personal reference by Paul, Bengel understands a personal reference to
Paul because he understands the passage to deal with a "prooessus" from
1, "A Shorter Commentary on Romans", 1956, p,79«
2. "The Epistle to the Romans", 1933, p.270.
law to grace, not with a "simple status". It is about "becoming" rather
than about "being". The resemblance of this view to that which emphasises
the esohatological tension and seelcs to balance the opposite poles of the
tension will be obyious.
We msy be tempted to think that the dividing line between the two
interpretations - the Christian and the non-Christian - is very thin, whereas
in faot there is a yawning chasm if one that may not always be easily
recognised. Like an inverted triangle which starts from a point and expands
in area the further it moves from that point, so do the two views remove
from one another. We find the crux to lie in the esohatological tension.
G-. Bornicamm shows an acute awareness of where the nerve of the matter lies
when he raises the question about Bultmann's "backward look".^* Bornkaom
says, "Nevertheless, it appears to me that the question is not yet sufficient-
:ly clarified about what the 'backward look' of Bom. 7*7ff to the unredeemed
2
being of man means".
The possibility of assessing the tension in a variety of ways means
that we can expect to find more than one interpretation and this is in faot
what happens. The possibility is always there and so the clas3io variations
3
on the theme are constructed and repeated over the generations. *
1. R. Buitrnann, "Theology of the New Testament", 1, 1952, p.247: "The
perversion of human striving that pursues life and yet only garners death is
described at length in Rom. 7:7-25, a passage in which Paul so depicts the
situation of man under the Torah as it beoome. clear to a backward look from
the standpoint of Christian faith", tfks
2. op. oit., p.101.
3. Examples of recent writers who recognise the esohatologioal tension clearly
but identify the i'yo with the Christian are: J.I. Packer, "The 'Wretohed Man'
in Romans 7", Texte und Untersuohungen, 87, 1964, p.626j J.R.W. Siott, ^Man
made new", 196^, pp.72ff;J, Philip, "Christian Maturity", 1964, pp.34fi.
W.Q-. Kummel, "Man in the New Testament", 1963, p.52 n60, lists recent works
interpreting liltf of the Christian.
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P. Denham says,"*"* "The traumatic condition which it has been desired to see
in Rom. 7 and which has been linked with the painful failure of Paul in the
observance of the law, is now relegated to the museum of exegetical
absurdities". This is strong language with a loud emotional overtone.
We should be careful in applying it to the entire view which relates the
passage to the Christian. The fine point on which one's interpretation
turns bids us speak with caution and the learned representatives of the
2.
contrary view compel our respect if not our agreement. S. Lyonnet goes
beyond what the faots permit when he says that a Christian reference is
practically abandoned by all exegetes today. The position is in fact more
_ u/ri1es
complex. U. Luz * also too confidently in similar strain. We would like
A
to think that it were S0j but a survey of the literature shows that it is
not. The problem is such and the all-important esohatological tension is
so finely balanced, we can see no end to the debate.
We offer as a guiding principle in assessing any interpretation of
7?7-25 that one should discover how the esohatologioal tension is dealt
with. This will give the key to the direotion of the interpretation.
When Alexander Whyte received a work on Romans from his bookseller, he
would turn to Chapter 7 and buy the book or not aooording to what he found
there.We say - evaluate an interpretation of ?:7ff by the way it handles
the esohatologioal factor.
1. "Moise, l'homme de 1*alliance", 1953, p.229, quoted F.J. Leenhardt,
op. oit., p.181 nl.
2. "L'Histoire du Salut selon le Chapitre Vll de 1'Bpitre aux Remains",
Biblioa, 43c£l962), 118.
3. "Da3 G-es^-ohtsverstandnis des Paulus", 1968, pp.60f.
4. of. F.F. Bruoe, "The Epistle of Paul to the Romans", 1963, p.l51j G-.F.
Barbour, "The Life of Alexander Whyte, D.D.", 1925, p.305 nl. A. Whyte,
"The Apostle Paul", 1903, p.127.
C.L. Mitton1* recognises the importance of esohatology in
understanding which thus refers to the past of the Christian and
to the present only in as far as the past becomes present for him. Yet
(significant word) in a sense it oannot do this. What Christ and the
Spirit have done oannot be blotted out and God become a liar. Here is
the paradox whioh is diotated by the logic of the eschatologioal situation.
We have found E, Ellwein's article * of particular interest in
the allowanoe he makes for this tension. He begins with an analysis of
7:7-25 and proceeds to a statement and orltioism of the classic
interpretations both ancient and modern. He foouses attention on
Bengel,to whom we have already referred, and his emphasis on the
"processus" from law to grace. This movement in the Christian is ever
renewed in answer to the word of the Gospel with its "superior" power.
Ellwein speak3 of the past which strives to become present again in the
Christian, always and on all sides challenging, tormenting and overwhelming
A.
him anew. On the other hand, the salvation-present is a present time of
such a kind that it vanishes again and again and we oan only confess our
1. In particular see his third article, "Romans vii Reconsidered",
Expository Times. 65 (1955-4), 132ff.
2. "Das Ratsel von Romer VH", Kerugma und Dogma. 1, (1555), 247ff«
3. ibid. pp.260ff and 266ff.
4* We are interested to note Ellwein's recourse to personifioation in
his interpretation of Romans 7*7ff which we regard as a step on the road
to the recognition of a dramatio portrayal.
poverty. This existential movement of faith, ever and again passing
backward and forward from new to old, thus requires a logic of its own.
"The gift of freedom from sin and law is an esohatological 'datum' which
must ever anew become a 'dandum*. We possess it only in that it is given
us ever anew. It remains the vertical whioh from time to time breaks
through the horizontal of our natural and pious life In an absolutely
miraculous fashion."^* Thus the assurance of faith can only be the
personal encouragement which the Word gives us; thus the "mors cystica"
or experience of utter despair may visit the Christian again and again;
thus the "processus" continues until the heavenly vision of the glozy of
/
^
God when man beoomes a "xvco^'Civ.ov SojfuA. # and the tension between the
2#
two Ages is resolved and faith becomes sight.
1. op. cit., p.267, our translation.
2. Ellwein's concluding remarks, pp.266-268, are worth close study.
We think that he blunders in quoting (p.268) with approval from 0. Michel,
"Gott muss den Mensohen in den Abgrund der Selbsterkenntnis fuhren, ua ihm
die Bedeutung des Svangeliums klarzuiaaohen .... Auch der Christ wird
durch die Botsohaft in die Ausoinandersetzung zwisohen G-eist und Fleisoh
hineingestellt (Gal. 5, 16-18), ja er muss duroh die Tiefe der
Geset^erkenntnis und der Selbsterkenntnis hindurchgehen, um das Evangeliura
in seiner ganzen Grosse zu verstehen .... Me durch Jesus Christus una
gesohenkte Gnade geht immer durch das Bekenntnis von Horn, 7, 7-25 hinduroh,
nie an ihm vorbei". This is an echo of Luther's "Seoond Use of the Law".
Against this of. K. Stendahl, "The Apostle Paul and the Introspective
Conaoienoe of the Weat", H.T.R.. 56 (1963), 206ff. We also reject Sllwein*a
assertion of the relevance of Gal. 5:16-18 as a direct parallel to Rom.
7:7ff, see rather G. Bornkama, op. oit., pp.lOOf; P. Althaus, "Paulus und
Luther uber den Mensohen", 1963, pp.114-118 (especially pp.H7f);
C.L. Mitton, op. oit., p.102.
When we reoognise t he importance of the esohatological situation
of the Christian, we are then able and only then, to make correct practical
use of 7s 7ff• If we employ : the passage in private devotion, in publio
worship, in preaching and teaching, we must always remember that it is
not about the Christian. Only when we speak of the negative pole of the
esohatologioal opposites which comprise the Christian's condition can we
relate the passage to the Christian and then only paradoxically. If we
use it in private devotion - perhaps as a prayer of confession, or if we
employ it in publio worship - perhaps in a fashion similar to the General
Confession in the Book of Common Prayer, we must appreciate that we are
abstracting it from its context in the Epistle. In homiletics we can
make two possible uses, The first is that of the purist who has strict
regard to the text and context. In the second case, knowingly or
unknowingly, we step outside the context and make whatever use serves
our purpose of the moment. We should discriminate carefully between the
use dictated by exegesis and that directed by expediency and avoid the
latter resolutely.
We have been interested to discover that very few writers'*"* do in
fact attempt to relate 7*7-25 to personal devotion and to public worship.
We submit that this fact supports our contention that the passage comprises
a theologioal analysis and not a Christian confession.
1. E. Ellwein op. oit., p.264, stresses the direct involvement of the
subject matter of the passage with proclamation and with pastoral work.
C.L. Mitton, in whom we think echoes of John Wesley's doctrine of perfeot
love are audible, recognises that the issue is not merely of literary
interest but oonoerns the heights to which a Christian may aspire.
See also J. Blank, op. oit., p.20.
The exceptions tend to be, apart from the works to which reference has
been made, volumes of a "devotional" nature rather than^a scholarly
nature. It may also not be without interest to remark that during the
early stages of work on this Thesis, when we were ranging through the
Pauline Epistles and probing into the Epistle to the Romans, texts and
themes tumbled about us from every side for personal benefit and for pulpit
use. As soon as we narrowed our interest to the passage under review the
flow dried up and we have in fact made very little homiletical U3e of the
passage. The general view which one holds of the passage one way or the
other will diotate the practical use whioh one allows. It is possible of
course to divorce theory and practice and so make a praotical use whioh
does not acoord with the theological understanding, but this is a
prooedure hardly to be commended.
We end this section with a reference to the acute and salutary
observation of E. Ellwein^"* offered in the course of an account and
evaluation of H. Asmus3en who stands in the Augustine-Luther-Nygren
tradition. Ellwein asks if it is such a oertain fact that our Christianity
which find3 its own experience in this Chapter corresponds to the
Christianity of Paul and the primitive Church. Would it not be an
alarming situation indeed, he continues, if we were to recognise our own
Christian condition in Paul's description of the unredeemed, non-Christian
sighing under the law, a situation moreover which is not discernible to the
Jew himself?
1. op. cit., p.266.
? \
o. The Syti and Paul*
Much of what has been said about the passage and its relation to
the present life of the Christian is relevant also to the question of the
relation of the passage to Paul himself and need not be repeated. We
have not found a direct reference to the Christian nor do we find a
direct reference to the Christian Apostle. In addition we will find
reason, now and later in the course of exegesis, to reject an explicit
reference in the passage to Paul*s pre-Christian experience. We are in
substantial agreement with W, fanson1* that "we ought to give up the
idea of writing a pre-baptismal biography of the great apostle. If we
still attempt it, we should be sparing in our use of the supposed
evidenoe supplied by Bom vii". Our conclusion is then that 7:7-25 is
not in ai\y direct sense about Paul.
We have on the other hand to assert that Paul is not completely-
unrelated to the matter under discussion and thi3 is so in two senses.
Firstly, we claim that the passage is presented in a draaatio form. The
"I" in the drama is not Paul himself. He stands over against the "I" as
its oreator, as the author or dramatist is separated from the characters
in his play. He oontrives the device but is not to be identified with it.
We must however make a qualification. Something of Paul does certainly
carry over into the presentation. No one can write or speak except out
1. "Jesus and the Christian", 1967, p.159.
of what he knows.1* //hat we find in a subject depends to some degree on
what we bring to it. In 7*7-25 the emotionalcharacteristics, the
vigorous language, the emphasis on felt hostility and constraint all
reflect the stuff of which Paul's own life was made. G.K. Barrett *
understands this indirect connection well. He writes, "In answering
these questions Paul is incidentally involved in an analysis of human
nature. It is true that the analysis is not merely academio; Paul wrote
what he 3martingly did feel. But it is human nature, and not Paul's
nature, with which he deals; and it is human nature on earth, and not in
heaven, that he describes."•
E. Sllwein^* allows some place for a confessional element in the
passage. Against S. Bultmann he writes, "In fact is not the word order
much too strong, much too personal, much too subjeotive for it not <■«» he
recognised in its rightly understood 'confessional' oharaoter, over
HI
against all attempts to pass lightly over this personal character?
We have gained the impression that Ellwein is so eager to benefit from
all the classio interpretations that his eolectioism leads to an element
1. A.D. Nock, op. cit., p.69: "....we all tend to universalise what life
has done to us
2. "The Epistle to the Romans", 1962, p.152, in which the questions to
which reference is made oomprise the connection of law and religion
with sin and death, of. P. Blaser, op. oit., p.H6.
3. op. cit., p.260 (our translation). T. Zahn and J.O.K. von Hofman
of course support the confessional view wholeheartedly as do all who
follow the autobiographical interpretation.
of confusion. We affirm that an appreciation of the dramatic form of
presentation enables us to make full allowance for the element which
Ellwein commends as pointing to a confessional oharaoter. The dramatic
form i3 admirably suited for the task of objective writing in which
colouring is imported from experience but without departing from the
objeotive point of view. Paul can give a theological analysis and yet
at the same time maintain a remote connection with it. He i3 a man
writing about man but not about himself though he too is man. The
presentation i3 objeotive and not subjective. 'We agree with W.Q-. Hummel*s
conclusion that the passage is not autobiographical^"* and that the "I"
2
is not Paul. *
In the second place we have found a salvation history reference
in the passage. Paul himself stands within that saving history and is
3
part of it. W© reject however the view of J. Munck, * which we regard as
a highly exaggerated estimate of Paul's role in the events in the "eschaton"
of the saving history. Munck has done notable service in hi3 reappraisal
of the Tubingen position and in his emphasis on the esohatological nature
of Paul's mission and message. There is a tendency in his thought to
push valid these3 too far until the insight which they contain is blunted
1. op. cit., p.12.
2. ibid, pp.98, 117» of. R.N. Longenecker, op. cit., p.96: "....I do
not believe any of Romans 7 to be strictly biographical".
3. In particular in his magnum opus, "Paul and the Salvation of
Mankind?, 1959; also against 3. Stauffer, T.D.N.T., 2, p.362.
by exaggeration. We agree that Paul rejoiced in hie call as the ohosen
Apostle of the Gentiles and that he ocoupied a very important role in
the Gentile mission, Munck'3 exaggerated emphasis on awareness of himself
however makes us suspect a pathologioal state of mind in Paul, indeed
a "second Messiah" complex. Munck is reacting too strongly to the
Hegelian basis of the Tubingen outlook and to psychological interpreta¬
tions of Paul. In the former case we oan imagine Hegel sailing and
saying with glee, "I told you sol antithesis always follows thesis".
In the latter a reaction to psychological interprstations has resulted
in overdrawn psychological conclusions.
The picture we gain of Paul from Kunok does not square with Paul's
relation to his fellow Christians as that appears in his Epistlea. They
too belonged to the salvation history and the responsibility for the
world mission was on the shoulders of all. The idea also that the
Gentile delegates at the delivery of the collection would trigger a
jealousy mechanism in the unbelieving Jews and bring in the End, is an
oversimplification. Paul himself at the time of writing Romans looked
beyond Jerusalem to Rome and a mission in the West. The theory of a
subsequent substitution of proclamation before the Emperor in which the
latter would represent the Gentiles, allowing fulfilment of Paul's
East-West mission and thus bringing in the End "second time round", is
also too naive. When Paul wrote Romans the duration of his stay in Rome
was to be 3hort, measured by his intention to press on to Spain and the
West. The reoasting of hi3 expectations following his arrest, which Munck
suggests, is made on very insubstantial foundations. Acts certainly
gives no such indications. In fact we think the new construction can
only be made on the very ground which Munok is abandoning, namely, a
psychological interpretation of Paul, in this instanoe by understanding
a displacement iB Paul's mind whereby the one frustrated expectation
(Gentiles to Jerusalem - Jews jealous - the End) is succeeded by another
hope (Rome - the Emperor as representative of the &entile3 - the End).
Paul is too complex a character to be explained along this one line.
When we do so explain him we lose sight of other important factors: his
recognition of what is now known as "realised" or "inaugurated"
eschatologyj* his emphasis on justification and other salvation terms;
his strategic geographical sense; his adaptability in meeting changing
and complex circumstances; the very oomplex nature of the primitive
Church to which he was so heavily indebted and its importance in Paul's
conversion and mission; hi3 dependence on guidance by the Spirit; his
decreasing interest in an early Parousia. W.D. Davies * sums up the matter
very well: "....while all Paul's life and thought is eschatological,
eschatology is not the whole of Paul".
1. of. G. Vos, "The Pauline Esohatology", 1961, p.39 who speaks of
"incipient realisation"•
2. "Review of 'Paulus und Die Heilagesohiohte'", N.T.3.. 2 (1955-56), 72.
The whole article, pp«60-73, is a balanced appreciation and criticism of
Munok. A fuller appreciation appears in W.D. Davies, "Christian Origins
and Judaism", 1962, Chapter 8, pp.179-198. See also the same writer's
article, "The Apostolic Age and the Life of Paul", in Peake IS62. p.877,
para. 7»7 a. and b. Also of. H. Anderson, "The Historical Paul", New
College Bulletin. 4 (Spring 1968), 15ff.
When Paul writes he oannot beoome what he is not and step
outside his Christian position. 7*7-25 is written by the man who is both
Christian andApostle. The insights are essentially those of the man in
Christ."*" These insights however oan be shared by the other man who is
under the law, whose situation Paul seeks to clarify. It is in this sense
that W. Manson * desoribes the controlling interest of the passage as,
"What is life under the law acoording to the logic of its nature?"
Paul is able to do this because the law itself has a revelatory function.
The opening verse of the passage reads, "I did not know •.... except the
law •••.", on which P.J. Leenhardt comments,^* "The law does not merely
indicate the temporary nature of its role; it says precisely what this
role is". Leenhardt continues,*1" "Its (the law's) true function is to
enlighten man as to what he is and the nature of what he does". If we
do not allow that the law has this ability to give such insight (in its
own degree whioh is not equal to that of the Gospel) then we cut the
nerve which joins the Old Covenant and the New, the Old Testament and
the New, the and the fUi/Xrj6U . The common nerve is the self-
revelation of the graoious God who is the source alike of the law and
of the Gospel.
1. of. C.K. Barrett, op. oit., p»152j "The insights of this paragraph
are Christian insights". The paragraph in question is 7*7-25.
2. "Jesus and the Christian", 1967, p»159.
3. op. cit., p.180.
4. ibid, p.185.
So Paul seeks to elucidate what the law deolares man's position
to be. But Paul has the advantage. He knows the end from the beginning.
He looks inside from outside. He writes from a superior position. He
indicates as much by the sudden intrusion of the Fourth 3cene (v25a)
and then in 8:Iff, in full explanation, he swings to the polar opposite
of 7*7-24-. In as far as Paxil is "in Adam", in as far as he belongs to
the Age that is past, the "I" may be said to have a relation to Paul.
Thus we return to the all-important eschatological tension. An esohato-
tlogioal fulcrum appears. We find ourselves saying, "in as far as", or
"to some extent", or "on the other hand", or we add the inevitable "but".
The "I" relates to Paul in as far aa he is in "Adam", but then
he is not "in Adam", he is "in Christ", yet in a sense he is both. There
is a point of balance beyond which we fall to the one side or to the
other. So we are forced to say that Paul himself is connected with 7*7-25
only by an esohatologioal abstraction.^* In other words the pattern
already discovered when we studied the relation of hlff to the Christian
reappears.
This heavily qualified connection between Paul and the subject
matter of the passage i3 confirmed when we oome to the positive side of
the presentation of which Tijff is the negative. There is a total
1. Of. R.N. Longeneoker, op. oit., p.56: "It is not just Paul, nor is it
just humanity. Both these positions have hold of aspects of the truth,
yet both fall short in representing Paul's meaning. It is both Paul and
humanity, but only, as and, because it is humanity 3,n Adam". cf. Sal. 2:20
where Paul lives €v but at the same time £V wt6t£l followed by
the objective genitive.
disconnection between 7:25&» 8:Iff and 7:7-24, 25b which is expressed
both in terms of the literary form, in that a change of scene takes
place, and also in theological content, in that the theme of 7*7ff
contrasts with the theme of 8:Iff. Paul stands on the positive side.
He can be located on the negative side only in the sense of an
esohatological possibility which i3 expressed paradoxically. In 8:1-4
•> c
the form of presentation changes, appears in 8:2 and £V in
8:4,^"* The dramatic form Is abandoned, 7s 6 is resumed. Paul now speaks
of himself as he did not and could not in 7s7ff. Paul is to be identified
with the content of 8:Iff as he is not to be identified with the content
of 7:7ff.
It remains now to examine the relationship between "J: 7ff and the
experience of Paul commonly although inadequately known as his
2
conversion, * While priority must be given to the Epistles as sources
of information,"** there is substantial agreement between these and the
4,
accounts in Acts, in particular between Gal. 1 and Aots, While there
( ~
1«„ In W.&. Kummel, op. cit., p.125, we assume that should read
fel •
2. Direct reference to this event is found in Paul's Epistles in G-al. 1:
11-16; 1 Cor. 9s lj 15s3-H; Phil. 3s 12. Probable indirect reference
is found in 2 Cor. 4s6; Eph. 3:3; Rom.Is 1; and possible reference in
1 Cor. 9sl6; Phil. 3s4-7» The relevant passages in Acts are 9s1-19;
22:1-16; 26:1-18.
3. W.G-. Kummel, op. cit., p.143; G.J. Inglis, "St. Paul's Conversion in
his Epistles", Theology, 34 (1937), 215; T.W. Manson, "St. Paul in Ephesus:
The Problem of the Epistle to the Galatians", B.J.R.L.. 24 (April 1940), 1.
4. of. J. Munok, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", pp.13, 24, 29;
J. Knox, op. cit., p.115.
are differences in detail within the three narratives in Acts, according
to the standpoint of the speaker vis-a-vis the listeners, the accounts
agree regarding the essential features of the event. This happening
which is there related and interpreted should be distinguished from the
visions and revelations of Paul (for instance 2 Cor. 12:Iff) whioh are
different in kind."''*
It is generally agreed that the event was the great turning-
point in Paul's life.2* We affirm with J.D.G. DUnn^* that "Paul's
three-day experience was a unity" and that all the elements in it must be
taken into account. Further, Paul's conversion and his vocation as
Apostle are not to be separated but belong to the one event. The
connection between his conversion and his doctrine is also very close,
although we are certainly dealing with more than a change in beliefs.
1. W.G. Kummel, op. cit., p.148; A. Sabatier, op. cit., pp.65ffj
A.E. Garvie, "Studies in the Pauline Theology", The Expositor. 7th Series,
7, (1909), 30} J. Knox, op. cit., pp,121f; W.D. Davies, "Pea^e 1962", p.873,
para. 763c. of. also J. Munoic, op. cit., p.35.
2. R.P. Shedd, "Man in Community", 1958, p.93# says vigorously that apart
from the conversion experience, "Saul of Tarsus might have been another of
the illustrious Rabbis of his day".
3. "Baptism in the Holy Spirit", 1970, pp.74ff.
4-. W.G. Kummel, op. oit., pp.143, 147f# G-.J. Inglis, op. cit., p.225;
A.D. Nook, op. oit., p.69; J. Jereaias, "The Key to Pauline Theology",
Expository Times. 76 (1964-5). 29j W.D. Davies, "Peake 1962", p.873,
para. 763c.
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J, Jeremias"*"* catalogues what he considers to be the main doctrinal
consequences, yet without losing sight of other factors contributing to
2.
hi3 doctrine.
We have to hold together two apparently contradictory assertions
concerning Paul's conversion. First, it was an act of God, * out of
God's sovereign and gracious purpose, sudden, over-whelming, the water¬
shed of Paul's life. J.D.G. Dunn's metaphor4"* expresses well the violence
of the experience: "The Damascus road experience was not simply like
rounding a sharp corner, but rather like running into a solid object
while in full flight". Secondly however, we have to maintain a connection
between the event and the past. * The G0d of Israel (that i3, of the
1. op. cit., pp.28ff.
2. P.H. Menoud, "Revelation and Tradition", Interpretation, 7 (1953),
131ff, defines it a3 a "theological conversion" over against that of
Augustine or huther. cf. A. Sabatier, op. cit., p.277; A.3. Peake, "The
Quintessence of Paulinism", B.J.R.L., 4 (1917-1918), p.299,* R.F. Shedd,
op. oit., p.93« But see also C.H. Dodd, "According to the Scriptures",
1952, p.134, who claims that Paul bases his theology on the kerugma as
illumined by the prophecies of the Old Testament; also A.M. Hunter,
"Paul and his Predecessors", 1961, p.9 et passim on the contribution of
the primitive Church.
3. W.Gr. Kummel, op. oit., pp.l59f»
4» op. cit., p.76. of. J. Munox, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind",
1959, p.ll: "....stopped short by a revelation".
5. cf. P.H. Menoud, op. cit., pp.131, 135; G.J. Inglis, op. cit., p.224;
A.S. Peake, op. oit., p.298; M. Dibelius (ed. W.G. Kuamel), op. cit., p.46;
G.B. Caird, op. oit., pp#122f; C.T. Craig, "The Conversion of Paul",
Contemporary Thinking about Paul : An Anthology, 1950, (reprinted from
"The Beginning of Christianity", 1943), p.136. W.G. Kummel, op. cit.,
p.158 speaks of Paul turning from the Jewish worship of God to the Christian
worship of the same G0d.
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covenant past) who separated Paul from his mother's womb (that is, the
personal past - Gal.l:15f) was the initiator# Paul's own experience is
thus a microcosm corresponding to the macrocosm# A familiar pattern
appears. As the Gospel was new but not new (Rom#l:lff); as the Church
belonged to a new order yet was in strict continuity with Israel and
with 'the remnant; as the law was both abolished and yet established;
30 the creative event in Paul's life was not disconnected from the pa3t.
We find therefore in Paul, reoourse to Jeremiah and Isaiah for
p
interpretative categories for his experience, * a profound respect for
his Jewish past, and a desperate attempt to embrace the Gentiles without
relinquishing the Jews.
1'his connection with the past does not allow us however to adopt
a reading of the relevant passages which understands a predisposing,
psychological preparation in Paul for his conversion experience. J.G.
2
McKensie * provides a good modern statement of this position. He employs
the technioal terms of analytical psychology - repression, over-compensation,
projection, the organic language of the unconscious - to account for the
phenomena of the experience and enable a reconstruction of the psychological
process by means of which Paul beoame a Christian. It is, we believe,
one of the virtues of tf.G. Kummel's study that he turns away from such an
interpretation.
1. cf# J. Munck, op. cit., pp.29f; A.D. Nock, op. cit., p.65; Isaiah
42:6-7; 49:1-6; and Jeremiah l:4f*f are of special importance but the
same texts are not used in all the souroes.
2. "Psychology, Psychotherapy, and Evangelicalism", 1940, pp,99ff#
of. C.J. Jung, "Contributions to Analytical Psychology", 1945, pp.257f>
2. White, "Saint Paul: the Man and his Mind", 1958, pp.22ff.
Kummel begins by reviewing critically the theories of P.O. Baur
and G. Holsten1* who maintain that the conversion must be understood as
an interior psychological event which presents us with the task of
unravelling the psychological process along rationalistic lines. Then
he considers the position which claims to find specific preparation for
Paul's conversion in a state of moral bankruptcy, as this is thou^it to
2
be illustrated in Rom. 7i7ff. * he then goes on to examine first,
3.
passages in the Epistles of a biographical interest, all of which are
4.
connected with a defence of his apostleship and only then the
narratives in Acts.''*
In Gai. 1:12-17 Paul argues his independence of mind in the days
g
of his Jewish past (vvl3f) and then in his first Christian days (wl5-17)»*
The source of his Gospel lies in the revelation of Jesus Christ made to
1. cf. A. Sabatier's criticism of these two writers, op. cit., pp.62ffj
and C.3.C. William's criticism of Jung'3 view: "Jung's thesis is
illuminating but quite incapable of proof, and his whole treatment of
the subject eliminates the supernatural", "A Commentary on the /-eta of
the Apostles", 1957, p.123.
2. W.G. Kummel lists authorities who relate Rom. 7 and the conversion,
op. cit., p.141 n2; and others who reject such a oonnection, p.142 n4.
3. These are: Gal. l:12-17j 1 Cor. 15:8; 9:1; 2Cor. 4:6; Phil. 3:5-8.
4. W.G. Kummel, op. cit., pp,143ff.
5. ibid. pp,148ff.
6. There is no real contradiction between Gal. 1:12 and Ac.9JlQff.
cf. J. Jeremia3, op. oit., p.30 and see also Munck's rejection ("Paul and
the Salvation of Mankind", 1959, pp.l6ff) of K. Lake's three sources
hypothesis for the Acts narratives. On the absence of Ananias from Ao. 26,
of. W.G. Kummel, op. oit., p.151.
him by God.^"* There is no mention of any interior preparation of a
psychological nature. * In 1 Cor. 15:8, as also in 9:1, a single,
definite sight of the Risen Lord ends Paul's hostility to the Christians.
e'
3
In Phil. 3:4ff (v7) i3 taken as an aori3t, pointing to a
definite event, namely, the conversion, the originator of that being
inferred from ~d\l YptfefcV . In 2 Cor. 4:6, Cod as originator is
emphasised and this passage may possibly allude to the Damascus experience.
The essential content of these passages is regarded by Kurnuiel
as a definite, historically fixed experience in which a "sight" or
vision of the Lord was given to Paul with the consequent realisation that




1. <ArCc^<Kofcii wl5f» (of.vl2), is the important term in which the
transition from Judaism to Christianity i3 oontained. 7 It belongs to the
same, event as S , although on the other hand and
are associated grammatically. (S. de W. Burton, "The Epistle to
the Calatians", 1920, p.49.) Burton takes vl6, as referring
to a subjeotive revelation; also C.J. Inglis, op. cit., pp.220f.
2. cf. J. Munck, op. oit., p.15.
*. t
3. W.C. Kumrael, op. oit., p.l47»
4. of. J. Munck, op. cit., p.34; C.J. Inglis, op. oit., p.228.
5» op. oit., "Sehen", pp.147, 148, 159, 160; "Sohau", p.148;
"Schauung", p.152; "Ersoheinung", p.153.
6, op. oit., p.159: "Jesus ist der Messias, das ist der Inhalt der
Srlebnisses"•
Kummel then considers the narratives in Acts. He affirms their
value as reliable evidence and examines the relationship of the accounts
to one another and to the material in the Epistle s.^"* He regards Chapter
9 as the main account, presented as it i3 from the standpoint of Paul
2m 3 m
himself. * The three narratives agree in essentials. * They offer however
no basis at all for the assumption that the pre-condition of the conversion
was moral despair and religious doubt.
* »
Nor does Kummel find that apart from Romans 7 any evidence exists
(eg. Ac. 26:14) that Paul was impressed by the behaviour of the Christians
and in particular of Stephen and was already on the way to faith in «Je3Us
Christ before the Damascus read encounter.^"* Gal. l:13f speaks for the
contraiy, as do also Ac. 9:1, 2; 22:4-5; 26:9-12. Kurnnel also makes
the valid and sometimes overlooxed observations that,in the first place,
1. Kumrael also recognises that there are elements in the event which are
beyond our understanding and so he strikes a cautionaiy note. (eg. p.151
and especially pp.l5Sff.) He explains the differences between the aocounts
(three in number for emphasis - so E. Haenohen, "The Acts of the Apostles",
1971, p.327) by the literary intention of the author in the light of the
people being addressed. The narratives are not "minutes of meeting"
(p.153). We are dealing with the interpretation of an event which cannot
be reproduced in precise words and ideas.
2. C.S.C. Williams, op. oit., p.263 prefers the aooount in Chapter 26.
3. of. J. Munck, "The Aots of the Apostles", 1967, PP«82, 243.
3. Haenohen, op. cit., is veiy sceptical about the details in the
narratives. He finds general agreement due to a oommon "community
tradition" behind all three accounts (p.328).
4. Kummel describes such constructions^"reine Phantasie", op. oit., p.154.
fanaticism is not invariably a defence-mechanism. Neither the
narratives and allusions nor the history of religion bear out such a
1.
claim. In the second place, conversion considered a3 a religious
phenomenon open to inspection i3 not always preceded by an experience
of moral bankruptcy. The account given in Phil. 3:7 of Paul's pro-
Christian attitude makes no suggestion of frustration or despair. The
emphasis i3 rather on sacrifice which is more than counterbalanced by
i. 2
gain. In 1 Cor. 15:9 ho preconditions are mentioned. Kummel concludes,
"Und so mussen wir eben featstellen, dass das Daraaskuserlebnis aua deia
PharisaerundChristenverfolger den Junger Christi gemacht hat, ohne
i»
dass wir von irgendwelohem Ubergang etwas wussten".
We shall meet thi3 issue again in the course of exegesis. We
agree with Kummel that Romans 7:7ff is not a picture of Paul'3 pre-
Christian condition and that the passage should not be used in explanation
of the conversion as that appears in the Epistles and in Acts.^*
1. op. oit., p.157. of. A.J. Bandstra, op. cit., p.147; H.N. Longenecker
op. ©it., pp.10Iff.
2. op. cit., p.158; of. J. Munok, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind",
1959$ pp.llff; A. Sabatier, op. oit., p.60.
3. Against a psychological preparation see J. ^uncx, op. cit., pp.llff,
15, 20, 22, 24; P.H. Menoud, op. cit., pp,131ff| A. Sabatier, op. oit., p.60;
J. Knox, op. cit., p.123; M. Dibelius (ed. W.G-. Kummel), "Paul", 1953* P«52;
H. Anderson, op. oit., p.14; C.T, Craig, op. cit., pp.l36f, list3 "condition-
:ing factors" but rejects any reference to an experience of failure in Rom. 7.
E. Haenchen, op. oit., p.328, stresses that Luke's motive in writing ia to
present Christ as the initiator of the Gentile mission, which makes a psycho¬
logical explanation of the conversion foreign to his explicit purpose. In
favour of a psychological preparation 3ee J. Wei3s, op. oit., 1, p.190;
W, James, "Varieties of Religious Experience", 1902, pp.251,171; 3. Cave,
"The Gospel of 3t. Paul", 1928, pp.33**; A.D. Nock, op. oit., p.73; B.W.
Robinson, "Influences leading towards the Conversion of Paul", . Festgabe fur
Adolf Deissmann sum 60. Geburtstag. 1927, ed. K.L. Sohmidt, pp.l08ff, especially
p.113, understands the conversion experience as the product of social elements
in Paul's past which fuse together in that moment. C.3.C. Williams, op. oit.,
p.122 list3 antecedents for the conversion of Paul in his past.
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d. The Standpoint of the Passage.
Although Paul uses the C-enesis allusion to build from the clas3io
drama towards his own dramatio venture, the hinge on which the argument
turns is not Adam. Nor is it Moses although Paul cannot use the term
/
v'cpA? without explicit and major reference to the Torah* Nor is it
Paul himself. The hinge on which the argument turns is Jesus Christ.
This is another way of saying that the passage is written from a
Christian standpoint. The Christian has an aoute insight peculiar to
himself in that he sees the salvation history and the situation to which
it answers in the light of Jesu3 Christ alone. Paul has learned to make
a Christologioal critique of the law from within this standpoint.
We find once more than we have to hold the balanoe between
apparent opposites. In the first place, we mu3t assert the unequivocal
Christian position of the passage. "No one could have written the passage
but a Christian; it is the experienoe of the unregenerate .... interpreted
1 2
in a regenerate mind." * H. Bultmann in particular * emphasises that only
the Christian realises the situation whioh is desoribed in 7•7-25.
3 • 1 * -
&• Bomkamm pays tribute to Kummel'a work in this connection, "Of course,
1. J. Denney, "St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans", 3.G-.T., 2, p.639.
2. "Theology of the New Testament", 1, p.266 and also the general tenor
of his two important essays "Homer 7 und die Anthropologic des Paulus", and
"Chrl3t the End of the Law", of. also P. Althaua, "Paulus und Luther uber
den Menschen", 1963, p.30; W. Hanson, "Jesus and the Christian", 1967, p.159;
O.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.152; A.J, Bandstra, op. oit., p.147 nll4 (on Rom,
7:24-); P. Blaser,"Das Gesetz bei Paulus", 1941, p.116; F.J. Leenhardt,
op. cit., p.198; 0. Michel, op. oit., p.184 (of. p.187). H. Braun emphasises
the converse whioh is the Christologioal basis of salvation in Paul, "Romer 7,
7-25 und das Selbstverstandnis des Quaran-Frommen", Z.Th.K., 56 (1959), p.17.
3. op* oit., p.89. cf. pp.97, 101.
the misery of the unredeemed man is described from the standpoint of
the redeemed man. Only from this perspective is his existence in its
radical lostness under law, sin and death properly recognised, ihis
understanding, already demanded by the context, has been carefully
i <
established and developed at all points by W.G-. Kumrnel, and now only a
few exegetes dispute it",'5'* 7«25a which reoalls 7:6 and anticipates
8:Iff makes us aware of the Chistological starting-point.
But in the seoond place we must state this starting-point in
such a way that we do not sever all connection between the new Age and
the old, Paul can talk sense to the man under the law and therefore
under sin and death, because the law is holy given by &od« The revelatory
function of the law comes into view once more. As God has given it (but
not as sin has usurped it) the law i3 not an enemy but a friend, in faot
a Tt*i&iyv'ios (&al. 3:24)» a guardian or custodian,2* until Christ
should come. 0, Kuss^* grasps this: "Der k0nsoh vor Jesus Chri3tus und
ohne Jesus Christus war der Sunde und dem Tode hoffnung3los preisgegeben,
und es fehlte gewiss nicht vollstandig an Zeichen, die ein gewissea
Bewusatsein seiner Situation in ihm waohwerden lassen konnten, auch wenn
er die ganse Tiefe seiner Hot niemals auszuloten vermoohte. Brst der
1, H.J, Sohoeps likewise, "Paul'i 1961, p.184 (of. p.191 nl), acknowledges
Kummel's study with approval and says, "Henoe ch. 7» as Kummel, Bultmann,
Borakamm, Dahl, and others have pointed out, represents in the first-person
form a phenomenologioal account of Adamio man under the law, judged from
the standpoint of Christian experience".
2, N.K.B. reads "a kind of tutor" which we think an unhappy choice.
R.S.V. gives "custodian".
3, op. cit., p.459.
l'
4 <
Gerettete aber, der zuruokbliokt, kann ganz erkennen, welch todlichem
1
Verhangnis er entronnen ist ...." R.N. Longenecker * also makes the
necessary qualification (although he goes on to draw certain implications
with which we disagree) when he says, "Without doubt Romans 7 is a
Christian utterance. But it need not be viewed a3 an exclusively Christian
conviction". O.Miohel * use3 qualifying terms which both affirm the
connection and yet assert the difference when he aaya that in 7:7-25 we
are dealing with a human need exhibited through the proclamation of the
Gospel which not only can be experienced but indeed mist be experienced
3
in this profound and unlimited way only by Christians. G. Bornicaram
too, brings out that there is both a connection with the past and a
radically new understanding, "The misery of man referred to by Rom. 7 is
disclosed only from beyond myself, ie. from faith. Of course, that does not
mean that the contradiction (by which he means the conflict or split) is
only the mark of the believer, but that what the contradiction of man
under the law, sin and death means is disclosed only in faith".
We oan affirm that Je3us Christ is the starting-point in another
way, by recalling the dramatic form of presentation. The "I" does not
see things from it3 own standpoint because it has none. The dramatic
form enables Paul to make the "I" see from the standpoint given to it,
1. op. cit., p.96.
2. op. cit., p.181.
3. op. cit., pp.95f.
whioh is essentially £</_ 6<ipY.i t urcc dyuptidv , unv vcj^cv .
The "I" can only play the role whioh Paul has given it and say what
Paul maices it say, It is a technical device, an imaginary contrivance,
a literary puppet which moves as the operator wishes. Therefore we have
to regard the "I" on two levels. In a secondary sense it speaks as the
law and therefore sin and death make it 3peak, or in terms of the dramatic
figure it plays its assigned role only over against the other roles.
The "I" therefore acts and speaks as a result of its encounter with the
law. The law which in turn has been usurped by sin and leads only to
death compels the HI" to aot and speak thus. In the primary sense however
the "I" acts and speaks as Paul makes it. The internal aotion of the
drama is known and understood and manipulated by Paul from within his
own position which is Christian, It is a case of the potter and the
clay. Perhaps sermon-making may affbrd an analogy. The sermon is
determined from without, that is, by the preacher. But it has also, in
a sense, a struoture of its own, one thou^it leads to another and the
end product is not always predictable when the page i3 blank.
THE LITERARY FORM OF 7:7-25. CHAPTER 6.
We have reached the conclusion that in respect to literary form
7s7-25 is an explicit dramatisation. It is an interlude in the Epistle
oast in a dramatic form and designed in the interest of a theological
argument. We can sketch the dramatisation in a grossly over-simplified
way thus: in the passage we meet the policeman (law); the villain (sin
bringing deatu); the struggle (the famous conflict or split); the
rescuer who is from God (Jesus Christ). Under oover of this dramatic
presentation a theological analysis of the nature and function of the law
is offered.
The Genesis Allusion in 7:7-13.
It is important for our argument to reoognise that in 7:7-13, In
particular w7, 9, 11, we have an allusion to the opening Chapters of
Genesis. We submit that the features which bear a resemblanoe to Genesis,
Chapters 2-3, are too numerous for this allusion to be denied with full
conviotion. C.H. Dodd1* says of the connection, "Translated into terms
of individual experience" the stoiy which is found in Genesis 2-3 runs
as 7:9-11. "It fit3 like a glove; and there are enough verbal echoes
of the Greek translation of Gen. iii to make it likely that Paul actually
had the passage in mind". We suggest that the denial of the Genesis
reference raises more problems than does the recognition. We agree that
any one of the particular points of resemblance on its own might be
1. op. oit., p.106. of. F.J. Leenhardt, op. oit., p.185.
interpreted otherwise. The cumulative effect however points quite
definitely to Genesis. We shall therefore examine vv7-13 in this light.
We have in mind at thi3 point only the question of a Genesis allusion.
There are other matters of importance in the section to which we shall
return later.
a. 7s7» We note first the emphasis on g-7Ttc^/u4 meaning "desire"
or "longing", a word of very common use in the Epistles of haul. It is
found in three senses - good, bad and neutral. The 3ense must be
established on each occasion of use from the context. Here it is used
in the bad sense meaning desire for something forbidden."*"* Desire belongs
to the heart (l:24), that is, to the centre of the personality. It
represents the basic drives of human nature without which man is not man.
2 •? r. '
R. Bultaann * says of evCi, "the original meaning of 'desire' is
3imply the direotion in which one yearns". The descriptive terms which
we U3e for these desires will depend on the terminology of our
biological - psychological standpoint. No human life is possible without
7 /
. it becomes good or bad when set against a frame of reference,
7 7 /
Such a frame is supplied by law. * In the bad 3ense £7t~<-54/^4 is closely
1. In 1 Thess. 2:17 and Phil. 1:23 we find the good sense. Paul's most
common use is the bad sense, of. 1:24; 6:12; 13:34-; 1 Thess. 4:5;
Gal. 5:16, 24; and see also Col. 3:5; Sphe^. 2:3;, 4:22. grqCt-ytgiV
appears in 13:9; Gal. 5:17; 1 Cor. 10:6. irt<-0'o^q~r'75 appears in
1 Cor. 10:6. *
2. R. Bultmann, "Theology of the New Testament", 1, p.225«
7 '
3» The sexual desire, which is morally neutral, is included in STti^414
as one drive among many. It should not be emphasised in this context.
connected with the . It is likewise connected with the
ft
in this use, not with the SiCpd as such, but only in a3 far as the
latter is ruled by the , that is, by the b.3 sinful.
? / c /
in v7o is parallel tooin v7b. The former is
a particular instance of the latter and is related to it as the concrete
1 2*
to the general. * It involves what O.K. Barrett * calls "that exaltation
of the ego" which is the essence of sin. It thus distorts the dependent
relation of creature to Creator. In Col. 3s5 is described as
idolatry which involves the transfer to things or to self or to another
of that which properly belongs to G-od alone.
9 ? /
The identification of the prohibition cpk frCL&op-rjbtiS is an
important question. Three answers have been given. It has been understood
as the Tenth Commandment of the Decaloguej as the commandment of Gen.
2:17; and as a quasi-psychological analysis which describes an experience
of every individual, whioh would be a nythological experience in the
3
Jungian sense. * We dismiss this last explanation expressed in terms of a
psychologioal reduction. While an observation is certainly made which has
psychological connections, thi3 fact is quite incidental to the main
concern which is the relation between the law and sin. The choice must
lie between the first two or in a combination of them. We hold that there
is a double referenoe in the prohibition.
1. F. Blass and A. Debrunner, "A Creek Grammar of the hew Testament and
Other Early Christian Literature*;, (ed. R.W. Funk), 1961, para. 443,3,
amplifies, "as well as the mentioned above". But of. also
para. 452,3.
2. op. oit., p.141. Barrett continues, "... hi3 desire becomes the law
of his being".
3. of. F. Fordham, "An Introduction to Jung's Psychology", 1955, pp.26f.
136.
The reference to the Tenth Commandment (Bx. 20:17} Deut. 5s21 LXX)
is undeniable.^"* The Law of Moses has already been in sight in the BpistLe.
The relation of the Gospel to the Torah in particular and to the Old
Testament in general was a major issue in the years preceding the writing
of Romans, nor was it a dead issue at the time of writing although the main
battle had been fought and won, Paul the Christian ex-Pharisee, writing to
a Church which includes Jewish Christians and from a background of Jewish
and Judaizing opposition during hi3 missions, has the Mosaic Law in front
of his mind. But this is so in a way that does not exclude a wider
reference, ^he Law of Moses does not exhaust the law of God, as the
reference to the Gentiles and their "law" in 2:14f shows and as the
argument of 751-6 also suggests,
2It has often been noted * that the Tenth Commandment is quoted
here in an abridged form. The object or objects of the verb is omitted.
We submit that this omission is purposeful and significant, What Paul
regards as crucial for his argument is not so much the Tenth Commandment
formulated in the traditional way, but the essence of the Commandment,
that is, the principle underlying it. It is the desire for what another
has, even without ar\y supporting notion, which is wrong in itself# Paul
is interested in the root of sin rather than the fruit and so the emphasis
1, So W.Gr, Kummel, "Romer 7 und die Bekehrung des Paulus", 1929, p.56;
M.-J, Lagrange, op, cit,, p,i65j G» Bornkamm, op, cit., p,102 n7j F.J.
Leenhardt, op. oit., p,185| F* Benoit, "La Loi et la Croix d'apres Saint
Paul (Rom. Vll, 7- Vlll, 4)", Revue Biblique, 47(l938), p.483} C,K. Barrett,
op. cit., p.141; 0. Miohel, op. oit,, p.172; F.F, Bruce, op, cit., p,149;
J. Murray, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1967, p.249 etc. cf. Rom. 13:9.
2, of, F.J. Leenhardt, op, oit., p.185; C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.141;
0. Michel, op, oit., p,172| S. Lyonnet, "Tu ne convoiteras pas: Rom,vii.7",
Neotestamentioa et Patristioa, Freundesgabe Oscar Cullmann. ed. W.C. van
Unnik, 1962, p.158.
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is on and ttdoes not appear, The faot of the
abbreviation opens the door to an extension of the reference. It is not
just the commandment as Mosaic but the commandment as Divine imperative
which is significant.We need more space than the Tenth Commandment
alone can offer. Our attention then swings between the Decalogue and
the Paradise narrative.
It is interesting and we think significant to note how various
commentators proceed on their exegesis at this point, no matter whether
they restrict the reference of cvi( €-rXLBuyS)6€i^ to the Tenth Commandment
or understand a wider reference. In faot they lapse speedily into
2
precisely the theological-nythological terms which characterise G-enesis 3. *
< <■ r
W.G-. Kummel has the virtue, if it may be called such, of holdir^;
/ > . /
consistently to his view that and cvTcXg refer solely to the
Decalogue and that G-enesis 3 doe3 not enter into the pioture in the
prohibition of v7c. He advances the following reasons.
1. The reference is to the Tenth Commandment alone in a generalised
form. But we reply that this qualification is itself significant and
opens the door to a wider reference.
2. Chapters 5 and 7 are not to be harmonised. But we maintain that
this breaks the unity of the Epistle and have argued to the contrary.
1. If we use the phrase "categorical imperative", we should not suppose
that Paul is thinking in Kantian terms, of. J. Blank, op. oit., pp,13f.
2. of. &. Bornkamm, op. oit., p.93# P.P. Bruce, op. oit., p.148; C.K.
Barrett, op. oit., p.liflj 0. Miohel, op* oit., p.172, P.J. Leenhardt, op.
oit., pp.l85fj K. Barth, "A Shorter Commentary on Romans", 1959, pp,82f;
J. Murray, op. cit., p.252 (on 7:10). The reference to Augustine and the
pear tree, ("Confessions", Book 2) which is often made, is likewise
significant in this oonneotion.
3. op. oit., pp.55f.
138.
? / /
3. He stresses that fcVfAo in v8, in relation to in v7, oan
be understood only as a social instanoe of the Deoalogue. But if we
recognise a double reference we then have scope enough to relate the two
without difficulty.
4. He suggests that a Genesis reference would require cv
(Gen. 2j17 LXX) and frtj (gen. 3:3 LXX) rather than ©£k .
But it is not the action but rather the motive behind the action which
^ / y c j
interests Paul. He does not require to use cc te&t or ^ o^tJ6&£
any more than he needs to use "KdpcLpdUS • Paul is master of his terms
and not their slave. We suspect that the vigour of W.G-. hummel* a repeated
insistence betrays a doubt in his own mind.
P. Blaser,^* like W.G. Eumrnel, denies a Genesis reference but makes
a reservation that the Paradise precept is the example of how sin becomes
real in man and credits the passage with a remote influence on w7-13.
2
It becomes as it were an archetype of sin. P. Benoit * supports a
salvation history view of the passage very strongly, but excludes a
X
Genesis reference here which we find very surprising. M.-J". Lagrange *
3ees the Mosaic Law in the main but understands the argument to expand in
a way whioh embraces all positive Divine law. I'he Mosaic Lawwas the
perfect example of the latter, as was also the Genesis precept for man
in the 3tate of innocence. He understands both Sinai and Paradise and
comments on w7-12 accordingly. B. Bultmann seems to leave open whether
1. "Des Gesetz bei Paulus", 1941, p.115 n77»
2. op. cit.
3. op. cit., pp.l65f, 172.
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or not a Genesis reference appears in W7-13."1"* Our impression is that he
leans in favour rather than against.
S. Lyonnet * has offered at some length a defence of a Genesis
allusion in 7i7. He gives six reasons which we sumiaarise as follows.
1. The Tenth Commandment is not used in its traditional formula but
because it expresses the essence of law. This permits us to look in a
wider direction to a more radical understanding.
2. l*he formula of vjo is already found to the letter in the Palestinian
Targum on Ex. 20:17 and Deut. 2:21. It i3 used there in an absolute sense
of covetousne33 in general independent of the object.
3. In 1 Cor. 10:6 oovetousneas is the sin quite apart from the
violation of a Mosaic precept.
4. In the "vooabulaiy of sin" in G-enesis 3 only covetousnes3 appears in
the narrative of the first sin. It is presented as a prototype of all the
others. The sequenoe in G-enesis of commandment, oovetousness, 3in, death,
is preoisely the sequence of Romans
5. In three Talmudic treatises^"- Shabbath 145b-146aj Yebamoth 103a-103bj
Abodah Zarah 22b (in which the saying is attributed to R. Johanan) - the
origin of covetouaness is located in the occasion of the original sin.
1. of. "Romer 7 und die Anthropologie des Paulus", Exegetloa: Aufsa'tze zue
Krforsohung des Neuen Testaments. 1967, P.208 and nl3. Bultmann can say in
the bo<fr of the text, "Sunde ist also da3 Selbst-verfu'gen-wollen des Menschen,
das Selbst-Anspruch-erhsben, da3 Sein-wollen wie Gott". cf. also his
"Theology of the New Testament", 1, p.250, the first paragraph of which ends,
"And it is quite possible that in Rom. J:7-11 Paul has Adam in mind, the
prototype of mankind, who, of course, aloo lived without the Law of Moses".
Bultmann's language in commenting on 7s7 and 7:7ff certainly reflects the
Genesis thought patterns.
2. op. oit., pp.l58ff.
3. of. "The Babylonian Talmud", ed. I. Epstein, Seder Mo^ed "IT", 1938, p.738;
Seder Nashim ij, 1936, p.711j Seder Neaikin VII. 1935, p.114.
The Law given at Sinai however delivered Israel from covetousness. The
Law is thu3 related to covetousness as antidote to poison. A habit of
thou{#it is therefore suggested whioh linked the Law and the 3-arden with
oovetousness.
6. Judaism opposed Sinai to d&en much less than we do. Lyonnet appeals
to Sirach 17# in which every precept of God is law, while at the same time
it grants the Law of Moses pre-eminence. He also appeals to Liraoh 2+4, in
whioh Abraham is 3aid to have kept the law of the Most High, Likewise in
the Targum on Gen. 2:15# Adam was plaoed in the Garden, not to cultivate
the soil but to practise the law whioh is indeed identified symbolically
with the Tree of Life."*"*
lyonnet concludes that as in Chapter 4 Paul chooses Abraham the
righteous man to support his thesis of justification by faith, so in
Chapter 7 he chooses Adam the oovetous man to support his thesis of the
true function of the law. We believe that Lyonnet strengthens the oase
for reoognising Genesis in 7*7# We think he overstates his oase in with-
idrawing from the Decalogue as he seeias to do. This is quite unnecessary.
In order to do justice to the total situation a double reference should be
maintained. The faot that it is not always possible in the course of
exegesis to measure precisely the priority of Genesis or Jxodus in the
reference of the text, does no harm to our position. The chosen literary
form precludes such precision as we shall seek to demonstrate.
A further consideration should be borne in mind. It is surprising
that so little mention is made of the teaching of Jesus in the literature
1. of. R.N. Longeneoker, op. oit., p.92+. on the pre-Mosaic Torah; G.P.
Moore, "Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian dra. The Age of
the Tannaia", 1, 1927, pp.262ff.
on Romans 7» Only W.D. Davies,1* as far as we have noticed, recalls in
this connection our lord* 3 emphasis on the inwardness of true religion,
the crucial importance of motive and intention, and the harmony that is
required between attitude and action. Paul no longer approaches the
Genesis narrative or the Decalogue directly but through the impact and
the teaching of Jesus. In that light he can better understand the relation
between sin and oovetousness, and between 3in/covetou3ne3s and the law.
Perhaps it i3 as important to recognise Paul's reappraisal of the precept,
whatever its origin, in the light of Jesus, as it is to delimit too
sharply an allusion to the Deoalogue over against the Paradise narrative.
' ~> /
b. We will now look at v8. In the context and £V-fc Xo
are used synonymously. The variation is to be explained stylistically, as
•> / '
a way of avoiding tedious repetition. gw-rc-Xp is related to vc/cos as
the part to the whole. 7/0 allow a double reference in keeping with our
■> ? >
view of cuk £rC~C>vfi~r]6ti,S . Genesis is in view as well as the Decalogue.
The difficulty in stating precisely the use made of the E'vTckr) by sin
is indicated by the frequency with which commentators have recourse to
further metaphor in order to explain Paul's metaphor. We find them
ox u
borrowing illustrations from ohemistiy, * from botany, from dynamics,
1. "Paul and Rabbinic Judaism", 1955* p.141. H. Jonas, "Philosophical
Meditation on the Seventh Chapter of Paul's Epistle to the xtomans", The
Future of our Religious Paatt Essays in honour of Rudolf Bultraann. ed. J.M.
Robinson, 1971, pp.347-9, contrasts the anthropological premisses of Jesus
and Paul.
2. G.K, Barrett, op. cit., p.141 (reagent, catalyst)? 3. Iyonnet, op. oit.,
p.162 (antidote)j 0, Miohel, op. cit., p.173 (poison),
3. E, Brunner, op. oit,, p.59 (plant growth), as also A, ifygren, op. cit.,
p»279j J.B. LjLgbtfoot, "Notes on Epistles of Paul", 1895, P»302 (tree growth).
4* H.C.G-. Moule, "Romans", 1903, p.127 (fulorum)j K. Barth, "The Epistle
to the Romans", 1933, p.253, (lever).
from physics,1* from sport,2* from biology,'5* from architecture,^* from
warfare."** This recourse to metaphor supports our view that a Gonesis
reference is before us here. The explanatory metaphors are reminiscent of
the metaphor par excellence, the figure of all figures, which is the
theological-mythological account of Genesis 1-3.
Some commentators find a reminiscence of the serpent in the Garden
in the term . F.J. Leenhardt^* comments, "....nothing resembles
a dead serpent more thsn a living serpent so long as it does not move".
The imagery is certainly effeotive and we could develop the thought
homiletically with profit. It i3 impossible to say with certainty however
whether Paul intended to extend the image thus far. There is sometimes a
tendency for the reader or hearer to carry an image beyond the author's
immediate intention in line with his own presupposition. e think the
image should not be extended in this way, but we plaoe little importance
/
on the issue. We shall return to the meaning of YE-Kpl later.
c. The meaning of •£/fo?v~ in v9 is one of the problems in this
passage. It is sufficient at this point to suggest that Genesis 3 provides
1. E, Ellwein, op. cit., p.247 (Feuerbrand); J.A.T. Robinson, "The b0dy",
1952, p.37 (tinder).
2. K. Barth, "A Shorter Commentaiy on Romans", 1959# p.82 (springboart),
3. A. Hygren, op. oit., p.279 (sleep)j D.E.H. Whiteley, "The Theology of
3t. Paul", 1964, p.80 (hot fomentatioxis).
4« A, van Dulmen, op. oit,, p.107 (das Einfallstor).
5* J.A.T. Robinson, op. oit., p.36. of. Arndt-Gingrich, op. cit., p.127.
6. op. oit., p.186. of. O.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.l43»
the necessary background. W.G. Kumrael makes much of the "pregnant"
?'/
significance of but we think that he does not succeed in stating
its content precisely and the reason is his refhsal to make the Genesis
connection. In similar fashion Genesis 1-3 provides the required back-
\ f
s ground for the phrase vcf*cO . In terms of Genesis there was a
"time" when law was absent. Shis is difficult to understand in view of
/
the preoeding which suggests that sin was already present althou^i
inactive. We overcome the difficulty by stressing the personification of
sin in the context. We are dealing with a theological analysis which
borrows from the quasi-historical account in Genesis. We hope to show
that an adequate exegesis can be constructed on this basis. 3. ^yorrnet,1,
with reference to -lv£.jf)6tv , lists compounds of <*yo^r which give a
different meaning from "again". He suggests the physical sense of the
adverb -kvfo which he relates to the serpent in Eden standing erect.
Again it depends how far one regards the reference as extending. The
context does not really require the specific allusion to the serpent at
2 v
this point. * Its message i3 olear with or without the extension." *
1. op. oit., p.157 nk. On v9 see U, buz, "Das Geschiohstvei'standnis des
Paulus", 1968, pp.l6kff.
2. It is unnecessary to read phallic symbolism here as if a psychoanalytical
essay were before us. It is a theological account cast in a dramatic form
and influenced by the Genesis story. K.3. Kirk, "The Spistle to the Romans",
1937, p.207, suggests that Sxekiel 37 wa3 in Paul's mind. P. Blaaer, op. oit.
p.124-, tries to bring out the sens© of cIvkfaiev by speaking of "static"
energy becoming "kinetic" energy, the potential becoming actual, the dormant
being activated by outside stimuli. This however raises as many questions
as it answers.
3. H. Lietzmann, "An die Romer", 1928, p.7k, on w9ff says bluntly that the
"I" is " die Mensohheit in Adam,/ ^c-r/ 1st die heit cier paradiesischen
Unschuld und die IvTckn ^5 ist Gen 2:16,17? 3:3 M
144.
d. In Genesis 2:17 (of. 3*19) death is the threatened punishment
for disobedience. In 7s10 we have a reference to the fulfilment of the
penal threat. Again Genesis provides the indirect background. By indirect
we mean that Paul does not write with the text of Genesis open before him
and his finger at the place.^** Rather are the motifs of Genesis the
familiar home of Paul's thought. Genesis is thus the indirect but
definite background with its stoxy of estrangement and exile.
7 C ' '
e. In vll we meet . We assert a further connection
r < 2.
with Genesis at this point. W.G-. Kummel denies this. He points out that
-■> i r / '">
the verb in Gen. 3: 13 BXX is the simple form '££££:and that £%c£r&cToiV'
->
is found in the LXX only at Ex. 8:29 (25), with ofrta-t&v as a variant.
He acknowledges however that 2 Cor. 11:3 and. 1 Tim. 2:14 use the intensive
form £%°frfe1oi,V and yet are connected with Genesis. This reduces the
force of his argument. We should not expect Paul to employ a wooden
style. He is not quoting the text directly but i3 U3ing the thought-form
t *
imaginatively. Nor will Kummel allow 2 Cor. 11:3 and 1 Tim. 2:14 any
special weight in determining the significance of 7:11, on the ground
that other instances can be given"** in which both forma of the verb are
employed in a wholly general sense. This looks to us like special
pleading. There seems to be no reason why a connection between 7:11 and
1. cf. C.K. Barrett's distinction (p.143) between "telling" the Genesis
story and "using" it. P.J. Leenhardt (ad loc.) says Genesis is used a3
a "basis".
2. op. oit., p.54»
3. eg. 16:18; 1 Cor. 3:18; 2 Thess. 2:3»
2 Cor. 11:3 and 1 Tim. 2:14 must be denied within the wider use of the
verb. Although 7:11 is not 30 specific as the other two, the
possibility of a Genesis reference is at least open. The context
moreover supports this. We should not forget in addition that Paul
had other terms available to him.
We have argued for a Genesis background to in v9.
UirgK-fepVCy in vll must be understood over against and in line
7 / /
with ctfct&d-Vc* and Qd^ocfcV in vlO. The Genesis reference will
therefore be kept in mind.
/ /
f. In vl2 >Pcym>5 picks up the of v7 and is related to
£v~Tb\(] as already indicated. Both terms are used because they have
appeared above and also for emphasis. When the one is employed the
other is implied. The part can stand for the whole as the whole includes
the part. At this point the Mosaic Law is mainly in view. Our basic
/
contention that there is a double reference in the use of vgjuc$ in
7:7ff does not depend on the exact reference at a single point. The
2
proportion may vary from one place to another.
g. The construction in vl3 is intricate. We note the lack of a
predicate, the anacoluthon, the tautology and the two almost identical
1. In support of a Genesis reference in Z^TtZct'Qeev cf. F.J. Leenhardt,
op. oit., p.188; 0. Miohel, op. oit., p.174; C.K. Barrett, op. cit.,
p.144 who 3ays vll "is almost a quotation from Gen iii.13
W.D. Davies, op. cit., p.32; A. van Dulmen, op. cit., p.110 nl24 (but
with reservation); M.-J. Lagrange, op. cit., p,171. Against cf.
G. Schrenk, T.D.N.T., 2, pp.550ff.
2. C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.145, understands the Mosaic Code and "perhaps"
den, 2:17. W.G. Kiimmel and P. Blaser think in terras of the Deoalogue only.
(-Vol clauses. It answers the question arising from vl0 (and vll). It is
indeed a olarifioation of vlO. It answers the question, "Does the law
bring death?", with a defence of the law, just a3 v7 answers the related
question, "Is the law sin?", in similar fashion. The "death" which is
in view is again to be regarded in the light of Genesis. It is neither
historical nor psychological but theological and is to be seen against
the Genesis nyth to which the dramatisation in i3 so muoh indebted.
We can also support this Genesis connection from a broader base.
We need look no further than Romans and Galatians to see that Paul was
accustomed to build from Old Testament text3, characters, incidents and
allusions. The Genesis memories have already been alerted in 5:12-21.
G. Bornkamm,1" while adhering to the Mosaic reference of the prohibition
in 7:7, finds an analogy between 5•"12ff and 7:ff, "The Adam of Rom.5:12ff
2
speak3 in the • I• of Rom. 7:7ff." * The fact that the name "Adauf is not
used in 7:7ff presents no difficulty. The name is used in 5:12ff because
the purpose there requires it. The two representative men, Adam and
Christ, are compared and contrasted. In JtJff however a different
purpose is in view and therefore a different mode is employed. The "I"
stoiy at the Pall is so prominent in Jewish literature that the recital
of its characters is not absolutely necessaiy in every reference to it".
1. op. cit., pp.93T.
2. ibid. p.94. E, Brunner, op. oit., p.59 writes, "What has been said in
connection with Genesis 3 in the fifth chapter ..... concerning the fall
of Adam is presupposed".
is an admirable cipher for thi3 form.
3. op. cit., p.95.
0, Kusa1* warns that the portrayal in w7-H is not just a reproduction
of Genesis 3 and therefore we are not to identify the "I" offhand with
Adam. In other words we must recognise the connection but we must also
realise that Paul takes what he needs from the Genesis passage and uses
it as he himself chooses within his purpose, exercising discretion over
his material.
We know too that Paul was not alone in thinking &enesi3-wise.
Philo of Alexandria, his older contemporary, allegorised the Genesis
story. In the apocalyptic 2 Esdras 7:118 we read, "0 Adam, what have
you done? lour sin was not your fall alone; it was ours also, the fall
of all your descendants", (N.E.B.) In the apocalyptic 2 Baruoh 54:IS we
2# 3
read, ".... each of us has been the Adam of his own soul", * W.D. Davies, *
after a long paragraph dealing with 5:12ff and 7«7ff# says, "In all this
Paul wa3 interpreting current Rabbinic thougit". In other words in his
Genesis allusion in 7:7ff, Paul is drawing on the common stock of
theological building material. We must remember that that stock was
not as vast as it is in our day. If in our own age the application of
1. op. cit., p.449»
2. 2 Baruoh 54:15-19 reads:
For though Adam first sinned
And brought untimely death upon all,
Yet those who were born from him
Saoh one of them has prepared for his own soul torment to come,
And again each oib of them has chosen for himself glories to come.
Adam is, therefore, not the cause 3ave only of his own soul
But eaoh of us ha3 been the Adam of his own soul.
'•J-'he translation is that of W.D. Davies, "Paul and Rabbinic Judaism", 1955,
pp.32f. He remarks that 2 Baruoh also recognises human free will, as also
2 Esdras (4 Ezra).
3. op. oit., p.32.
Genesis 2-3 is a familiar theological and homiletioal procedure, and this
in a day which lacks the tight connections with Biblical modes which we
find in Paul, how muoh more natural for Paul the Jew and Pharisee to
make such an allusion.
»Ve can defend the double reference to Sinai and to Paradise in
another way. It is wrong to dissociate the two in any absolute sense.
A straight lire runs from one to the other. This line is not conceived
as a historical line but lies within a salvation-history understanding.
For Paul salvation history did not begin with Sinai nor even with the
Fall but with the primal couple. The Fall and Sinai are connected events
within the one great Event which is God-in-relation-to-iaan. We can
recognise thi3 more clearly when we realise that Moses did not oreate
the law called by his name out of nothing."*"* He adopted and adapted
already existing laws. There was in fact no time before Sinai, or if
we like no time "between" the Fall and Sinai when Israel was without ]aw.
They were without the Mosaic Code certainly but they were never without
law in the 3ense of a relation to (Jod defined from the side of God.
If we assume otherwise we affirm that they lived without God and so we.
cut the nerve of their existence.
We submit therefore that there is a clear allusion in 7:7ff
to the narrative in Genesis 2-3. The onus of proof surely lies heavily
1. See the comments on Ex. 20 by D.M.G. Stalker, "Peake 1962", pp»227f.
on those who deny such.1*
^he Dramatio Form of 7:7-25«
We appeal then to the Genesis allusion in 7:7-13 in support of
our assertion that an explioit dramatisation is before us in 7:7-25.
It may be that the Genesis drama draws Paul into this partioular form of
presentation by a process of association of ideas under the unfluenoe
of 5sl2ff. Or on the other hand it may be that Paul conceived the
dramatio form independently and then worked the Genesis drama into it
as like to like. The bread context suggests that Paul is in a "model-
building" frame of mind. We have the two representative men in 5:12ff,
the two masters in 6:15ff and the two husbands in 7:1-6. * Then in 7:7ff
the pattern of thought expressed in terms of two develops into a formal
and sustained analogy. Instead of adding a further "two", namely, aixi
and law, Paul expands his argument into a four oharaoter presentation
in whioh sin, law, death and the "I" appear.
1. In support of the Genesis allusion in 7:7ff see F.J. Leenhardt, op. oit.,
pp.l84f; F.F. Bruce, op. cit., p.148; A.M. Hunter, "The Epistle to the
Romans", 1955, p.71» W.D. Davies, op. cit., p«32; E. Be3t, "The Letter of
Paul to the Romans", 1967, P»8lj IV, Manson, "Jesus and the Christian", 1967,
p,151j M.-J. Lagrange, op, alt., pp,l65ffj C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p,143j
0. Michel, op. oit., p,183j R.P. Shedd, op. oit., p.124, R.N. Longenecker,
op. cit., pj?.92-96, disousses the question at length as does U. Luz, "Das
Gesohichtsverstandnis dea Paulus", 1968, pp.164ff. ^he lineage of this view
of a Genesis reference is ancient, going back to Methodius, Theodore of
Mopauestia and Theodoret.
~> /
2. The military metaphors of 7:23 and probably ^<pcp^c\ „ (yv8, ll) are
also indications of this pattern of thought, of. also in 6:23,
on which see A.S. Way, "The Letters of St. Paul and Hebrews", 1911, p.126 nl.
An appreciation of the dramatic form of the passage throws light
on the problem of the vocabulary. There is a flavour in the terminology
which is unusual to Paul. There is a certain monotory which i3 interrupted
by terms which are "hapax legomenoi" in Paul* 3 Epistles."^* The style is
3omewhat tortuous. * The argument becomes repetitive in the later verses
in a oonfusing way and surprising terms intrude in w22-23. It is
difficult to account for all this. Is it that "Homer nods"? Ha3 the
digression which begins in 7s7 robbed Paul of his fluency? Is the
X
diatribal style of which traces are present here more suited to oratory
than to the special genre of Church Epistle?
We submit that our view of the passage as a dramatisation clarifies
the problem. The fact is that the dramatic presentation is a tool
unshaped to Paul*3 hand. He is not at home with thi3 technique. Honoe
the rather turgid flow of the passage, especially in the later stages.
1.
^ These are w8, 11; v9; 6cv'(jqyi vl6;
TGLpoixeoat vvl8, 21; v22; <£vru-rpcreett&oLL v23;
•^cWiTTiopoj v24.
2. 0. Michel, op. cit., p.178 nl» remarks that the style and language are
"eigenartig". P.J. Leenhardt, op. cit., p.183 nl, comments on the "hapax
legomenoi" <, "This faot may suggest borrowing. It may also imply that the
apostle is adopting a point of view which is not familiar to him". H. Braun,
"Homer 7i7-25 und das Selbstverstandnis des Qumran-Prommen", Z.'i'h.K., 1556,
3. notes the almost monotonous terminology and lists the occurrence of the
main terms. Also of. the "Table of Word Prequenoies in Romans" against their
oocurrence in the other Pauline Epistles, in R.M. Grant, "A Historical
Introduction to the New Testament^ 1963, pp.l86f.
3# of. R. Bultmann'3 early monograph, "Der Stil der Faulinisohen Predigt
und die isynisch-stoische Diatribe", 1910, especially his conclusions
pp.l07ff; P.J. Leenhardt, op. oit., p.13; A.D. Nook, op. cit., pp.234f;
C.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.140 (of. p.43); P»P« Bruce, op. cit., p.86.
We fjjid the suggestion of E. Fuchs^* that a G-nostio model underlies the
*
2
passage unacceptable. 0. Michel * suggests 1QS 11:7-10 and 1CJI 2:6f
a3 a basis for a possible model but does not argue the case. An unknown
model, imitation of which cramped Paul's style, is certainly an attractive
lypothesis but solid evidence to support such is lacking. We prefer to
look directly to the Genesis model. The Genesis drama which has already
been in mind in 5:12ff and the tendency towards analogical reasoning
already noted give sufficient material for an adventurous mind such as
Paul's to attempt a difficult and never repeated dramatic portrayal.
In the extensive literature on Romans 1:7ft we have found only
scattered hints at what we affirm to be the dramatic form of the
presentation. They are usually nothing more than a metaphorioal allusion
made in the passing and with one exception are not followed through to
their conclusion. M.-J. Lagrange'** can use the words "ce drama" and "les
1. "Die Freiheit des Glnubens", 1949 » pp.60-62. Fuohs suggests a Gnostic
Model behind 7»7-24. Paul has worked over this to produce what is before
us in 7?7ff. Fuohs carves up the text with a 3harp knife to unoover a
dirge consisting of two stanzas eaoh of five short lines. This is said to
represent a Gnostic nyth to which Paul gives an historical cast in order
to refashion it in his own terms. In the Gnostic lament the "I" is the
soul from^the other world. Deceived by oovetquqness, it becomes imprisoned
in the . The supposed model begins c^V cs itcri' and
reaches the climax in a plea for deliveranoe from the , saying^rtT
pc(>z.TZic ek -tec ? The whole construction is very ingenious but also
quite arbitrary and highly imaginative. The details of the text can be
better understood in other ways. The Epistle as a whole is clear evidence
that the world from whloh Paul drew breath wa3 not that of Gnosticism but
that of the Old Testament. We shall return to this theme, cf. the criticism
of Fuohs by U, Luz, op. oit., p.163 nl06.
2. op. oit., p.183.
3. op. oit., pp.166, 172 and 168 respectively.
aoteurs" and say, "Les trois acteurs sont done: la loi positive divine,
l'homme innocent, le peohe personnifie" • He does not however seem to
appreciate the true significance of his terms and does not follow whither
they should lead. C.H. Dodd,commenting on Moffatt's translation of
7:25, say3, "There is no formal answer to the question of verse 24, and
the dramatic force of the passage is impaired by supplying one".
W. Manson * writes, "St. Paul has set the stage for an enquiry dictated
by a purely argumentative necessity". P.J. Leenhnrdt,"'* under the influence
of P. Benoit, speaks of Paul adding to the "living personages" of Chapter 5
(namely sin and death) a new, living personage which is the "I". He
continues, "To enable man to speak with dramatic cogency it was natural
to create an imaginary Adam as the speaker. The kinship of w7-12 with
G-en.3 shows that the apostle thought out the 3cene which he here constructs
on the basis of the picture of Adam as at once individual and collective".^*
G. Bornkamm^" writes of the "almost nythological pictures" whioh are used
1. op. cit., p.116.
2. op. oit., p.159.
3* op* oit., pp.l84f.
4. ibid. p.185. of. also p.l8l, "the drama of inner oonflict described in
these verses"; p.195, "in this dramatio page"; p.198, "the drama described
in this page"; p.194, "••• the action of the Holy Spirit is absent from the
drama of the man who speaks in Rom.7".
5* op. oit., p.90. of. al3o the language of the effeotive illustration of
the theme of Rom.7 which he quotes, p.103 n29, from H. Melville's 3tory
"Billy Budd", ending "... act out to the end the part allotted to it".
W. Luthi, "The Letter to the Romans", 1961, p.97, likewise refers to a plqy,
(Durrenmatt, "Die Ehe des Herrn Mississippi"), as illustration in his
exposition of Chapter 7. A. Whyte, "The Apostle Paul", 1903, p.131, cries,
"If you would see hatred and revenge red-hot, and poured, not on the head of
a hated eneiqy, but, what I have never read in any of your stage-tragedies,
poured in all its red-hotness in upon a man's own heart; if you would see
the true hatred and the true revenge, come to this -New Testament theatre.
Come to Paul for a right tragic author". (italicsfcurs.) Whyte understands
Christian autobiography.
in 7:7ff. E. Stauffer"*"* speaks of the law bringing 3in to its full
development and thus leading the human race to its "nadir". This
mathematical figure of the low point suggests a shape in the moving
thought of the passage which, we think, is in fact expressed in dramatic
terms. O.K. Barrett, * commenting on v25, refers to the "unstudied
dramatic aposiopesis" meaning the rhetorioal device of stopping 3hort
for dramatic effect. A. 3. Peake^* can say, "His own breast was a tii\y
stage on which the va3t elemental conflict of good and evil wa3 reenacted".
C.J. Vaughan,^* oommenting on 8s2, remarks, "Here first enters the third
oombatant", referring to the law of the 3pirit which turns the 3cale in
favour of good. T. Pahy"** desoribes as "the famous diatribe"
and says, "Then the new character, whom we will oall the speaker, takes
6 "
up the argument". J. Blank * writes of 7*7-25, "Der Text gehort neben
<4
manchen anderen, wie der beruhmte Chor aus der Antigone des Sophokles..."
K. Kertelge^* aooounts for the change to the present tense in vl4 as due
1. op. oit., p.359.
2. op. oit., p.151.
3. op. oit., p.305.
4* "St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans", 1874, p»147»
5» "St. Paul's Romans were Jewish Converts", Irish Theological Quarterly.
26 (1959), 186.
6. "Der gespaltene Mensoh", Blbel und Leben. (1968), 11, of.14.
if
7# "Exegetisohe Uberlegungen sum Verstandnis der paulinischen
Anthropologie naoh Rosier 7", Z.N.T.W., 62 (l97l), 108, of. 109 where he
3ays the "I" is a mythological way of speaking, also 113f.
to the liveliness of the portrayal ("die Lebhaftigkeit der Schilderung").
3. Lyonnet1* writes, "La resemblance ne se limits pas aux personages
du drame". A.D. Nook, * enumerating the various approaches to the
interpretation of Romans, 7, says, ".. others have held the •I* of the
narrative to be a device of dramatisation ...", but he gives no references.
The only essay of substance which we have found which grasps
clearly the dramatic form of the presentation in is that by P.
3
Benoit. * He speaks of aotors in a cosmic drama. He thinks of Paul,
still under the influenoe of 5*12ff and in line with the intermediate
Chapter 6 whioh continues in terms of two masters on this same level of
historical personification, adopting a rhetorical or dramatic procedure.
The "I" is thought of as the theatre in whioh the action takes place,
rather than as a character in the plot, although this thought emerges
too as it can hardly fail to do. The law is an actor in this cosmic
drama and plays a double role, that of teacher on account of his precept
and that of judge on account of his sentence.^"* He appears along with
the other aotors who already in 5sl2ff occupy the stage. Benoit can also
1. "L'Historie du Salut selon le Chapitre Vll de L'Spitre aux Romains",
Biblioa. 43 (1962), 134# See also his quotation (p.131) from P, Prat,
("Theologie de saint Paul", 1, 1908, p»272), "Quel est le heros de oe
drame lugubre..."
2. op. oit., p.68.
3. "La Loi et la Croix d*Apres Saint Paul", Revue Biblique. 47 (1938),
431-509, especially 484, 485, 490, 493, 506.
ib.ide p.490*
apeak of the battlefield of the "I"."*"* He understands the drama to unfold
in a rather different sequence from our conception of it. For him the
drama begins in 5!12ff and is then resumed in which extends 5: 12-21
as the Second Aot in the drama. * But he can also speak of the Seoond Act
opening in v9 * which leads to confusion. He sees the culmination in the
Third Act which comprises 8:1-4 in whioh a new character comes on the stage
who is Jeaua Christ, the hero of the plot. It should be noted that the
primaxy interest of Benoit's article is to interpret Paul's concept of
the law in the light of the Death of Christ. He doe3 not attack the
problem of 7:7-25 directly but within this larger context. Perhaps this
prevents him from grasping what we hold to be the oorrect shape of the
drama and the essential unity of 7:7-25.^*
There are two other essays whioh have engaged our attention in
particular and we are convinced that these point in the direction in whioh
we have travelled. The first is by B. Ramm. * He claims that F.
Dostoevsiy's novel, "The Double", is the best commentary which he has
1. op. oit., p.485.
2. ibid, p.486*
3. ibid, p.487.
4. P. Blaser, op. oit., p.119 n88, recognises clearly that P. Benoit has
developed at length as a dramatic procedure what W.C. Kumrael claims to be
a rhetorical device. Benoit himself (op. cit., p.485 nl) regrets that
Kummel did not pursue the line opened up by "oette exoellente conception",
namely, his understanding of the "I" as a rhetorical device, a "Stilform".
5. "'The Double* and Romans T» Christianity To-day. XV (14, April 9, 1971),
642-644.
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ever read on Romans 7.1" Its main character is a schizophrenic clerk,
by name Golyadkin, whose life is complicated by the appearance of an
imaginary double, an alter ego, the product of his hallucinations whom
Dostoevsky calls "Golyadkin Two". Ramm alleges correspondence between
the irrational behaviour patterns in the psychotic clerk and certain
features of Romans 7. He identifies the "I" of 7*7ff with Paul himself
in his Christian standing * and then differentiates a "Paul One" and a
"Paul Two", who strive together (Romans 7) in the transition from death
and resurrection with Christ (Romans 6) to life in the Spirit (Romans 8).
We think it significant that Ramm has gone to a novelist and to
a novel whioh is written in a highly dramatic 3tyle. This is the result
of true insight which, we claim, reflects in an indirect way the literary
genre of Romans 7i7ff as a dramatisation. The essay however is seriously
deficient in important respects. Rama's analysis is too psychological.
He fails to recognise the primary, objective, theological analysis
within which the subjective references of the "I" lie in the passage as
their given oontext. His description of Paul a3 ths viotim of "spiritual
x
schizophrenia" * does not accord with Paul's attitudes as these appear
1. ibid, p.643.
2. We think that we hear clear echoes of A. Nygren's interpretation of
Romans 7 in Ramm's article,
3. op, cit., p,64A, The intensity in the exposition of Rom.7 evident in
A. Whyte, op. cit., pp,127ff, the self-styled "specialist in sin", resembles
the literary intensity in character portrayal of Dostoev3ky which has
impressed Ramm.
elseyfhere in his writings.Raam's rather brief e^qpoaition lacks olose
exegetical consideration. It limits its scope to the alleged resemblances
between the "I" and Dostoevsi<y's fictitious character. While we make
allowances for the limited perspective of the article, its deficiencies
highlight the crucial importance of thorough exegesis for the
interpretation of Romans 7*
2
The remaining essay is of a very different Kind. H, Jonas,
starting from the position on Romans 7 of R. Bultmann, attempts to translate
the content of Paul's statements into the language of an existential form
description. He seeks to understand 7s7-25 in terms of an existential
analysis of Paul's self-experience. He outlines the structure of man's
being in which the primal sin is inevitably committed and constantly
renewed. The "I" is constituted as a being which is essentially self-
related. Consciousness is essentially 3elf-consciousness. This gives
1. Our main impression of Paul is that of sanity and vigour* The one
Epistle which does give the impression of depletion of vitality in the
storm and stress of life is 2 Corinthians. The general picture given of
Paul however is one of health and positive mental attitudes. His quite
remarkable programme and accomplishment in mission, does not suggest a sick
man. Regarding the "thorn in the flesh", we think this may probably be a
form of recurring fever or eye disease and not epilepsy, although J. fcunck'a
suggestion of chronic frustration due to his opponents' constant harrassment
is also a possibility* We have already indicated our rejection of ary
interpretation of the Damascus road encounter in terms of hallucination.
If Ramm's view were oorreot, we would be inclined to paraphrase Jonathan
Edwards and say, "Ply abroad mighty spiritual schizophrenia"*
2. "Philosophical Meditation on the Seventh Chapter of Paul's Epistle
to the Romans", The Future of our Religious Past. Essays in Honour of
R, Bultmann. ed. J.M. Robinson, 1971, pp*333-350*
the necessary condition of freedom and its inevitable self-frustration.
This basic reflexivity is seen primarily in the will, which is described
as "continuously operative decision about itself",but also in the
capacity to objectify "the universe of the other". * This means that the
"I" sets itself not only over against the "world"but over against itself.
x
There is thus a "cleavage", a "distance from oneself", rhich results
from this objectifying mode of existence which in turn proceeds from the
reflexivity of his nature, or in other words from the constitution of
the "I" as a being essentially self-related.
When Jona3 comes to explain the nature of the freedom which has
its ontological basis in the primoridal reflexiveness, and the way in
which it inevitably "dispossesses itself", he personifies freedom. It
is both aotor and observer. It fails to live "within the execution of
I C
its self-chosen action" and becomes an "observer" This lapse from
the role of actor to that of the spectator with its accompanying security,
expresses at this point in the essay by a metaphor from the drama, what
is elsewhere expressed from the philosophical standpoint and language of






What is Jonas seeking to do in his essay? He is engaged in an
exeroise in transposition. He is trying to remove what is being said
from one form of expression (a dramatisation) into another (an existential
2 •
form description). # But this is precisely the kind of thing haul himself
has done in 7:7ff in the first place. Paul has certain theological
presuppositions. In 7:7ft he transposes their content into a literary
form which is a dramatisation, in order to convey his message to his
readers. H. Jonas is therefore doing in a different way what Paul has
already done in his own way.
We submit that B. Raram and H, Jonas have grasped the substance of
the matter which is that an analysis is being offered in 7:7ff. They
have not however grasped the true form of the presentation but are rather
groping towards this recognition. They realise that, as it were, a "code"
is being used to oonvey a message without recognising the exact structure
of that oode. Instead they have substituted yet another code, in the oase
of Jonas that of spatial metaphors and allusions as the medium of an
1. We note in Jonas' essay: a. his frequent use of spatial concepts - the
spaoe between the"I" and the other (whioh includes the "I") gives the "I"
its freedom (p.33& the distance from oneself (p.339)j the plight of
depth (p.347)» o. his personification of freedom (pfc339f)j it is actor
and observer. o. his admission that in analysing the relation between
possibility and neoessity, he oan do no more than resort to allusions and
metaphors (p.344).
2* Jonas specifioally disclaims that he is giving an exegesis of the passage
but rather offers "a freely philosophical reflection or meditation on the
general existential phenomena which by hypothesis may be those that underlie
the entire Pauline statement as its premise in the human constitution"
(p.335).
existentialist interpretation, in the case of Raram the psychotic behaviour
of a character from a novel by Dostoevsky. These two writers are saying
to us, "Change the form and you will grasp the content". Our assertion in
this thesis is, "Recognise the dramatic form and understand the content
better".1*
We have to admit that the theatre is not a sphere of human
activity from which we would have expected Paul to borrow. * The paucity
of any references to such in his Bpistles is evidence that he was in all
probability inhibited by the inherited Jewish antix>athy to that mode of
1. We mention two interesting works which may seem totally unrelated to
the matter under review. The impression has grown on us that in them we
are dealing with something related to the presentation in Rom.7. The
first is a sermon by C.S. Lewis ("Transposition", Sorewtape Proposes a
Toast". 1965# pp.75ff). He affirms a correspondence between the sensory
level of perception and theological understanding, that is, between fact
and meaning. "A kind of transposition or adaptation from a richer to a
poorer medium" (p.81) enables theological and philosophical constructions
to be made. The one system thus becomes the sign of the other. The second
is the novel by H. Hssse, "The Glass Bead Same", Penguin Books, 1972.
He portrays the intellectual elite in the imaginary province of Castalia
in a future age, pursuing the aome of their activities, the &la33 Bead
Game. He explains that "»... the sign language and grammar of the Game,
constitute a kind of highly developed secret language drawing upon several
sciences and arts, but especially mathematics and music.... and capable of
expressing and establishing inter-relationships between the content and
conclusions of nearly all scholarly disciplines. The Glass Bead Same is
thus a mode of playing with the total contents and values of our oulture
(p.18). In Rom. 7:7ff we may say in term3 of those writers that
Paul is adapting a medium of interpretation, or he is establishing inter¬
relationships between one cultural form (the drama) and another (his
Hebrew-Christian theology). He borrows the dramatic form in the interest
of a theological construction and says, "Let this form aid uxf erstanding
of that content". The form is strictly subordinate to the content and the
content is not exhausted by the form.
2. 3. Cave, "The Gospel of St. Paul", 1928, p.21, says that Paul as a Jew
would shun the theatre.
expression whioh we find so extensively in history in the cultural
phenomenon of the drama. "The drama is one of the least developed forms
of literary expressions in Hebrew Literature. Some have attributed its
modest achievements to the inherent contradiction between the monotheistic
spirit of the Jewish religion and the dualism implioit in drama * *
2«
In the oourse of a lengthy, oomposite article on "Theater", * L. Sowden
3
writes, "Neither biblioal nor talmudic literature contains anything
which can be described as 'theater' or 'drama* in the modern 3ense of
these terms. The Song of Moses (Ex. 15)* with its ohoric refrain in the
Song of Miriam, has often been cited as containing the rudiments of drama,
which began as a combination of song and dance. The same has been suggested
for the Song of Songs, and various attempts have been made with limited
success to arrange this book for performance. It would be ra3h to
suggest that writers of the Bible were quite untouched by the Athenian
drama which had developed on the fringes of the Israelite world in the
fifth century B.C.E. The Book of Job (dating probably from the fifth or
fourth oentuxy B.C.3.) conforms in a general way to dramatic principles.
It is written largely in dialogue, It shows expression of character, and
1. G. Shaked, "Hebrew Drama", Encyclopaedia Judaica. 6, 1971* Col.193*
H© also notes that "Dramatic elements and dialogues are already found in
the Book of Job and, at a later period, in the piyyut (the Hebrew
liturgical Hymn)
2. Enoyolopadia Judaica, 15, 1971, Col.'a 1049-1077.
3. ibid. Col. 1049.
it contains dramatic incidents. If there were in biblical writing
tendencies toward formal dramatic composition, they reached their
furthest development in Job. However, presentations of the Book of Job
on the stage have fallen short of proving that it was written for
performance."
1
He continues with regard to the post-biblical period, "On the
whole, post-biblical literature is without any works intended for
performance in a theater^ But the rabbi3 were fully aware of and
generally disapproved of the theaters, amphitheaters, and circuses that
existed in their Hellenistic-Roman world. They discouraged attendance
at the theater except in certain circumstances The rabbis of the
Talmud taught that one should not go to theaters or circuses because
sacrifices were offered in honour of the idols. When no such sacrifices
were offered it was still prohibited to be present since persons watching
the clown?and buffoons performing would transgress the prohibition
against sitting in 'the seat of the scornful' (P3.1:l)."
2*
L. Sowden asserts * that evidence suggests that the pious kept
aloof from the theatre but many others did not. "It Is considered that
one of the purposes of Ezekiel of Alexandria in writing his biblical
tragedies'^* was to divert Jews from attendance at pagan theaters. This
1. op. cit., 15, Col.'s 1049-1050.
2. ibid. Col. 1050.
3. L. Sowden describes these as the exception to the absence of drama in
post-biblical writing. The date is first century B.O. h
indicates that Jews were regularly to be found among the theater-going
1 2•
publio." * He goes on, * "The theaters that arose in Palestine during
the Hellenistio period were largely swept away by the Maccabean War (167
B.C.B.), but a revival of forms of entertainment took place in the next
century under Herod, and the larger oities including Jerusalem had
theaters, amphitheaters, and hippodromes. These were gentile institutions.
There was no attempt at creating a Jewish playhouse.".
Paul then, it may be assumed, did not express his mind naturally
3
or easily from this direction. * We have combed through the Bpi3tie3 in
searoh of words and figures derived from the drama with the most meagre
results O&utftp-/ is used figuratively in 1 Cor.4s9, on which Arndt-
Gingrich comments, "what one 3ees at the theater, 'a play, spectacle'".^"*
Proved olassioal references are very few indeed and are used in no way
that is important to any argument. E. Howell finds two references only
to the poets in Paul's Epistles (l Cor.l5*33j Tit.l:12) and two in the
1. G. La Piana, "Foreign Groups in Rome during the First Centuries of the
Empire", H.T.R., 20 (1927), 370, mentions Roman Jews on the stage which is
an interesting example of cultural accommodation. L. Sowden speaks of
Jews on the stage and in the auditorium in the time of Nero.
2. op. cit«, 13, Col.1050.
3. We shall leave the question of Paul's acquaintance with Greek culture
and the proportions between his debt to Judaism and to the Greek world
until later.
4. Arndt-Gingrich, op. cit., p.354. of. J.H. Moulton and G, Milligan,
"The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament", 1930, p.285j C.K. Barrett, "The
First Epistle to the Corinthians", 1968, p.110.
speeches attributed to hini in Aota (Ao.9:5» 17:28). He sees possible
echoes of the dramatists in a few places but he labours at the task of
establishing connections."''* Perhaps the obscurity of the draiisatio form
of 7:7ff which has in our view prevented its general recognition, is
connected not only with a certain lack of expertise in the execution,
but also with a reluctance on Paul*3 part to identify himself too
obviously with an art form which was alien to his religious heritage.
If he does not do it brilliantly it is most remarkable that he does it
at all. Can it be that the Epistle's destination in the capital of the
empire loosened his inhibitions just a little?
Perhaps the nearest we can get to this form of expression in Paul
is his frequent use of metaphor * and also his adoption of apocalyptic
images from the rich stock in Judaism. These latter comprise pictures in
the mind rather than spectacles on the stage. Is there some remote
connection between the concentration on the apocalyptic mode of thought
in Judaism and the rejection of the drama, in that when one avenue of
expression is blocked emphasis comes to be placed on alternatives?
1. "St. Paul and the Greek World", Expository Times, 71 (i960), 328-332.
3. Cave's reservation, op. cit., p.21, that the absence of classical
quotations in Paul's Epistles is not in itself conclusive that he was
ignorant of such and that the nature of the Epistles do not lend itself
to their use, is reasonable. H.J. Schoeps, "Paul", 1961, p.49, describes
Paul as a city intellectual who uses images from the theatre among other
souroes, but he does not enlarge.
2. of. W. Quanbeck, "Theological Reorientation", Interpretation.14 (i960),
271» A.M. Hunter, "Teaching and Preaching the New Testament", 1963, pp.76ff.
In other words have we here an instance of cultural displacement? In any
case Paul did not really require the devices provided by the drama. He
had categories ready to hand and in profusion in the history of the
people of &od. Who needs to embark on flights of fancy when there are
in abundance stories and incidents, rituals and characters from the past?
It mi^it be interesting to consider whether the con/ erse applies. Is
the abandonment of biblical categories and modes accompanied by an
increase of interest in the drama?
In spite of the alien nature of the drama to the Hebrew ethos,
two factors help us to understand why Paul should have recourse to the
dramatic portrayal of ftlff, The first lies in his theological outlook
and the second in his own personality.
H# Wheeler Robinson exposed a rich vein which scholars have mined
with profit, when he laid bare that aspect of Old Testament thou^it for
which he coined the phrase "corporate personality"."'"* In its relation
1. "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality", Warden und -esen des
Alten Testaments. 1936, pp.49-62. Thi3 aspect of O.T. thought was not
unknown before, (Robinson refers to W.R. Smith, "Lectures on the Religion
of the Semites", 1927, p.4l), hut H.W. Robinson's article w&3 a significant
point of departure. He identifies some main aspects of the concept: a. the
unity constituted by its extension into the past and the future; b. the
characteristic "realism" which distinguishes it from personification and
makes the group a real entity actualised in its members; o. the fluidity
of reference whereby thought oscillates from the one to the many and vice
versa without notice given; d. its maintenance even after the development
of an individualistic emphasis within it. Robinson also indicates three
important applications of the concept: a. the representation of the nation
by outstanding figures; b. the "I" of the Psalms and the Servant in Isaiah;
c, the relation of members of the group to one another, of. also H.W.
Robinson, "Inspiration and Revelation in the Old Testament", 1946, pp.70f,
81ff and "The Characteristic Dootrines", Record and Revelation, ed. H.W.
Robin3on, 1938, pp.332f.
to Pauline theology the oonoept has been studied in depth by it.P. Shedd.1*
We instance a few of the numerous statements made by him which provide
material for our argument, "The unity of all mankind is a presupposition
transferred without ohallenge from Judaism and the Old Testament into
2.
the theology of the Epistles of Paul." "It is with the Church, the hew
Humanity, created and constituted through solidarity with Josus the
Messiah that the theology of Paul is primarily concerned,"^* "The
Israelite thinks in universals rather than atomistioally...Shedd
identifies "oscillation" between the individual and the group, the one and
C
the many, as a characteristic of the Hebrew thought prooess. * He uses
the phrase "oontinuou3 contemporaneity" to emphasise the connection of a
generation with the past and with the future.^*
Shedd affirms that the fact of Israel's unity is often expressed
through the medium of analogy. "An almost innumerable series of metaphors
"7
and similes represent Israel throughout the Talmud and Midrash." We think
1. "Man in Community", A study of St. Paul's Application of Old and Early







that when Paul contrived his sustained figure in 7s7-25 he was exhibiting
this sane habit of mind. The corporate personality concept was part of
the furnishing of hi3 mind."*"" It is the theologioal presupposition of the
literary form in question, * or we oan turn the proposition round and say
that this literary device enables large i33ues to be handled easily and
neatly - in the right and skilled hands.
The personality trait in Paul which helps to render the unusual
form understandable is his adaptability on which so many writers comment
although all do not evaluate it in the same way.^* We hold that this
1. On the importance of the corporate personality concept in Paul see:
W. Wrede, op. oit., pp.Slfj E.S. Elli3, "Paul's Use of the Old Testament",
1957, p.136; C.A. Anderson Scott, op. oit., pp,155f> P.P. Bruce, op. cit.,
p.126; T.W. Manson, "Ethics and the Gospel", I960, pp.l6f; d.D. Davies,
"Paul and Rabbinic Judaism", 1955, pp.101, 268. The ooncept underlies the
considerable use J. Munck makes of the representative function, eg. "Christ
and Israel", 1967, pp.98ff and "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", 1959,
p.278. H. Wheeler Robinson, op. cit., p.57, quoting from Mowinokel and in
relation to the "I" of the O.T. Psalms, provides the very suggestive
statement, "the community is 'the great ego'".
2. The doctrine of the "Two Impulses" is likewise part of Paul's stock-in-
trade. We think that the crucial importance of Paul's Christological
reassessment of the law would suggest caution in assuming too direct a
dependence on the rabbinic dootrine in the portrayal of 7:7ff• Moral
tension is a universal experience however it may be described. The corpora
:ate personalily doc trine is not as common coin, although known outside
Israel.
3. J. Klausner, "?rom Jesus to Paul", 1944, pp.429, 591, deprecates the
quality - "a thoroughgoing opportunist", "a clever politician". W, //rede,
op. cit., p,35 speaks of Paul's pliancy. J. '^eiss, op. cit., 1, pp.4l6ff,
writes of Paul's versatility in the Epistles. C.H. Dodd's essay
t Studia Paulina in honorem Jphannis Zwaan. edd. J.N, Sevenster
and W.C. van Unnik, 1953, pp.135^# studies the principle of adaptability
in Paul's missionary attitudes as enunciated in 1 Cor.9s19-22, C.B, Caird,
op. cit., p.102, calls Paul an opportunist in missionary method, cf. also
M. Dibelius (ed. W.C. Kummel), "Paul", 1953, pp.44f.
inventive component in Paul's make-up made it possible for him to attempt
c
just one this literary innovation. The form may have been alien to his
culture but it was not impossible for his mind.
/
The Multiple Use of v"<^cp in 7?7-25#
Befbre we leave consideration of the form of 7*7-25 and turn to
an analysis of the structure, we must emphasise that our understanding
/
of Vc^-cS in the passage must not be too narrow. An insight into the
dramatio form of presentation as well as the exegesis itself rescues us
/
from the error of defining the vcjucs in too precise a fashion. The law
is a character playing a role in a drama. This character is a cipher, a
Symbol, a representative term. We should not ask too closely concerning
the clothes the oharaoter wears. It i3 the role played and not the
clothes worn that matters. I© have to adopt, or rather we have to
/
reoognise, a multiple interpretation of Vcp£$ . If there are rough edges
and blurred dividing lines in the picture which we draw this is quite
acceptable and indeed is exactly what we should expect on account of the
ohosen literary form. It only signifies the form of presentation and the
limits which this imposes. We cannot look for the preoision of a text¬
book devoted to exact descriptions.
We must look in four directions in order to do justice to the
/
use of vs/*-OS in the dramatio interlude of 7*7-25*
1. The Mosaic Law is in view. This is axiomatic The writer is Paul
once separated to the Law, now separated to the Gospel. He is writing to
a Church which includes Jewish Christians, perhaps in the majority#
Prior reference to the Law has been made in the Epistle, A history of
strife lies behind him in whioh he faced Jews and Judaiser3 pleading for
the Law instead of the Gospel or in addition to the Gospel.
2. The Genesis preoept is in view. We have shown that we have found
the cumulative evidenoe of a Genesis allusion compelling. This is so even
without the essay of S. Iyonnet, whose argument has however strengthened
the case.
1 /
3. In 7*21 * is used in the sense of "principle" or "rule".
v f
1. In patristic times the reference in <c-V v'c/m/ in v21 was assumed to
be to the Mosaic Law and the consequent difficulty was felt from an early
date, on which see the exoellent note of E.H. Gifford, "The Epistle of St.
Paul to the Romans", 1886, p.145. We adopt the figurative sense here,
cf. Arndt.-Gingrich, p.544s "a rule governing one's aotions, a principle
or norm"; so also W.G. Kummel; W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam; J.B. Lightfoot
"the law of ny being"; 0. Kuss; 0. Michel; A. van D'vilmen, "Die Theologie
des Gesetzes bei Paulus", 1968, p.H5j H. Kleinkneoht and W. Gutbrod, "Law",
1962, p.105; P.J. Leenhardt; K.E. Kirk; A.M. Hunter; C.E.B. Granfield;
P.P. Bruce; N.S.B., The Jerusalem Bible; R. Bultmann, "Theology of the
Hew Testament", 1, p.259, etc. In 3s21-23 ^[>cS is used in both senses,
Mosaic Law and Principle; of. 7s23 and 7:23 where it is defined by the
genitivus auotoris; also 8:2, J. Denney, "St. Paul's Epistle to the
Romans", E.G.T., 2, p.642, finds a reference to the Mosaic Law in 7*21, as
also do A...Schlatter, T. Zahn. K. Barth, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1533,
p.266. Denney argues that a), "principle" is too modern - but then Paul
did not have our sophisticated vocabulary at his disposal (of. C.S.B.
Cranfield, "St. Paul and the Law", 3.J.T., 17 (1964), p.55). If a wide
variety of terms is not available the only course is to use existing term3 with
multiple meanings. Elaboration of terminology comes later. Denney's
comment on v22, "Here also vc^5 is not used in the modern, physical
sense but imaginatively", shows that he leans to the view whioh he rejects,
b). £_ in Paul is always oonnected with legislative authority - but
we can allow for this. "Principle" includes an element of authority. It
is a statement of what is seen to happen. It holds good invariably and so
there is an element of necessity in it. This view is supported by the
fact that v21 is a summary of the preceding in whioh the "I"'a lack of (
freedom has been emphasised, o). The erg, clause does not explain VqmW
and so Denney reads "This is what I find the law - or life under the law -
to oome to in experiences when I wish to do good, evil is present with me".
But this i3 not the only possible explanation. It suits just as well to
Thg is also the case in v23."*"*
/
4. An extension is required whioh will widen the application of vhpc s •
If we fail to make this extension and interpret vcp-CS too rigidly, we
simply find ourselves having to make reservations and exceptions. Thus
2
O.K. Barrett * speaks of the primary concern of the passage as "the
X
meaning of law and religion" • He says it aocounts for " the role at
religion in man's experience". He also treats >+* as a paraphrase
or shorthand for the Old Testament religion and henoe for all religion.
c( \ f
(comtM) ^take the o-ri clause as defining Tfcv vcpcv7 . It is anticipated
by Tto £?£.\pv'Tc •rtccecy to" , whioh points to the dative of the
second for emphasis, (so 0. Kuss, 0. Miohel, W. Gutbrod..A. van, N
Dulraenj; , against J., 4urray.) This i3 preferable to taking ~t3 peXgi/Tc efux
with icv as a dativus inoommodi. We add that we have to
work from the actual text before U3 and should only assume that it is
"equivalent to" something else as a last resort. There is no need to do
so here. C.K. Barrett, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1962, p.149 (of. p.83
on 3s27; suggests, that "principle" is "too philosophical" and, basing on
3s27, he takes as "religious system" whioh seems very inappropriate
in the case of 7*21. His phrase "law-like rule" (p.149), also appears
suspiciously like "prinoiple" as we understand it. 0ur view is confirmed
by v22 where Th_ is,qualified by , whioh has to be added in
order to differentiate v<->c5 from its U3e in v21»
n
1. In grepoy Vcyoy , v23, we have the figurative use onoe more. It is a
law like the law of God because it imposes an absolute olaim. But it is a
different law beoause in it the "I" is addressed by a different authority,
not by G0d but by sin. The fact that oan be used in this figurative
way derives from the primary use of w>u?5 with reference to God. It is
"eine Entartung des wahren Gesetzes", (0. Miohel, op. oit., p.179).
H. hietzraann, ad.loo., says that it equals "Willenarichtuag".
2. op. oit., pp.152, 140,
3. ibid. p.153. We note the term "role".
4. ibid. p.140.
R. Bultmann1, in similar fashion makes use of the phrase "the olaim of G0d"
in response to which man finds his "real self". P.J. Leenhardt * makes
the extension thus: ary man faoe to face with aqy law, i.e. any man
entangled in the situation of the legalist and claiming to obtain through
good works the favour of &od". G.L. Mitton * can speak of "any morally
earnest man". 0, Michel^* appreciates that if the exegetioal starting
point lies in the Genesis story then the Mosaic haw would ultimately be no
different from the natural law given also to the Gentiles as a "oreation
norm". We like the comments of M.-J, Lagrange in his Commentary, on 7s7ff»
for this very reason that he grasps olearly the multiple reference of
/
"^^5 , so that for him it is the Decalogue and Genesis and all positive,
Divine commandment.
1. Bultaann employs the concept of the real man, otherwise the real self,
will, existence, nature, life. Selfhood belongs to the nature of man so
that being man means being a specific self whioh is the subject of its own
willing and doing. Human existence consists in having a relationship to
oneself. The real self is the self whioh has become objectivised in
relation to himself. But man tries to attain selfhood self-reliantly out
of his own strength. In fact however he only finds his real self when he
surrenders to God's claim. It is one and the same thing to know his real
nature and to be determined by the claim of G0d. She real man knows that
the law is given for life. He wills the good and agrees with and delights
in the law. A perversion of the self results through a false will towards
selfhood. She "I" is not only weaic, as Kummel stresses, it is also deluded
(We have noted that Hummel fails to elaborate the deception of vll and that
Bornkamm makes the point forcibly.) A split develops. She "I" and the "I"
the self and the self, is divided. Human existence is a dichotomy. Man
destroys his true self. Sin beoomes the active subject within him. He
dies, that is, he loses his self.
2. op. cit., p.196.
3. op. oit., p.133.
4. op. oit., p.185.
In Romans 2:141* the law of the Gentiles has already opened the
/
door to an extension of beyond the Mosaic. In 1:18 - 3:20 all
men are regarded as being in the same condition and are aware of the fact
although in differing degree but always through the vt-^cs • In 7:1 the
referenoe is not to Roman or Jewish law in particular but to law as a
principle.1* We have already pointed out that the Law of Moses is itself
2
part of a process, a terminus ad mem and not only a terminus a quo.
We should also remember that the Law of Moses is wider than the Ten Words,
It has ceremonial and judicial as well as moral content, in fact it stands
for the total requirement in response to the Divine self-revelation.^*
/
The definition of vcpj^s is important not only for exegesis but
for its implications for the identity of the "I". If we restrict the
reference to the Ten fords then the "I" will be a Jew. If the reference
/
is wider then the "I" must be looated more broadly. If the
includes Exodus and Genesis and the absolute claim of God, then the "I"
must be given the widest reference. The dramatio presentation is most
/
admirably suited for just such a wide understanding. ±a portrayed
as a character in the dram and must therefore be understood from a broad
b&38.
1. cf. P. Benoit, op. oit», p.502, "1'example profane de Vll, 1-3".
2. of. R. Longenecker, op. cit., p.94 n25» in which he quotes from
&.P. Moore, "Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era", 1,
pp.262-277»
/
3. On Paul* 3 use of VciMj, in general, see especially E. de L'. Burton,
"The Epistle to the Galalians", 1920, pp.447ff.
We submit then, that in terms of literary form, 7?7-25 i3 an
explicit dramatisation in which a theologioal argument is presented
regarding the nature and function of the law, an argument which is
integral to the content of the Epistle and which reflects an important
aspeot of the historical situation of the Church and of the writer#
We have sought to show that hints of a recognition of this form, and in
a few instances only more than hints, are to be found in the literature.
While there is a proper element of surprise in this recognition which is
explained by the inhibitions of Paul's Hebrew outlook, there are also
balancing faotors in his theologioal presuppositions and in his personal
endowment#
THE LITERARY STRUCTURE OP 7:7-25. CHAPTER J,
If we are correct in our identification of the literary form of
7:7-25 &3 a dramatisation, it must be possible to analyse the structure
of the passage in a way that demonstrates the validity of our olaim. We
shall now attempt to do thi3. We find that the passage falls into five
clearly defined parts.
1. In w7-ll we have Soene One. In order of appearance we meet the law,
sin and the "I", The substance of the message is the relation of the law
and sin over against the "I".
2. In vvl2-13 we have Scene Two. In order of appearance we meet the law,
death, the "I" and sin. The substance of the message is the relation of
law and death over against the "I" interpreted in terms of sin.
3. In vvlA-24 we have Scene Three. This presents the fundamental
conflict which characterises the relationship between the law and sin as
this is manifested in the "I", The role which the "I" plays is determined
strictly by this oonflict. Law and sin together determine the "I". It is
very important to note that law and sin appear in vvlAff in a different
fashion from their previous appearance. They do not face one another on
the stage as in the first two scenes but are drawn into, interior!sed in,
internalised in the "IH, The "I" proceeds now in what we call a soliloquy.
What wa3 worked out in the first two scenes as a face to face encounter
is now further expounded in a monologue which takes place within the "I",
4, In v25& we have Soene Four, A new character makes but a brief
appearance, the "deua ex machina" as it were. The "I" is no longer the
leading character as in Scene Three but is set over against this other.
The message on this ocoasion is only hinted at. It will be developed in
Chapter 8 in a form other than the dramatic,
5, When we come to v25b the dramatic presentation is ended. The message
of the drama is sunmed qp ( Qj-V ) in a concluding antithesis, an epilogue
as it were, which stands outside the dramatisation proper.
Our exegetioal interest at this point lies towards the dramatic
struoture but first we affirm the general principle of the priority of
exegesis^"* in the interpretation of 7!7-25, By exegesis we mean that we
2
first consider eaoh scene * from within itself and then in relation to the
other scenes whioh means the context of the whole passage. We also bear in
mind the immediate connections whioh are, as we have seen, 7:1-6 and 8:Iff,
We also hold the passage within it3 wider context which is Chapters 6-8^*
although even this is only approximate, so close-knit i3 the argument
of Homans. Chapter 5 connects very closely with Chapter 6 and also with
1, of. W.G-, Kurnmel, op, oit., p,l23# C.K. Barrett, op, cit., p.lAO;
E, Ellwein, op, oit., p.266j 0, Michel, op, cit., p,171j F.J. Leenhardt,
op, cit,, p.l8l n2 observes that it is dogmatists rather than exegetes who
refer Bom, 7*7ff to the Christian experience of Paul, G-, Bornkamm, op, cit.,
p,87, asserts that we must 3peak from the text rather than about it: "So
exegesis here must to a large extent be simply a paraphrase, a descriptive
translation" •
2, We use the word "scene" to indicate the constituent parts of the drama.
A capital letter will be used only when a particular soene is in view.
3, It is significant that Kummel, Bultmann, Bomkamm and H, Braun all
begin their important essays on 7*7-25 by looating the passage within it3
epistolary context.
3:21-31 out of whioh arises the intervening Chapter 4« Then of course
the preface 1:1-17 intimates the general theme.The section 1:18 -
3:20 is related to what preoedes and to what follows as the bad news
to the good news. Chapters 9"H deal at length and with passion with
the place of the Jews in the saving purpose of God. The paraenetic
section which begins at 12:1 gives the ethical inferences of the
preceding Chapters. The more we study the Epistle the clearer becomes
the unity of the whole. Only when the above requirements have been met
do we look elsewhere in the Pauline corpus, the Pauline antecedents and
the contemporary world of Paul.
We will now consider more carefully eaoh of the five parts whioh
we have identified.
Scene One. w7-ll.
In the first scene we meet the three characters law, sin and the
"I". The substance of the message of this scene is the relation between
2 f 7
law and sin over against the "I". The formula "h. cvy gptx-p-fv indicates
1. Espeoially v3 and v5, "it is about His Son .... it is about Jesus Christ
our bordw (N.S.B. )j also w,l6f whioh serve as the "text" of the Epistle.
2. "The formula of transition" (b.F. Westoott, "St. Paul and Justification",
1913, p.269); "the formula of objection" (W.&. Kuamel, op. oit., p.123 "mit
der Einwandsformel"). The resemblance to the style of the Diatribe is often
noted. The Diatribe as such however is not the souroe of Paul's style which
is parallel to rather than derived from it. The Epistle and the Diatribe
share a common souroe whioh is the practical experience of public address
and debate. The cut and thrust of argument produces this particular
dialectioal-literaiy form in the Cynio-Stoio philosopher, the missionary
preacher and the modern debater. The sterotype appears wherever the situation
recurs. C.K. Barrett, op, cit., p.43 relates some of Romaps to Paul's debates
in synagogue and market-place. The negatory formula M yeveiTo. , found in
Romans more than in other Pauline Epistles (of. 3:4, &T"31j *>: 2, 15J 7:7,
13| 9:14; 11:1, 11; elsewhere 1 Cor. 6:15; Gal. 2:17; 3*2i and of. 6:14),
likewise reflects the dialeotioal situation.
a new stage in the argument, Paul brings into the open an obvious
objection which could be inferred from previous incidental referenoe3
to the law. We have argued that law must be understood here in a
comprehensive sense as Mosaic Law, Genesis precept and the absolute claim
of God, The dramatic form is ideally suited for thi3 broad understanding.
It limits the questions which we may sensibly ask and warns us against
demanding too precise definitions. The question at 3take in this 3oene
1,
is the nature of the connection which does certainly exist * between law
and sin. Paul tries to clarify and elaborate this connection. The
characters serve this purpose. The nI" is introduced as a means to this
end and not as an end in itself so that the chief interest in the scene,
as in the whole passage, is not the identity of the "I" but clarification
of the relationship between law and sin which is expressed through the
"I^'s encounter with law and sin.
We understand e-yvkk in v7 to imply both a theoretical and a
2
practical knowledge of sin. * The emphasis is on the practical but the
1. v7, expresses a concession (30 J, Denney, H. Lietzmann, W.G. Kuinmel,
0. Michel, 0. Kuss, A, van Dulman) to the emphatio denial. The inference
rejected is false but a matter of fact underlies it which Paul will elicit
and reinterpret. The structure of v7 is: v7a in its three parts poses the
question and gives the denial} v7b qualifies in that it extracts the
element of truth which underlies the false inference that the law is sin
and reshapes the conclusion in a way that retains a relation between law
and sin but of a different kind} v7o (end v8a) resumes this conclusion and
deepens our understanding by relating to and by
amplifying the reference to vi'M5 , ~ —
2, We have here a hypothetical statement with oCv omitted, of. W,G>
Kummel, op. cit., p.46} Blass-Debrunner-Punk opwoit., para. 360, 1,
The context enoourages us away from the indicative towards the hypothetical.
other cannot be excluded. R. Bultmann,"*" here as at 3:20, understands
practical experience only, H.J, Schoeps * sees the Jewish idea of the
ability to judge sin by the Torah. But this does not cone from nor is it
necessary to the context. In 2 Cor, 5s 21 the reference must be to the
practical knowledge of sin.^*
C- /
The emphasis in v8 is on which is the villain in the
tale or rather the plot. It is more than a "blind negative bias"^* or an
objective principle, Paul is personifying sin as a power which rules
5
man. It is an eneny, as the military figure suggests, who seizes the
commandment for its own purposes. It is more accurate here to describe
sin as a power which has man in its grasp than a3 a weakness or disease
in man. The emphasis is on man "under" sin, not on sin "in" man. Man is
controlled from beyond himself rather than flawed within himself, although
thi3 too could be asserted in a different context. Bin belongs to man's
1. "Theology of the New Testament", 1, pp.264f>cf. T.D.H.T., 1, p.703:
"the practical sense of familiarity is what i3 primarily meant in R.7:7..."j
also &, Bornkaram, op. oit., p,102 n5j 0. Michel, op. cit., p.172.
2. "Paul", 1961, pp.175, 151.
3. In support of a practical knowledge and conscious awareness of 3in
of. W.G-. Kummel, op. cit., pp.45, 49j P» Blaser, op. oit., p.!25j C.K,
Barrett, op. oit., p.l42{ 0. Kuss, op. cit., p»442; A. van Duliaen, op. oit.,
p,107l Murray, op. eit», p.249J A.J. Bandatra, "The Law and the Elements
of the World", 1964, pp.126, 137. P. Benoit prefers "intellectual under¬
standing" beoause practioal knowledge sacrifices too much to the view that
the text describes an experience. The change from kjY^v to
prevents tedious repetition and there is no change in meaning.
4. H.C.G-. Moule, "The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the homans", 1903,
p.128.
5. of. K.Q-. Kuhn, "New Light The Bprolls and the Lew Testament.
ed. K. Stendahl, 1958, pp.96ff, 104ff, on the "pattern of the two powers"
which he 3ays derives from Judaism and determines the logic of Rom, 6 and 7.
179.
existence and not only to his will.1. This is an important lesson to be
learned from 111ft» If we express this in terms of guilt then we must
2
speak first of objective guilt and then of subjective. * then we grasp
* /
this use of dy^Lprid we are less inclined to see a description of a
psychological process in these verses. Sin is an aotor playing a major
role in a drama. The difficult question of the origin of sin is quite
out of view here.^* He oan build towards it as a philosophical exercise
but it does not lie within the scope of the passage. The dramatic form
again limits the questions we are allowed to ask. The dramatic form also
3 /
requires that we do not press the question of how sin uses the t'vrckg
2 /
as an d-fcpP-Q in psychological terms.
* ' /
dystpTkj means that sin was inaotive. It was "without the
5 ^
activity corresponding to it", * "Sans force", powerless. does
1. W.G. Kummel, op. oit., p.50, (of. p.54), lists with approval authorities
who see in oip^prbx a demonic being which brings man into subjection to
himself. We do not think -there is any demonology here but instead a
dramatisation in which sin is represented "as if...." of. 3. Kasemann,
"Perspectives on Paul", 1971, p.26, who writes of the demonic sphere in
relation to the flesh as a "power". G. Bornkamm, op. oit., p.91, understands
a "mythological way of speaking' in which two subjects, sin and the "I",
confront one another, of. H.J. Sohoeps, op. cit., p.184: "The struggle,
which Paul depicts in semi-Eythological terms...."*; S. Stauffer, T.D.N.T.,
2, p.358, speaks of "demonic oounterpressure"; P. Tillich, "The Internal
Now", 1963, p.41:"Paul seldom speaks of sins, but he often speaks of Sin -
Sin in the singular with a capital *S*, Sin as a power that oontrols worlds
and mind, persons and nations".
2. of. J.G. McKenzie, "Guilt: Its Meaning and Significance", 1562, pp,128f.
3. of. G. Bornkamm, op. oit., p.91; A. van Dulmen, op. oit., p.109 nl20;
R. Bultmann'3 venture into this profound issue (Theology of the New
Testament", 1, pp.245f, of. p.269) is not exegetical but is made in terms
of his philosophical concept of "selfhood"•
V O * /
4. W.G. Kurnmel, op. oit., p.49. of. 6:11, meaning
"no loiter active in favour of sin", *"'**
/
5. M.-JT. Lagrange, "3p'itre aux Romains', 1950, p.169.
not mean non-existent. The problem of how sin can be present
vopoc * does not arise at this point. In fact Paul does not pronounce on
this issue anywhere in his Epistles. * When we grasp the draraatic form we
are safeguarded from asking such irrelevant questions. The characters are
on the stage. That is sufficient. We do not ask "whence does he come?"
His presence is the given starting point. We feel that the study of
Romans 7»7ff has often been prejudiced by the failure to recognise the
limitations imposed on interpretation by an appreciation of the chosen
dramatic form.
In v9 the assertions of w7f regarding the relationship of law and
1 ^
O" ""A v v '
sin are developed. The statement ^ gytov Vc^cC rfcrt is
*? \
important for our understanding of the £yui and 3hows clearly the problems
involved. We reject any referenoe to Paul's own childhood or youth based
/
on yCoXt and for the following reasons.
1. It is diffioult to give the hypothesis definite content. We find
ourselves becoming engaged in a guessing game. Was it at age seven, or age
ten, or age thirteen? Or perhaps it was an undefined age which varies in
different people? The formal bar aitzvah concept does not apply here. It
1. )4'F^ * we a1*6 on common ground in 7:,8; 5:13; 4:15 and 1 Cor.
15:5o. In 7:8 "without law" there is no for already existing sin
which is inactive. In 5:13 there is no reckoning (i.e. placing to one's
aooount of guilt, of. W.G-. Kummel, op. oit., p.50) of sin which nevertheless
exists in the absence of law. In 4:15 there is no ^p'x.^6iS where there is
no law, that is, no conscious violation of a known commandment. In 1 Cor.
15:56 we have the same thing expressed positively. The Soyu/ns of sin is
;the law. In 1:16 is applied to the Gospel. We could substitute
for Sc\^-hi5 without any shift of meaning, of, also Gal. 3*19.
2» A. Sabatier, "The Apostle Paul", 1891, p.290 nl: "Paul nowhere expressly
speaks of the origin of evil; perhaps he never even considered this meta-
:phy3ioal question", of. W« Wrede, op. oit., p.94; H. Wheeler Robinson,
"The Christian Doctrine of Man", 1926, p.118 nl. R.P. Shedd, op. cit.,
pp.78-87 reviews the search for the origin of sin in Judaism.
]_
belongs to a much later period. *
2. In fact the child is never completely without law in some 3hape
or form, This is time generally but even more so in the case of the Jew
2.
and the Pharisee family in particular.
3. The picture of children as happy innocents is a romantic fiotion.
So also is the idea of the undeveloped society existing blissfully in
*
primal state without law.
4. In his Epistles Paul speaks very seldom of his youth. The important
passage Phil. 3:6f, shows pride not remorse when he so reminisces. The
C ' h*
law is described there as Ke/y>n • The emphasis in Gal. 1:14 is
likewise on zeal and not on guilt.
1. cf. W.G-, Kumrael, op. cit., pp.82f.
■f /
2. cf. G-. Bornkamm, op. cit., p.93; H. Lietzmann, "An die Homer", 1928,
PP«73f; P. Blaser, op, oit., p.H7j R.N. Longeneoker, op. oit., p.95.
3. of. J. Denney, op. cit., p.640; K. Barth, "The Epistle to the Romans",
1933, pp.248f; A.M. Hunter, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1955, p.72.
4. In support of our position on Phil. 3:6-7 of. R. Bultmann, "Paul",
Existence and Faith. 1961, p.115 and "Theology of the New Testament", 1, p.266j
E.J. Leenhardt, op. cit., p.181; O.K. Barrett, op. oit., pp,151f; E. Ellwein,
op» oit., p.257j G-. Bornkamm, op. cit., p.93; P. Benoit, op. cit., pp.503,
504 n4; A.J. Bandstra, op. cit., p.141 (of. p.147); W. kanson, "Jesus and
the Christian", 1967, p.l55; S. Stauffer, op. oit., pp.358, 36lf who makes
a distinction between the standpoint of the Jew and the Christian as
provisional and final respectively; J. Blank, op. cit., p.12. But see
also C.L. Mitton, "Romans vii Reconsidered", Expositor'/ Times. 65 (1953-54),
pp.lOOf; R.N. Longeneoker, op. oit., pp.97, 116; P. Althau3, "Reply to
A. Nygren", Theologisohe Literaturzeitung, 8 (1958), Col.'s 480-1. For Paul's
own reoollection of his Pharisaic days of. Gal. I:l3f; 1 Cor. 15:9J Rom. 11:
1: 2-Cor. 11:22; see also Ao. 22:3; 26:5, and of. W.G•. Kummel, op. cit.,
pp.lllff.
5. Paul is writing to a oomiaunity in which he was not personally known,
that is, known through personal visit. It is unlikely that he who was
in normal literary circumstances reticent about his youth, would indulge
in personal recollections on this particular ocoasion. It would at
least be out of keeping with the general tenor of the Epistle.
In rejecting a personal reference here on the part of Paul, we
turn away from a biographical and psychological interpretation of the
passage.
The same reasoning applies to £XaV * for the meaning of which
we must look in two directions. We look first to the immediate oontext.
' ~> / .
CjUV both follows and balances '"'gK-'ftx in v8 and anticipates aftrfctUyci/
in vlO. Paul is thinking characteristically in antitheses: without law -
under law; I lived - I died. It is the contrast that is important and
the transition implied. A. van Dulmen2, shows that with certain
exceptions ^'9 is normally found in an antithetical relation to
OoLtiji-fcS or some similar term such as tyyn ,
. / '
, v£-Kfec'v' • In other words it is the antithesis which gives content
J /
to the term • We then look to the background of the passage in Gen.
3. Paul is theologising about a particular issue, namely, the relation
1. 0. Kuss, op. cit., p.44-5# shows at length that is used by Paul
in many shades of meaning: physical life; to lead one's life; to possess
salvation; or as applied to Christ and to Cod. His conclusion is that
nothing arises out of the usage which is decisive for in v9.
Arndt-Gingrioh, op. cit., pp.336f lists the uses of at length and
takes 7s9 to refer to "the supernatural life of the child of God". But
there is no discussion and the assumption is not defended.
2. op. ait., p.181 n62
of law and sin with reference to the mythology of Genesis. 5:12-21 has
already prepared the reader to think in sal-ration history terms. The
"I" lived in the sense that the commandment has not yet sent forth its
1
penal consequence of death. It is life "before" the dominion of that
death which is the work of sin which seizes opportunity through the
commandment. "Life i3 that to which religion points, when it directs
2#
man to be content with the place in creation that God has aocorded him". *
The question "when" this life was, is as inadmissible as the question
"when" did Adam live. Again the dramatic form forbids us from pursuing
such questions.
An appreciation of the dramatio form also helps us to interpret
the equation :"without law" is to life, as "under law" is to death. Law
and sin are characters in the drama whose roles are enunciated over
against the "I". Their roles control that of the "I". Wq learn how it
is with the "I", only by observing the parts plsyed by law and sin.
«3.
This dramatisation enables Paul to theologise about the "timeless age
which is no age on the time scale, yet to which all men belong, because
all belong there, as they also belong to Genesis 3, lines of communication
oan be drawn in many directions; to the Jews, to humanity as a whole,
to Paul himself. Any one of these may be mistakenly adopted as the
1. of. E. Best, "The Letter of Paul to the Romans", 1967, p»82, "Death is
both the result of sin (6:23) and its punishment (5:12-21 cf. G«n. 2:17)".
2. C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p. 144.
3» K. Barth, op. cit., p.245.
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exclusive interpretation. Hence the confusion sometimes encountered in
the understanding of this passage and the variety of interpretations
offered.
We must understand the "dying" in vlO in similar fashion. It is
not a psychological event in which something dies "in" the "I". The
death, like the life, is not located "within" the "I". The "I" lives or
dies depending on its relation with G-od as that is determined by sin.
Paul has already spoken of death as the inevitable consequence of sin
in the figure of the two masters in Chapter 6. The "wages" one receives
i3 in the coin of the master whom one serves. We are dealing here with
objective theology presented dramatically, not with subjective analysis
employing introspection. The death means separation from ^od.^* The sin
which revives comes between the "I" and God. G-enesis once more provides
the background. In Genesis 2; 17 (cf. 3:19) death is the threatened
punishment for disobedience, and estrangement and exile are together the
consequenoe of the primal sin. It is not simply physical death that is
in view, although that is both part of it and a symbol of it. This
present life apart from Christ is itself that death.
In vll the dramatio figure continues. Sin is spoken of as
2 (- /
deoeiving and slaying the "I", K. Bultmann * says that appears
It
1. of. W.G-. Kuramel, op. cit,, p.124# 0. Kuss, op. cit., p.445» P. Berioit,
op. cit., pp.488f, gives a helpful note on the comprehensive use of tkvxfo.s
in Paul.
2. "Theology of the Hew Testament", 1, p.245#
in vll as if it were a "personal being". W.G. Kumrnel * comments that its
results characterise it as demonio. Sin shows its oharacter as a "power"
in what it produces, in its living quality, in its "capacity to induce
disobedience". * Again we reject any psychological or autobiographical
explanation of the deception. Thi3 is a theological argument using the
dramatio form and influenced by the Genesis background.
The deception of sin consists- in the false promise of life which
it holds out to the "I". Two statements have already been made which
help us to understand this. In v8 sin produces in the "I" every kind of
gTaSujuiot , The "I" is deceived into imagining that these desires will
bring life. In fact they bring and can only bring death. The mistake
lies in thinking that life can come from within, from the action of the
"I", whereas in fact it oan only come from without, from the aotion of
God. This awareness erupts suddenly and briefly in Scene Pour in positive
terms. The very existence of oovetousness therefore is evidence of the
working of sin and of the deception of the "I" and of the inevitable
destix^y of death. In vlO the commandment was originally given with a
view to life. The "I" is deceived in expeoting the commandment to yield
life. It cannot do so beoause of sin. The "I" does not encounter the
commandment at first hand but only at second hand with sin coming between.
The "I" does not deal with the commandment directly but with the
1. op. cit., p.54.
2. J.A.T. Robinson, "The Body", 1952, p.36.
oom;nandment-in-the-hands-of-sin, Neither does the "I" encounter sin
directly in which case its evil nature and fatal consequences would be
clearly 3een. It encounters sin-using-the-oommandment. So sin thrusts
forward the commandment and wreaks its havoc from behind this shield.
The 3ame principle is found in a different setting in 2 Cor. 11:14, where
Satan is said to "masquerade" (N.S.B.) as an angel of light.
Another important assertion is thus made about the "I". It has
its essence in deception.1* No other existence is open to the "I". Sin
and its foroed accomplice, the commandment, constitute the "I" in
deception. It must be understood dearly that God did not give the "I"
thi3 creation destiny. It became 30 inevitably when the "I" encountered
the commandment-in-the-hands-of-sin. We repeat that the origin of sin Is
not in question here. The oharaoter is there on the stage* The
limitations imposed by the form prevent us from asking where he came
from. Sin is the villain. That is the message and that only.
We should note that the outcome is the same whether the law is
2
appraised nomistioally or anti-nomistloally. * In the former oase the "I"
1. of. G-. Bornkamm, op. cit., pp.9If. He brings out well that the
essential and only life of the "I" lies in deception and death. Kummel
is weak in his assessment., of this deception. He devotes surprisingly
little consideration to £%qjtit'rq6e\f \x£ # His refusal to entertain a
G-enesis referenoe seems to inhibit him at this point.
2. The terms are Borakamm,s, op. cit., p.90. K. Barth, "A Shorter
Commentary on Romans", 1959* pp.82f is very helpful here; of. R. Bultmann,
"Theology of the New Testament", 1, p.267. R.N. Longenecker, op. cit.,
also makes formal use of these terms.
tries to win life by accomplishment. The end sought is thus thought to
lie within hi3 own ability. This i3 "the contempt of God's grace, the
human effort to lay hands on that which God wants to be and to do for us,
the endeavour to 3ave, safeguard and exalt ourselves, while he wants to
be our 30le salvation, safeguard and exaltation. All that God has
forbidden has been forbidden because in its origin and it3 essence it is
this one forbidden thing, the aot of our hatred of God's graoe". * This
i3 deception, the fundamental misunderstanding of the true being of the
"I". In fact, by which we mean as God knows it, "life" lies outside our
circumference, above and beyond us in God. A straight line runs from
this thought of deception to the concept of boasting as Paul uses it of
which mention has already been made. Deoeption reveals itself in the
object of one's boasting. Faith likewise reveals itself in the object
of its boasting, which is God or Christ or the Cross or afflictions in as
far as strength from above is manifested in them.
? ' j >
o^'TTgyC-r£iy/fcy must be understood in line with chce&cLvcx,' and
C\J in vlO and over against in v9. The emphasis is on the
death rather than the life. This reflects the vigour of the role plqyed
by sin. The writer has control over his plot. He makes the terms mean
what he wants them to mean in the interest of his message. Therefore we
1. of. 10:3.
2. K. Barth, op. oit., p.83.
should not give ky^Jv here the full meaning of eternal life as in the
usual Pauline antithesis. Life and death are employed here in a
theologioal discussion of the relation of man to God, as far as that is
or is not determined by sin. The discussion is influenced by the Genesis
drama and therefore is cast in dramatic form. The death i3 not a
psychological phenomenon such as a feeling of despair or a premonition
of doom or an awareness of a fatal consequaice. It is a present reality,
ontological not psychological. The "I" has its essence in death as well
as in deception. The double statement that sin deceives and slays
"uncovers the basis of ay existence"."'"* Sin thus belongs both to the
existence and to the understanding of the "I". This death is the only
life open to the "I" since the "I" has sought life in the wrong direction,
remaining alternative to the life which comes from without, from beyond,
from above, that is, from God.
2. Scene Two. w!2-l3.
We may regard vl2 as the closing verse of the first scene in
which case the first two scenes would oomprise yyJ-12 and v!3. Each
would then opera with a rhetorical question answered by the emphatic
^SVcc-fc . The resemblance to the style of the Diatribe might be held to
support this arrangement. It seems to suit the context better however
in (v8), in accomplishment of its own (10:3). It is the one
/
1. G. B0rnkamm, op. cit., p.92.
1. c/
to regard vl2 as the opening verse of the scene. In either case acsts.
2
("accordingly") introduces the conclusion * towards which Paul has been
working in answer to the question with which v7 opens. vl2 gives the
conclusion of Paul's argument as this affects the law and indicates why
the passage is rightly desoribed as a defence of the law. It elaborates
the conviction which underlies the emphatic denial of v7a. There is no
question of a concession being made "in spite of" what has been said in
w7-ll. The conclusion follows as a direct and necessary consequence of
/
the argument which establishes that the , understood in its
comprehensive sense, belongs to the order of God.
The construction of vl3 is complicated. In it Paul ask3 the
question arising from vlO (and vll), "Doe3 the law bring death?", as in
v7 he has asked the question, "Is the law sin?". The answer is again a
defence of the law the authority of which is preserved and aiy possibility
that good can produce evil is discounted. The three characters who have
appeared in the first scene - law, sin, the "I" - are presented again
and are now joined by a fourth, death. The role of any one of these
characters is not an independent one but is determined by the role of the
others. here as in vvlO-11, is again theologioal in meaning
1. This arrangement is evident in the paragraphing of the N.3.B., "The
Jerusalem Bible", the version of J.B. Phillips and "Good hews for Modern
Man (Today's English Version)". R.S.V. begins the new paragraph with vl3.
2. So 0. Miohel, op. oit., p»174> 0. Kuss, op. cit., p.449; G. bornkamm,
op. oit., p.94# C.F.D. Moule, "An Idiom-Book of New Testament Greek", 1959,
p.144.
and not psychological.^"* It is separation from God. Concerning the
2
familiar Jewish praotioe of connecting sin and death, E. Beat writes,
"The connexion between the death of men and the sin and death of /-dam
had already been taught among the Jews prior to Paul, but it does not
appear in the Old Testament outside Gen. The Old Testament was more
oonoemed to emphasise the fact that men did sin than to explain why
they sinned". The issue at stake in this scene is the connection between
the law and death. Paul i3 oaught with the paradox that law and death are
somehow related. The "somehow" is the problem. He ha3 to find a way of
saying that the law is the occasion of sin without also having to say
that it is the cause. He therefore adjusts the sequence to read sin-law-
death, instead of a direot law-death. This adjustment is made by means
of the technical device of the role-playing oharaoters. Again we must
beware of raising philosophical problems whioh are irrelevant to the
text. The intention of the presentation is a limited one. It identifies
sin as the basis of evil and therefore as the bringer of death. Thus
it shifts the blame away from the law. We oan of course disouss any
philosophical problem we choose provided that we reoognise the point
at which we pass from exegesis of the actual text in its dramatic form
to an abstraction which is not connected directly with the paaaa^e.
1. of. O.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.14-5* "It is to be noted that this verse
betrays not the least interest in psychology...." He goes on to apeak of
"the- doom of creation separated from the Creator".
2. "The Letter of Paul to the Romans", 19&7, P»6l.
ef
The two almost identical cvU clauses explain how sin can use
H ■ '*1 ■! *
the law and the explanation is given in functional or dramatic terms.
The law has a role to pl^y which is to reveal the true nature of sin.
In contrast to sin which has a role as deceiver presenting the facts as
they are not, the law has a role as revealer presenting the fact of sin
as it is, which means as it is to God, This connection between the law
and sin is not accidental but is of divine purpose. Sin reveals itself
"offenbar naoh gottliohem Ratschluss"• * The problem of how sin uses the
law may be illumined by the Christologioal analogy from the Gospels,
where (cf. Lk.Ill 37-54) a running fight is waged between Jesus and the
Pharisees and Scribes. They regard Jesus as fundamentally irreligious
in that he opposed their understanding and praotioe of religion and
therefore as anti-God. He who was good was hailed as evil. The Son of
God was crucified in the name of God. The Cross was engineered from
religious motives, the political motives being secondary. In the case of
the law "that which was good" was u3ed for evil ends. A# the hostile
reaotion to Jesus revealed the truth oonoerning the Pharisees and their
religion so the use made of the law by sin reveals the true nature of
2*
sin. * We cannot tell whether Paul was familiar with this Chistological
1. 0, Kuss, op. cit., p.450. of. P. Blaser, op. cit., p.136: "...dieser
Missbrauoh des Gesetzes duroh die Siinde war von Gott vorausgesehen und
beabsiohtigt., . .
2. of. 1 Cor. 2:8, "if they had (known) .... they would not have
$4E.B.). The evil powers went beyond the point at which their interests were
served and the issue turned against them.
analogy so applied, but he oertainly did make a Chriatological critique
of the law.
<7
The matter is important and so the second i\M, olause intensifies
1 £ e /
the first. * It adds r> for clarity and makes a significant
addition in the adverbial phrase vrrepf3cj\qv Sin exceeds itself
when it challenges God by perverting the law which i3 his good gift, but
it cannot succeed because sin does not contend with God as an equal,
God does not appear in this dramatisation as a character on equal footing
with sin, law and death. The disconnection of the fourth scene emphasises
this as we shall see. The law does two things: it helps sin to the
7 /
detriment of man by providing an qL^c^lti j it also inflicts an injury
x
on sin and thus fulfils its time destiny. * The latter function is the
new thought. It gives the law an active and positive role a3 well as the
<•/ i
more passive role of the first olause. * Again the Christological
« &
1. W.G. Kummel, op. oit», p.57, 3ets out the text in a way which shows
clearly the parallelism between the two clauses.
2. The phrase occurs five times in Paul and only in the "pillar" Epistles,
here and 1 Cor.l2:31j 2 Cor.l:8j 2^17; Gal.lt23. B.F. Westoott, "St.
Paul and Justification", 1913, pp.273f, offers the salutary comment:
"Every writer has favourite phrases, which vary at different times of his
life. This is sometimes forgotten by persons who lay much stress on
vocabulary, as a never-failing test of authenticity".
» •
3. of. W.G, Kummel, op, oit., p.57.
1+• cf. E. Stauffer, T.D.N.T., 2, p.358* "The divine impulsion is turned
into its opposite by demonic counter-pressure. But everything enterprised
against God finally destroys itself ...."
analogy is relevant. Jesus Christ gave himself to the use of sin without
surrendering his prior right to use sin. A3 in his case life sprang
from the dead by an act of God, so out of the condemnation and death
effected by sin's use of the law, salvation oomes ty act of God. * We
touch here what we understand to be Paul'8 fundamental attitude to the
law. He makes a Christological critique of the law. He reinterprets it
in the light of Christ's relation to sin and to the law, above all in his
death. It is thus possible to regard sin in a way which does not make
it independent of God. We may either say that sin is self-defeating
which is another way of asserting the sovereignty of God, or we nay say
that the law which is used by sin is also itself used by God to contribute
to the usurper's overthrow.
We offer two analogies to clarify the idea expressed in the
rather clumsy conjunction of noun, adjeotive and adverbial phrase which
2
represents sin as "exceeding itself", * recourse to analogy being a familiar
way of elaborating what is difficult of expression. The first is from
the movement of the ocean tides. Only when ebb or flow has reached its
full movement in one direction does the opposite movement assert itself.
So when sin reaches its extremity, whioh it does in the death of Christ,
1. of. K.3. Kirk, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1937, p.207: "0 felix
culpat" A.R. Vidler, "Christ's Strange Work", 1963, p.48 writes, "But
St. Ambrose j-s very bold and speaks of the Law not only as neoessazy, but
as 'redeeming sin by sin'". (''Letters", 73, 6j of. 73,8.) of. R. Bultmann,
"Theology of the New Testament", 1, p.268.
2. The N.E.B.* s translation of Romans 5 brings out vezy well the thou^it
of the"excess" of graoe over sin.
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the conditions are set for its opposite. Slack water, the point of no
further movement in one direction and the prelude to movement in the
other, is the event of Christ, above all in his death. The second analogy
1#
comes from the Jungiaa doctrine of "oppositos". In the dynamics of the
unconscious mind a flow of energy in one direction reaches a terminus and
gives way to a flow of energy in the opposite direction, hence the
violence of mood swings# 3o salvation begins at that point at which sin
has reaohed its terminus which means ultimately the death of Christ and
then (and only then) the opposite flow takes plaoe# *
3# Soene Three# W14-2A.
In the dramatic structure of the passage wl4-24 oomprise a new
scene, the third, in the series# A different style or idiom is adopted in
this soene from that of the two previous one3« W© desoribe this as a
soliloquy. In it one oharaoter previously in view, namely, the "I*,
interiorises within itself the roles formerly played by the other
characters, law, sin and death#
1# of# P. Fordham, "An Introduction to Jung's psychology", 1959* pp#17f#
2. of# A. van Dulmen, op. oit., p#207 (also p.201) where the assertion is
made that unrighteousness and righteousness, sin and graoe, death and life,
are not mere opposites but stand in an inner relation to one another, so
that the measure of the one side determines that of the other# Also of#
E# Gtauffer's language (op# cit#, p#358) of pressure and counterpreasure
in the progress of salvation history and also his "nadir" figure (p#359),
which presumes a point after which an upward movement takes plaoe# See
also R. Bultmann, "Theology of the New Testament", 1, p#263, on the
controlling function of graoe in the law#
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The Continuity of vvlAff with w7ff«
It is very important first of all to understand the continuity
of vvl4ff with vv7ff. G-. Bornkamm1, grasps this firmly when he 3ays, "The
connection between the two sections (7*"13 and 14-25) cannot be over¬
emphasised. It is disastrous to connect the discussion of the axithropo-
:logical problem of ch.7 essentially only to 7.14ff, as usually happens.
In fact, 7.7-13 more than any other passage ha3 already given the decisive
answer to the question, who am I?" A. Nygren, * like Augustine before
him after his change of mind regarding the interpretation of Romans 7,^*
makes a clear point of division at vlA. He sees vv7-13 as the elaboration
of v5 and relates them to the Christian's past. He takes vvl4-25 as
the amplification of v6 and relates them to the Christian's present.
He claim3 that at vlA we step from the one condition to the other. We
reject this view. It is quite wrong to begin the exegesis of wl4ff at
414. The previous sequence i3 in fact continued in vvl4ff. The same
"I", the same condition of the "I" and the same vo/».c<, are under
? \ ? V
discussion. The fya of vvl4ff i3 the 3ame gy^ which, in vv7-13,
1. op. oit., p.95. O.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.146, inserts an amplifying
clause, "there is no question of the goodness of the law", before
to emphasise the oonnection with the preceding. Bengel and P. Althaus
likewise stress the significance of the yUp . In support of the
continuity of wlAff with w7ff cf. W.G-. Kummel, op. cit., pp.10, 57, 90,
125, 133; A.J. Bandstra, op. cit., pp.136, 145 nl06a; P. Blaser, op. cit.,
p.118; E. Fuchs, "Die Freiheit de3 G-laubens", 1949, p.56; P. Benoit,
op. oit., p.458.n2; R. Bultmann, "Romer 7 ••••", p.205; P. Althaus,
"Paulus und Luther tiber den Menschen", 1963, pp.128-131; K. Kertelge, op.
cit., p.108.
2. op. oit., p.277.
3. On which see W.G-. Kummel, op. cit., pp.91ff.
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has been identified as deceived and slain by sin using the law. This "I"
and no other, this law given by God and usurped by sin and no other,
this existence defined by delusion and death, is the oonoinuing theme of
wll+ff.
7:7-25 a Unity.
Vv 7:7-25 have a unity of their own although they are also
closely oonneoted with what precede3 and with what follows. The fact
that the passage is a aelf-oontained digression wedged between 7:6 and
8:1 points to that unity. In terms of content the unity is given by the
controlling purpose which is the elucidation of the nature and function
of the law in the saving purpose of God. This purpose is sustained
throughout. In terms of literary form, the dramatic presentation is the
unifying framework. The scenes of the drama are intimately related though
not of equal length and not identical in style. The devioe of the "I"
which runs through the passage within the larger dramatic framework serves
as a connecting-link to bind it together. It is the same "I" from start
to finish and the same condition of the "I" is before us until the
interrupting v25a which anticipates 8:Iff. The outward form thu3 helps
to preserve the inward unily.
Thi3 unity is sometimes expressed by commentators as a tendency
in the passage to work towards a climax. It builds up to a point which is
variously identified as the cry of V24.J1* the anticipatoiy thanksgiving of
1. F.J. Leenhardt, op. cit., pil82 nl.
v25a which i3 worked out in 8:Iff; the emphatic assertion of 8:1;^"*
7 » f s 7 v £
the Avfrs of v25b as the culmination of the eyp series; * and
x
as the moment of nystical death.
W.G-, Kumrael^"* interprets the change which is obvious at vl4 as a
displacement in the sequence of the argument which now moves into the
foreground of thought and from vl8 becomes a purpose-in-itself. In fact
he claims that it takes over from the original purpose which is the
defence of the law. The elucidation of the dichotomy becomes the chief
interest. This is confirmed, Kummel maintains, by the design of the
1. Gr. Borakamm, op. cit., p.100: "In fact, ch.7 as a whole presses forward
to the one word that actually occurs in 8.1: •condemnation1",
2. C.L. Mitton, op. cit., p.135* of. R.N. Longenecker, op. cit., p.112.
3. J.A. Bengel, "Gnomon of the New Testament", ed. A.R, Fausset, 3,1862,
PP.93, 9b, (on wl5f)• He sees.a dawning towards the light of day in
which e-oVifnfa , vl6, and ^oi/n<?r/UoU , v22, anticipate v25a and Chapter 8*.
We on the contrary understand the climax as total despair. The positive
ax±3 in the thought, anticipated only v25a,/is vertical,and not horizontal.
The man of v24 is an abandoned man (cf.?c dies 1:24, 26, 28)
whereas the man of Chapter 8 (cf. 7*6 and 7s25a) is a resoued man.
4. op. cit., p.10. of. A. van Dulmen, op. oit., p.112 and nl26, who calls
W14-25 an appendix which clarifies the relation of law and sin in the
history of salvation out of the inner condition of man. H. Braun, "Romer
7, 7-25 und das Selbstverstandni3 des Qumran-Frommen", Z.Th.K., 56 (1959),
p.17 (comparing Chapter 7 with the Qumran member who say3 both "yes" and
"no" to the Torah), says that the split in Romans 7 beoomes the central
theme. K.E. Kirk, op. oit., p.208, desoribes W17-20 as "a parenthesis
on the lower self". F.J. Leenhardt, op. oit., p.192, suggests that wl9f
are possible glosses but there is no MS3. evidenoe whatever for this and
the repetitive and complicated argument can be understood without any
need for excision. The physician is called for rather than the surgeon.
Chapter's ending. Thi3 is not a final, positive assertion concerning
the law as might have been expected but reaches its olimax in the
anguished question concerning the one who delivers from the conflict.
We agree with Kummel that there is a ohange in the passage and
that wllfff present features which require explanation. We disagree
however with his way of resolving the problem. We subrait that the answer
lias in grasping the dramatic form within which there is not only a
ohange of soene at vl4 but also a change in the style or idiom of the
scene. Whereas in the first two scenes the characters faoed one another
on the stage in dialogue, in wl4""25 the "I" internalises the other
oharaoters. It draws them into itself so that their roles are now played
within the "IM and not over against the "I". The multilogue has become a
monologue. There is no ohange in the theme although the change in idiom
may mislead us into thinking that it i3 so. The over-all theme is still
the defence of the law.
Why then does the famous conflict oocupy so much space? Why is
the third soene muoh longer than the first and very much longer than the
fourth and last? The answer lies in two direotions. First, we must
remember that the author is master of his plot. No soene has to be short
or long. The playwright makes it what he will in keeping with his purpose.
The characters plsy the roles they are given and say what they are made to
say. We must therefore allow for dramatic licence. Secondly, we must allow
for the diffioult and complicated nature of the argument. One way of
tackling a diffioult subject is to multiply explanations. This is what
happens in vvl4-24. What has already been said in wl4-17 is repeated in
W18-20 in an effort at farther clarification. V20 concludes the main
argument. V21 then sums up the argument of vvl4-20 in terms of the basic
principle of the two apposing laws. Vv.22-23 go on to confirm and expand
this summary but do so by replacing the previous controlling antithesis
by sets of opposites which introduce a new terminology and tnus complicate
the matter. The difficulty of the theme does not allow progress to be
made in a straight line, by the shortest route. The thought moves hither
and thither, reflecting, clarifying, but in effect oonfusing. The logio
of the drama is not necessarily the logic of rhetoric. Paul is not really
at home with the dramatic foria of presentation. He is not able to work
out the plot simply and tidily. It is not that kind of subject. He is not
that kind of writer. The final scene is very brief. He is glad to be quit
of his troublesome creation. Enough is enough. The final summary (
•?
pi-V - a 3igh of relief?) lies outwith the dramatic figure and he returns
to a form more suited to his liking and to his wont.
The Conflict in w!4ff.
We can appreciate better the difficulty facing Paul if we now
look more olosely at the famous confliot in vvlifff.1* Prom the standpoint
of the "I" itself we mqy use the more subjective term "oonflict". From
1. The variety of English terms which are used to express this conflict
shows how large it has loomed in the discussion: conflict, split,
disruption, diohotony, enigmatic contradiction, division, rent, tension,
abyss, gulf, dissension, disunion, chasm, schism, rupture, discord,
divorce, the contradictory being, the "double must" comprising the
necessity imposed by sin and that imposed by God, oleft, antagonistic
principles, double existence, inoongruity, estrangement, oleavage,
alienation.
the standpoint of the reader or onlooker we may use the more objective
1.
term "split" or "dichotony". We must begin with the antithesis in vl4.
2
This is a "programmatic statement" * in whioh the spiritual law and the
unspiritual "I" are opposed. Vv.l5ff show how what has been opposed
works out in the "I" in a split or conflict which is looked at in this
way and in that, as the "I" soliloquises in anguish until the culminating
crie du coeur of v24. As in the first soene (w7"*ll) and in the second
scene (vvl2-13) the defence of the law i3 expressed in the conclusion -
not the law but sin, so in the third soene the defence of the law is
expressed in the conclusion • not the "I" but sin. The split is evidence
of the opposition of the "I" and 3in, the same sin whioh already opposed
the law, the same "I" which has confronted law and sin.
The Two Conflict3 of w7ff.
It is very important to recognise that in w7ff we are dealing
with two conflicts not one. These are related to each other in a special
way. The first conflict may be described as altogether external to the
"I". It has therefore to be stated in terms of objective theology. It is
t »
1. P. Blaser, op. cit., p.123, asserts that the antithesis in vl4 is the
key which unlooks the passage. This is an oversimplification. The
antithesis of vl4, the prinoiple of v20, the oonoluding summary of v25b,
are all important. The key lies in the passage as a whole rather than in
any one verse within it.
2. E. Kasemann, "Perspectives on Paul", 1971, p.l, applies the phrase
"programmatic statement" to a proposition of Bultmann's. K. Stendahl,
"Poake 1962", p.755, speaks of Luke*a "programmatic seraon" in Lk.4:16-30.
&. Von Rad, "Genesis", 1961, p.47, desoribes Sen.lrl in relation to 1:1 -
2:4 as "the summary statement". B. Reioke, "The Law and This World
According to Paul", J.B.L.. 70 (1951), p.271, calls Rom. 8:1 "the thematic
introductory words to this Chapter".
not anthropological but "trans-subjective" or transcendent. These terms
come from R. Bultraann"*" who has illumined the discussion by his insistence
on the trans-subjective nature of the confliot. The "I" stands over
against the transcendent realities, sin and death. How better to present
thi3 thought than to dramatise it? In terms of the dramatio figure the
"I" plays its role in the drama over against the other actors whose
roles together determine that of the "I". This objective or trans-
subjective confliot is the theme of w7-13, which show in two scenes
how, with reference to the "I", law and sin are connected.
There is also however a seoond conflict which lies within the
2#
first. It may be desoribed as subjective. It is internal to the "I".
The first oonflict is the ground of the second. The second confliot is
evidence of the first.
In order to understand the first, objective conflict more fully
we may consider one member of that particular conflict. We therefore
abstract the "I" from the total situation whioh comprises the "I" over
against the transoendental realities which are sin and death. We then
explore the "I". We examine the "I" from within itself as it were. This
internal exploration of the "I" clarifies the objective relationship in
which the "I" stands and so we understand the whole by the part. We
1. "Romer 7 passim.
2. of. W. Manson, "Jesus and the Christian", 1967, p.151, who says that
W14--24 deal with "the internal nature of the sinful situation".
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emphasise that we are not abandoning the transcendent nature of the
conflict. This remains as the presupposition. We are airapdy abstracting
and examining one side (the "I") in order to understand the whole (the
two sides in opposition) better.
We discover within that one side which is the "I" a profound,
inward conflict or split, which so characterises the "I" that we have to
say that the "I" jLs that split. "Per Mensoh iat der Zwiespalt". * We
have to say in apparent confusion that the "I" is against the "I". The
"I"'s existence oonsists in this opposition. We must therefore think by
means of paradox in order to resolve the problem. We find a further
explanation for Paul's adoption of the dramatic form of presentation
precisely in this need fbr paradoxical thinking. As in logic a paradox
leaves us with unresolved tensions, so the dramatio portrayal makes
possible the necessary assertions without raising or attempting to answer
all possible questions.
This "conflict within a conflict" enables us to fix the frame of
reference within which we must interpret the anthropological and
psychological terms of wlipff. The passage is not a psychological treatise.
C.H. Dodd's treatment of the passage * as a p3yohological description of
moral perplexity is too psychological by far. It is on the contrary a
V»
1. R. Bultmann, "Roraer 7 ••••% p.202. of. W.&. Kumael, op. oit., pp.l35ff.
0. Kuss, op. oit., p.458 says the "I" is a battlefield.
2. op. oit., ad loo. of. H. Lietzmann, op. oit., p.73: "3s wird der
psychologisohe Prosess der Entstehung der Einselsunde im Kenschen
gesohildert".
pieoe of brisk theological skirmishing presented in a particular way
which we call the dramatic# The terms in wl4ff are used within the
larger context. They reflect the objective situation within which the
subjeotive is lodged. It may well be of course that by a process of
association the second, lesser, or subjeotive oonfliot acquires a kind of
objectivity of its own but this is illusory. The second lies within the
first and is controlled by it. The fact of the two conflicts and the
relation between them is rofleoted in the changed idiom of Soene Three
in which the "I" soliloquises in the terms already made familiar. New
terms are however added to these with a confusing effect.
How are we to elucidate this seoond or subjeotive conflict?
How else than by using terms already familiar and to hand, namely, the
anthropological and psychological terminology of Paul' 3 thought world.
The question of first importance when we consider these term3 is not their
linguistio antecedents but the oontext in which they are employed1, which
is constituted by the two conflicts. The vocabulary is consorlpted to
the service of Paul* s immediate purpose within his ohosen form of writing.
It must be understood strictly by the frame of reference already
established.
1. of. C.C. MoCown, "The Sources of Pauline Mysticism", Munera Studiosa.
odd. M.H. Shepherd and S.E, Johnson, 19^6, p.52: "The origin of an idea
or a pattern of ideas does not necessarily determine its values"! and
p.57* "No stigma should attach to borrowing! it is the use of the
borrowed materials that counts", G-. Vos, "The Pauline Ssohatology", 1961,
p.232 says regarding the eachatology of Judaism, "The origin of a soheme
does not always coincide with the uses to whioh it mey be subsequently put".
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Some Inadequate Interpretations of the Conflict in w!4ff.
The two-fold nature of the confliot which lie3 within the
dramatic form enables us to make certain important reservations regarding
the nature and interpretation of the conflict.
1. We are not dealing here with a conflict in the Freudian sense which
understands a clash between energies on the conscious and unconsoious
levels of the mind. The presuppositions of Romans 7:?ff are completely
different. It is not that kind of confliot at all.
2. We are not involved in demonology. The "residence" metaphor of vl7
may suggest affinities with the demon possession of the Gospels. This
metaphor however, like those from slavery and from warfare, i3 looated
within the larger oontext and is subsidiary to it. An appreciation of the
dramatic form of jresentation allows us to do full justioe to the vigour
of the "residenoe" metaphor and to the dynamic quality of sin in the
passage without entering into the philosophical implications of a demonic
reference.
3. The conflict must not be construed in terms of Gnostic dualism as
if the "I" had a higher part and a lower, a part which needs salvation
and one whioh does not, a material part and a spiritual. The nature of
the two oonfliota and the dramatio form of the presentation safeguard us
from assuming a dualistio anthropology. The distinctions within the "I"
are differentiations in function which are represented dramatically as
the characters play out their roles, first opposite one another and then
within the "I".
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4. The reference frequently made to classical authors1* as relevant
parallels to the account of the conflict in Romans 7:7ff is far from
adequate. * As soon as we locate the confliot of wl5ff within the larger
confliot as we have stated it, we are moving on a different plane from
the psychological distress of the classical texts, W© are dealing with
a oonfliot which is ontological before it is psychological. This is a
theological analysis presented dramatically and not an observation from
universal moral experience. The classical authors lack the transoendent
element whioh derives ultimately from the Apostle's understanding of
the basic esohatologioal situation.
5, Romans 7»15ff must not be regarded as a set pieoe intended to
portray the moral predicament of nan. The conflict of wl5ff ia
subsidiary to the larger oonflict. When the passage is quoted as a
psychological vignette it is abstracted from its context and given a
reference which was not in the author's intention. Homiletics must wait
here on exegesis. We note K. Stendahl's article"** which takes issue with
1. Ovid, "Metamorphoses", 7*20f; Epiotetua, "Dissertations", 2.26.4;
Horace, ^"Epistles", 1.8.11; Euripides, "Medea", 1074. of. Aristotle's
use of as the 3econd of the four possible stages in the moral
history of a man.
2. This inadequacy is stressed by 0„ Miohel, op. ait., pp»176f; O.K. Barrett,
op. oit., p.147^ P.F. Bruoe, op. oit., pp.l53f; W. Manson, op. oit., p.157.
R. Bultmann, "Romer p.201, dismisses the Ovid quotation as a trivial
insight ("zugunsten der billlgen Einsioht...."). also of. P.J. Leenhardt,
op. oit., p.193 n2.
3. "The Apostle Paul and the Introspective Conscience of the West", H.T.R.,
56 (1963), 199-215.
the psychological view of "lifff. This contribution to the discussion of
the diohotomy of wl5ff is useful in three directions.
a. Stendahl sketches the historical background of a mode of inter-
tpretation which he calls •'Western'1 and "introspective". Its roots lie
in Augustine whom he describes as the first modern man in that through his
introspective writings in the "Confessions", we gain insight into his
mind."1"* They then pass into mediaeval piety end come to full bloom in
K. Luther who approaches Paul in general and Romans 7 in particular out
of his own very special and yet representative position. The theological
climax in Luther is paralleled by the secular climax in Freud. The
introspective view is thus historically conditioned and does not represent
accurately the actual context in which Paul wrote.
b. Stendahl denies that Paul was an introspective 1yp® and holds that
he had on the contrary "a rather robust conscience" both before and after
his conversion which was not a deliverance from a plagued conscience. Hia
subsequent life was not harassed by a burdened conscience and he did not
urge Jewa to turn to Christ for relief from such. His most favoured term
for salvation is not forgiveness. Paul has in fact been cast in an
introspective mould by his interpreters who have projected on him their
own viewpoint which is historically conditioned. *
1. Stendahl overstates his case here. The poems of Catullus for instance
are self-revelatory.
2. of. J. Munok, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", 1959* pp.34f.
o. Steridahl claims that Paul* 3 writings in general and Romans 7 in
particular are historically conditioned. Two questions dominate Paul's
thought concerning the law, by which he means the Mosaic Law. Vihat
happens to the Law now that Messiah has come? What place have the
Gentiles in the saving purpose of God? In the course of time the Western
introspective outlook asserted itself. The historical problems of
conscience receded into the background and were replaced by those of
the personal, individual conscience, Paul beoame what he was not, a
"hero" of the introspective conscience". His Epistles were seen as
"documents of human consciousness". In fact however, Stendahl affirms,
Romans 7 is about the nature of man and sin.
In this essay we have a salutary warning against an easy assumption
of a psychological interpretation of Romans 7* Stendahl's assessment of
Luther's influence on interpretation is illuminating,** We think that
the law has a wider referenoe than he allows, perhaps because he deals
with it on too wide a canvas. We suspect that his case is over-stated
but then this oan be said of many, if not most, views of Paul. The
2.
affinity of hi3 interpretation to that of W. Wrede is obvious with its
objective oonoeption of redemption. The centre of gravity in Wrede is
not located in the individual but in the deliverance of mankind from the
evil powers which took place in the death and resurrection of Jesus. The
concept of solidarity then leads to the participation of the believer
1. of. W, Wrede, op. oit., pp.25, 131fj Bultaann, "Christ the End of
the Law", Essays: Philosophical and Theological. 1955* pp.37, 53.
2. "Paul", 1907# of. H. Anderson, "The Historical Paul ", hew College
Bulletin. 4, (Spring 1968), 12ff.
in what Christ has done and the Spirit effects the reality which is both
present and to come.
1.
E Kasemann makes a reply to Stendahl's essay and his location
of Stendahl*s standpoint within the history of theology is helpful. He
argues that justification is a fundamental doctrine of Paul and not just a
polemical incident which oan later be dispensed with. Its true starting-
point i3 not the individual but the objective fallen situation of man which
is answered by a salvation which is both oosmic and eschatological. He
insists that justification and salvation history must be held together and
neither separated from the other nor set against the other. Salvation
history is the sphere, that is, the "historical depth" and "cosmic breadth"
of justification, while the latter is the centre, the beginning, the end
of the former. Justification and the Kingdom of God as proclaimed by
Jesus are about the same thing. When justification and salvation history
are rightly oo-ordinated Christ is established in his proper plaoe and
his cross is held central. We think that Kasemann's plea is correct. As
so often in deciding Pauline issues, it is a case of maintaining a balance.
The essays in question complement one another, eaoh succeeding in making
a valid point.
Guidelines for the Anthropology of vvlkff.
Much of the difficulty in interpreting vvl4ff derives from the
problems presented by its anthropology. The following principles sum up
1. "Perspectives on Paul", 1971, pp.60ff.
our approach to the anthropological terms in the passage.
1. The anthropological problem must be discussed in the light of the
whole passage whioh is w7-25 and not simply of wl5-20.
2. The controlling interest in the passage is the defenoe of the law.
The anthropology is subsidiary to this interest.
3. The two conflicts, objective and subjective, fix the frame of
reference within which we interpret the anthropological and psychological
terms of vvl4ff.
4. The problems in this anthropological adventure in vv22f arise
because at this place Paul*s anthropology is out of step, or out of
synchronisation, with his theology. We may express the matter more
adequately as an instanoe of "stimulus diffusion".^*
5. Paul does not offer in his Epistles a striotly systematic anth.ropol-
2
:ogy. " This raises the large question, are we to regard Paul as a
systematic theologian? We mu3t give an ambivalent answer."^* Paul has not
1. See below pp.222f.
2. of. W.G-. Ku'mmel, op. cit., p.138, (of» P»26); H. Lietzmann, "An die
Romer", 1928, p.73.
3. Among those who seem to hold a positive view of the issue are:
W. Sanday, "Paul", A Diotionary of Christ and the Gospels. 1913# 2, p.886;
A. Sabatier, op. cit.. p.^9J A.3. Peake, "The Quintessence of Paulinism",
B.J.R.L.. 4, (1917-I8), pp.28$ff; J. Klausner, "From Jesu8 to Paul", 1944#
pp,58lf, 583# 585; R. Bultmann, "Paul", Existence and Faith. 1961, p.120.
C.H, Dodd, "Aooording to the Scriptures", 1952, p.135# oan speak of "his
massive theology". Among those who seem to hold a negative view ares
S, Cave, "The Gospel of St. Paul", 1928, pp.13-17; P.3. Minear, "The
Obedience of Faith", 1971# p.33* An ambivalence is evident in many writers
eg.: C.A. Anderson Soott, ^Christianity Aooording to 3t» Paul", 1932, p.2,
(cf. pp.l6f) says that Paul is a thinker but not a theologian in a technical
sense. His concluding paragraph however, p.279# reads very strangely if we
do not acknowledge Paul as in some sense a theologian, of. C.K. Barrett,
produced a Church Dogmatic in which the comprehensive nature and inner
coherence of the Christian belief are elaborated after the fashion of
Aquinas, Calvin or Barth. Nor does he present philosophical theology in
the manner of Temple or Tillich. The answer must therefore be in the
negative. Yet this i3 not the whole story and more has to be said. We
zmi3t indeed allow Paul something in the way of a systematic outlook. We
find a tacit admission of the feet in some writers who make a formal
denial of the possibility*"*"* Their denial also, we note, is made within
a long treatise representing many years of study. * A glance at the
(cont'd) "Prom First Adam to Last", 1968, p.3: "Paul was not a systematic
theologian but he laid the foundations for systematic theology.." (and see
also his "Christianity at Corinth", B.J.R.L.. 46 (1964), p.269)1 T.W. Manson,
"On Paul and John", 1963, pp.llf. The frequent attempt to isolate a key
category in Paul'3 thou^t is evidence of the widely held belief that it can
be organised. The different answers however suggest that it is not obviously
systematic. It is in other words a "yes" and "no" issue.
a.
1. eg. iff. iffrede denies that Paul is.systematic thinker but then has to
qualify this view - of. op. oit., pp.74, 171, 175 "He was the first Christian
theologian...", 177, 138f. 3. Cave makes similar qualifications, in other
words they are oompelled to write "as if" it were so.
2. J. Munck i3 emphatic that Paul is not a theologian in any modern sense.
Paul's thinking is in a purely missionary context and is relevant only to
the work he has done, is doing and will do. Munok refuses to include a
single Chapter in his magnum opus with the title "Paul's Doctrine", The
term simply does not apply. We regard this as a serious weakness in an
outstanding work, and for the following reasons: 1. There is no suoh thing
as a purely missionary situation which is not also a doctrinal situation,
2. Munck quotes Wrede ("Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", 1959, p*67 nl)
in support, "An active character like Paul can only be clearly recognised
in its activity". But what does "activity" mean, except the whole roan in
action and this includes his understanding? of. J.3, Stewart, "A Man in
Christ", 1935, pp.20ff. 3* Munok acknowledges that there are numerous
dootrinal statements and inferences and conclusions in Paul's Spistles.
The question is, how i3 Paul able to make these? He must be working from
a coherent structure of thought from which he oan sally forth as
ciroumstanoes require. 4» Munok emphasises Paul's esohatologioal role.
Table of Contents in a treatise on Paul often reveals an orderly presenta¬
tion of Paul's thought.^"* We think that it takes a system to produce a
system* * The endless working over of Paul's meagre extant Epistles, his
profound impact on Church and civilisation, his location within a Hebrew
tradition which, even if not given to systematic arrangement as we now
know it,"'* had a particular way of looking at reality, all forbid us
to place Paul on the side of unorganised thinkers. The outcome is that
(contM) But is suoh a strict eachatology a simple or a complex structure?
It is"fact vexy complex* Paul oan only hold a view such as Munok olaims
for him, if he has thought the matter through. 5« We do not think that a
volume so broadly baaed and so detailed in argument as "Paul and the
Salvation of Mankind" is possible, unless the man who called it forth is
in some sense a theologian. We are reminded of the prayer attributed to
C.H. Spurgeon, "Oh God, bring in the elect and then elect some more". By
the same token, let there be more theologians like the Paul who was no
theologian!
1. E.E. Ellis, "Paul's Use of the Old Testament", 1957# p.116, gives a
table of Old Testament subjects to which Paul refers and says these read
"like an outline of biblical theology", of. the Table of Contents in
A, Sabatier and C.A. Anderson Scott.
2. A. Schweitzer, "Paul and His Interpreters", 1912, p.vii, speaks of "the
system of the Apostle of the Gentiles" which stood over against the teaching
of Jesus. The terms, "the Pauline systemf, "Paul's system of doctrine",
Paul's "system", or simply "Paulinism" recur throu^iout the volume (of, pp. vi,
vli, 10, 27# 62, 97# 190, 214, 241). We are left in no doubt that Schweitzer
felt that he was confronted by a system of thought. He tries in his summing-
up to olarify the inner logical connections by starting from Jewish
primitive Christianily (p.240), ignoring both Greek philosophy and the
Mystery religions, and emphasising Paul's eschatology which he regarded as
a system (pp.62, 241) even if we do not possess the full elaboration of it.
3. of. J. Denney, "The Theology of the Epistles", The Expositor. 6th
Series, 3»pp»4fj J. Klausner, op. cit., p.596.
at times we may appeal with justice to a certain level of organisation in
Paul's thought, but at the same time we know better than to treat him
as if he were the first of the g.*eat dogmatioians. The ambivalence of
our answer is reflected in our exegesis.
The Third Soene in Fuller Detail.
We now examine the third scene more closely in order to distinguish
the soliloquy more precisely and traoe the development within the scene.
In vl4 the emphatio gyk throws the weight of the antithesis back to
e. vcpcs . The one is what the other is not. As the law belongs to the
sphere of God, so the "I" belongs to the sphere of sin. The phrase
/ £ v \ C / / -
tZt-rcp^eone "ffjv cj^p-TioLy which qualifies /apKU'cS , * encourages us
to think in terms of freedom, as do also the "residence" metaphor of vl7
and the military metaphor of v23. Lack of freedom is characteristic of
the position of the "I" which is essentially one of compulsion, deception
and death. The con/erse of this lack of freedom i3 stated in 8:2 (cf. 8:4)•
The "I" is free in one sphere only, the sphere of sin, but ia not free in
the other sphere which is that of God. Henoe the ciy of v24 for
deliverance rather than for advice or guidanoe. The "I", to illustrate,
ia not a border resident free to coiae and go across the frontier at his
S > /
1. Head with A,B,C,D,S,F,G rather than as L,P, and
mary cursives, ^he context indicates an ethioal, depreciatory sense. The
word need not have this meaning in other contexts, of. 2 Cor, 3*31/ 3*6.
It is unnecessary to distinguish sharply betwenn /cSpKiv'ss and /grVupgS .
of. Arndt-Gingrioh, op. cit., Blass-Debrunner-Punk, op. oit., W.G. Kuamel,
op. cit., p.59 nl; A. van Bulman, op. cit., p*U3; «*• Murray, op. oit.,
p.259 n23; D.S.H. Whitelay, "The Theology of Paul", 1964# p»40j S. Fuoha,
op. oit., p.70. Against cf. P. Blaser, op. oit., p.121 n90.
whim. He is a citizen of one land only. The country across the way is
not open to him. His oitisenship and thus his freedom lie in the land
to which he belongs. In other words sin belongs to the existence of the
"I" and not only to the will. We are therefore concerned with what
1. _
P.J. Leenhardt calls "ontological decadence". This condition of the
o
"I" is manifested by the split within the "I". * We are forced to
3
assert paradoxically that the "I" is opposed to the "I". . This message
is presented to us in the form of a soliloquy in which the "I" makes
neoessaiy but contradictory statements about itself. Distinctions are
made within the "I" which are differentiations in function and not signs
of an underlying dualistic anthropology. The same "I" is the subject of
willing and doing. The same "I" which is identified with sin (v!4) is
dissociated from sin. The "I" who sins is not the "I" who wills, not the
"I" who agrees with the law. We resolve the apparent confusion when we
adhere to the paradoxioal mode of thinking which is expressed by the
dramatic mode of presentation within which we have the soliloqpy.
1. op. cit., p.198. of. P. Blaser, op. oit., p.l21j R. Bultmann,
"Theology of the New Testament", 1, p.245| C.K. Barrett, "The Spistle to
the Romans", 1962, p.l32j J, Blank, op. oit., pp.15* 18f; J, Knox, "The
Interpreter*s Bible?, 9, p.486; S, Kasemann, op. oit., pp.11, 24.
2. &« Bomkamm, op. oit., p.97# organises the portrayal of the split into
three parts, that between the law and sin, that between willing and doing,
that between 3elf and sin.
3* of. W.Gr. Kummel, op. oit., p.59*. "Der handelnde Ioh ist ansoheinend
unabhangig vom wollenden Ioh und starker als dieses".
214.
The Change of Tease.
We have to note the change of tense in vl4b where the present
tense appears and then continues throughout the scene. A. %gren makes
much of this change in support of his claim that the passage refers to
the present life of the Christian. M, Luther appeals to vl4 for the
first of his "Twelve Words" in support of a Christian reference."1"* C.L.
Mitton * has suggested against %gren that this is a case of an "historio
present", "... there is no real change of tense, since Paul is describing
not only the past as it was lived in self-reliance ana separation froia Cod,
but the present too, if ever that same self-reliance reappears".''* The
change is therefore more apparent than real. In Paul's realistic
presentation it is "as if" the past events are being relived before his
4.
inward eye. If no other examples can be found in his Epistles, the
exoeption proves the rule. This so unusual passage attracts to itself
this so exceptional form. Not only is the experience being "relived",
5
C.L. Mitton continues, it is "potentially aver present" to the man in
Christ and i3 actually present both to the man outside of Christ and to the
Christian who steps out of his "in Christ" status.^* These tensions in
Christian living will then correspond to the paradoxes in Christian thinking.
1. "Luther: Lectures on Romans", ed. W. Pauok, 1961, p.201.
2. op. eit., p.100. J.A. Bengel had already urged that the present tense
be taken as a past.
op. oit., p.135.
4. ibid. p.100. We regard this oomment as a pointer in the right direotion,




J, Denney, * following B. Weiss, says that the fe'yu. ttia
determined simply by the preceding". The first present tense
^ r •oiaa^-fi/ £s unavoidable and paves the way for the seoond and what is
begun is -simply oontinued. Thus no abstruse explanations are called for.
. o
P. AlthauS * moves baok to v5 for the explanation: what is said in v5
in the past tense is repeated in vl4 in the present tense. A. van Dulmen^*
sees a change of reference as the explanation of the change of tense.
Paul takes the subjeot already discussed in w7-13, namely, the law and
sin (and death) in salvation history, and clarifies this out of the inner?
condition of man but this time without any salvation history reference.
i.
Gr, Bornkamm also sees the change of tense as a reflection of the ohange
in the oontext. The result of the irrevocable history of w7-13 i3 now
under review and we are shown how the fatal allianoe between the law and
sin works itself out in the "I".
We submit that the change of tense is to be explained by the
change of scene within the dramatic presentation. In this further scene
there is also a ohange in idiom. The "I" presents and elaborates what has
1. "St. Paul*s Spistle to the Romans", 2, 1900, p.641.
2. "Reply to A. Hygren", Theologiaohe Literaturseitung, 8 (1958)# Col. 4-77»
3. op. oit., p.112.
4-. op. oit., p.95*
previously been said but this time in a soliloquy in which the roles of
the characters previously in view are rehearsed within the "I". She
soliloquy requires the change in tense. We are therefore dealing with a
"dramatic present". We mean by the term a tense which reflects the
literary form in which the material i3 presented.
V15 confirms the antithesis made in vl4 in defence of the law.
In particular it elaborates the adverbial phrase "sold under sin". This
elaboration continues beyond vly to v23, in a complicated sequence which
does not avoid repetition, in an effort to clarify how what has been
opposed in vl4 works out in the "I". In this sequence the four verbs
ov yivWi-uj yi5# cc.<M vl8, gopiiKQ v2l, v23, which express
the "I"*s interpretation of its position, act as stepping-stones over
which the argument proceeds. The "I" is thinking aloud but in a
particular way. It is not offering new thoughts but is repeating what
ha3 already been offered in the different idiom of the first two scenes.
There are new terms and additional metaphors oertainly but although the
tactios alter the strategy remains as before.
VI6 makes an inference in favour of the law out of what lias been
said in vl5« vl7 explains wl5-l6 and makes a further inference based on
them. The metaphor from slavery in vl4 is supplemented by the "residence"
metaphor in vl7. Sin inhabits the "I" as a dwelling-place so as to possess
it. Thus the centre of gravity is shifted from sin ruling the "I" from
without as a master a servant, to sin possessing the "I" from within as a
resident in a dwelling. We wonder whether there is a connection between
the oonoept of sin indwelling and the soliloquising idiom and if so
whether the oonoept influences the form or vice versa.
The shift in the centre of gravity achieves two ends. It fastens
responsibility and therefore guilt on the "I", In agreeing with but not
fulfilling the law, the "I" stands both self-condemned and condemned by
the law,1* It does this in a way which avoids any dualiatic anthropology
whereby the "I" could take refuge in a higher self and cry plague on the
lower. The unity of the "I" is therefore preserved. The dichotony is
"in" the "I" in such a way that the "I" is the dichotony.
The Anthropological Terms of W22-23,
W18-20 repeat what has been said in wl4~17» v21 sums up the
whole discussion in wl4-20 and is then itself further clarified by
w22-23, which offer speoial problems within a problem passage. Two
expressions in particular complicate the development of thought. The
7'
a
first is the U\j&dutXc<; which is found also in 2 Cor, 4:16 and
Eph, 3:16. It is used with reference to the law here only. The background
of this uncharaoteristio Pauline phrase lies in the Hellenistic thought-
world. * It belongs to the dualistio anthropology of Gnosticism, The
philosophical basis is found in Plato,The anthropological development
1, of. J. Denney, op. cit,, p.642s "A true saint msy say it in a moment
of passion, but a sinner had better not make it a principle"•
2, So 0. Miohel, op, cit,, p.179 nlj P.J. Leenhardt, op. oit., p.193 n2}
G. Bornkamm, op. oit., p.98j E. Fuohs, op, oit., p.77} The Jerusalem
Bible, p.279 n"K".
e » ,
3, Republic, Book 9, 589a, g dvDptor&s ,
is advanced in Philo.1, In the Gnostic Hermetic texts the anthropological
2#
and ethical dualism is well established, * We must however carefully
avoid the fallacy that Paul must have used the phrase in the precise sense
(if there was one) of its linguistic heredity.^* Te think it sufficient
to note that the phrase was "current in the religious and philosophical
4.
vocabulary of the apostle's contemporaries", for that matter the basic
spatial metaphors in and out, up and down, here and there, are common
coin, (of, Mk.7:21j Lk.ll:39)« fhe context, and corresponding terms
such as vC^P^U. in Paul's use, provide our best guide at this point,
t *
W.G-. Kummel makes the reservation in the exegesis of w22-23, "•••• wir
die Herkunft der Kompliziorten Ausdrucksweise nicht kennen"
1, See the references in Arndt-G-ingrioh, op. oit., p,68,
2, P.J, Leenhardt, op, cit,, p. 193 n2 gives references; of. Arndt-G-ingrioh,
op. cit., p.68.
<r *
3. W.G-. Kum^el, ?pp* oit., p.136, n3 (of. p.14), where he rightly refuses
to take the -/vLpurtcs and oLvfcpcj-Kc-p, aa the starting-point of
Pauline anthropology.
4. P.J. Leenhardt, op. oit., p.193 n2.
5, S. Kasemann, op. cit., p.18: %... for the apostle the heart is the
centre of human life and is the dominating term for personal existence",
of. O.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.37; J* Behm, T.D.H.T., 3, p.6li.
6. op. cit., p»63.
X c ?'
In 2 Cor. 4:16 * and in Eph. 3*16 the phrase o edto ^vOpura^
refers quite certainly to the Christian, It is the "new man" who is in
view, the man who possesses the Spirit, If we assume therefore that Paul
c f
uses the phrase in 7s22 in an identical sense, this would make & €-6u
WvOpiifCcS correspond to the new man who is the new creation of 2 Cor,
2
5s17; &al» 6:15 etc, * We are unable to make this equation. If we
7
have .read the equivalents in the passage oorreotly, and if these have
already been placed in a different frame of reference, the identification
" >' A
of the £££_ with the new man in Christ is inadmissible. We
must find another interpretation of the phrase which mgy clash with that
established for 2 Cor. 4*16 and Sph, 3sl6. We are then prepared to
accept the resulting disorepanoy in the double use by Paul. Paul does
1. The main Reformers see the whole passage and therefore this part of it
a3 referring to Christians, huther says the delight of v22 comes from
the H0iy Spirit (op, oit., p.206), as also A. Schweitzer, "The Ivftrsticism
of Paul the ApostLe", 1931, p.296, of. C.K. Barrett, op, oit., pp,150f -
the Platonic overtones in his Commentary at this point are surprising in
a work so redolent of K. Berth's major work on Romans. Also J. Murray,
op. oit., pp.257
2. 2 Cor. 4:16: k*i o tku nauv uvfyxJTCct $loub&ecperhiL 10^ o £6(o
£ ^ ? r~i i mmmm mm in mm i m \iid mi ii ■ nun ■ i ni Mi urn man rnmimm mnum ■■■ nw i. mm i
^'oi-Kdii'cvvrui . The point here is the antithesis between the inner
self and the pigrsical boc|y. In 7*22 the point is the antithesis between
the inner self and sin.
3. The positive member, in the two sets of opposites in v22 corresponds
to rIL Wft ey-ot -Kcuiv to i^XrY in^v21 (of. the willing in wl5, 18,IS). It picks up again the d-ovjnpL rvo VzpO of vl6. This law of ^od is
further described as » v'c^ reV 3^ V23. This latter is thus
equivalent to the $6C . *~™~
not possess the highly sophisticated and systematic anthropology of the
present day."*"* He has the trick of the preacher and teacher who ventures
the ad hoo employment of terms if such a course 3uits his purpose. Me
must not deny to Paul the liberties which we allow to ourselves. W.G-.
Kuinmel speaks of a formal deviation, a terminological deviation, at this
point,
t i! r
£ P^cS is the inner man or nature. The phrase can be
used equally of the regenerate or the unregenerate. It is neutral until
?/
defined by the oontext. It is basically a spatial metaphor ( £6b> - an
adverb of place) used anthropologically but in a theological context
which comprises an argument to indicate the role of the law and within
a form of presentation which governs the employment of terms. The
commentators offer a variety of synonyms: the essential, the real, the
true, the inmost, the deepest, the hidden, the invisible man. Again it
is a case of a metaphor to explain a metaphor.
Two antitheses in the early Chapters of the 3pistle mgy be
helpfully reoalled. Paul thinks characteristically in contrasts. In
2:28f we have the difference in kind between the Jew who i3 one Tu>
1, of. M.-jT. Lagrange, op, oit.,^p,179: "Paul est toujours domine par
le3, realites qu'il envisage, au detriment parfois de la distinction
precise des concepts".
2. op. cit., p.137: "...eine formale Abweichung von den sonstigen
Vorstellungen des Paulus,,,". p.138: "Da3 Paulus das aber nicht als
Widerspruch empfunden hat, mahnt uns, au3 der zweifellos vorhandenon
tarminologi8ohen Abweiohung keine Polgerungen fur die G-edankenwelt des
Paulus zu Ziehen". Also of. ft. Bultmann, "Theology of the Hew Testament",
l, p.203.
Kpvrtru and he who is one only iv Ti.- • Then in 1:18 - 3:20,
we have the radical teaohing on the lost nature of man but within this
absolute state there are relative privileges. So in 7:22 the relative
favour with which the "I* is regarded in the use of wbptoTTcs does
not alter the frame of reference already established. The second confliot
lies within the first, the subjective within the objective which is its
presupposition. In terms of the dramatic figure the "I" takes into itself
only the characters who have already appeared on the 3tage. Although
new terms are used of the "Iw itself, it is the very same "I" as before,
the same condition of the WIM and in the same context or dramatisation.
The theme of the entire passage is the defenoe of the law. What
Paul has to say in his anthropologioal adventure in w22-23» ha3 its
background in the intention of honouring the law. The "I* is addressed
by the law, that is, by God who is the law-giver. In consequence the "I"
learns the holiness of the law and also its converse which is the
sinfulness of the "I", both together, the one in the other. The need to
emphasise the divine origin of the law makes Paul over-balance. He uses
an uncharacteristic phrase which makes him vulnerable to a charge of
inconsistency. The difficulty of the subjeot-matter is shown therefore
by the unusual style and language of the passage and by the lack of ary
parallel in the extant Epistles, The experienced missioxary in the
Hellenistio field who is nothing if not adaptable, calls in the dualistio
terminology familiar to him from the Hellenistic world. But this world
is not his true home which is Hebraic. He therefore uses the terminology
whioh in another setting might be dualistio without any dualistic
intention. The monism of the Hebrew tradition controls his thought.
"Paul takes over the language of the Hellens tic-dualistic way of thinking
but remoulds it to modes of expression of his own anthropology which is
Christian, and determined on soteriological-esohatologioal lines."1*
The term "stimulus diffusion" has been employed to account for
certain linguistic oddities in Paul. * It foous^ea attention on the
phenomenon of borrowing in inter-cultural relations. It refers to a
form of cultural adaptation whereby a system or pattern is taken over with
certain items of its content. The content however is entirely rejected
and only the system or a part of it or an idea from it is adopted. C.G.
MoCown affirms,"** "The concept of stimulus diffusion seems particularly
1. J. Beha, T.W.N.T., 2, p.697* quoted by C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.150,
in favour of his view that o_ igo ki/6>pu7Tc> is the Christian man. It
surely argues the other way.""
2. R.P. Shedd, "Man in Community", 1958, P»93, makes use of the concept
with acknowledgement to C.C. McCown, "The Sources of Pauline Mysticism",
hunera Studiosa. sdd. M.H. Shepherd and S.E. Johnson, 1946. HoGown in
turn makes acknowledgement to A.L. Kroeber, "Stimulus Diffusion", Amerioan
Anthropologist. New Series, 42 (1940), 1-20 (and also to the latter*s
"Configurations of Cultural G-rowth", 1944, p.201 et pass,, and "The
Ladder of Progress in Palestine", 1943# p.114).
3. op. oit., p.57* He also uses the terms "stimulus diffusion or idea
diffusion" (p.57); "diffusion or inter-cultural exohange" (p.56)j
of. p.67# "•••• 'stimulus diffusion* in which a new content, related but
different, was put into another system", of. A.L. Kroeber, op. oit., pp.1,
20. R.P. Shedd, op. oit., p.93 writesi "Still another category of
conceptions (of Paul's) was subjected to the principle of 'stimulus diffusion*.
This term refers to an old idea given a new orientation or content; the old
and the new agree in form only".
applicable to the early Christian and Pauline use of Hellenistic
religions".
He think that the concept is indeed a helpful one, although we
find MoCown*s conclusion regarding Paul* s nestle ism"1" inadequate and his
2
brief account of the "development" of Christianity inaccurate. * Apart
from this reoent technical use of the term "stimulus diffusion" under
the influence of anthropology and sociology, the phenomenon has been
widely recognised and for long.^*
1. op. cit., p.67 (of. p.6l).
2. p.58 (of. p.67)» MoCown is oonoemed with the application of scientific
method to the history of early Christianity, in particular to the sources of
Paul*s interpretation of his mystical experience. He champions a modified
difTusionist view of cultural development in whioh a balance is sought between
diffusion and parallelism. Pauline aystioism i3 seen as a problem in inter-
oultural relations, that is, in the light of the olash between Jewish and
Hellenistio cultures as this affeoted the development of Christianity.
MoCown*3 conclusion is that Paul's nysticiam was the result of "stimulus
diffusion" and oomprised a mixture of Jewish trust and belief expressed in
the thought categories and language of the Mystery religions, of. R.P.
Shedd'a rejection, op. oit., pp.93ff» of the Hellenistio Mystery religions
as a source for Paul's doctrine of redemption and also of his anthropology;
also B.M. Metsger's assertion, "The New Testament: its background, growth,
and oontent", 1965, pp.245f, that ".... so far from borrowing, Paul made a
deliberate effort to avoid U3ing expressionswhich had associations with
paganism".
3. of. J. Denney, "The Theology of the Epistle to the Romans", The
Expositor, 6th Series, 3 (1901), pp.7ffj A. Sohweitzer, "Paul and His
Interpreters", 1912, pp.94f, 219, 238, 2A1; C.A. Anderson Scott, op. oit.,
p.129; R.M. Grant, "A Historical Introduction to the New Testament", 1963,
p.67; N. Turner, "Philology in New Testament Studies", Expository Times,
71 (1939-60), pp,104ff. R. Bultmann, "Paul", Existence and Paith. 1961,
p.130, says that Paul "maxes use of" certain mythological notions while
retaining his own out-look. J?.?. Bruce, "The Epistles of Paul", Peake 1962.
p»934, para. 8l0d, writes, "The difference in vocabulary which has been "
detected between these two epistles (i.e. Col. and Eph.) and their
predecessors may be due in part to Paul's employment of the teohnioal terms
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A. van Dulmen believes that Paul thinks proleptically here.
The new order which proceeds from the work of Christ and is constituted
by the Spirit has been revealed and anticipated within the old order.
In that the "I" wills the good, agrees with the law, delights in the law,
the plan of salvation is already present but remains "undeveloped" and
accordingly brings no salvation. This comes only when the intention of
the inner man reaches fulfilment through Christ, te are thus left with
a salvation which does not save, or expressed from the standpoint of the
"I", we have an insight which is powerless, C, Bornkamm * i3 anxious to
avoid all statements which facilitate anthropological bridge-building,
R, Bultmann is, we think, vulnerable to this charge. For him the 'Atcc
^vQpurci^ nan »t3£> far aa he ±3 aware of his reality, who (consciously
or unconsciously) is determined and direoted by it in his existence....";?*
The inmost self is thus the bearer of man's real will and so continuity
(cont'd) of a controverted system of thought in what has been called a
'disinfected sense'". J.H. Charlesworth, "A Critioal Comparison of the
Dualism in 1QS 111, 13 - IV,26 and the 'Dualism* Contained in the Fourth
Gospel", N.T.S., 15 (1968-9), p.416, regarding the possible relation
between the Fourth Gospel and 1Q3, speaks of a "prism effect", in which
Qumranio concepts would be "refracted by the prism of John's originality
and deep oonviction that of, C.K. Barrett, "From First Adam to Last",
1962, p#56, regarding Philo; E, Kasemann, op. oit,, pp,15f, 18, A related
though not identical phenomenon is seen in the use of the O.T, in the N.T.
which is dynamic rather than static - of, C.H. Dodd, "According to the
Scriptures", 1952, pp,130ff; E.E. Ellis, op. oit., pp.lAJff. See also
J, Barr, "The Semantics of Biblical Language", 1961, pp.21-45.
1. op, oit., pp,119f,
2. op. oit., p.99, of. p.103 n32.
3. "Romer 7*.••••", p.202.
is secured between the old order and the new through the concept of the
real (or authentio) existenoe. P. Althaus1* is certainly open to this
charge of anthropological bridge-building which Bornkamm is 30 careful to
guard against. Althaus writes, "There is a reality in man to which the
Holy Spirit does not say no, but yes .... What the inward man (i.e.
reason) begins, the Spirit takes up, continues, makes effective
We doubt very much that the theological problem does in fact
arise here. The problem in question is how to assert both the continuity
of the subjeot who passes (in v25a by anticipation and in 8:lff explicitly)
from the old order into the new, 30 that it is the same "I" in each case
<0
and yet at the same time alsoA assert the discontinuity of the states in
which the subject stands, so that the point of connection is not located
within the "I". If the issue is pressed we seek its resolution in two
direotioxis. First we must allow full weight to the unity of the "I"
in the passage. The terms used in w22f may be new but the frame of
reference has already been set. We must interpret them within that
?' it . '
frame. The £&cj which equals vot?s etc. and the ^Ar? which
equals lp% etc. are not two separate identities disjoined from one
another. They are the same "I" in different aspects. The "I" is
portrayed funotionally. * 0, Michel oomments, "Per Monsoh ist nach
verschiedenen G-esichtspunkten zerspalten; wir konnen nicht verschiedene
Teile des Menschen von eindnder unterscheiden, da die Begriffe sich nicht
1. "Paulus und Luther Uber den Menschen", 1963, p.58, our translation.
2. of. W.G. Kummel, op. cit., pp,135f.
erganzen, sondem die beaondere Bestimmtheit de3 menaohlichen Dasein3
zum Ausdruok zu bringen vcrsuchen".^* The unity of these aapeots is
arrived at by organio oonneotion rather than by arithmetical addition.
No single aspect functions separately or independently. Thu3 the whole
if jf O
"I", inoluding the &G-Q <*\&pcji(cs and its equivalent vgi>s , has already
/ / ( \ C /
been categorised as ■nexp<}X£\,ts »rTc . The new terms of
w22f, which are clarifying in their intention but confusing in their
effeot, are subordinated to the broader "I" concept of the whole passage.
Paul is too 3olid on his Hebrew-Christian foundation to err in the
direction of anthropological dualism which is completely alien to his
thought. * In the second place in order to maintain the continuity of the
subject and the discontinuity of the states, we must think paradoxically.
Y/a state the one side of the paradox and then the other and we accept the
resulting tension. Understanding is increased by clearer insight into
each 3ide, not by abandoning one side or the other. The essential pattern
for this mode lies in the grand Christological paradox^* which repeats
1. op# oit., p.178 and of. n3.
s «
2. of. A. van Dulmen, op. oit., p.116 nl38; G. Bornkamm, op. oit., pp.98f.
On Paul's debt to the Hebraio past see below pp.229ff.
3. For the paradoxioal mode in Christian theology and its Christological
pattern, see in particular D.&. Baillie, "God was in Christ", 1948, pp,106ff.
He asserts paradox to be the condition of theology; the inevitable result
of objectifying our personal relationship with God; the supreme instance
being found in Christolo^y which in turn makes necessary "the paradox of
Grace" (p.114) as the main category for interpreting the Christian life.
Chapter 5 in this volume is invaluable for this aspect.
Itself at every level of thought, presenting us withi an eschatological
tension in which the continuity and discontinuity cohere. The inevitable
element of paradox in theological analysis reflects the creative element
in the gracious action of G-od in theologioal experience. *
C f " A
Muoh that has been written regarding ic-o oLvupuncs in this
context applies also to the seoond new term in v23, V^£L. • ^iie onB ia
equivalent to the other. "Little would be gained by an attempt to
distinguish between the 'mind* and the 'inner self'. Again, Paul i3
dependent on Hellenistic terminology, but even where he appears to borrow
2. ""1
mo3t he is in fact writing independently." The i3 the whole "I"
in one of its various aspects and not a part which is to be added to
other independent parts in order to reach the whole "I". *
The ory of despair in v24 proceeds from the situation of despair
which is desoribed in the whole passage. It oome3 direotly out of v23
which (with v22) elaborates the principle stated in v21, which in turn
has summarised the entire discussion in wl4-20. The anguish of v24,
which has been reached by the tortuous route from vl4, recalls the
antithesis which we called a "programmatic statement" in vl4. The "I" ia
1. cf. E. Kasemann, op. oit., pp.8, 22, on the necessity for miracle to
bridge the gap and his rejection of the oonverae (man as a "constitutively
spiritual being" p.14). We are involved here with the famous imago dei
controversy. ™~"~
2. C.K. Barrett, "The Epistle to the Homan3", 1962, p.150.
3. For Paul's use of of. F.J. Leenhardt, op. oit., p.153 n2;
J. Behm, T.D.K.T., A, PP»958fj R. Bultmann, "Theology of the Lew Testament",
1, pp.211-13. In support of the correspondence of with <=_ zccj
Opcodes of. W.&. Kummel, op. cit., p.62; R. Bultmann, op. cit., p.203 and
"Romer 7 ••••", p.202; A.J. Bandstra,^op. oit., p.146; E. Best, op. cit.,
p.83j Amdt-Gringrich, op. cit., on Vg7<? p.546, 2.
wretched as a result of the oonflict or split, as a result of the law of
sin in which it is imprisoned, but above all as a consequence of
encounter with the law of God over against whioh it must stand. It is
ultimately the law which produces this anguish. O.K. Barrett * expresses
the oause of this anguish through the equation between law and religion
of which, after Barth, he makes illuminating use: "The source of Paul's
wretchedness is clear. It is not a 'divided self*, but the fact that
the last hope of mankind, religion, has proved to be a broken reed.
Tlarou^i sin, it is no logger a comfort but an a oousatlon. Man noed3 not
a law but deliverance."
If we work in terms of the "I", we raqy project what has been said
of the "I" in the passage to it3 conclusion. "There is no line whioh
3tarts with 'I* and finishes somewhere with salvation and liberty." *
The anguish is an expression of this fact. The cry of despair is a
terminus beyond which the "I" on its own account cannot go. It is not
given to man to save himself but it is given to him, through the law, to
lament his situation. This he does with talent and without ceasing as
the broad spectrum of human culture so eloquently testifies.
The rhetorical question ft; ye puggtac with which the scene
ends requires no answering "&od willj" as J. Moffatt suggests in hi3
translation of the passage. The previous verses allow no possibility
1. op. oit., p.151.
2. K. Barth, <»A Shorter Commentary on Romans", 1959, p.87. cf. A. Ny $ren,
"Objektives und Personliohes im Romerbrief", Theologisohe Literaturzeitung.
10 (l952), Col. 596: "... denn da3 Evangelium beginnt imiaer am Nullpuakt".
of an answer from within their closed oiroje of thought. This is a
cul-de-aao not a throu^i road. A further soene which introduces a new
actor, or at least is expressed in an idiom different from that of
Scene Three, is required to carry forward the drama. We should not
therefore read the future tense as hopeful. Nor is the question a prayer
but rather an ejaculation. This anguished awareness is the most and the
best that oan be said about the WI" and it comes about through the law.
In terms of the dramatio figure the author controls his plot. The "I"
utters in soliloqiy what the author makes it utter, just as the characters
previously on stage play the parts which are allotted to them. t¥e must
not ask questions and expect answers whioh lie outside the terms of the
presentation. If we do so then we must realise that we are making
abstractions and we must ground our conclusions elsewhere than in 7:7-25.
The Influence of Hebrew and Greek Culture on Paul.
At this point, before leaving the subjeot of Scene Three, we
must retrace our steps and take up an issue on whioh we have touohed in
considering w22f, namely, the relative indebtedness of haul to Hebrew
and to Greek culture. It is impossible to determine precisely the
proportions in whioh Paul was influenced by his Damasous road encounter,
by the primitive Churoh, by his Jewish heritage and by the Hellenistio
world. We would place the last-named at the foot of the list. The
influence of his Hebrew background on the other hand was of very great
importance.
1. If Paul was removed to Jerusalem at a very early age, as W.C. van
Urrnik has argued at length, the Hebrew influence would be massive from
the start. Even if he was reared in Tarsua we cannot assume a significant
Greek influence. If the Gisoihala tradition of Jerome"*"* is to be relied on,
and Paul belonged to the fifst generation of a family's enforced residence
in Tarsus, such a family would have a strong tendency against integration.
Jerome apart, it is unlikely that a Pharisee family would have significant
2
contacts within pagan religious circles in a foreign land. * We place
3
very little importance on the line of investigation represented by H. Bohlig.
It may tell U3 much about Tarsus but very little about Paul,
2. Regarding the possibility of Paul having received a secular Greek
education, W.P. Albright writes,*1"* "There is absolutely nothing in Paul's
1, The tradition, in Jerome's Commentary on Philemon (on v23^derived from
Origen - so J, Weiss, op, cit., p,l8l nl) and also in De Viris Illustribus,
5, is late - fourth oentuiy A.D. J, Klausner, op. cit., p.3C4,accepts it.
J. Munok, "Paul and the Salvation of Mankind", 1959, p.251 ni, regards
Jerome as unreliable for information about early Christianity and rejects
it as incompatible with Ac. 22:3* R. Bultmann, "Paul", Existence and Faith.
1961, p.U2, thinks it uncertain and improbable in view of Ac. 21i39.
A.D. Nook, op. cit., p.21, supposes that it refers to an ultimate origin
rather than to an immediate one. J. Weiss, "The Histoiy of Primitive
Christianity", 1, p.181 nl, aees substance underlying it,
2. of. A. Sohweitser, "Paul and his Interpreters", 1912, p.87s 3. Cave,
op. cit., p.24. In our own day the number of devout Christians in Scotland
who have first-hand acquaintance with the communist ideological alternative
to the Gospel, or with the oults appearing in the cities, i3 very 3mall and
the stronger the conviction, the less the likelihood of sueh contact. The
aooount given by G. Ba Piana, "Foreign Groups in Rome during the First
Centuries of the Bmpire", H.T.R., 20 (1927), of the inter-action of resident
and incoming ethnio communities, encourages caution in relating Paul's
family to the existing culture.
3, "Die Geisteskultur von Tarsos im augusteisohen Zeitalter mit Beruok—
isiohtigung der paulinisohen Sohriften", 1913. J. Munck, op. cit., p.12 nl,
(of. p.144 n2), describes Bohlig's attempted reconstruction as "on the
whole an unprofitable excursion", of. W.M. Ramsay, "The Cities of 3t. Paul",
1907, pp.85-244 for an earlier resume of information about Tarsus. See also
J. Jeremias, "The Key to Pauline Theology". Expository Times. 76 (1964-65),
pp.27f, against emphasising a Tarsian baokground.
4. "Paul's Education", The Acts of the Apostles. (Anchor Bible), J. kunok,
1967, Appendix viii, p.312.
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references to popular philosophy or in his rare use of Greek aphorisms
or of common rhetorical devices to indicate that he had over received a
secular Greek eduoation. The total laok of evidence that Paul knew the
Greek olaasios is alone conclusive proof that he had never studied Greek
formally - at least beyond an elementary sohool. That he could speak
Greek fluently and without an Aramaic accent, I do not dispute for a
moment" •
3. Reoent specialist work on the Jewish background of Paul has
established the faot of his indebtedness without agreement on the preoise
extent. W.D. Davies1* provided a very significant landmark in Pauline
studies with his emphasis on the rabbinio antecedents of Paul*s thought
rather than on Hellenism. Davies relates Paul*s anthropology and
Christology and Christ-mystioism to Jewish influences. He sees Paul in
the li^it of a first century rabbi who has baptised his heritage into Christ.
2* v
H.J. Sohoeps * offers similar conclusions although he differs from Davies in
drawing, more often on Hellenistic ideas, especially in Paul's Ghristology,
and of course in his religious standpoint. R. Bultmann gives a much
larger place to Hellenistic influence - heathen oult3, Oriental and
3Gnostic nytha - while maintaining Paul's Jewish and rabbinio roots.
1. "Paul and Rabbinic Judaism", second ed. 1955» A. Sabatier, op. oit.,
p.23» identifies Pharisaism as one of Paul's main sources, of. W. tfrede
op. oit., p.V*
2. "Paul: The Theology at the Apostle in the Light of Jewish Religious
History, 1961.
3. See for instance "Paul", ihciatenoe and Faith. 1961 and "Theology of
the New Testament", 1, pp.l87ff.
J. Klausner*s 3umming-up"*" of the natter is an interesting testimony from
a modern rabbi, "Intensive research over many years has brou^it the
writer of the present book to a deep conviction that there is nothing in
the teaching of Paul - not even the most mystical elements in it « that
did not come to him from authentic Judaism. For all the theories and
lypotheses that Paul drew his opinions directly from the G-reek philo¬
sophical literature or the uystery religions of his time have no
sufficient foundation", Then Klausner adds the qualification, "But it is
a fact that most of the elements in his teaching which oame from Judaism
received unconsciously at his hands a non-Jewish colouring from the
influence of the Hellenistic-Jewish and pagan atmosphere with which Paul
of Tarsus was surrounded during nearly all his life, except for the few
years which he spent in Jerusalem", The Qumran investigations have
strengthened the view that emerging Christianity stood on a 3olid basis
of Judaism but of a variety outside the mainstream of which the non-
2
conforming Sect is a well-documented example, *
1, "From Jesus to Paul", 1944# p.466, of. also pp.307# 453f# 458, 4o2ff,
583# 591# 606# 608f. Klausner claims agreement from G-.F. Moore with the
first part of the above quotation (p.466 n53).
2. The deep indebtedness of Paul to his Jewish background, with or without
the recent more sophisticated understanding of how this was constituted,
has been widely recognised, as also its oonverse of a diminished estimate
of Greek influence! eg. A. Schweitzer, "Paul and his Interpreters", 1912,
p.204# of. pp.94-96, 99# 176, 215, 2l8f, 222f, 238, 239f - Sohweitzer
counsels us to leave out Greek influence and understand Paul from Jewish
primitive Christianity while maintaining his esohatology to the fullj
A,3, Peake, op. oit., pp.287# 298; H.A.A. Kennedy, "St. Paul^ Conceptions
of the Last Things", 1904# pp.43ff» 342ff also his "St. Paul and the
Mystery Religions", 1913# pp.l54ff; C.A, Anderson Soott, op. cit», pp.vii,
3f, 9f, 21, 251ff; A.D. Nook, "St. Paul", 1938, pp.77, 236; J. Jeremias,
4. A fuller understanding of the unity between Old Testament and New-
Testament in recent research has helped to identify the very close
relation between Paul and his Hebrew background in particular in the
Old Testament. We thus have to modify the thesis of W.D. Davles not
only as a result of Qumran studies1, but also from an understanding of
Paul's use of the °ld Testament under the influence of the primitive
2
Church and ultimately of Jesus. *
(cont'd) op. oit., pp.28f; B.E. Ellis, "Paul's Use of the Old Testament",
1957, pp.10, 82ff, 149 and see his resume' in "Paul and his Recent
Interpreters", 1961, pp.29ff; A.M. Hunter, "The Words and Works of Jesus",
1950, p.71 and his "Interpreting the Hew Testament", 1951, p.70 "...if
Paul derived his message from his environment, he did what no other
missionary has ever done - borrowed his gospel from the people among
whom he worked", also his "Introducing Hew Testament Theology", 1957»
pp.87ff; J.5. Stewart, "A Man in Christ", 1935» pp.32-80; E, Howell,
"St. Paul and the Creek World", Expository Times, 71 (i960), 328ff.
1. We have dealt with the possibility of Persian influence in Qumran
(above pp,84ff). If this is allowed to be the oase then Paul's Jewish
base must be modified accordingly.
2. B.E. Ellis, "Paul's Use of the Old Testament", 1957, p.Is "While
rabbinic Judaism has influenced the mechanics of Pauline citation, one must
look to the apostolio Churoh and to Christ Himself to find the primary
source of the apostle's understanding and use of the 0T, The emphases,
applications and hermeneutios of Paul's quotations mark him as one with
the apostolio Churoh in contrast to his rabbinic background", cf. also
Pp.83, 74f regarding "the great gulf" separating Paul's use of the Old
Testament from that of the rabbi3, which was determined by Paul'3
Christological interpretation. Klausner's estimate (op. oit., pp.453f)
must be modified.
Scene Four. v25a.
We must first oonsiaer certain textual and exegetical problema.
The interjected thanksgiving suggests a break in the flow of the passage
and the supposition has given rise to textual variations, hone of these
1
affects the text significantly. H. lietzmann's treatment * of the textual
problem here is a model of its kind. We hold the correct reading to be
Xhfh' 1£> Bees as exhibited in Bf Sah.j Origen Mart.3j toethodius Reaurr.
11, 8, 3; Hier. Ep. 121, 8. This original reading has been modified to
t) X^ls ~Tl> heu thus substituting a positive affirmation for the
exclamation and al3o to q YtpiS K'of^ou in G- and certain latin texts in
an effort to provide a tidy answer to the question of v24» The reading
<o Dec , which also occurs without the artiole, is extensively
supported, in ^ j A; Sy.j Or. and many oursives. It is intended to
strengthen the answer to v24 but is explained by the reduplication of the
hbj with tlie subsequent addition of the prefix fu. The diphthong oould
also be a misreading of • ou from the preoeding -Toufcu . A few MBS.
add which softens the asyndeton but is missing in the other variants
and therefore may be assumed with good reason not to belong to the original
text. Thus the variants can be adequately explained from the original
reading Y^iS "<w &£o
1, "An die Romer", 1928, p.74* of* W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, "The
Epistle to the Romans", 1902, p.184.
2. Most commentators read fen, eg. W.G. Kummel, op. cit., p.65;
0. Miohel, op. cit., p.130; ,0. Kuss, oj>. cit., p.459. Tischendorf, Westcott
and Hort and Nestle adopt *5 • pouter (with de in the
margin) and yon Soden reed IcL/ifZro Vc , no doubt on account of the
support of^ and some of the koine. NVE.B. follows Nestle but goes beyond
translation in the elaboration, "God alone, through Jesus Christ our lord".
We reject the suggestion that a rearrangement of the text is
necessary in order to tidy up the logical order and furnish the revised
sequences v23, v25b, v24, v25a."*" There is no textual basis for such a
change. The familiar order, although presenting difficulties, is by no
means incomprehensible. We must allow Paul to be himself in style as in
thought. Chapters 5 and 6 have just been before the reader with their
rioh Christological content. We see v25a as a change of scene. The
logic of the passage is agreeable to the liberty of the author to follow
a lengtly soene with a short one, to suggest as well as to elaborate, to
break the flow of the passage as he ohooses in keeping with his purpose.
We do not require to impose a logic on the passage as do those who seek
to rearrange. We tiy rather to grasp its own logio which is that
appropriate to the drama portrayed.
2
The *formula of thanksgiving" * appears suddenly in answer to
the question in v24» We move with it into another realm yet there is no
bridge by which we pass from what has been said of the "I" to what is
now expressed. The transition is abrupt and unexpected with an hiatus
between. This hiatus signifies the change of soene. We oan find no element
of hope hiding in the despairing oiy of v24 whioh might serve as a bridge.
1. F. Muller, "Zwei Marginalien im Brief des Paulus an die komer",
Z.H.T.W.. 40 (1940-41.), 249-252. He further adopts the sequence 8:2, 1, 3.
of. J. Moffatt's foot-note ad loc. and K.E. Kirk, "The Epistle to the
Homana", 1937» p.208.
2. J. Murray, op. oit., p>269» of. the parallels in Arndt-G-ingrioh,
op. oit., p.886, under fcpiS , 5*
The discontinuity is marked. The exegetical hiatus reflects the
theological emphasis in the phrase "vertically from above". It is
precisely the dramatic form which allows Paul to make the assertions
which are necessary without saying or implying more than his basic
theology permits. Paul is no Shakespeare but he is a wise man and is
content to hurry on having said just enough, and Chapter 8 is to come.
H. Lietzmann"^* conjectures that a fuller statement was intended
which would have led into 8:Iff but that this wa3 prevented by a
characteristic interruption. He cites as similar oases 1:13; 7:25; 1 Cor.
15:56; 2 Cor. 3:17; 5:16. This supposition however goes further than the
fact3 permit. V25a is an explicit reply to the question of v24, terse
and unexpected and inadequate though it be. Paul "... knows the answer
to his own questions - know3 it so well that with unstudied dramatic
2
aposiopesis he does not express it in words". * It is as if the strain
of sustaining the negative sequence from v7 and the unaccustomed form
must be relieved by the positive outburst before the final summarising
statement in v25b. Thus the oiy of anguish is balanced by the cry of
thanksgiving. Amotion replies to emotion in a logic of its own. C.H.
A,
Dodd uses the emotional character of v24 to argue for the autobiographical
1. op. ait., p.74*
2. C.K. Barrett, op. oit., p.151. The implication here of the word
"dramatio" should not be missed.
3. of. W. Sanday and A.C, Headlam, op. oit., p.185: "the sigh of relief
in v25"• M.-J, Lagrange, op. eit., p.180 says, "comme un eclair dans la
nuit".
4. op. oit., p.107. of. W, Sanday and A.C. Headlam, op. oit., p.186.
reference of the passage, "A nan is not moved like that by an ideal
construction". But it is only an "ideal construction" in as far as it
is a drama and the cry of v24 and the so brief denouement of v25a are
entirely in keeping with the chosen form.
There is a definite connection between v25a and 8:Iff.1* The
former anticipates the latter and is then elaborated by it. V25a is both
2
an "interjected parenthesis" and an "anticipatory exclamation". * This is
the first place in the passage which began at v7, at which explicit and
unequivocal Christian termh are used. A line has been traced in vv7-24
in which the "I" dominates. Now another and disconnected line appears
which starts with Jesus Christ. The thanksgiving is offered to God
"through Jesus Christ". This i3 the standard Christian formula for piety
and for liturgy.^* It is more a formula than an explicit doctrinal
1. W.G-. Kummel, op. oit., p.98, speaks of the anticipatory clause; cf. G.
Bomkamm, op. cit., p.99> 3. Stauffer, op. cit., p.359j A.M. Hunter, "The
Epistle to the Romins", 1955, p.74? "v25a paves the way for Ch.8"; P. Benoit,
op. oit., p.123; R.N. Longenecker, op. oit., p.113, C.L. Mitton, op. oit.,
p.134; W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, op. cit., p.186: "It is just in hi3 manner
to sum up thus in a sentence what he i3 about to expand into a chapter";
M.-J. Lagrange, op. oit., p.172; E. Best, op. oit., p.84. F.J. Leenhardt,
op. oit., p.195, denies that there is an anticipatory role and refers to "the
Jewish habit of intercalating doxologies which seem to break up die sequence
of ideas". So also E. Gaugler, "Der Romerbrief", 1, 1945, P.232 who refers
to 1:25 and speaks of a characteristic Jewish interruption with answers that
give praise and interjections that anticipate.
2. The phrases are from R.N, Longenecker, op. oit., p.113.
3. of. R. Bultmann, "Theology of the New Testament"^ 1, ^p.128. cf. 1:18;
Col. 3:17. See also 1 Cor. 15:57, where the ■&<* -foo Kigico can be taken
either as gratitude to the victory-giving God or as defining the victory*
also physical death is in view and it is the element of victory which
governs the context.
statement. he should not try to draw too rich a content from the
thanksgiving. Certainly whenever J9SU3 Christ with the appellation "Lord"
is before us, lines run out in many directions, but here the immediate
purpose is strictly limited, .that has to be said will be better said in
another way. What has been said is the main burden of the present exercise.
The mere hint given in the fourth scene is sufficient for the purpose and
enables Paul to hurry on to the positive side of the over-all antithesis.
It is unnecessary to ask with 0. Kuss * whether the objective, saving act
4 * 2#
on the Cross is in mind or the present activity of Christ, A. van Dulmen
also goes beyond the aotual intention of v25a in making a connection
between the death of Christ and the law, similar to that which exists
with sin.
If we recall what we have said about the attitude to drama in the
Jewish culture, we can understand best of all why the fourth and final
scene is so brief. In the London theatre of the present day, the
representation of God on the 3tage is not thought worthy of comment far
less of criticism. This is a very far cry indeed from the Jewish practice
in Paul's day. Not only was the drama as a form of communication and
interpretation not favoured by the Jews, as we have indicated, the very
idea of the representation of the Deity by means of the drama r/as
unthinkable. The reverence with whioh God was regarded in the Jewish
1. op, cit., p.AbO.
2. op. cit., p.S9«
ethoa appears in the extreme in the earlier consonantal substitution in
the enunciation of the Divine name in the reading of the Old Testament.
It is also encountered in the later Islamic offshoot of the Hebrew faith
in which artistic reproduction was confined to geometric forms. The
human form was not depicted far less the divine. #hen Paul comes to the
end of his theological analysis in dramatic form, he is unable to rest
content with the bleak fact of the agony and enigma of man apart from
■ ti
Jesus Christ. It will simpler not do to end with ££ EV (^24-).
Such a oourse would not be true to his knowledge and experience. The
restrictions imposed by his Jewish inhibitions prevent him from bringing
the Lord God on the stage. So he makes only an oblique reference to God
in the form of a thanksgiving and in the briefest possible compass. He
has then made his point and he has done so without contravening the rules.
When the dramatisation is ended the restraints no longer apply. Ho can
set forth what God has done with all liberty and this he does in the long
Chapter 8 and, after the involved dialectic of Chapters 9-11 has been
worked out, he oan lead up to the climax in 11:36, "Source, Guide and
Goal of all that is - to him be gloiy for ever!" (K.E.B.) In saying that
he has said all.
5. The Summarising Conclusion. v25b.
The smooth and logical flow of the passage is thought by some to
be jarred by the 3Uddon interjection of v25a and then confused by the
repetitious v25b. In the interests of an easier text various suggestions
240c
have been made.
a. Paul himself may have made an addition in the course of dictating"'"
or perhaps he paused to add the positive words of v25a in order to avoid
concluding on a negative note but then on resuming summarised the plight
2
of the "I" once more and for the last time, in v25b.
b. The amanuensis becaxae confused in the course of a difficult task
and misunderstood Paul*s intention."**
c. A scribal insertion was made at a very early date of a marginal
note deriving from some copyist, reader, or Church commentator whose
intention was to smooth the path of the reader.*1" Thus we would have the
rare phenomenon of a primary corruption whioh affected all our surviving
MS3# k. Bultmann"** sees not only a gloss here and at 8:1, but one which
has also been wrongly located in the text. It should come after v23.
8:2 then becomes the correct conclusion of wl4ff.
1. &. Zuntz, "Text of the Epistles", 1953# p.16. He also suggests a
summing-up by some earlier reader.
2. E. Stange, "Diktierpausen in den Fauiusbriefen", Z.N.T.Vf.. 18-19
(1917-20), pp.109-117 especially pp.llOf.
3. A suggestion of J. Moffatt, C.H. Dodd etc.
4. C.H. Dodd ad loc. etc.
5. Also A. Julioher ad loo,; M.-J, Lagrange, op. ait., p.172 who says
that v25b is perhaps misplaced; A, van Dulmen, op. oit., p.119 says a gloss
is not improbable; "The Jerusalem Bible" ad loo, n "0", sees an addition;
G-. Bomkamm, op. cit., p»103 n33 takes v25b as a gloss but not 8:1; 3,
Fuchs emends and rearranges while H, Braun says that it is dubious and omits
discussion of v25b. W.G. F.ummel, op. oit., p.67 n5 gives references.
d0 F. Muller^* argues for a rearrangement rather than a deletion,
which results in the sequenoe v23# v25b, v24, v25a and then 8:2, 1, 3o
We are not convinced by these explanations. In the case of F.
Muller it is very difficult to work back from the rearranged text ;o that
which has come down to us. A wholly convincing hypothesis must explain
adequately and without exegetical acrobatics how the change took ^ace.
In addition Muller can quote no M33. evidence. In all our M33. v25b
comes after vv24-25a. As far as the supposed gloss is concerned a
complete absence of M33. support argues very strongly against such.
Certainly a primary corruption is a possibility but the evidence adauoed
from within the passage is very subjective and hypothetical. ;.'e cannot
allow that the proposed emendation is a brilliant deduction from the
facts because we dispute the facts. It then becomes exeget leal arrogance
2,
to rearrange the text without the most solid grounds. J. Koffatt says
that the logical position of v25b is before the climax of v24» But what
does "logical" mean in this assertion? Is it Moffatt's logic or Paul's?
Ie must not overlook the possibility that the passage has a logic of its
own. In fact it imposes its own canons on us rather than the reverse and
in any case one man's sense is another man's nonsense. In similar vein
1. op, oit., W.G. Kummel, op. oit., p.67, cites other earlier examples of
the transfer of v25 to a position between v23 and v24. J.B. Phillips ad loo,
places v25b after v23. K# Stendahl, "The Apostle Paul and the Introspective
Conscience of the Wast", H.T.II., $6 (1963), p.175# considers the attempts
at textual reconstruction in the light of the influence of the Western
introspective view, as he !inder3tands it,
2. "The Moffatt Bible", foot-note ad loc, cf. J. Moffatt, "Introduction
to the Literature of the Wew Testament", third ed. 1918, p.U+3»
C.H. Dodd1* says, "it ia scarcely conceivable that ••••", but again we
ask, conceivable to whom? If another sound explanation can be given whij h
fits the context we must prefer such in the absence of M33. evidence to
the contrary, otherwise we bully Paul to suit our own sense of order and
logic. Also we must allow the emotion-charged v2A and v25a to make their
impact on the order.
When we understand the form of presentation in dramatic terms and
see v25a as a veiy attenuated scene, v25b then becomes a conclusion
outside of the dramatic sequence which it summarises. In this way we
oan go behind the supposed problem which the emendation and rearrangement
claim to solve. There is in fact no problem. R.V.G-. Tasker, * referring
to the principles on which the translators of the N.Z.B, proceeded, says,
".... pure oonjeotures should not be admitted to the text; and this
should apply to conjectural rearrangements as well as to verbal changes".
The text of the N.S.B. makes no rearrangement and no deletion here. We
consider it necessary to leave the text in its transmitted form.^*
1. "The Epistle to the Romans", 1932, pp,114f.
2. "The Greek New Testament", 1964, p.vii. Regarding the text presented in
the N.E.B., F.F. Bruce, "The English Bible", second ed. 1970, p.241, says,
"Rarely if ever has conjecture been resorted to". He is referring to the
New Testament in the N.S.B., in the Old Testament conjecture is required on
oocasion.
3. So W.G-. Kummel, op, cit., pp.67f who comments that Paul often argues in
a way that is at first incomprehensible, of. C.K. Barrett, op. oit., p,151j
F.J?. Bruce, "The Epistle of Paul to the Romans", 1963, p.l56j 3.H. G-ifford,
"The Epistle of St, Paul to the Romans", 1886, p.144; M.-J. Lagrange, op.
oit., p.lSOj E. Best, op, oit., p.84. T. Zahn reads v25h and 8:1 as a
question, the assertion of the latter answering the question of the former.
This view (according to J, Kiirzinger, "Per Schlussel zum Verstandnis von Rom
7', Biblische Zeit3chrift, Neue Folge 7-8 (1963-4), p.272 n4) was already
represented by Didymus of Alexandria.
V25b presents a formula in the shape of an antithesis which
summarise a"*" * in a simplified way what has been said in the first instance
in vv22f, but also in the whole section. V25a is no obstacle to regarding
v25b as a summary when we recognise its provisional and interjected
2
character. * The summary is brief and to the point. The emotional
overtones of v24 and v25a are wholly lacking. There is a disconnection




The combination of the particles ^ cjv ' in v25>b is of
classical use and is al30 found in the Koine. In the New Testament it is
5
peculiar to Paul. It i3 frequent in Romans. We should note in
* <■
1. W.G-, Kumrnel, op. oit., pp.65f says the premiss of v25b is the whole
section wl4-24; of. 0. Kuss, op. cit., p.460j **• Murray, op. cit.,
pp.270f; A. van Dulmen, op. oit., p.U8j C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.151#
F.P. Bruce, op. oit., p.l56j C.L. Mitton, op. cit., p.134; Best, op.
cit., p.84j M.-J. Lagrange, op. cit., p.l80j W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam,
op. cit., p.184.
2. H. Lietzmann, op. cit., p.78, notes ,the parallel in Chapter 10 where
vl7, which is introduced by the simple dp* , summarises vvl5-17.
3« A. Nygren* s laok of disoussion of v25 is striking. The paraphrases
offered by W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, op. cit., p.178 and C.L. Mitton,
op. cit., p.134 are illuminating. C.L. Mitton's medical metaphor (ibid.
p.134) of the "moral diabetic" is less successful.
4» N.E.B. translates "In a word then ..." of. J.B. Lightfoot, "Notes on
Epistles of St. Paul", 1855* P*305: "To sum up then..."
5« This paragraph summarises M.S. Thrall, "G-reek Particles in the New
Testament", 1962, pp.10-11.
particular 7*3 and 8:12; also 5*18; 9*15» 16, 18; 14*19; and &al. 6:16;
1 TheS3. 5*6; 2 Thess. 2:15. We should also include Rom. 14:12 and Jph.
2:19 on the principle of preferring the more difficult reading. "The
purpose of the combination is presumably to provide an emphatically
1 ^
inferential connective". * alone at the beginning of a sentence
in Paul is always connective eg. Rom, 10:17; 1 Cor. 15*18; 2 Cor. 5*14;
7*12; Gal. 6:10. The combination of the two implies logical oonneotion,
the one reinforcing the other. It is several times used by Paul to sum
up the argument of a whole section (rather than merely indicating the
logical oonsequences of the immediately preceding sentence considered in
"2
isolation). * We hold that this summary of M.S. Thrall givc3 decisive
support to regarding v25b as a summary of the preceding passage. In the
nearer distance it connects with vv22-23 which in turn itself summarises
the preceding. In the further distance it sums up the argument from v!4.
It adds nothing to it. Any apparent difference can be fully explained
from the preceding. P.J. Leenhardt"^* would accordingly appear to be
mistaken in saying that it is not a satisfactory summary of the preceding.
? > n \ •? \
We note the significance of oiv-tcs fyo . Prom v7 the ^ keeps
appearing both as a pronoun in the nominative, accusative, genitive and
dative cases and in the verbal first person singular. This is the final
1. ibid. p.10.
2. eg. Rom. 5*18; 7*25j 8:12; 14*19; &al« 6*10.
3. op. cit., p.195-
occurrence in Chapter 7» The too pronouns together must be regarded as
having a force different from one such alone. They are emphatic.1. They
give the summarising conclusion at the end of the dramatisation. Our
2.
translation should convey this impression. "I myself" is weak, "I of
nyself"^* is better but requires strengthening. An adequate translation
is represented by the following: "entirely on his own";^"* "relying on
his own resources"; * "I, leaving Jesus Christ our L0rd out of the
& 7 8
question"; * "I in my ovra strength"; "I left to nyself"; * "in ay
own nature I "without the help of God".10. B. .Veiss paraphrases11.
1. A.T. Robertson, "A Short Grammar of the Greek hew Testament", 1908,
p.79 describes the occurrence in v25b as an intensive and uncommon use of
and instances also Lk. 20;42 and 1 Thess. 4$9»
2. A.V.; R.V.; N.3.B.; Weymouth 1902; "The Twentieth Century hew
Testament", 1902; "The Book of Books", 1938. M. Luther has simply "ioh".
The Zurich Bible of Zwinglian antecedents has "ich selbst".
3. A.S.V.; R.3.V. cf. "Good News for Modern Man; The New Testament in
Today's English Version", 1966, "by nyself I ....".
4. C.L. Mitton, op. ext., p.133*
5. C.L. Mitton, ibid, p.134; R.N, Longeneoker, op. cit., p.112: "I of ny
own resources"; cf. A.M. Hunter, "The Epistle to the Romans", 1955, p«74.
6. J. Denney, "St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans", E.G.T., 2, 1900, p.643.
7. F.F. Bruce, op. cit., p.l53»
8. J. Moffat; J.A.T. Robinson, "The Bocfr", 1952, p.32.
9. J.B. Phillips.
* *
10. P. Blaser, op. cit., p.123$ "Der Mensoh fur 3eine eigene Person
ohne die Hilfe Gottes
11 #
11. quoted W.G. Kummel, op. cit., pp.66f«
246.
helpfully, "Ich far rneine Person, ohne jene hohere errettende Dazwischen-
kunft, weloh ioh Christo verdanke".
W.G. Kummel"1"* gives "ioh selbst (und kein anderer)""and "ich selbsts
eben ioh", on the ground that in other hew Testament passages this is the
meaning. Examination shows that this is indeed the oase. In these
passages Paul speaks quite certainly of his own person. But three special
faotora operate in v25b.
1 \ n\ 1 *
a* the oulminating use in a series whioh employs
in a literary technique which is quite speoial. Kummel characterises this
as a "Stilform", that is, a special literary technique. He have argued
that we are in fact dealing with an explicit dramatisation.
b. It receives its oontent from the preceding discussion. Kummel
affirms thi3 clearly but does not seem to follow through, with his very
bare rendering "ioh selbst".
The antithesis must be kept in view in the translation. The N.3.B.
rendering of v25*» "God alone ••••", which we desoribed as a paraphrase
rather than a translation, oatches the train of thought correctly. The
o
antithesis is: God alone - I alone (that is, I apart from God). *
1. op.oit.f pp.66f.
? v
C.L. Mitton, op. oit., pp,132ff sees the correct assessment of doTZ'S
sy« as the key to the whole passage. Again we affirm that t here are no
"keys" in this sense. The interpretation must be broadly based* vof. R.N.
Longeneoker op. cit.. pp. 112-114. who also stresses the
<ku rc$
, evw stands over against the following
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It is important that we understand UvXcZ €\ja as referring to
; \ ■) v ? v
the gytO already in view from v7. When we establish that °d»Tc$ gyt<?
mean3 "I relying on my own resources" and when we appreciate that the
? v T> ■* •> V
gyiO is the same gyu> as before, then we can read this meaning into
7 V
each ooourrenoe of gytc from vl4, vYe oannot relate the double pronouns
to Paul personally1* unless we have felt obliged to do so previously,
7 \ 7 \
This essential connection of duTcs fywith the previous discussion is
confirmed when we examine the actual terms of the antithesis in v25b in
the light of what has preceded,
o
M. Luther * seizes on v25b as the last of his "Twelve Words", as
the all-illuminating verse whioh clinches the argument relating Chapter
7 to the Christian present. We find this understanding unsatisfactory.
Luther* s view here depends on the sense given to £»o\eo<o , But in our
view this should be based on the preceding verses 16 and 22, with their
and LiQi/qSo^Ut , We are at exactly the same place as we were in
verses 16 and 22, We should continue the line followed there. The 3ense
O \ /doateixo here is well represented by "I am subject to". It does not
mean "I serve", in the sense of being fully obedient in action. The
3
latter is disallowed by wllpff. We should throw the stress on the
1, As does Blaos-Debrunner-Punk, op, cit,, para. 281: "Paul certainly
applies the words to himself", with a quexy as to the text.
2, op, oit,, pp.208f.
3# of. 0. Kuss, op. oit., p.460. and against J, Murray, op. oit*, pp.270f.
objective authority of the law rather than on the subjective response
to the law.
We should import the earlier distinction between willing and
doing in wl5, 18 and 21, into the antithesis of v25b, v23 is the
(f / / C /
moeaa&xy background with its Crgpex; 'vc^cs- and -ffjS *
? v o
The same ryu) is the subjeot in both parts of the antithesis, VcdS and
/ / ■> N
£dpt, here as earlier, are functions of the same gyso « There is no
? X
dualism intended whereby in one part of the antithesis the gyto is on
the side of the angels and in the other part, not. The other side of the
story, already anticipated in v25a, comes in 8t2 with its opposing laws
and in a form of presentation different from the dramatic form of 7s?ff,
CONCLUSION, CHAPTER 8.
We have not been able to find any single "key" with whioh to
unlock the problems set by Romans 7: 1-25• Those who olaim to have found
such have, we believe, greatly exaggerated their oasa.1* We have first
examined the Spistle in whioh the passage lies embedded, on the principle
that understanding the whole is likely to aid understanding of the part.
In our introductory investigations we have led arguments that the Churoh
in Rome was more oomplex in it3 structure than a straight Jewish-Christian:
Gentile-Christian division. The influence of the Jewish-Christian presence,
which had been stronger in the time prior to 57-58 A.D,, was still, we
think, an important factor. Nevertheless we have been obliged to give
/
Vc/^-g5 a wider reference than the Torah, The Genesis allusion and the
salvation history scheme broaden Paul*s view away from a too narrow
concentration on the Torah, although that of course looms large. It mqy
be too that we have to credit Paul with a more philosophical turn of mind
1, C.L. Mitton, op, cit., understands the key to lie in the correct
appreciation of the <At>-fes feytB (of, R.N. Longeneoker, op. oit., pp,56, 112).
J, Kurzinger, op. oit., understands the crux of the matter to be the correct
assessment of 7s25b whioh he moves to Chapter 8, He then takes v25b - 8:4
as a unit and thus goes behind the traditional Chapter division whioh
derives from the Middle Ages, F.J. Leanhardt, op. cit., p.158, suggests
that Gal. 2:18 is a resume' of hl-25 and that it provides a guide-line for
its interpretation. A.J. Bandstra, op. cit,, p.141 (of, p.148), thinks
that the key lies in Gal, 2:15-20. T. Fahy, op, cit., p.187 (cf, p.188),
identifies Gal. 5*2-4 as "the key to the solution of this passage", in its
rejection of the abrogated Mosaic Law a3 a means of salvation. Others 3ee
the recognition of the autobiographical reference as the vital factor.
P. Blaser, op. cit., p.123, affirms that the antithesis of vl4 is the key
which unlocks the passage. We have sought to show that a wider approach
to the problems of 7:7-25 is required.
than is sometimes granted him. He was under pressure from his Gentile
and pagan contacts and this mqy well have made him aware of the wider
issue at stake and forced him to think in broader term3.
We have found that the Epistle as a whole has a very definite
confessional element, yet we can find no "confes3iort in 7:7-25. This
however presents no problem. A definite issue is under analysis, namely,
the role of the law in the saving purpose of God. A particular form ha3
been chosen for it3 presentation, namely the dramatisation. The two
together account for the insertion of a non-oonfessional passage within
the larger confessional whole.
We have also examined the milieu from which the Epistle was
written on the principle that product and source are olosely related.
There are two aspects to this background, one which is internal to Paul
and another whioh is external lying in the historical and Church situation.
Both are important and they interact. We have also examined the connections
of the passage within the Epistle. 7:7-25 does not stand on its own but
is part of the whole, which is so closely knit together that no one part
can be properly considered apart from the rest.
The interpretation of 7:7-25 must proceed from a broad base.
This base is provided by an appreciation of the dramatic form in which the
passage is presented. We submit that the close oonneotion with 5:12ff,
the existence of a Genesis allusion, the influence of a model-building
mood and the emotional overtones in the vocabulary, all support this
/
inference. The multiple use of the terra Topics which exegesis seems to
us to require, accords happily with such a form. The chosen form has
the double advantage that it helps us to answer various questions that
arise in the interpretation of the passage but at the same time it also
precludes any attempt to answer absurd questions, absurd that is, in the
light of the dramatic form although not of course in other contexts.
The five parts - four scenes (w7-H; vvl2-13; wl4-24; v25a)
and the summari3ii^ conclusion (v25b) - can be dearly recognised and
their inter-relation oan be adequately explained without recourse to
emendation or rearrangement. It is very important to appreciate the
change in idiom in Soene Three and also the two conflicts - the one set
within the other - whioh lie behind it. This recognition enables us in
turn to deal satisfactorily with the celebrated anthropological problems
to whioh the verses give rise, while at the same time we oan preserve
the unity of the passage.
If we are to state precisely the meaning of 7:7-25 we must be
able to answer certain questions and answer them moreover in a way that
is agreeable to an exegesis which appreciates the detailed structure
within the specific literary form. The questions are:
; v
1, Who is the ? We answer in the broadest terms - mankind apart
from Jesus Christ,
i v
2, Can the be given a Christian reference? At the outset of our
investigation we held that it was so, but examination of the issues
involved (in particular exegetioal issues) has compelled a ohange of mind
and we have therefore to answer - no I both oontent and context forbid it,
3, How does the passage relate to Paul himself? We have sought to
show that it i3 not autobiographical. The writer occupies an objective
position in relation to his material.
4. How does the passage appear in the light of Paul's primary
Christologioal experience and understanding? We hold that Paul was forced
into the position over against the law which he occupies in this passage,
by the fact of his encounter with Jesua Christ and his consequent
appreciation of the implications of that encounter. He makes a
Christological oritiaue of the law.
5. It is important, and this i3 as near as we can come to any so-called
"key" to 7*7-25, to grasp the eschatological point of balanoe in the
thought behind the analysis. We are then able to affirm that the passage
is not about the Christian but the Christian is nevertheless able to learn
from it. We are also able to a3ser*t that it is not about Paul himself
yet Paul is not totally unrelated to the passage. The words "but" and
"yet", point to the fundamental paradox.
"The stage", said Anton Chekov, * "is the scaffold on which the
playwright is executed". His dictum wa3 in response to misunderstanding
of the Russian dramatist's intentions. What the stage is to the play in
this aphorism, interpretation is to Paul's dramatisation in 7:7-25. &ay
we not say that the Apostle has suffered from misinterpretation of his
work by those who have failed to grasp the dramatic form of his presentation
and the structure which is designed in accordance with that form? This
form and this structure, chosen by Paul to serve his controlling purpose
of eluoiaating the part played by the law in Cod's purpose, together
1. Quoted Allen Wright, dramatic critic, "Scotsman" newspaper, 10:6:72.
illumine the meaning of the passage, "Whatever measure of agreement
may be obtained on the questions at issue, it is certainly true that
we are dealing here with one of the most difficult texts and one of the
most celebrated and long-standing controversies in Pauline studies#
Recognition of the fact runs like a refrain through the literature#**
Finally, we sum up the main advantages as we see them which
result from understanding the £a/u) of "Jtiff as part of a dramatic whole.
1# We do full justioe to the generally recognised personification of
sin and death when we think; ofa dramatisation. If we stop short at the
idea of personification without acknowledging the dramatic presentation
in its entirety, then we impoverish our understanding of the passage#
We have faced in the right direotion but have not proceeded nearly far
enough.
2. We preserve the unity of the passage.
3# We can aooount adequately for the change in style of presentation
in wl4ff, when we recognise a change of scene in which the portrayal takes
the form of a soliloqty. We are unaware of any interpretation of the
passage whioh has proposed this insight.
4. We can aooount adequately for the change to the present tenses from
vl4 on. It is a "dramatio present" employed by the "I", which is
interlorising the situation previously presented differently as an
onstage encounter of the characters.
5. We avoid mistaken and irrelevant questions which do not take
aooount of the dramatio form of portrayal, as for instance the question,
1. H. Windisch, "The Meaning of the Sermon on the Mount", 1951, p. 122
remarks that Rom. 7 has no parallel elsewhere in the whole Bible.
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"when?" applied to £AV and jfocgSU/cp in vv9-10. P. Benoit * writes
with perception when he warns that we dull and falsify the dramatio
presentation when we insist on translating it too strictly into logioal
terms.
6. We have no difficulty in admitting a Genesis reference and in
recognising a salvation history scheme of thought.
7. We can rejeot an explicit autobiographical reference, yet at the same
time we do not disconnect Paul the playwright completely from his literary
creation.
8. We can allow the double reference to a positive theme which is
introduced by the anticipatory v25a, as well as the negative theme,
without any necessity for rearranging the text. It is quite wrong to
suggest that the non-autobiographioal view must rearrange the text.
* 9. We oan aocount for the emotional overtones in wl4i*f and in particular
in v24» These reflect the anguish of the human situation dramatically
reproduced.
10. We oan resolve the anthropological problem in wl4ff by giving weight
to the dramatio form in which an internalising of the action in the previous
two scenes takes place within the "I". The borrowed terms that are used
must be understood against this background and not as if they oame straight
from a text-book on Logio or Psychology.
11. This understanding was within reach of the first readers.
12. We are able to avoid a false oonoept of oonsistenoy. We are in
fact being consistent in our interpretation in the only way that matters,
1. op. oit., p.493.
which is within the dramatic logic of the passage itself. »e lot the
passage set its own canons.
13. We can make glad use of contributions to the discussion, such as
t '
those of W.G-. Hummel and R. Bultmann, to name once more the two writers
whom we consider to be pre-eminent in thi3 field, as well as the lesser
ones such as P. Benoit, G-. B0rnkamm, J. Kurzinger, C.L. Ritton, J. Blank,
K. Kertelge, K.G-. Kuhn, K. Stendahl and others.
14. We employed the phrase "creative synthesis" to describe the Spistle
as a whole. 7:7-25 is an excellent illustration of this definition,1*
The creative element is well seen in the contrivance of a literary form
which is very unusual both for Paul and for the Hebrew culture, and also
in the theological reinterpretation of the function of the law. The
synthesising element is present in as far as the "building materials" -
vocabulary, theological concepts, general standpoint - are derived from
ties past of Paul, of the primitive Church, of Judaism, and of the
Hellenistic world, and in that order of importance.
1. J. Blank, op. cit., p.12 n2, recognises the synthesising which takes
place in Rom.7. He distinguishes six constituents which interlock in the
presentation: a salvation history view of sin and law;* ideas from Jewish
anthropology; a reassessment of the law; Paul's personal experience;
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